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12v18Ah SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES, 
new and boxed, unused pack of 4 £39.95 
ref CYC7 or £ 15 each ref CYC6 
AUTOMATIC CHARGERFor the abo‘e baeenes charges 
2 at once charge level indicator circuitry, 6 hour charge £10 ref CYC8 

A new range of 12v to 
240v INVERTERS 
IV400S (400 watt) £89 

IV800S (800watt)£159 

IV1200S ( 1200 watt) £219 
ECG MAC HINESW6v IOAH EIATTS/24V 8A TX Ex 
government ECG machines' Measures 390X320X120mm, onthefront 
are controls for scan speed, scan delay, scan mode, loads of connec-
bons on the rear including video out etc On the front panel are two DIN 
sockets for connecting the body sensors to Sensors not included 
Inside 2 x 6v 10AH lead acid batts ( noto good condition), pcb's and 
a 8A? 24vtorroiclial transformer (mains in) sold as seed, may have one 
or two broken knobs etc due to poor storage £15 99 ref VP2 

SODIUM LAMP SYSTEMS £75.70 Corn plete system 
with 260wor400wattSON-TAgrobufb, reffectorweh bulb holder and 
remote ballast and starter(uncased) all you need is wire. 250W 
system ref St.S1, 400Wsystem SLS2. 

PC SUPPORT HANDBOOK-rile unimatetechnical guide 
to building and maintaining PC's. Over 460M pages packed with 
technical data and diagrarnsJus-t£10 refPC8K. If youwant4copies 
fer 33 ref PCBK2. Also available Is a CD packed with diagnostic 
programmesto use with the book ES ref PC8K1 

D SIZE NICADS Tagged, 12001rUk, 1.2v pack of 4 for E6 ref 
CYC9 or as a pack of 24 for E22 ref CYC10 

D SIZE SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES 
2v 2 Sari rechargeable sealed lead acid battery made by Cyclon 
60x45mm (standard D size) supplied as a pack of 12 or 20 giving you 
options for battery configerabons eg 12v at 5ah, 24v at 2 Sari, 6v at 
10ah These batteries are particularly useful in that you can arrange 

them in your project to optimise space etc (eg boat ballast etc) Pack 
of 12 £10 ref CYC4, pack of 20 £16 ref CYC5 

HYDROPONICS DO YOU GROVV YOUR OWN? 
We have a full oalour hydroponics catalogue available containing 
nutrients, pumps, fittings, enviromental control light fittings, plants, 

test equipment etc Ring for your free copy. 

PC COMBINED UPS AND PSU The unit has a tote( paver 
of 292 watts. standard mother board connectors and 12 peripheral 
power leads for drives etc Inside is 3 12v 7 2aH sealed lead aced 
batteries Backup time is 8 mina at full load or 30 mins at half load 
made inthe UK by Magnum, 110 or 240vac input 1-5vat 35A -5vat 5A, 
.12y at 9A - 12v at 5A outputs 170X260x220mm new and boxed 
£29 95 Ref PCUPS2 

ALTERNATIVE ENERGY CD, PACKED WITH 
HUNDREDS OF ALTERNATIVE ENERGY RE-
LATED ARTICLES.PLANSAND INFORMATION 
ETC £ 14.50 REF CD56 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY KIT mis rocket comes vath 
a built in cameral it flies up to 500 feet (150 m) turns over, and takes 
an aerial priotograph of the ground below The rocket then returns vah 
its film via its paracute Takes 110 film Supplied complete with 
everything including a launch pad and 3 MOtOrS (no film) £29 98 ref 
astr, 

PROJECT BOXES Another bargain for you are these smart 
ABS project boxes, smart two piece screw together case measuring 
appnw6-x5"x2'cornpletevoth cenel mounted LED Inside you will find 
loads of free bits, tape heads, motors, chips resistors, transistors etc 
Pack of 20 £ 19 95 ref MD2 

TELEPHONES Just in this week is a huge delivery of tel-
ephones, all brand new and boxed Two piece construction - Illumi-
nated keypad. tone or pulse (svatchable) recall, rechal and pause, 
high/lowand off nnger swatch and quality construction Off whrtecolour 
and is supplied with a standard international lead (same as US or 
moderns) A you wish to have a BT lead suppled to convert the phones 
these are £1 55 each ref BTLX Phones£4.99eachrefPN210off£30 
ref SS2 

3HP MAINS MOTORS Single phase 240v, brand new, 2 
pole 340x180mm 2850 rpm butte automation reset overload protec-
tor, keyed shaft (40x16mm)Made by Leeson £99 each ref LEE1 

BUILD YOU OWN VVINDFARM FROM SCRAP 
New publication grues step by step guide to building wind generators 
and propellors Armed with this publication and a good local scrap 
yard could make you self sufficient in electncityl £12 ref LOT81 

CHIEFTAN TANK DOUBLE LASERS 9 WATT+3 
WATT+ LASER OPTICS Could be adapted for laser 

listener long range comms etc Double beam units designed to fit in the 
barrel of a tank. each unit has 2 semi conductor lasers and motor drive 
units for alignement 7 mile range, no circuit diagrams due to MOD, 
new once £50,00fP us' £199 Each unit has two gallium Arsenide 
injection lasers, 1 x 9 watt 1 x 3 watt 900nm wavelength 28vdc 
600hz pulse freq The units also contain a receiver to detect reflected 
signers from targets £99 Ref LOT4 

MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND 
ENCODING MANUAL £9.96 Cased vath flyleads, designed to 

read standarcl credit cards' complete with control eleronics PCB and 
manual covering everything you could want to know about whats 
hidden in that magnetic stnp on your cardi just £9 95 ref BAR31 

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 2x 6"x6" 6v 130mA 
cells 4 LED's, wire buzzer. switch ••• relay or motor £7.99 REF SA27 

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 x AA size £9 99 ref 6P476, 
2 x C size £9 99 ref 6P477 

BRAND NEW MIUTARY ISSUE DOSE ME-
TERS Current NATO issue Standard emergency services unit 
Used by most of the worlds Military persons,' New and boxed Normal 
retail price £400 BULLS bargain price just £99The FORM 82 M is a 

portable. lightweight, water resistant gamma radiation survey meter 
to measure radiological dose rate in the range 0 lto 300 centigrays 

per hour in air The Geiger Muller (G M ) tube detecting UM ss energy 
and polar response corrected The radiation level is displayed on a 
Liquid Crystal Display The microcomputer corrects for the non-
linearity of the G M tube response The instrument is powered by 
three international C size batteries pang typically 400 hours opera-
tion in normal conditions The dose rate meter PDRM 82M designed 
and selected for the United Kingdom Government, has been fully 
evaluated to satisfy a wide range of environmental conditions and is 

nuclear hard The construction enables the instrument to be easily 
decontaminated The instrument rs clesignecl for radiation surveys for 
post incident monitoring Used in a mob* role, ether carried by 
troops or in military vehicles for rapxIdeployment enabling radiation 
hot spots to be quickly located Range 0 - 300 cGy/h in 0 1 cGylh 
increments Over-range to 1500 cGy/T • indicates flashing 300 Accu-
racy f20% ci true dose rate.° 1 cGylh, 0-100 cGy/h no% of true dose 
rate, 100 - 300 cGy/h Energy Response 0 3 MeV to 3 MeV - within 
f20% (Ra 226) 80 Key to 300 KeV - within AO% (Ra 226) Detector 
Energy compensated Halogen quenched Geiger Muller Tube Con-
tras Combined battery access arid ON/ OFF switch Batteries 3 
lnterrieltorialslandwdCcells Weight 560grms Operating Tempera-
ture Range -30deg C to *60 degC Indications High contrast 4 digit 

LCD Battery low indication Dose rate Rising/Falling £99 ref PDRM 

Hydrogen fuel CellsOur new Hydrogen fuel cells are 1v 

at up tp 1A output, Hydrogen input, easily driven from a 

small electrotos IS a s sembly or from a hydrogen source, our 

demo model uses a solar panel with the output leads in a 

glass of salt water to produce the hydrogen! Each cell is 

designed to be completely taken apart, put back together 

and expanded to what ever capacity you like. (up to 10wa tts 

and 12v per assembly. Cells cost £49 ref HFC11 

PHILIPS VP406 LASER DISC PLAYERS, SCART 
OUTPUT, JUST PUT YOUR VIDEO DISK IN AND PRESS PLAY. 
STANDARD AUDIO ANO VIDE0OUTPUTS,. £14.96 REF VP406 

SMOKE ALARMS Mains powered, made by the famous 
Gent company, easy fit next to light fittings , power point Pack af 5 

£15 ref SS23, pack of 12 £24 ref SS24 

4AH D SIZE NICADS pack of 410 ref 4AH PK 
SENDER KIT Contains all canponenls to build a AN transma • 
ter complete with case £35 ref VSXX2 

10 WATT SOLAR PANEL Amorphous sikcon panel 
fitted in a anodized aluminium frame Panel measures 3' by 1' with 
screw terminals for easy connection 3' a 1' solar panel £ 56 ref 
MAG16 

12VSOLAR POWERED WATER PUMP Reriectror 
many 12v DC uses from solar fountains to hydroponics' Small and 
compact yet powerful works direct from our 10 watt solar panel in 

bright sun Max hd 17 ft Max Sow = 8 Lpm 1 5A Ref AC8 £18 99 

SOLAR ENERGY BANK KIT 50e 6-x1r av solar 
panels(arnorphous)+60 diodes £99 ref EF112 

PINHOLE CAMERA MODULE WITH AUDIO! 
Superb board camera with on board sound, extra small just 28mm 
square (including microphone) ideal for covert surveillance Can be 
hidden inside anything, even a rnatchboxl Complete with 15 metre 
cable, peu and tv/vcr connnectors £49 95 ref CC6J 

SOLAR MOTORS Tiny motors which run quite happily on 
voltages from3-12vdc Works on our 6v amorphous 6' panels and 
you can run them from the sun 32mm de 20mm thick £1 50 each 

WALKIE TALKIES I MILE RANCE £371PAIR REF MA030 

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY Bargain prices. 
40 character 1 fine 154x16mm £6.00 ref SMC4011A 

YOUR HOME COULD BE SELF SUFFICENT IN 
ELECTRICITY Comprehensive plans with loads of info on 
designing systems panels, control electronics etc £7 ref PV1 

AUTO SUNCHARGER155x300mm saar panel wth doe 
and 3 metre lead and cigar plug 12v 2w £12.99 REF AUG10P3 

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 2x 6"x6" 6v 130mA 
cells 4 LEDs, wire buzzer switch relayor motor £7.99REF SA27 

SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 x AA size £9 99 ref 
6P476 2 x C size £9 99 ref 6P4 '?'7 

MINATURE TOGGLE SWITCHES -rnese top quality 
Japanese panel mount toggle switches measure 35x13x12mm, are 
2 pole changeover and will swatch lA at 250vac, or 3 A at 125vac 
Completevath mounting washers and nuts Supplect as a boxof 100 
switches for £29 95 ref SYVT35 or a bag of 15 for £4 89 ref SWT34 

VOICE CHANGERS Hold one of these units over your 
phone mouth piece an you can adjust your voice using the controls 
on the unit' Battery operated £15 ref CC3 

BULL ELECTRICAL 
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX. 
13N3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS). 

MAIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE 
WITH ORDER PLUS f4.00 P&P PLUS VAT. 

24 HOUR SERVICE £6.50 PLUS VAT. 
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PUTS 63.50 

(ACCESS,VISA, SWITCH, AMERICAN EXPRESS I 

'phone orders: 01273 203500 
FAX 01273 323077 

Sales@bull-electrical.com 

30 WATTS OF SOLAR POWER for just £69, 

4 panels each one 3'x1' and producing 
8w, 13v. PACK OF FOUR £69 ref SOLX 
200 WATT INVERTERS Dtugs straight into your car 
cigarette lighter socket and s .itted with a 13A socket so you can run 
your mains operated devices from your car battery £49 95 ref SS66 

THE TRUTH MACHINE Tells if someone is lying by micro 
tremors in their voice, battery operated, works in general conversa-
tion and on the phone and TV as well' £42 49 ref TD3 

INFRA RED FILM 6" square peceof flexible infra red film that 
will only allow IR light through Perfect for converting ordinary 
tordais, lights headlights etc to infra red output only using standard 

light bulbs Easily cut to shape square £15 ref IRF2 

33 KILO UFT MAGNETNeociynium 32mm diameter with 
a fixing bon on the back for easy mounting Each magnet will lift 33 
kilos 4 magnets bolted to a plate will lift an incredible 132 kilos' £15 

ref MAG33 Pack of 4 just £39 reg M AG33AA 

HYDROGEN FUELCELL PLANSLoaosofiriforrnat.on 
on hydrogen storage and production Practical plans to build a 
Hydrogen fuel cell (good workshop facades required) £8 set ref FCP1 

STIRLING ENGINE PLANS Interesting information pack 
covering all aspects of Stirling engines pictures of home made 
engines made from an aerosol can running on a candler £ 12 ref STIR2 

ENERGY SAVER PLUGS Saves up to 15% electncrty 
when used with fridges motors up to 2A, light bulbs, soldering irons 

etc £9 ea ref L0171, 10 pack £69 ref LOT72 

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Type 3 is a 12v 
trigger and 3 smoke cannrsters each cannister will fill a room in a 
very short space of timel £ 14 99 ref SB3 Type 2 is 20 smaller 
cannisters (suitable for mock equipment fires etc) and 1 trigger 

modulefor £29 ref SB2 Type 1 is a 12v tngge and 20 large cannisters 
£49 ref SB1 

HI POWER ZENON VARIABLE STROBESUseful 
12v PCB fitted with hi power strobe tube and control electronics and 
speed control potentiometer Perfect for Interesting projects etc 
70x55mm 12vdc operation £6 ea ref FLS1 pack of 10 £49 ref F LS2 

NEW LASER POINTERS 4 5mw 75 metre range hand 
held unit runs on two AA batteries (supplied) 6701'm £29 ref DEC49J 

HOW TO PRODUCE 35 BOTTLESOF WHISKY 
FROM A SACK OF POTATOES Comprehensive 270 
page book covers ail aspects of spirit production from everyday 
materials Includes construction details of simple stills £12 ref MS3 

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG Wfth a ranged up to 800 
metres and a 3 days use from a PP3 this is our top selling bug' less 
than 1" square and a 10m voice pickup range £28 Ref LOT102 

IR LAMP KIT Suitable for ceN cameras, enables the camera 
to be used in total darkness, £6 re EF138 

INFRA RED POWERBEAM Hanoheio battery powered 
lamp, 4 inch reflector, grues out powerful pure infrared light' perfect for 
CCTV use nightsights etc £29 ref PB1 

SUPER WIDEBAND RADAR DETECTOR Detects 
both radar and laser X K and KA bands speed cameras and all 
known speed detection systems 360 degree coverage, front& 

eanvaveguides 1 1"x2 7"x4 6" frts on visor or clash £ 149 

LOPTX Made by Samsung for colour TV £3 each ref SS52 
LAPTOP LCD SCREENS .-, 4.-...17rrnm £12 •ef SS51 
WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK FOR 
AN IDEA? we nave collated 140 business manuals lie give 
you information on setting up different businesses you peruse these 
at your leisure using the text efitor on your PC Also included is the 
certificate enabling you to reproduce (and se) the manuals as much 

as you like; £14 ref EP74 

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Forthe 
above motor is £ 19 ref MAGI 7 Save £5 rfyou buy them both together 
1 motor plus speed controller rrp is £41, offer once £36 ref MOT5A 

INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS made for TV's but 
may have other uses pack of 100 £39 ref (REM 

RCB UNITS Inline IEC lead with fitted RC 
breaker. Installed in seconds. Pack of 3 
£9.98 ref LOT5A 

On our web sites you 
can 
1. Order online. 
2. Check your premium bonds. 

3. Enter our auction or build your own. 

4. Add E-commerce to your own site. 

5. Discover our software site, optical site, hydro-

ponics site, holiday home exchange site, inkjet 

site, hotels site. 

6. View our web camera. 

7. Invest in our future. 

http://www.bullnet.co.uk 
YOUR HOME COULD BE SELF SUFFICENT IN 
ELECTRICITY Comprehensive plans with loads of into on 
designing systems panes control electronics etc £7 ref PV1 

AUTO SUNCHARGER 155x300mmsolepanewithdrode 
and 3 metre lead and cigar plug 12v 2w £12.99 REF 

AUG10P3 STEPPER MOTORS Brand newstepper motors, 
4mm fixing holes with 47 14mm fixing centres, 20mm shaft, 6 35mm 
diameter, 5v/phase O 7A/phase, 1 8 deg step (200 step) Body 
56x36mm £14 99 ea ref STEPS, pack of 4 for £49 95 PIC based 
variable speedcontroller kit £ 15 ref STEP7 
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I Visit our website 

wWw.distel.co.uk 
THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND! 
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS 

THE AMAZING TELEBOX 
Converts your colour monitor Into a QUALITY COLOUR TV!! 

• aXX.eti 

the TELEBOX e w Maine kiky rased mails powered unit ccntarng at 
eledraisos ready to p1/4  nto a host of video monitors or AV equipment ve-ich 
are feed weh a composes wire or SC,ART rout The compose vdeo cvt,,,, 

abo plug drectly nto most releo 'boarders, alineing reecho of TV chan-
nels not ncrmeity receivable on most television receivers (TELEBOX 
MR) Push birtken controls on the front panel Mow torten, of 8 ruby kreable 
'ell a.' (jlf- cokko televracin channee TELEBOX MB mets vnually deice 
son Sequences VHF and UHF including the HYPERBAND as used by 
most catie TV operators. Ideal tor desktop computer video systems 8 PIP 
(ochre n pidure) setups For ccmpietecompatbiky - eVen ¡CI mentors «foul 
sand . an «oral 4 watt adio emperor and kw eel 19 Fi audio output are 
provided as standard Brand new - tufty guaranteed 
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type monitors £36.95 
TELEBOX STO. as ST but fitted with integral speaker £39.50 
TELEBOX MB Mulliband VHFAJHF/Cable/Hyperband tuner £69.95 
For overseas PAL versons state 5 5 or 6 mHz sound specification 
For cable / hyperband signal reception 1 elebox MB should be con 
nected I a cable type service. Shipping on all Teebox's, code ( 8) 

State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module 
with composite IV pp video & MICAS' hi li stereo soune 

• outputs Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x 160 
k 52 mrn enable fu:l tuning control via a simple 3 wire link to an 

IBM pc type computer . Supplied complete with simple working pro-
gram and documentation Requires . 12V &. 5V DC lo operate 

BRAND NEW - Order as MVO°. Only £49.95 code (B) 
See efflv.distul.co.uk/clata_my00.hfrn for picture • lull details 

TV SOUND & 
VIDEO TUNER 
CABLE COWA11131.1' 

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES 2W - r 
All units (unless staled) are BRAND NEW or removed from often 
brand new equipment and are fully tested, aligned and shipped to 
you with a full 90 day guarantee Call or see our web site 
wv.w.dIstel.co.uk for over 2000 unlisted drives loe spares or repair 

3W' Mitsubishi MF355C-L 1.4 Meg Laptops only (25.95)Efl 
315" Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg Non laptop £ 18.95(8) 
5.4* Teac FD-55GER 12 Mec; ( for ICIM pc's) RFE £18.958) 
51,4" Teac Ft)- 55F.03-1j 720k 4oreo (tor BBC's etc) RFE £29.95(3) 
514" BRAND NEW Mitsubishi MF50113 360K £22951Er; 
Table lop case with integral PSU for 11H 514° Floppy / HD £29.95(8) 
8" Shugart 800/801 8' SS refurbished 6 tested £210.001E\ 
8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand New £195.00(5) 
8" Shugart 851 Er double sided refurbished & tested £260.00(E) 
8" Mitsubishi M2894-63 double sided NEW £295.001E) 
8" Mitsubishi 142896-63-02U DS slimlne NEW £295.05E) 
Dual 8" cased drives with ente ral • . wer suppl 2 Mb (499.00(E) 

HARD DISK DRIVES 21à" - 14" 
2'it' TOSHIBA MK1002MAV 1.1Gb laptop(12.5 mm H) New £79.95 
2(4° TOSHIBA MK2101MAN 2.16 Gb laptop ( 19 mm II) New £89.50 
2W TOSHIBA MK4309MAT 4.3(Tb laptop te 2 mm H) New C1b5.00 
215' TOSHIBAMK6409MAV 6.1Gb laptop ( 12 7 rear H) New£190.00 
2 Ye to 314' conversion kit for Pc's, complete with connectors £14.95 
3W FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE £59.95 
314° CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE I/F (or equiv ) RFE £59.95 
3W CONNER CP3044 40 mb IDE I/F (or equiv.) RFE £69.00 
314' QUANTUM 40S Prodrl ve 42mb SCSI I/F. New RFE £49.00 
5%" MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM I/F (or equiv FIFE £49.95 
5%* SEAGATE ST-238R 30 mb ALL VF Rehab £69.95 
5t4' CDC 94205-51 40mb Hid MFM I/F RFE tested £69.95 
5U.' HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested £99.00 
54' HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested £195 00 
8' NEC D2246 85 Mb SUD mterface. New £199.00 
8« FUJITSU M2322K 160Mb SUD RFE tested £195 00 
8' FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SUD LE fRFE tested 1345.00 
Many other drives In stock • Shipping on all drives is code (C1) 

IC's -TRANSISTORS - DIODES 
OBSOLETE - SHORT SUPPLY - BULK 

10,000,000 items EX STOCK 
For MAJOR SAVINGS • 

One of the highest specification 
monitors you will ever see - 

mu At this price - Don't miss it!! 
Mitsubishi FA3415ETKL 14' SVGA Multisync canter monitor with foe 

028 dot pen tube and resolution of 1024 s 768. A 
variety of roses Mows collection to a hoe ot comput-
ers ncludnq IBM PCs n CGA EGA, VGA & SVGA 
'nodes, Be, COMMODORE (nckxfng Amqa 1260), 
t ARCHIMEDES and APPLE. Marry features Etched 

. tatetXate. tee switching and LOW DON MPR 
speorfration Fully guaranteed, n EXCELLENT little 

used concern. Order as 
78 & Swivel EttEse £4 75 Only £119 to Nurs_gyGa 
VGA cable bar IBM PC Included 
External cables for other types of computers available - CALL 

Ex demo 17• 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 
monitors, Full multisync etc. 

Full 90 day guarantee. Only £199.00 (E) 

Just In - Microvitec 20" VGA ( BOO x 600 res.) colour monitors. 

Good Sil condition - from £299 - CALL for into 

PHILIPS HCS35 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14' 
colour monitor with pot RGB and standard composite 15.625 
Khz video inputs via SCART socket and separate phono lacks. 
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses. 
Weil connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all 
video monitoring / security applications with direct connection 
to most colour camerae High quality with many features such as 
front concealed flap controls, VCR correction button etc Good 
used condition • tufty tested 
Dimensions: Wle x H1234' x 15W D. guaranteed Only £99.00 (El 
PHILIPS HCS31 Ultra compact 9" colour video monitor wth stan-
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input via.SCART socket. Ideal 
for all monitoring / security applications. High quality, ex-equipment 
fully tested & guaranteed (possible minor screen bums). In attrac-
tive square black plastic case measuring W10" x H10' x 1315' D. 
240 V AC mains powered. Only £79.00 (o) 
KME 10" 15M 10009 high definition colour monitors with 0 28' dot 
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling. 
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync ROO video 
source, with RG8 analog and composite sync 
such as Atari. Commodore Amiga, Acorn 
Archimedes & BBC. Measures only 13W x 12' x 
11'. Good used condition. Only £125 (E) 

20" 22" and 26" AV SPECIALS 
Superbly made UK manulacture PIL all solid stale colour monitors, 
complete with composite video & optional sound input. Attractive 
teak style case. Perfect for Schools. Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc In 
EXCELLENT little used condition with lull 90 day guarantee. 

20"....£135 22"...1155 26"....E185(r) 
We probably have the largest range of video monitors In 
Europe, All sizes and types from 4' to 4r call for Into. 

DC POWER SUPPLIES 
Virtually every type of power 
supply you can imagine.Over 

10,000 Power Supplies Ex Stock 
Call or see our web site. 

TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS 
MITS. FA3445ETKL Industrial spec SVGA monitors £245 
FARNELL 0-60V DC 0 50 Amps, bench Power Supplies £995 
FARNELL AP3080 0-30V DC I 80 Amps, bench Suppy £ 1850 
1kW to 400 kW - 400 Ftt 3 phase power sources - ex sleek £P0 A 
IBM 8230 Type 1, Token ring base unit driver £760 
Wayne Kerr RA200 Audio frequency response analyse! £2500 
IBM 53E5501 Token Ring ICS 20 port lobe modules £750 
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N £95 
AIM 501 Low distortion Oscillator 9liz to 330Khz, IEEE £550 
ALLGON 8360.11805-1880 MHz hybrid power combiners £250 
Trend OSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 Vo £P0A 
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500 
Marconi 2022C 10KHz•lGHz RE signal generator £ 1550 
Marconi 2030 opt 03 10KHz-1.3 GHz signal generator.New £4995 
HP 1650B Logic Analyser £3750 
HP378I A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector £P0A 
HP6621A Dual Programmable OPIO PSU 0.7 V 160 watts£1800 
HP6264 Rack mount variable 0-20V tt 20A metered PSU £675 
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz four channel lest set £P0A 
HP8130A opt 020 300 MHz pulse generator, GPM etc £7900 
HP At. AO 8 pe,n HPGL Ng", speed drum plotters from £550 
HP DRAFTMASTER 1 8 pen high speed plotter £750 
EGeG Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amo £1800 
View Eng. Mod 1200 computensed inspection system £P0A 
Sony DXC-3000/1 Ile quality CCD colour TV carpeta 
Keithley 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser 
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system 
Fiskers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS . Now batteries 
Emerson AP130 2 5KVA industrial spec..UPS 
Mann Tally MT645 High speed line printer 

HP6030A 0-200V DC Pi 17 Amps bench power supply (££111249555000 
Intel SBC 486/125C08 Enhanced Multibus (MSA) New £1150 
Nikon HEX-11 ( Ephiphot) exposure control and 
PHILIPS PM5518 pro. TV signal generator 
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List SAE / CALL £P0A 
Trio 0-18 vdc linear, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New £550 
Fujitsu M3041R 600 LPM high speed band printer 95 
Fujitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer with network interface £ £112500 
Perkin Elmer 299B Infrared spectrophotometer £500 
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrared spectrophotometer £3500 
VG Electronics 1035 TELETEXT Decoding Margin Meter £3250 
LightBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495 
Sekonic SO 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995 
135K 2633 Micruphone pie amp £300 
Taylor Hobson Tallysurf amplifier ) recorder £750 
ADC SS200 Carbon dioxide gas detector / monitor £1450 
BBC AM20/3 PPM Meter ( Ernest Turner) e drive electronics £75 
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC.2.5G/b waveform monitor £5650 
ANRITSU MS9001B I 06-1 7 uM optical spectrum analyser £P0A 
ANRITSU Mt 93A optical power meter £990 
ANRITSU Fibre optic characteristic test set £P0A 
Ft&S FIDZ Dual sound und £650 
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator £775 
WILTRON 66305 124 / 20Gliz RF sweep generator £5750 

£995 TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace oscilloscope £1250 
T.P0A TEK 2465 (10 luth? 300 MHz oscilloscope rack mount £ g55 NT4 WorkStation, complete With SOROCC: pack 3 
£3750 TEK TDS380 400Mhz digital realtime e disk drive, FFT elc £2900 and licence - OEM packaged. ONLY £89.00 (n) 
£9500 TEK 105524A 500Mhz digital realtime y colour display etc £5100 ENCARTAIS. CDROM, Not the latest • but at ties price I £7.95 
£2100 HP3585A Opt 907 20I-lz to 40 Mhz spectrum analyser £3950 DOS 5.0 on 3W disks veith concise books rim ()Basic £14.95 
£2200 PHILIPS PW1730/10 60KV KRAY generator & accessories CPOA Windows tor Workgroups 3.11, Dos 6.22 on 3.5' disks £55 00 

Intel SBC 486/133SE Nultibus 486 system 8Mb Ram £945 CLAUDE LYONS 1?A 240V single phase auto volt regs £325 Wordperfect 6 tor DOS supplied on 3./x* disks with manual £24.95 
Siemens K4400 64Kb to 140Mb demo', analyser £2950 CLAUDE LYONS 1000 240i415V 3 phase auto volt regs £2900 5131Dping charges for sOffware is code 13 

DISTIL on the web !! - Over 16,000,000 items from stock - www.distelmiuk 
e, DISTEL© 

Visit our web site 
www.distel.co.uk 
email e adminedistelbook 

Surplus always I 

wanted for cash! 

19" RACK CABINETS 
Superb quality 6 foot 40U 

Virtually New, Ultra Smart 
Less than Half Price! 

Top quality 19" rack Cabinets made in UK by 
Optima Enclosures Ltd Units feature 
designer. smoked acrylic lockable Iront door, 
full height lockable half louvered back door 
and louvered removable side panels. Fully 
adjustable internal fixing struts, ready pimrhed 
for any configuration of equipment mounting 
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp 
socket switched mains distribution strip make 
these racks some of the most versatile we 

have ever sold. Racks may be stacked side by side and therefore 
require only two side panels to stand singly or in multiple bays 
Overall dimensions are 77W H r 32W lI x 22' W Order as: 
OPT Rack 1 Complete wiry •ernovaLle sude panets. £345.00 (G) 
e : . • el 

Over 1000 racks, shelves, accessories 
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high. 

Available from stock I! 

32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab 
Made by Eurocrat' Enclosures I. td to the highest possible spec, 
rack features all steel construction with removable 
side, front and back doors. 1-ront and back doors are 
hinged for easy access and all are lockable with .."; 
five secure 5 lever barrel locks. The front door 
is constructed of double walled steel with a 
'designer style' smoked acrylic front panel to 
enable status indicators lo be seen through the 
panel, yet remain unobtrusive Internally the rack 
features fully slotted reinforced vertical truing 
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack 
equipment. The two movable vertical forme struts 
(extras available) are pre punched for standard 
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear. provides 8 x IEC 3 
per Euro sockets and 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched 
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by 
fully louvered back door and double skinned lop section ' 
with top and side louvres The top panel may be removed for fitting 
of integral tans to Me sub plate etc Other features include: filled 
castors and floor levelers. propuncred utility panel at lower rear for 
cable / connector access etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used 
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions 
mm..1625H x 635D x 603 W ( 64" H x 25" Du 23,4" W ) 

Sold at LESS than a third of makers price II 

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G) 
42U version of the above only £345 - CALL 

12V BATTERY SCOOP - 60% off II 
A special bulk purchase from a cancelled export order briogs you 
the most amazing savings on these ultra nigh spec 12v DC 14 Ah 
rechargeable batteries Made by Hawker Energy Ltd, type SBS15 
featuring pure lead plates which offer a far superior shell g guaran-
teed 15 year service Ide Fully BY & BS6290 approved. Suppled 
BRAND NEW and boxed Dimensions 200 wide. 137 high, 77 deeo 
548 bon terminais Fully guaranteed Current makers price over £70 

each Our Price £35 each (C) or 4 for £99 IF 

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK 
Save ELLES by choosing your next reay tsar Cur Massive Stocks 
covering types such as Weary, Octal. Cradle, ilermettcaity Sealed, 
Continental, Contactors. Time Delay. Reed, Mercury Wetted, Solid 
State, Printed Circuit Mounting etc , CALL of see our web site 
viww.dIsteLco.uk for more information, Many obsolete types from 
stock. Save ff_ers 

COLOUR CCD CAMERAS 
Undoubtedly a miracle of modern technology & 
our special buying power ! A quality product lea-
tuning a fully cased COLOUR COO camera at a 
give away price ! Unit features lao autolight sensing for 

use in low light & high light 
applications. A 10 nun fixed focus 
wide angle lens gives excellent locus 
and resolution lrom close up to long 
range The composite video output will 
connect to any composite monitor or TV 
(via SCAN I socket) and most video 
recorders. Unit runs from 12V DC so 
ideal for security & portable applies-

' lions where mains power not available 
Overall dimensions 66 mm wide o 117 deep x 43 high Suppled 
BRAND NEW & fully gualameed with user data, 100's of applica 
bons including Security, llame Video. Web IV. Web Carts etc. etc 

Web ref = K33 ONLY £99.00 or 2 for £ 180.00 (a) 
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ALL MAIL TO 
Dept PE, 29/35 Osborne Rd 

Thornton Heath 
Surrey CR7 8PD 

Open Mon • Fri 9.00 - 5:30 

1 LONDON SHOP Open Mon - Sat 9:00 - 5.30 
215 Whitehorse Lane 

South Norwood 
On esa Bun Pour. 

ter.Thornion Heath IL 
Sulhurel Park SR Red Steens 

ALL a' ENQUIRIES 

0208 653 3333 
FAX 0208 653 8888 

•• • • •••.; ! r• 5% VAT ICI IOTAL order am › rl `.1,• •-• u •r•r •••'•;-:Crol • lt •••1 coos a.r.oix,. 
rnenenter SWOLOS Oedia £50 ocvoi Cri: aro .≥•• C•e, to l(-; •v•xl.c.; ,i'loknfr cl,à,e, ¿Au- £ 1 (C) IA , or, 

t13)-£ SD, iCteiT8!", 6;1) £ 12 50. (I/14:1503. (E.£18 00. (F),.£20 CO. (Ge=CALL Allow approx 6 days to sraxog faster CALL. Al goxis ‘,Ieel (xx Sianda,c1 C 41 Oda' s 
575.4 28 el Sale and u 'less stated gualanteed for 93days AN guarantees ona return lo babe basis Al rghts resenect lo change pces/specdcatons v:ithout pror notre ()Kees selea 

vi• »44,  tostx,k rxy..ourisky volune Tcs>CASFlorksys peal for irplus g.xxis traciernarks. tradereme. etc acknowledged (0 Ducey Ely-drones 1?9.q F00107,99, wriri L ‘11110-1,:i 
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SNUG BUG 
Keeping tropical pets is a rewarding and popular hobby. In 
order that the pets thrive, the temperature of the 
environment must be maintained to within a few degrees 
and pet stores supply heating pads and thermostatic 
controllers for this purpose. If more than one habitat is 
involved then a separate controller/pad system should be 
used for each, especially if the habitats are located any 
distance apart or are in different rooms of the house. 
This article describes a four-channel thermostatic controller 
intended for use with up to four (dry) heat pads. The 
temperature range in the design is from about 25° to 40° 
Celsius, though each pad may be individually calibrated to 
the user's requirements. 

Can disease be cured electronically? A story involving electronics, blackmail, 
intimidation, government conspiracies, arson, vandalism, theft, bribery and 

murder! Our Special Supplement looks mainly at the work of R. R. Rife in the 
'30s and '40s and investigates how diseased cells can be destroyed with 
magnetic pulses. Did Rife 's work surpass the achievements of modern 

therapies in curing major diseases? Judge for yourself. 

WAVE SOUND EFFECT 
In a world that seems to be ever noisier, using 
more noise to improve matters might seem like 
a strategy that is doomed to failure. However, it 
is a characteristic of human hearing that one 
sound tends to mask other sounds, and this 
can be used to good effect in counteracting 
otherwise obtrusive sounds. 
The wave effects unit is a simple battery 
powered device that can be used with 
headphones or used to feed a spare input of a 
hi-fi system. It does not provide results that are 
as convincing as units utilising digital recording 
techniques or sophisticated synthesiser circuits, 
but it is quite good for a device that uses just a 
handful of inexpensive components. It is simple 
to build and is well suited to beginners. 

INTRUDER ALARM CONTROL PANEL 
This system has been designed to meet British Standards installation 
specification BS4737 and is based on the Motorola EP520M security 
microcontroiler. 
The EP520M is a robust device having its origins at the heart of an 
automobile engine management system — a hostile environment for 
any microcontroller to work in. Now masked as an alarm controller, the 
device operates in high electrical noise and RH environments, 
displaying a high degree of immunity to such hazards. The device is 
used in control panels throughout the UK and Europe, and is reputed 
to be completely reliable and free from false alarming. 
The alarm system's extensive features include four detection zones, 
with one programmable as an Entry-Exit Delay zone, plus a 
24-hour monitor for anti-tamper devices and Panic Attack (PA) use. 
Normally-closed (NC) and normally-open (NO) detectors can be used 
on all zones. 
Despite the sophistication of the system, the alarm is extremely simple 
to construct and operate. The EP520M requires only the addition of a 
simple keypad and a minimum of readily available components. 

PLUS ALL THE REGULAR FEATURES 

NO ONE DOES IT BETTER 

INCORPORATING ELECTRONICS TODAY INTERNATIONAL 

DON'T MISS AN 

ISSUE - PLACE YOUR 

ORDER NOW! 
Demand is bound to be high 

APRIL 2001 ISSUE ON SALE THURSDAY, MARCH 8 
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QUASAR ELECTRONICS LIMITED 
Unit 14 SunnIngdale BISHOPS STORTFORD Hens CM23 2PA 

TEL: 01279 306504 FAX: 07092 203496 

ADD f2 00 P&P to all orders (or 1st Class Recorded £4, Neil day 

(Insured £250) £7, Europe £4.00. Rest of Work! £6.00) We accept all 
major credit canls. Make cheques/PO's payable to Quasar Electronics 
Roces rnclude 17 5% VAT, MAIL ORDER ONLY 
FREE CATALOGUE with order or send 2 x 1st class stamps 
(refundable) for details of over 150 kits & publnahons 

VISA 

E 
o 
o 
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PROJECT KITS 
Our electronic kits are supplied complete with all components. high quality PCBs 
(NOT cheap Tripad strip board!) and detailed assembly/operating instructions 

•20 25W CAR BOOSTER AMPLIFIER Connects to 
the output of an existing car stereo cassette player. 
CD player or radio. HeatsInks provided. PCB 
76x75mm. 1046141. £27.95 
• 3-CHANNEL WIRELESS LIGHT MODULATOR 
No electrical connection with amplifier. Light modu-
lation achieved via a sensitive electret microphone. 
Separate sensitivity control per channel. Power 
handing 400W/channel. PCB 54x112mm. Mains 
powered. Box provided. 6014KT £27.95 
• 12 RUNNING LIGHT EFFECT Exciting 12 LED 
light effect ideal for parties, discos, shop-vandows & 
eye-catching signa PCB design allows replacement 
of LEDs with 220V bulbs by inserting 3 TRIACs. 
Adjustable rotation speed & direction. PCB 
54 x 112mm. I026KT £17.95; BOX (for mains opera-
tion) 202685 £10.00 
• DISCO STROBE LIGHT Probably the most ezcd-
Ing of all light effects. Very bright strobe tube. 
Adjustable strobe frequency: 1-60Hz. Mains powered. 
PCB: 60x6firnm Box provided. 60371(7 £31.95 

• ANIMAL SOUNDS Cat, dog. Chicken & cow. Ideal 
fOr kids farmyard toys 8 schools. SG1OM £6.95 
• 3 1/2 DIGIT LED PANEL METER Use for basic 
voltage/current displays or customise to measure 
temperature, light, weight, movement, sound lev-
els, etc with appropriate sensors (not supplied). 
Various input circuit designs provided. 3061 KT 
£13.95 
• IR REMOTE TOGGLE SWITCH Use any TVNCR 
remote control unit to switch onboard 12V/1A relay 
on/off. 30581CT £10.95 
SPEED CONTROLLER for any common DC motor up 
to 100V/5A. Pulse width modulation gives maximum 
torque at all speeds. 5-15VOC. Box provided. 30671CT 
£12.95 
• 3 x 8 CHANNEL IR RELAY BOARD Control eight 12V/IA 
relays by Infra Red (IR) remote control over a 2Orn range in 
suNight 6 relays turn on only, the other 2 toggle on/off 3 oper-
ation ranges determined by jumpers Transmater case & all 
components provided Receiver PCB 76x89rnm 30721CT 
£52.95 

PRODUCT FEATURE 
4 WATT FM TRANSMITTER 

Small but powerful 4 Watt 88-108MHz FM trans-

mitter with an audio preamplifier stage and 3 RF 

stages. Accepts a wide variety of input sources 

- the electret microphone supplied, a tape 

player or for more professional results, a sepa-

rate audio mixer ( like our 3-Input Mono Mixer kit 

1052). Can be used with an open dipole or 

ground plane antenna. Supply: 12-15V DC/0.5A. 

PCB: 45 x 145mm. 

ORDERING INFO: Kit 1028K1 £24.95. 

OPTIONAL EXTRAS: 3-Input Mono Mixer Kit 

1052KT £17.95 AS1028 £39.95. 

• SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR Easy to build. 
Create an almost 'infinite variety of Interestmenusu-
al sound effects from birds chirping to sirens. 9VDC. 
PCB 54x85mm. 1045KT £1.95 
• ROBOT VOICE EFFECT Make your voice 
sound similar to a robot or Darlek. Great fun for 
discos, school plays, theatre productions, radio 
stations 8 playing jokes on your friends when 
answering the phone! PCB 42x71mm. 1131KT 
£9.95 
• AUDIO TO IJGHT MODULATOR Controls intensi-
ty of one or more lights in response to an audio input. 
Sale, modern opto-coupler design. Mains voltage 
experience required. 3012KT £8.95 
• MUSIC BOX Activated by light. Plays 8 Christmas 
songs and 5 other tunea 31041(1 £7.95 
• 20 SECOND VOICE RECORDER Uses non-
volatile memory - no battery backup needed. 
Record/replay messages over & over. Playback as 
required to greet customers etc. Volume control & 
built-in mrc. 6VDC PCB 50x73mm. 
3131KT £12.95 
• TRAIN SOUNDS 4 selectable sounds whistle 
blowing. level crossing bell. Clickety-clack> 8 4 in 
sequence. SGO1M £1.95 

FACTOR 
7111..ICATIIDNS 

THE EXPERTS IN RARE & 
UNUSUAL INFORMATION! 

Full details of al X-FACTOR PUBLICATIONS can be bund iv 
our catalogue NB Minimum order charge Or reports and 
plans is f5 W PLUS normal P&P 

• SUPER-EAR LISTENING DEVICE Complete plans to 
build your own parabolic dish rmcrophone Listen to distant 
voces and sounds through open vandoefs and even wallsi 
Made from readily available pans 14002 £3.50 
• TELEPHONE BUG PLANS Bald you arm mcro-beetle 
telephone bug Sortable for any phone Transmits over 250 
metres more with good *cep/et Made from easy to 
obtain. cheap components 9008 £2.50 
• LOCKS - How they work and how to pick them This fact 
Idled report we leach you more about locks and the art of 
lock picking than many books we have seen at 4 times the 
price Packed with Informatron and illustrations 11008 £3.50 
• RADIO 8 TV JOKER PLANS 
We show you how to build three diferent circuits for dis-
rupting TV picture and sound plus FM radio, May upset 
your neighbours & the authontiesri DISCRETION 
REOUIRED 14017 £3.50 
• INFINITY TRANSMITTER PLANS Complete plans for 
building the famous 'Mindy Transmitter Once installed on 
the target phone. dwice acts like a room bug Just call the 
target phone & activate the ant to hear all room sounds 
Great lor horneioffxe secunty, R019 £3.50 
*THE ETHER BOX CALL INTERCEPTOR PLANS Grabs 
telephone calls out of thin au, No need lo vare-in a phone 
bug Simply place this (levee near the phone lines to hear 
the conversations taking place, R025 £3.00 
• CASH CREATOR BUSINESS REPORTS Need ideas 
for making some cash, Well the could be just what you 
need, You get 40 reports (approx 800 pages) on floppy 
disk Mat gee you Information on setting up different busk 
nesses You also get valuable reproduction and duplication 
nghts so that you can sell the manuals as you like 9030 
£7.50 

• PC CONTROLLED RELAY BOARD 
Convert any 286 upward PC into a dedicated 
automatic controller to independently turn on/off 
up to eight lights, motors & other devices around 
the home. office, laboratory or factory using 8 
240VAC/12A onboard relays. DOS utilities, sample 
test program, full-featured Windows utility & all 
components (except cable) provided. 12VDC. PCB 
70x200mm. 30741(1 £31.95 
• 2 CHANNEL UHF RELAY SWITCH Contains the 
same transmitter/receiver pair as 30A15 below plus 
the components and PCB to control two 
240VAC/10A relays (also supplied). Ultra bright 
LEDs used to indicate relay status. 3082KT £27.95 
• TRANSMITTER RECEIVER PAIR 2-button keyfob 
style 300-375MHz Tx with 30m range. Receiver 
encoder module with matched decoder IC. 
Components must be built into a circuit like kit 3082 
above. 30A15 £14.95 
• PC DATA ACQUISITION/CONTROL UNIT Use your 
PC to monitor physical variables (e.g pressure, tem-
perature, light, weight. switch state, movement, relays, 
etc ). process the information 8 use results to control 
physical devices like motors, sirens, relays. servo 8 
stepper motors Inputs 16 dgotal 8 11 analogue. 
Outputs: 8 digital & 1 analogue. Plastic case with print-
ed front/rear panels. software utilities, programming 
examples 8 all components (except sensors & cable) 
provided. 12VDC. 30931(1 £99.95 
• PIC 16C71 FOUR SERVO MOTOR DRIVER 
Simultaneously control up to 4 servo motors. Software & 
all components (except servosrcontrol pots) supplied. 
5VDC PCB 50x7Omm 3102KT £15.95 
• PC SERIAL PORT ISOLATED I/O BOARD 
Provides eight 240VAC/10A relay outputs & 4 opti-
cally isolated inputs. Designed for use in various con-
trol & sensing applications e.g load switching. exter-
nal switch input sensing, contact closure & external 
voltage sensing. Controlled via serial port & a termi-
nal emulator program (built Into Windows). Can be 
used with ANY computer/operating system. Plastic 
case with printed front/rear panels & all components 
(except cable) provided. 3108KT £54.95 
• UNIPOLAR STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER for any 
5/6/8 lead motor Fast/slow & single step rates. 
Direction control & on/off switch Wave, 2-phase & 
half-wave step modes. 4 LED inorcators. PCB 
50x65rnm. 3109KT £14.95 
• PC CONTROLLED STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER 
Control two unipolar stepper motors (3A max each) 
via PC printer port. Wave. 2-phase & half-wave step 
modes. Software accepts 4 digital inputs from exter-
nal switches & will single step motors PCB fits in D-
shell case provided 3113KT £17.95 
• 12-BIT PC DATA ACOUISMON/CONTROL UNIT 
Similar to kit 3093 above but uses a 12 bit Analogue-
to- Digital Converter (ADC) witn internal analogue 
multiplexor. Reads 8 single ended channels or 4 dif-
ferential inputs or a mixture of both. Analogue inputs 
read 0-4V. Four TTUCMOS compatible digital 
Input/outputs. ADC conversion time < 10uS. Software 
(C. OB & Win). extended D shell case & all compo-
nents (except sensors & cable) provided. 3118K1 
£52.95 

SURVEILLANCE 
pedormance surveillance bugs Room rransmirres supplied Olin sensitive electnt ',,,drdPno, 3 .^0,der clip All trans-

mitters can be recesed on an ordinary VHFFA4 radio between 88-108MHz Available in l<it Form (KT) or Assembled II tested (AS). 

ROOM SURVEILLANCE 
• MTX • MINIATURE 30 TRANSMITTER 
Lasy to could & guaranteed to iransma 3COrri 0 3V Long bat-
tery lite 3-5V operation Only 45a18rnm • 3007KT £6.95 
AS3007 £11.95 
MRTX • MINIATURE 9V TRANSMITTER 
Our best selling bug Super sensame, high power . 500m range 
0 9V (over I km WA 18V supply and better aerial) 45109mm 
mum C7.95 AS3018 £12.95 
HPTX- HIGH POWER TRANSMITTER 
High performance, 2 stage 
transmrder gives greater 
sleety 5 higher quality 
recepton 1000m range & 
12V DC operation. Size 
70>I5mm 303261 £9.95 
ASP332 £18.95 
• MARX • MICRO-MINIATURE 9V TRANSMITTER 
The ultimate bug for its sce. performance and price Just 
15x25mm 500m range 0 9V Good slablity. 6-18V operation 
305IKT £8.95 AS3051 (14.95 
• V7X • VOICE ACTIVATED TRANSMITTER 
Operates only when sounds detected Low standby current 
Variable trigger sensdrarty. 500m range Peaking Mud sup-
pled loa maximum RF output Onotl swnch 6V operation Only 
63a38mm 3028KT £12.95 A53028 £21.95 
HARD-WIRED BUG/TWO STATION INTERCOM 
Each station has as own amplater speaker and rno Can be 
set up as ether a hard-wired bug or two-station intercom 15m 
a 2-core catie supplied 9V operation 302167 £15.95 Odt 
fono only) 
III TAPS- TAPE RECORDER VOX SWITCH 
used to automatically operate a tape recorder not suppleill 
ea As REMOTE socket when sounds are detected All corner. 
salinos recorded Adtustable sensitivity 8 turn-off delay 
115x19mm 301361 [9.95 AS3013 [21.95 

TELEPHONE SURVEILLANCE 
• MTTX • MINIATURE TELEPHONE TRANSMITTER 
Attaches anywhere to phone nne Transoms oniy vines phone 
is used, Tune-in your radio and hear both panes 300m range 
Uses line as aerial & power source 20a45mm 301661 £8.95 
AS3016 £14.95 
• TRI - TELEPHONE RECORDING INTERFACE 
Automati.l& record all conversations Connects behrieen 
pnone line E upe recorder inot suppled' Operates recorders 
with 1 1.120 battery systems Powered from line E0s3Emm 
3033KT [1.95 AS3033 £18.95 

TPA • TELEPHONE PICK-UP AMPLIFIER/WIRELESS 
PHONE BUG 
Place pics-up coil on me phone line or near phone earprece 
and hear both sides of the conversation 300061 £11.95 
823055 £20.95 
• 1 WATT FM TRANSMITTER Easy to construct Delwers a 
crisp. clear Ronal Tnyo-stage circuit Kr includes morcohone 
and requires a simple open dipole aerial 8-300X PCB 
42a45mm 1009KT £14.95 
• 4 WATT Flt TRANSMITTER Comprises three RF 
stages and an audio preamplifier stage Piezoelectric 
mrcrophone supplied or you can use a separate pream-
plifier circuit Antenna can be an open dipole or Ground 
Plane Ideal project for those who wish to gel started in 
the fascinating wood of FM broadcasting and want a 
good basic circuit to experiment with 12.18VDC. PCB 
44xlemm 102861. £24.95 AS1028 £39.95 
• 15 WATT FM TRANSMITTER (PRE-ASSEMBLED 8 
TESTED) Four transIstor based stages with PhrlIps PLY 
88 in knit' stage 15 Watts RF power on the art 88-
108MHz Accepts open dipole. Ground Plane, 5/8. J. or 
VAGI configuration antennas 12-1800C PCB 
70x220mm SWS meter needed for alignment 102IKT 
£74.95 
• SIMILAR TO ABOVE BUT 25W Output 10311(1 £84.95 

• LIQUID LEVEL SENSOR/RAIN ALARM Will indi-
cate luid levels or amply One presence of fluid Relay 
output to control a pump to add/remove water when it 
reaches a certain level. 10801CT £6.95 
• STEREO VU METER shows peak music power 
using 2 rows of 10 LED's (mixed green & red) 
moving bar display 0-30db. 3089KT £11.95 
• AM RADIO KIT 1 Tuned Radio Frequency front-
end. single chip AM radio IC & 2 stages of audio 
amplification. All components inc. speaker provid-
ed PCB 32x102mm. 30631(1 £10.95 
• DRILL SPEED CONTROLLER Adjust the speed 
of your electric drill according to the job at hand. 
Suited', for 240V AC mains powered drills up to 
700W power. PCB: 48mm x 65mm. Box provided. 
6074K1 618.95 
• 3 INPUT MONO MIXER Independent level con-
trol for each input and separate bass/treble controls. 
Input sensitivity 240mV. 18V DC PCB: 60mm 
185mm 1052161 £17.95 
• NEGATIVEtPOSITIVE ION GENERATOR 
Standard Cockcroft-Walton multiplier circuit. Mains 
voltage experience required. 3057KT £10.95 
• LED DICE Classic intro to electronics & circuit 
analysis 7 LED's simulate dice roll, slow down & land 
on a number at random. 555 IC mrcuit 3003KT £9.95 
• STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN Tests hand-eye co-ordination 
Press switch when green segment of LED lights to climb 
the stairway • muss E start again! Good intro to several 
basic circuits 300561 £9.95 
• ROULETTE LED 'Bad spins round the wheel. 
slows down & drops into a slot. 10 LED's. Good intro 
to CMOS decade counters 8 Op-Amps. 30061(1 
£10.95 
• 9V XENON TUBE FLASHER Transformer circuit 
steps up 9V battery to flash a 25mm Xenon tube. 
Adjustable flash rate (0.25-2 Sec's). 302.21(1 £11.95 
• LED FLASHER 1 5 ultra bright red LED's flash in 
7 selectable patterns. 3037MKT £5.95 
• LED FLASHER 2 Similar to above but flash in 
sequence or randomly. Ideal for model railways. 
3052MKT £5.95 
• INTRODUCTION TO PIC PROGRAMMING. 
Learn programming from scratch, Programming 
hardware, a P16F84 chip and a two-part, practical, 
hands-on tutorial series are provided. 3081KT 
£22.95 
• SERIAL PIC PROGRAMMER for all 8/18/28/40 
pin DIP serial programmed PICs. Shareware soft-
ware supplied limited to programming 256 bytes 
(regostration costs £ 14.95). 30961(1 £13.95 
• RICALL SERIAL 8 PARALLEL PIC PRO-
GRAMMER for all 8/18/28/40 pin DIP parallel AND 
serial PICs. Includes fully functional & registered 
software (DOS. W3.1. W95/8). 3117KT 6.59.95 
• APAEL 89Cx051 PROGRAMMER Simple-lo-
use yet powerful programmer for the Atmel 
89C1051. 89C2051 & 89C4051 uC's. Programmer 
does NOT require special software other than a 
terminal emulator program ( built into Windows). 
Can be used with ANY computer/operating sys-
tem. 3121KT £24.95 
• 3V/1.5V TO 9V BATTERY CONVERTER Replace 
expensive 9V batteries with economic 1.5V batter-
ies IC based circuit steps up 1 or 2 'AA' batteries to 
give 9V/I8mA 3035KT £5.95 

• STABILISED POWER SUPPLY 3-30V/2.5A 
Ideal for hobbyist & professional laboratory. Very 
reliable & versatile design at an extremely reason-
able price. Short circuit protection. Variable DC 
voltages (3-30V). Rated output 2.5 Amps. Large 
heatsink supplied. You just supply a 24VAC/3A 
transformer. PCB 55x112mm. Mains operation. 
1007KT £18.95. 

• STABILISED POWER SUPPLY 2-301/5A As kit 
1007 above but rated at 5Amp. Requires a 
24VAC/5A transformer. 1096KT £32.95. 

• MOTORBIKE ALARM Uses a reliable vibration 
sensor (adjustable sensitivity) to detect movement 
of the bike to trigger the alarm 8 switch the output 
relay to which a siren, bikes horn, indicators or 
other warning device can be attached. Auto- reset. 
6-12VDC, PCB 57x64mm. 1011KT £12.95 Box 
2011615 £7.00 
• CAR ALARM SYSTEM Protect your car from 
theft. Features vibration sensor, courtesy/boot light 
voltage drop sensor and bonnetiboot earth switch 
sensor. Entry/exit delays, auto-reset and adjustable 
alarm duration. 6-12V DC. PCs: 47mm a 55mm 
1019KT £12.95 Box 2019BX £8.00 

• PIEZO SCREAMER 110dB of ear piercing noise 
Fits in box wdh 2 a 35mm pino elements built into 
their own resonant cavity. Use as an alarm siren or 
just for fun! 6-9VDC. 3015KT £10.95 

• COMBINATION LOCK Versattle electronic lock 
comprising main circuit & separate keypad for 
remote opening of lock Relay supplied. 3029K1 
£10.95 
• ULTRASONIC MOVEMENT DETECTOR Crystal 
locked detector frequency for stability & reliability. PCB 
75x4Omm houses all components. 4-7m range. 
Adjustable sensitivity. Output will drive external 
relay/circuits. 9VDC. 3049141 £13.95 
FIR DETECTOR MODULE 3-lead assembled und 
just 25x35mm as used in commercial burglar alarm 
systems. 3076161 £8.95 
• INFRARED SECURITY BEAM When the invisi-
ble IR beam Is broken a relay us tripped that can be 
used to sound a bell or alarm. 25 metre range. 
Mains rated relays provided. 12VDC operation. 
3130KT £12.95 

• SQUARE WAVE OSCILLATOR Generates 
square waves at 6 preset frequencies in factors of 
10 from 1Hz-100KHz Visual output indicator. 5-
18VDC Box provided. 3111KT £8.95 

• PC DRIVEN POCKET SAMPLER/DATA LOG-
GER Analogue voltage sampler records voltages 
up to 2V or 20V over periods from mIlli-seconds to 
months. Can also be used as a simple digital 
scope to examine audio & other signals up to 
about 5KHz. Software & 0-shell case provided. 
31121(1 £18.95 
• 20 MHz FUNCTION GENERATOR Square. Ir 
angular and sine waveform up to 20MHz over 3 
ranges using 'coarse' and line' frequency adjust-
ment controla Adjustable output from 0-2V p-m A 
TTL output is also provided for connection to a 
frequency meter. Uses MAX038 IC. Plastic case 
with printed front/rear panels & all components 
provided. 7-12VAC. 310IKT £69.95 

30-In-ONE 
Electronic Projects Lab 

Great introdu an to electronics. Ideal for the budding elec-

tronics expel! Build a radio, burglar alarm, water detector. 
morse code practice circuit, simple computer circuits, and 

much morel NO soldering, tools or previous electronics 

knowledge required. Circuits can be built and unassembled 

repeatedly. Comprehensive 68-page manual with explana-

tions, schematics and assembly diagrams. Suitable for age 
10, Excellent for schools. Requires 2 a kA batteries. 
ONLY £14.95 (phone for bulk discounts). 

WEB: http://www.QuasarElectronics.com 
email: epesales©QuasarElectronics.com 

Secure Online Ordering Facilities 
Full Kit Listing, Descriptions 8. Photos 

Kit Documentation 8. Software Downloads 
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ABC Mini `Hotchip' Board BC Mini `Hotchip' Board 
Currently learning about 
microcontrollers? Need to 
do something more than 
flash a LED or sound a 
buzzer? The ABC Mini 
'Hotchip' Board is based on 
Atmel's AVR 8535 RISC 
technology and will interest 
both the beginner and 

expert alike. Beginners will find that they can write and 
test a simple program, using the BASIC programming 
language, within an hour or two of connecting it up. 
Experts will like the power and flexibility of the Atmel 
microcontroller, as well as the ease with which the 
little Hot Chip board can be "designed-in" to a project. 
The ABC Mini Board 'Starter Pack' includes just about 
everything you need to get up and experimenting right 
away. On the hardware side, there's a pre-assembled 
microcontroller PC board with both parallel and serial 
cables for connection to your PC. Windows software 
included on CD-ROM features an Assembler, BASIC 
compiler and an in-system programmer. The pre-
assembled boards only are also available separately. 

ABCMINISP BCMINISP ABC MINI Starter Pack £64.95 
ABCMINIB ABC MINI Board Only £39.95 39.95 

ATMEL 89xxxx Programmer 
Powerful programmer for Atmel 
8051 microcontroller family. All 
fuse and lock bits are 
programmable. Connects to 
serial port. Can be used with 
ANY computer and operating 
system. 4 LEDs to indicate 

programming status. Supports 89C1051, 89C2051, 
89C4051, 89C51, 89LV51, 89C52, 89LV52, 89C55, 
89LV55, 89S8252, 89LS8252, 89S53, 89LS53 
devices. NO special software required — uses any 
terminal emulator program (built into Windows). 
NB: ZIF sockets not included. 

3123KT ATMEL 89xxx Programmer £24.95 
AS3123 Assembled 3023 £39.95 

Atmel 89C051 and AVR programmers also available. 

Educational Robot Kits 
This range of nine 
computerised battery robot 
kits teaches the basic 
principles of robotic 
sensing and locomotion. 
Each of the kits features 
pre-assembled PCBs, 
hardware and mechanical 
drive systems that can be 
handled by almost anyone 

from aged 10 and up. Only basic hand tools are 
required for assembly. These fascinating robots allow 
you to experience and learn any one of the following 
features: sound sensor, remote control, infra- red 
sensor, wired control and/or programmable memory. 
See the full range of these high quality Japanese 
robot kits on our website or call for details. 

`PICALL' PIC Programmer PICALL' PIC Programmer 
Kit will program ALL 8, 18, 28 
and 40-pin serial AND parallel 
programmed PIC micro 
controllers. Connects to the 
parallel port of a PC. Supplied 
with fully functional pre-registered PICALL DOS and 
WINDOWS AVR software packages, all components 
and high quality DSPTH PCB. Also programs certain 
ATMEL AVR, serial EPROM and SCENIX SX devices. 
New PICs can be added to the software as they are 
released. Software shows you where to place your PIC 
chip on the board for programming. Now has new-chip 
auto sensing feature for super-fast bulk programming. 

3117KT 'PICALI2 PIC Programmer Kit £59.95 

AS3117 



VARIABLE VOLTAGE 
TRANSFORMERS 

INPUT 220V/240V AC 608110113 OUTPUT 0V-260V 
PANEL MOUNTING 

Price PAP 
0.5K VA 2-5 amp max £33.00 £8.00 

(£45.84 inc VAT) 
1KVA 5 amp max £45.25 £7.00 

(E61,39 inc VAT) 
SHROUDED 
0.5KVA 2.5 amp max £34 00 £8.00 

(E47.00 Inc VAT) 
1KVA 5 amp max £46.25 £.00 

(£62 57 Inc VAT) 
2KVA 10 amp max £65.00 £8.50 

(£86 36 Inc VAT) 
3KVA 15 amp max £88.50 01.50 

(Et I I 63 inc VAT) 
5KVA 25 amp max £I50.00 Carnage 8 VAT) 
Buy direct from the Importers Keenest prices m the country 

500 VA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 
Input lead 240V AC Output wa 3-pin 136 socket 240V AC 
continuously rated mounted in fibreglass case with handle. 
Internally fused Puce £35.00 carriage paid • VAT (£41 13) 

TOROIDAL L.T. TRANSFORMER 
Primary 0-240V AC Secondary 0-30V • 0-30V 600VA 
Fixing bolt supplied. 
Price £25.00 carnage paid • VAT (£29 381 

COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF TRANSFORMERS-
LT- ISOLATION 8 AUTO 
110V-240V Auto transfer erther cased with American socket 
and mains lead or open frame type Available or immediate 
delivery 

ULTRA VIOLET BLACK LIGHT BLUE 
FLUORESCENT TUBES 

4h 40 watt £14.00 (callers only) (£16.45 inc VAT) 
2ft 20 wan £9.00 (callers only) (£10.58 inc VAT) 
121n 8 wan £4.80 • 75p p&p (£6.52 Inc VAT) 
94) 6 watt £3.96 • 50p p&p (£5 24 Inc VAT) 
6on 4 wan £3.96 • 50p p&p (£5.24 Inc VAT) 

230V AC BALLAST KIT 
For ether 6in 9in or 12rn tubes £8.054140 p&p (£8.75 Inc VAT) 
The aboe Tubes are 35004000 angst (350-400um) dala for *Hong 
security markings. &Sects lighting 8 Cheneal itopkcabons. 
Other Weelengths of UV TUBE avalatde for Genotarlal & Flkoto 
Sensitive applcaoons Please telephone yOur enquires 

400 WATT BLACK LIGHT 
BLUE UV LAMP 
GES Mercury Vapour lamp suitable for 
use with a 400W PF Ballast 
Only £39.95 Ind p&p 8 VAT 

me. 

5 KVA ISOLATION TRANSFORMER 
As New Ex- Equipment. fully shrouded. Line Noise 
Suppression, Ultra Isolation Transformer with termt 
nal covers and knock-out cable entnes.Primary 
120V/240V. Secondary 120V/240V. 50/60Hz, 
0.005pF Capacitance. Size. L 37cm x W 19cmc 
16cm. Weight 42 kilos. Price £126 VAT Ex-ware-
house. Carriage on request 

24V DC SIEMENS CONTACTOR 
Type 3TH8022-0B 2 u NO and 2 x NC 230V AC 10A 
Contacts. Screw or Din Rail foong. Size H 120mm 
W 45mm x D 75mm. Brand New Price £7.83 incl 
p&p and VAT. 

240V AC WESTOOL SOLENOIDS 
Model 172 Max. stroke 16mm, 511). pull. Base mount-
ing. Rating 1. Model 776 Max. stroke 25mm, 15Ib 
pull. Base mounting Rating 1. Series 400 Max 
stroke 28mm. 151b. pull. Front mounting. Rating 2 
Prices Inc p&p 8 VAT 11'2 £5.88,1113 £8.61, Serles 
4210 £8.84. 

AXIAL COOLING FAN 
230V AC 120mm square n 38mm 3 blade 10 watt 
Low Norse fan Price £7.29 Inc' pap and VAT. 
Other voltages and sizes evadable from stock 
Please telephone your enquiries. 

INSTRUMENT CASE 
Brand new. Manufactured by Imhof. L 31cm r H 
18cm r 19cm Deep Removable front and rear panel 
for easy assembly of your components. Grey tex-
tured finish, complete with case feet Price £16.45 
incl. p&p and VAT. 2 off £28.20 inclusive. 

DIECAST ALUMINIUM BOX 
with internal PCB guides. Internal size 265mm 
165mm 50mm deep Price £9.93 incl. p&p 8 VAT 2 
off £17.80 Incl. 
230V AC SYNCHRONOUS GEARED MOTORS 

Brand new Ovoid Gearbox Crouzet type motors. H 
65mm r W 55mm 00 35mrn, 4mm dia shaft e lOmm 
long. 6 RPM anti ce £9.98 ouI p&p 8 VAT. 
20 RPM anti cm Depth 4Ornm. £1.18 incl p&p 8 VAT 

18 RPM REVERSIBLE Croucet 220V/230V 
50Hz geared motor with ovoid geared box. 
4mm dia. shaft New manuf. surplus Sold 
complete with reversing capacitor. connect-
ing block and circ. Overall sae: h 68mm r w 
52mm x 43mm deep 

PRICE incl. PAP 8 VAT £9.99 

EPROM ERASURE KIT 
Build your own EPROM ERASURE for a fraction at the 
price of a made-up unit Kit of parts less case includes 
121n. 8watt 2537, Angst Tube Ballast unit, pair of bi-pin 
leads, neon Indicator. on/off switch. safety microswitch 
and circuit £15.00-•£2.00 p&p. 1E19.98 inc VAT) 

WASHING MACHINE WATER PUMP 
Brand new 240V AC fan coolpd Can be used for a 
variety of purposes Inlet 1 /pm., outlet lin dia 
Price includes pap 8 VAT £il.20 each or 2 !or 
£20.50 inclusive. 

SERVICE TR 
57 BRIDGMAN ROAD, CHI 

Mond Tel: 020 8995 1560 

ADING CO VISA 
ere: 

SWICK, LONDON W4 5B6 Amp,, 

FAX: 020 8995 0549 Parking Space 

SQUIRES 
MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS 
A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF MINIATURE HAND AND 

POWER TOOLS AND AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
FEATURED IN A FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

432-PAGE MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE 

2001 ISSUE 
SAME DAY DESPATCH 

FREE POST AND PACKAGING 
Catalogues: FREE OF CHARGE to addresses in the UK. 
Overseas: CATALOGUE FREE, postage at cost charged to 

credit card 

Squires, 100 London Road, 
Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P021 1DD 

TEL: 01243 842424 

FAX: 01243 842525 

SHOP NOW OPEN VISA 

FRUSTRATED! 
Looking for ICs TRANSISTORs? 
A phone call to us could get a result. We 
offer an extensive range and with a world-
wide database at our fingertips, we are 
able to source even more. We specialise in 
devices with the following prefix (to name 
but a few). 

2N 2SA 2SB 2SC 2SD 2P 2SJ 2SK 3N 3SK 4N 6N 17 40 AD 
ADC AN AM AY BA BC BD BDT BDV BDW BDX BF 
BFR BFS BET BFX BFY BLY BLX BS BR BRX BRY BS 
BSS BSV BSW BSX BT BTA BTB BRW BU BUK BUT BUV 
BUW BUX BUY BUZ CA CD CX CXA DAC DG DM DS 
DTA DTC GL GM HA HCF HD HEF ICL ICM IRF J KA 
KIA L LA LB LC LD LF LM M M5M MA MAB MAX MB 
MC MDAJ MJE MJF MM MN MPS MPSA MPSH MPSU 
MRF NJM NE OM OP PA PAL PIC PN RC S SAA SAB 
SAD SAJ SAS SDA SG SI SL SN SO STA STK STR STRD 
STRM STRS SV I T TA TAA TAG TBA TC TCA TDA TDB 
TEA TIC TIP TIPL TEA TL TLC IMP TMS TPU U UA 
UAA UC UDN ULN UM UPA UPC UPD VN X XR Z ZN 
ZTS + many others 

We can also offer equivalents (at customers' risk) 
We also stock a full range of other electronic components 
Mail, phone, Fax Credit Card orders and callers welcome 

F2.1Mi l iFoutioneineiCAlN  
EXPRESS VISA Connect 

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd 
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3ET 

Tel: 0181 452 0161 Fax: 0181 208 1441 

• • 
NATIONAL 
COI IEGE Of 
TEC FiNOIOGY 

DISTANCE 
LEARNING COURSES in: 
Analogue and Digital Electronics, Fibre Optics, 
Fault Diagnosis, Mechanics, Mathematics and 

Programmable Logic Controllers leading to a 

BTEC PROFESSIONAL 
DEVELOPMENT CERTIFICATE 

Suitable for beginners and 

those wishing to update their 

knowledge and practical skills 

• Courses are very practical and 
delivered as self contained kits 

• No travelling or college attendance 

• Learning is at your own pace 

• Each course can stand alone or be 
part of a modular study programme 

• Tutor supported and BTEC certified 

For information contact: 
NCT Ltd., P.O. Box 11 
Wendover, Bucks HP22 6XA 
Telephone 01296 624270; Fax 01296 625299 
Web: http://www.nct.ltd.uk 
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£1 BARGAIN PACKS 
Selected Items 

CROCODILE CLIPS. Small size, 10 each red and 
black. Order Ref: 116. 
PLASTIC HEADED CABLE CLIPS. Nail in type, 
several sizes. Pack of 50. Order Ref: 123. 

30A PANEL MOUNTING TOGGLE SWITCH. 
Double pole. Order Ref: 166. 
SUB MIN TOGGLE SWITCHES. Pack of 3. Order 
Ref: 214. 

HIGH POWER 3In. SPEAKER (11W Bohm). 
Order Ref: 246. 
MEDIUM WAVE PERMEABILITY TUNER. It's 
almost a complete radio with circuit. Order Ref: 
247. 

HEATING ELEMENT. Mains voltage 100W, brass 
encased. Order Ref: 8. 

MAINS MOTOR with gearbox giving 1 rev per 24 
hours. Order Ref: 89. 

ROUND POINTER KNOBS for flatted % in. spin-
dles. Pack of 10. Order Ref: 295. 

CERAMIC WAVE CHANGE SWITCH. 12-pole, 3-
way with 1/4 in. spindle. Order Ref: 303. 

REVERSING SWITCH. 20A double pole or 40A 
single pole. Order Ref: 343. 
LUMINOUS PUSH-ON PUSH-OFF SWITCHES. 
Pack of 3. Order Ref: 373. 
SLIDE SWITCHES. Singe pole changeover. Pack 
of 10. Order Ref: 1053. 

PAXOLIN PANEL. Approximately 12in. x 12in. 
Order Ref: 1033. 
CLOCKWORK MOTOR. Suitable for up to 6 
hours. Order Ref: 1038. 
TRANSISTOR DRIVER TRANSFORMER. 
Maker's ref. no. LT44, impedance ratio 20k ohm to 
1k ohm, centre tapped, 50p. Order Ref: 1/23R4. 
HIGH CURRENT RELAY. 12V D.C. or 24V A.C.. 
operates changeover contacts. Order Ref: 1026. 

2-CORE CURLY LEAD. 5A, 2m. Order Ref: 846. 
3 CHANGEOVER RELAY. 6V A.C., 3V D.C. Order 
Ref: 859, 
3 CONTACT MICRO SWITCHES, operated with 
slightest touch. Pack of 2. Order Ref: 861. 
HIVAC NUMICATOR TUBE. Hivac ref XN3. Ordei 
Ref: 865. 

2IN. ROUND LOUDSPEAKERS. 500 coil. Pack o' 
2. Order Ref: 908. 

5K POT, standard size wth DP switch, gooc 
length in. spindle, pack of 2. Order Ref: 11R24. 
13A PLUG, fully legal with insulated legs, pack o' 
3. Order Ref: GR19. 

OPTO SWITCH on p.c.b., size 2in. x lin., pack o• 
2. Order Ref: GR21. 

1000W FIRE SPIRALS. In addition to repairing 
fires. these are useful for making high current 
resistors. Price 4 for £ 1. Order Ref: 223. 
BRASS ENCASED ELEMENT. Mains working. 
80W standard replacement in some fridges but 
very useful for other heating purposes. Price £1 
each. Order Ref: 8. 
PEA LAMPS, only 4mrn but 14V at 0.04A. wire 
ended, pack of 4. Order Re': 7RC28. 

HIGH AMP THYRISTOR, normal 2 contacts fronn 
top, heavy threaded fixing underneath, think 
amperage to be at least 25A, pack of 2. Order Ref: 
7FC43. 
BRIDGE RECTIFIER, ideal for 12V to 24V charg-
er at 5A, pack of 2. Order Ref: 1070. 
TEST PRODS FOR MULTIMETER with 4mm 
sockets. Good length very f exible lead. Order Ret: 
D86. 
LUMINOUS ROCKER SWITCH, approximately 
30mm square, pack of 2. Order Ref: D64. 

MES LAMP HOLDERS, slide onto % in. tag pack 
of 10. Order Ref: 1054. 
HALL EFFECT DEVICES, mounted on small 
heatsink, pack of 2. Order Ref: 1022. 
12V POLARISED RELAY, 2 changeover contacts. 
Order Ref: 1032. 

PROJECT CASE, 95mm x 66mm x 23mm wit`i 
removable lid held by 4 screws, pack of 2. Order 
Ref: 876. 
LARGE MICRO SWITCHES, 20mm x 6mm x 
lOmm. changeover contacts, pack of 2. Order Ref: 
826. 
PIEZO ELECTRIC SOUNDER, also operates efli-
ciently as a microphone. Approximately 30mm 
diameter, easily mountable, 2 for £ 1. Order Ref: 
1084. 
LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAY on p.c.b. with ICs 
etc. to drive it to give 2 rows of 8 characters, price 
£1. Order Ref: 1085. 

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL 
IT IS A DIGITAL 
MULTITESTER, com-
plete with backrest to 
stand it and hands-
free test prod holder. 
This tester measures 
d.c. volts up to 1,000 
and a.c. volts up to 
750: d.c. current up to 
10A and resistance 
up to 2 megs. Also 
tests transistors and 
diodes and has an 
internal buzzer for continuity tests. Comes complete 
with test prods, battery and instructions. Price 
£6.99. Order Ref: 7P29. 
1mA PANEL METER. Approximately 80mm x 
55mm, front engraved 0-100. Price £ 1.50 each. 
Order Ref: 1/16R2. 

VERY THIN DRILLS. 12 assorted s;zes vary 
between 0.6mm and 1.6mm. Price £ 1. Order Ref: 
128. 

EVEN THINNER DRILLS. 12 that vary between 
0.1mm and 0.5mm. Price £ 1. Order Ref:129. 
BT PLUG WITH TWIN SOCKET. Enables you to 
plug 2 telephones into the one socket for all normal 
BT plugs. Price £ 1.50. Order Ref: 1.5P50. 
D.C. MOTOR WITH GEARBOX. Size 60mm long, 
30mm diameter. Very powerful, operates off any 
voltage between 6V and 24V D.C. Speed at 6V is 
200 rpm, speed controller available. Special price 
£3 each. Order Ref: 3P108. 

FLASHING BEACON. Ideal for putting on a van, a 
tractor or any vehicle that should always be seen. 
Uses a Xenon tube and has art amber coloured 
dome. Separate fixing base is inc,uded so unit can 
be put away if desirable. Price £5. Order Ref: 5P267. 
MOST USEFUL POWER SUPPLY. Rated at 9V 1A, 
this plugs into a 13A socket is really nicely boxed. 
£2. Order Ref: 2P733. 

MOTOR SPEED CONTROLLER. These are suitable 
for D.C. motors for voltages up to 12V and any 
power up to 1/6h.p. They reduce the speed by inter-
mittent full voltage pulses so there should be no 
loss of power. In kit form these are £ 12. Order Ref: 
12P34. Or made up and tested, £20. Order Ref: 
20P39. 
BT TELEPHONE EXTENSION WIRE. This is proper 
heavy duty cable for running around the skirting 
board when you want to make a permanent exten-
sion. 4 cores properly colour coded, 25m length. 
Only £ 1. Order Ref:1067. 

LARGE TYPE MICROSWITCH with 2in. lever, 
changeover contacts rated at 15A at 250V, 2 for £ 1. 
Order Ref: 1/2R7. 

BALANCE ASSEMBLY KITS. Japanese made, 
when assembled ideal for chemical experiments, 
complete with tweezers and 6 weights 0.5 to 5 
grams. Price £2. Order Ref: 2P44 
CYCLE LAMP BARGAIN. You can have 100 6V 0-
5A MES bulbs for just £2.50 or 1.000 for £20. They 
are beautifully made, slightly larger than the stan-
dard 6.3V pilot bulb so they would be ideal for mak-
ing displays for night lights and similar applications. 
DOORBELL PSU. This has AC voltage output so is 
ideal to- operating most doorbells. The unit is totally 
enclosed so perfectly safe and if plugs into a 13A 
socket. Price only £1. Order Ref: 1/30R1. 
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER. 
Internally generates voltages which enable you to 
read insulation directly in megohms. The multi-
meter has four ranges. AC/DC volts, 3 ranges DC 
milliamps, 3 ranges resistance and 5 amp range. 
These instruments are ex- British Telecom but in 
very good condition, tested and guaranteed OK, 
probably cost at least £50 each, yours for only £7.50 
with leads, carrying case £2 extra. Order Ref: 7.5P4. 
REPAIRABLE METERS. We have some of the 
above testers but slightly faulty, not working on all 
ranges, should be repairable, we supply diagram, 
£3. Order Ref: 3P176. 
TWO MORE POST OFFICE INSTRUMENTS 

Both instruments contain lots of useful parts, includ-
ing sub- min toggle switch sold by many at £1 each. 
They are both in extremely nice cases, with battery 
compartment and flexible carrying handles, so if you 
don't need the intruments themselves, the case may 
be just right for a project you have in mind. 

The first is Oscillator 87F. This has an output, con-
tinuous or interrupted, of 1kHz. It is in a plastic box 
size 115mm wide, 145mm high and 50mm deep. 
Price only £ 1. Order Ref: 7R1. 

The other is Amplifier Ref. No. 109G. This is in a 
case size 80mm wide, 130mm high and 35mm deep. 
Price £ 1. Order Ref: 7R2. 

HEAVY DUTY POT 

Rated at 25W, this is 20 ohm resistance so it could 
be just right for speed controlling a d.c. motor or 
device or to control the output of a high current 
amplifier. Price £ 1. Order Ref: 1/33L1. 
STEPPER MOTOR 

Made by Philips as specified for the wind-up torch in 
the Oct '00 Practical Electronics is still available, 
price £ 2. Order Ref: 2P457. 

SOLDERING IRON, super mains powered with 
long- life ceramic element, heavy duty 40W for the 
extra special job, complete with plated wire stand 
and 245mm lead, £3. Order Ref: 3P221. 

RELAYS 
We have thousands of 
relays of various sorts in 

stock, so if you need any-
thing special give us a 
ring. A few new ones that 
have just arrived are spe-
cial in that they are plug-

in and come complete 
with a special base which 

enables you to check 
voltages of connections of it without having to go 

underneath. We have 6 different types with varying 
coil voltages and contact arrangements. All contacts 

are rated at 10A 250V AC. 
Coil Voltage Contacts Price Order Ref: 
12V DC 4-pole changeover £2.00 FR10 
24V DC 2-pole changeover £1.50 FR12 
24V DC 4-pole changeover £2.00 FR13 
240V AC 1-pole changeover £ 1.50 FR14 
240V AC 4-pole changeover £2.00 FR15 
Prices include base 

NOT MUCH BIGGER THAN AN OX0 CUBE. Another 
relay just arrived is extra small with a 12V coil and 6A 
changeover contacts. It is sealed so it can be mount-
ed in any position or on a p.c.b. Price 75p each, 10 for 
£6 or 100 for £50. Order Ref: FR16. 
RECHARGEABLE NICAD BATTERIES. AA size, 25p 
each, which is a real bargain considering many firms 

charge as much as £2 each, These are in packs of 10, 
coupled together with an output lead so are a 12V unit 
but easily divideable into 2 x 6V or 10 x 1.2V. £2.50 
per pack, 10 packs for £25 including carriage. Order 
Ref: 2.5P34. 

FOR QUICK HOOK-UPS. You can't beat leads with a 
croc clip each end. You 

can have a set of 10 
leads, 2 each of 5 assort-
ed colours with insulated 
crocodile clips on each 
end. Lead length 36cm, 
£2 per set. Order Ref: 

2P459. 

12V 8A DC POWER 
SUPPLY. Totally enclosed with its own cooling fan. 
Normal mains operation. Price £ 11. order Ref: 11P6. 

TWIN 13A SWITCHED SOCKET. Standard in all 
respects and complete with fixing screws. White, stan-
dard size and suitable for flush mounting or in a sur-
face box. Price £ 1.50. Order Ref: 1.5P61. 

BIG 12V TRANSFORMER. It is 55VA so that is over 
4A which is normal working, intermittently it would be 

a much higher amperage. Beautiful transformer, well 
made and very well insulated, terminals are in a plas-

tic frame so can't be accidentally touched. Price £3.50. 
Order Ref: 3.5P20. 

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE 
ULTRASONIC MOVEMENT DETECTOR. Nicely 
cased, free standing, has internal alarm which can be 
silenced. Also has connections for external speaker or 
light. Price £ 10, Order Ref: 10P154. 

CASED POWER SUPPLIES which, with a few small 
extra components and a bit of modifying, would give 
12V at 10A. Originally £9.50 each, now 2 for £9.50. 
Order Ref: 9.5P4. 

3-OCTAVE KEYBOARDS with piano size keys, brand 
new, previous price £9.50, now 2 for the price of one. 
Order Ref: 9.5P5. 

1.5-6V MOTOR WITH 
GEARBOX. Motor is mount-
ed on the gearbox which has 
interchangeable gears giving 
a range of speeds and motor 
torques. Comes with full 
instructions for changing 
gears and calculating 
speeds, £7. Order Ref: 7P26, 

MINI BLOWER HEATER. lkW, ideal for under desk or air-
ing cupboard, etc.. needs only a simple mounting frame, 
price £5. Order Ref: 5P23. 

• 0, 

TERMS 
Send cash, PO, cheque or quote credit card number - 

orders under £25 add £3.50 service charge. 

J & N FACTORS 
Pilgrim Works (Dept.E.E.) 
Stalrbrldge Lane, Bolney 

Sussex RH17 5PA 
Telephone: 01444 881965 
E-mail: Jnfactors@aol.com 
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GENT 
ELECTRONICS LTD 

EE223 135 Hunter Street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST 
Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932 
http://www.magenta2000.co.uk 

E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk 

All Prices include V.A.T. ADD £3.00 PER ORDER P&P. £6.99 next day 

16'1, 

VISA 

MAIL ORDER ONLY • CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT 

EPE MICROCONTROLLER 
P.I. TREASURE HUNTER 

The latest MAGENTA DESIGN - highly 
stable & sensitive - with I.C. control of all 
timing functions and advanced pulse 
separation techniques. 
• High stability 

drift cancelling 
• Easy to build 
& use 

• No ground 
effect, works 
in seawater 

• Detects gold, 
silver, ferrous & 
non-ferrous 
metals 

• Efficient quartz controlled 
microcontroller pulse generation. 

• Full kit with headphones & all 
hardware 

KIT 847  £63.95 

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC 
PEsT SCARER 
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in a 
compact hand-held case. MOSFET output drives 
a special sealed transducer with intense pulses 
via a special tuned transformer. Sweeping 
frequency output is designed to give maximum 
output without any special setting up. 

KIT 842 £22.56 

68000 DEVELOPMENT 
TRAINING KIT 

• NEW PCB DESIGN 
• 8MHz 68000 16-BIT BUS 
• MANUAL AND SOFTWARE 
• 2 SERIAL PORTS 
• PIT AND I/O PORT OPTIONS 
• 12C PORT OPTIONS 

KIT 621 
. £99.95 
• ON BOARD 

5V REGULATOR 
• PSU £6.99 

• SERIAL LEAD £3.99 

Stepping Motors ,, a1we 

MD38...Mini 48 step...£8.65 • d 
MD35...Std 48 step...£9.99 y) 
MD200...200 step...£12.99 

MD24...Large 200 step...£22.95 

PIC PIPE DESCALER 
• SIMPLE TO BUILD • SWEPT 
• HIGH POWER OUTPUT FREQUENCY 
• AUDIO & VISUAL MONITORING 
An affordable circuit which sweeps 
the incoming water supply with 
variable frequency electromagnetic 
signals. May reduce scale formation, 
dissolve existing scale and improve 
lathering ability by altering the way 
salts in the water behave. 
Kit includes case, PC.B., coupling 
coil and all components. 
High coil current ensures maximum 
effect. L.E.D. monitor. 

PIC WATER 
DESCALER 

KIT 868  £22.95 POWER UNIT £3.99 

MICRO PEsT 
SCARER 
Our latest design - The ultimate 
scarer for the garden. Uses 
special microchip to give random 
delay and pulse time. Easy to 
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets/ 
pests away from newly sown areas, 
play areas, etc. uses power source 
from 9 to 24 volts. 
• RANDOM PULSES 
• HIGH POWER 
• DUAL OPTION Plug-in power supply £4.99 

KIT 867 £19.99 

KIT + SLAVE UNIT £32.50 

WINDICATOR 
A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes 
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing head. 
Mains power unit £5.99 extra. 

KIT 856 £28.00 

* TENS UNIT * 
DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT 
As featured in March '97 issue. 
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this. 
excellent new project. All components, PCB, 
hardware and electrodes are included. 
Designed for simple assembly and testing and 
providing high level dual output drive. 

KIT 866.. Full klt Including four electrodes £32.90 

Set of 
4 spare 

electrodes 
£6.50 

1000V & 500V INSULATION 
TESTER 

Superb new design. Regulated 
output, efficient circuit. Dual-scale 
meter, compact case. Reads up to 
200 Megohms. 
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out 
case, meter scale, PCB & ALL 
components. 

KIT 848 £32.95 

EPE 
TEACH-IN 
2000 
Full set of top quality NEW 
components for this educa-
tional series. All parts as 
specified by EPE. Kit includes 
breadboard, wire, croc clips, 
pins and all components for 
experiments, as listed in 
introduction to Part 1. 
'Batteries and tools not included. 

TEACH-IN 2000 - 

KIT 879 £44.95 
MULTIMETER £14.45 

SPACEWRITER 
An innovative and exciting project. 9q/A. 
Wave the wand through the air and 
your message appears. Programmable C' 
to hold any message up to 16 digits long. 
Comes pre-loaded with "MERRY XMAS". Kit 
includes PCB, all components & tube plus 
instructions for message loading. 

KIT 849 £16.99 

12V EPROM ERASER 
A safe low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a 
time in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 
12V supply (400mA). Used extensively for mobile 
work - updating equipment in the field etc. Also in 
educational situations where mains supplies are 
not allowed. Safety interlock prevents contact 
with UV. 

KIT 790 £29.90 

SUPER BAT 
DETECTOR 

1 WATT 0/P, BUILT IN 
SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE 

20kHz-140kHz 
NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC. 
A new circuit using a 
lull-bridge' audio 
amplifier i.c., internal 
speaker, and 
headphone/tape socket. 
The latest sensitive 
transducer, and 'double 
balanced mixer' give a 
stable, high perfor-
mance superheterodyne design. 

KIT 861  £24.99 
ALSO AVAILABLE Built & Tested... £39.99 

MOSFET MkIIVARIABLE BENCH 
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2-5A 
Based on our Mk1 design and 
preserving all the features, but 
now with switching pre-
regulator for much higher effi-
ciency. Panel meters indicate 
Volts and Amps. Fully variable 
down to zero. Toroidal mains 
transformer. Kit includes 
punched and printed case and 
all parts. As featured in April 
1994 EPE. An essential piece 
of equipment. 

Kit No. 845  £64.95 

EPE 
PROJECT 

PICS 
Programmed PICs for 

all" EPE Projects 
16C84/18F84/16C71 

All £5.90 each 
PIC16F877 now in stock 
£10 Inc. VAT & postage 

(*some projects are copyright) 

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER 

Keep pets/pests away from newly 
sown areas, fruit, vegetable and 
flower beds, children's play areas, 
patios etc. This project produces 
intense pulses of ultrasound which 
deter visiting animals. 

• KIT INCLUDES ALL 
COMPONENTS, PCB & CASE 

• EFFICIENT 100V 
TRANSDUCER OUTPUT 

• COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE 
TO HUMANS 

KIT 812  

P U 
0 0 L 

T 
E R 
• A 

S 

IPEsT • N, é 
SCARER  

• UP TO 4 METRES 
RANGE 

• LOW CURRENT 
DRAIN 

£15.00 
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SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER 
INCREDIBLE LOW PRICE! Kit 857 £12.99 

INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 CHIP 
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD 
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL 

PC BOARD & INSTRUCTIONS 

Power Supply £3.99 

EXTRA CHIPS: 

PIC 16F84 £4.84 

Based on February '96 EPE. Magen a designed PCB and kit. PCB 
with 'Reset' switch, Program switch 5V regulator and test L.E.D.s, 
and connection points for access to all A and B port pins. 

PIC 16C84 DISPLAY DRIVER 

INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 WITH 
DEMO PROGRAM SOFTWARE 

DISK, PCB, INSTBUCTIONS 
AND 16-CHARACTER 2-LINE 

LCD DISPLAY 

Kit 860 £19.99 
Power Supply £3.99 

FULL PROGRAM SOURCE 
CODE SUPPLIED — DEVELOP 
YOUR OWN APPLICATION! 

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied with PCB, industry 
standard 2-LINE x 16-character display, data, all components, and 
software to include in your own programs. Ideal development base for 
meters, terminals, calculators, counters, timers — Just waking for your 
application! 

PIC 16F84 MAINS POWER 4-CHANNEL 
CONTROLLER & LIGHT CHASER 

• WITH PROGRAMMED 16F84 AND DISK WITH 
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM 

• ZERO VOLT SWITCHING 
MULTIPLE CHASE PATTERNS 

• OPTO ISOLATED 
5 AMP OUTPUTS 

• 12 KEYPAD CONTROL 
• SPEED/DIMMING POT. 
• HARD-FIRED TRIACS 

Kit 855 £39.95 

Now features full 4-channel 
chaser software on DISK and 
pre-programmed PIC16F84 
chip. Easily re-programmed 
for your own applications. 
SofbNare source code is fully 
'commented' se that it can be 
followed easily. 

LOTS OF OTHER APPLICATIONS 

ICEBREAKER 
1301:100013000 

PIC Real Time 
In-Circuit Emulator 

• Icebreaker uses PIC16F877 in circuit debugger 
• Links to Standard PC Serial Port (lead supplied) 
• Windows' (95+) Software included 
• Works with MPASM and MPLAB Microchip software 
• 16 x 2 L.C.D., Breadboard, Relay, I/0 devices and patcn leads supplied 

As featured in March '00 EPE. Ideal for beginners AND advanced users. 
Programs can be written, assembled, downloaded into the microcontroller and run at full 
speed (up to 20MHz), or one step at a time. 
Full emulation means that all I/O ports respond exactly ard immediately reading and 
driving external hardware. 
Features include: Reset; Halt on external pulse; Set Breakpoint; Examine and change 
registers, EEPROM and program memory; Load program. Single Step with display of 
Status, W register, Program counter, and user selected 'Watch Window' registers. 

KIT 900 ... £34.99 
POWER SUPPLY £3.99 STEPPING MOTOR £5.99 

Tel: 01283 565435 Fax: 01283 546932 

Evervdas Practical Electronics, March 2001 

EPE PIC Tutorial 
At last! A Real, Practical, Hands-On Series 
• Learn Programming from scrach using PIC16F84 
• Start by lighting I.e.d.s and do 30 tutorials to 
Sound Generation. Data Display, and a Security 
System. 
• PIC TUTOR Board with Switches. Le.d.s, and on 
board programmer 

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT 
Includes: PIC16F84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed with 
Component Layout and all components* (*not ZIF Socket or 
Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a disk with Test 
and Demonstration routines. 

KIT 870 .... £27.95, Built & Tested .... £42.95 
Optional: Power Supply — £3.99, ZIF Socket — £9.99 

LCD Display £7.99 LED Display £6.99 
Reprints Mar/Apr/May 98 — £3.00 set 3 

PIC TOOLKIT V2 
• SUPER UPGRADE FROM V1 • 18, 28 AND 40-PIN CHIPS 
• READ, WRITE, ASSEMBLE & DISASSEMBLE PICS 
• SIMPLE POWER SUPPLY OPTIONS 5V-20V 
• ALL SWITCHING UNDER SOFTWARE CONTROL 
• MAGENTA DESIGNED PCB HAS TERMINAL PINS AND 
OSCILLATOR CONNECTIONS FOR ALL CHIPS 

• INCLUDES SOFTWARE AND PIC CHIP 

KIT 878 ... £22.99 with 16F84 ... £29.99 with 16F877 

SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER 
• READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES 
• WINDOWS®' SOFTWARE 
• PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X 
• USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT 
• USES STANDARD MICROCHIP • HEX FILES 
• OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA) 
• PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED-PIN 
SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs 

• SEND FOR DETAILED 
INFORMATION A 

Kit 862 £29.99 
— 

SUPERB PRODUCT AT Power Supply £3.99 
AN UNBEATABLE LOW 
PRICE. 

DISASSEMBLER 
SOFTWARE £11.75 

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER 

INCLUDES PCB, 
PIC16F84 WITH 

Kit 863 £18.99 
DEMO PROGRAM, 
SOFTWARE DISC, 
INSTRUCTIONS 
AND MOTOR. 

FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED 
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER 
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS 

Another NEW Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4-phase unipolar motor — up 
to 24V and iA. Kit includes all components and 48 step motor. Chip is 
pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re-program 
the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in 
response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory. 

8-CHANNEL DATA LOGGER 
As featured in Aug./Sept.'99 EPE. Full kit with Magenta '1(\ii, 
redesigned PCB — LCD fits directly on board. Use as Data 
Logger or as a test bed for many other 16F877 projects. Kit 
includes programmed chip, 8 EEPROMs, PCB, case and all components. 

KIT 877 £49.95 inc. 8 x 256K EEPROMS 

All prices include VAT. Add £3.00 p&p. Next day £6.99 

E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk 
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032001 

.#1 

e 
Station Road, Cullercoats, 
Tyne & Wear, NE30 4P0 

ELFE P ie ', WONIC COMPONENTS 
erie-

r mum r 
All Major Credit cards Accepted um soco 

Prices Exclude Vat 0171/2%. Add £1.25 (UK) 
carriage 8i Vol to all orders. Chegues / Postal 
ordersizadable to ESR Electronic Components. 

Stamped Pin 
6 Pin DIL 0.3" 
8 Pin DIL 0.3" 
14 Pin OIL 0.3" 
16 Pin OIL 0.3" 
18 Pin DIL 0.3" 
20 Pin DIL 0.3' 
24 Pin DIL 0.6" 
28 Pin DIL 0.6" 
40 Pin OIL 0.6" 
Turned Pin 
8 Pin DIL 0.3" £0.11 
14 Pin DIL o.e £0.20 
16 Pin DIL 0.3' £0.23 
18 Pin DIL 0.3" £0.25 
20 Pin DIL 0.3" £0.28 
24 Pin DIL 0.6" £0.35 
28 Pin DIL 0.6" £0.39 
40 Pin DIL 0.6' £0.64 
ZIP Seek«. 
Universal ZIF OIL Sockets 
24 Way 0.3-0.6" £5.78 
28 Way 0.3-0.6" £6.60 
32 Way 0.3-0.6' £7.50 
40 Way 0.3-0.6' £8.93 
Trend« s' Seek«, 
TO18-4 Base Socket £0.24 
TO5 Base Socket £0.24 
IDC Cable Sockets 

DIL ets Transistion Headers 
10 Way Transistion £0.42 
14 Way Transistion £0.42 
16 Way Transistion £0.48 
20 Way Transistion £0.48 
26 Way Transistion £0.52 
34 Way Transistion £0.56 
40 Way Transistion £0.63 
50 Way Transistion £0.84 
Large Range of Connectors 
in stock --Fully illustrated 
details on our web site 
inc. quantity discounts. 

D Type Conned«, 

£0.06 
£0.06 
£0.11 
£0.11 
£0.12 
£0.12 
£0.12 
£0.13 
£0.19 

10 Way Sockel £0.25 
14 Way Socket £0.35 
16 Way Socket £0.37 
20 Way Socket £0.37 
26 Way Socket £0.38 
34 Way Socket £0.39 
40 Way Socket £0.55 
50 Way Socket £0.80 
IDC Cable Plugs 

NEW 
10 Way Plug £0.52 
14 Way Plug £0.58 
16 Way Plug £0.62 
20 Way Plug £0.66 
26 Way Plug £0.70 
34 Way Plug £0.80 
40 Way Plug £0.92 
504,:yeiPlug 
PCB lo H ers £1.12 

10 Way Straight £0.23 
14 Way Straight £0.33 
16 Way Straight £0.32 
20 Way Straight £0.41 
26 Way Straight £0.55 
34 Way Straight £0.68 
40 Way Straight £0.75 
50 Way Straight £1.03 
10 Way 90° £0.32 
14 Way 90° £0.39 
16 Way 90° £0.42 
20 Way 90° £0.63 
26 Way 90° £0.82 
34 Way 90° £0.81 
40 Way 90° £1.17 
50 Way 90* £1 14 
Pal ders Latodo Hea 

10 Way Straight 
14 Way Straight 
16 Way Straight 
20 Way Straight 
26 Way Straight 
34 Way Straight 
40 Way Straight 
50 Way Straight 
10 Way 90° 
14 Way 90' 
16 Way 90° 
20 Way 90° 
26 Way 90° 
34 Way 90° 
40 Way 90° 
50 Way 90° 

D1L Headers 

• - 
iieeenrie 

14 Way DIL 
16 Way DIL 
24 Way DIL 
40 Way DIL 

. 
£0.45 
£0.51 
£0.55 
£0.73 
£0.88 
£0.92 
£1.27 
£0.46 
£0.48 
£0.54 
£0.59 
£0.81 
£1.03 
£1.23 
£1.41 

£0.51 
£0.53 
£0.90 
£1 37 

Solder Bonk« 
9 Way Male Plug £0.20 
9 Way Female Socket £0.20 
15 Way Male Plug £0.28 
15 Way Female Socket £0.29 
15 Way H.D. Plug £0.48 
15 Way H.D. Socket £0.64 
23 Way Male Plug £0.44 
23 Way Female Socket £0.50 
25 Way Male Plug £0.32 
25 Way Female Skt £0.35 
IDC Ribbon Meuntioe 
9 Way Male Plug £1.08 
9 Way Female Socket £0.93 
15 Way Male Plu_g £1.32 
15 Way Female S-ocket£1.32 
25 Way Male Plug £1.10 
25 Way Female Fócket£1.13 
IOC Crimp Tool £11.80 
Right Angled PCB 

9 Way Male Plug £0.33 
9 Way Female S-ocket £0.33 
15 Way Male Plu_g £0.39 
15 Way Female S-ocket £0.39 
15 Way H.D. Socket £0.58 8 Pin Line Plug P551 £3.58 8 Pin Chassis Skt P552 £ .28 

RF Connectors 

BNC Plug 500 Solder 
BNC Plug son Crimp 
BNC Plug 750 Solder 
BNC Plug 750 Crimp 
BNC Chassis Socket 
F Plug - Twist 
F Plug - Crimp 
INC Plug 500 Solder 
INC Plug 500 Crimp 
INC Plug 750 Solder 
INC Plug 750 Crimp 
UHF Plug 5mm Cable 
UHF Plug llmm Cable 
UHF Chassis Skt- Sqr 
UHF Chassis Skt- Rnd 
Extensive range of RF con-
nectors in stock, inc.FME, 
SMA, Mini UHF & N Type. 
Temainals 

£0.99 
£0.68 
£0.95 
£0.68 
£0.81 
£0.24 
£0.26 
£1.24 
£0.85 
£1.40 
£1.16 
£0.63 
£0.75 
£0.50 
£0.73 

Colours Red, Black, Green, 
Blue, White or Yellow 
2mm Solder Plugs £0.18 
2mm Chassis Sockets £0.26 
4mm Plugs - Solder £0.33 
4mm Plugs - Screw £0.38 
4mm Stackable Plugs £0.40 
4mm Shrouded Plugs £0.74 
4mm Chassis Sockets £0.24 
4mm Binding Posts £0.46 
33mm Crocodile Clips £0.10 

Power C tors 
DC Low Voltage 

DC Plug 0.710 .350D £0.47 
DC Plug 1.3113 3.400 £0.32 
DC Plug 1.710 4.00D £0.47 
DC Plug 1.710 4.7500 £0.47 
DC Plug 2.110 5.00D £0.25 
DC Plug 2.510 5.0013 £0.24 
DC Plug 3.110 6.300 £0.46 
DC Line Socket 2.1mm £0.57 
DC Line Socket 2.5mm £0.68 
DC Chassis Skt 2.1mm £0.40 
DC Chassis Skt 2.5mm £0.41 
ISC Mal» ea 250Vae 

3 Pin IEC Line Socket £1.08 
3 Pin IEC Line Plug £1.78 
3 Pin Chassis Socket £0.55 
3 Pin Chassis Plug £0.72 
Way lkololn 

ay Maie riva . 
25 Way Female Socket £0.51 141/114  
Mastic D Comers Smirches 
9 Way Cover - Grey £0.29 
9 Way Cover - Black £0.30 
15 Way Cover - Grey £0.32 
23 Way Cover - Grey £0.38 Sub-Mini re 
23 Way Cover - Black £038 3A 125V lA 250V 
25 Way Cover - Grey £0.34 5mm 0 Mounting Hole 
25 Way Cover - Black £0.37 SPST 5 x lOmm £0.58 
o to o cover / Case £0.80 SPDT 5 x lOmm £0.60 
25 to 25 Cover / Case £0:84 SPDT C/Off 5 x lOmm £0.81 
9 to 25 Cover / Case £0.80 DPDT 9.2 x lOmm £0.66 

Audio Connectors 

2.5mm Jack Plug 
2.5mm Line Socket 
2.5mm Chassis Socket 
3.5mm Mono Plug 
3.5mm Mono Line Skt 
3.5mm Mono Chassis 
3.5mm Stereo Plug 
3.5mm Stereo Line Skt 
3.5mm Stereo Chassis 
y." Mono Plug 
e Mono Line Socket 
'4" Mono Chassis Skt 
'4" Stereo Plug 
W' Stereo Line Socket 
'4' Stereo Chassis Skt 
n= Scraitioon Plug 

£0.25 
£0.16 
£0.20 
£0.20 
£0.30 
£0.14 
£0.28 
£0.37 
£0.22 
£0.34 
£0.35 
£0.37 
£0.40 
£0.38 
£0.38 
£2.81 

411IP 
Red Line Plug £0.20 
Black Line Prug £0•20 Miniature 
Yellow Line Plug £0.20 300,,A 125y 
White Line Plug £0.20 7 x 15mm Mounting Hole 
Red Line Socket £0.20 DPDT 7 x 23mm £0.18 
Block Line Socket £0.20 standard 
Yellow Line Socket £0.20 IA 125V 
White Line Socket £0.20 5.5 x 12mm Mounting Hole 
Red Chassis Socket £0.20 DPDT 12 x 35mm £0.25 
Black Chassis Socket £0.20 DPDT c/o 12 x 35mm £0.27 
Gold Plated Plug Red £0.66 
Gold Plated Plug Black£0.66 MffillY Switch» 
XLR Series - metal 

6A 125V 3A 250V 
6.2mm 0 Mounting Hole 
SPST 8 x 13mm £0.53 
SPDT 8 x 13mm £0.53 
SPOT c/off 8 x 13mm £0.60 
SPOT c/o Biased 2 way£0.97 
SPDT c/o Biased 1 way£1.04 
DPDT 12 x 13mm £0.72 
DPDT c/off 12 x 13mm £0.80 
DPDT c/o Biased 2 way£1.28 
DPDT c/o Biased 1 way£1.28 
Standard 
10A 250V Push on terminals 
12mm 0 Mounting Hole 
SPST 18 x 30mm £1.28 
SPDT 18 x 30mm £1.31 
SPOT c/off 18 x 30mm £1.43 
DPDT 21 x 30mm £1.65 
DPDT c/off 21 x 30mm £1.68 

Slide Switches 

-• 
3 Pin Line Plug £1.46 
3 Pin Line Socket £1.71 150mA 250V 
3 Pin Chassis Plug £1.50 Make before Break 22mm 0 
3 Pin Chassis Socket £1.49 9.8mm 0 Mounting Hole 
Neutrik Line Plug £1.79 1 Pole 12 Way £0.84 
Neutrik Line Socket £1.99 2 Pole 6 Way £0.84 
Neutrik Chassis Plug £2.13 3 Pole 4 Way £0.84 
Neutrik Chassis Socket £2.32 4 Pole 3 Way £0.84 

Push Switches 

C.13* 

Miniature Round 
250mA 125V 28 x lOmm 
7mm 0 Mounting Hole 
Non Latching Push to Make 
Black, Red, Yellow, Green 
Blue or White £0.b 
Non Latching Push to Break 
Black PTB £0.24 
Standard Square .-

IA 250V (7 , -
39 x 15MM 
12mm 0 Mounting Hole 
Non Latching Push to Make 
Black, Red, Blue 
or White £0.60 
Latching -push On push Off 
Black, Red, Blue 
or White £0.65 
Recker SwItebes 
Mlnialure 
13 x 19mm Mounting Hole 
SPST 4A 250V £0.57 
SPST 6A Red Neon £1.65 
SPST 3A Red LED £1.92 
SPOT 6A 250V £0.75 
DPST 4A 250V £0.81 
DPST 4A Red Neon £1.10 
DPST 3A Amber Neon£1.40 
DPST 3A Qreen Neon £1.32 
Standard 
10(SP),22(DP) x 30mm 
Mounting Hole 
SPST 10A 250V £0.60 
SPST 16A 250V £0.75 
SPST 15A Red Neon £0.90 
SPDT 16A 250V £0.75 
DPST 10A 250V £0.90 
DPST 15A Red Neon £1.18 
DPST Amber Neon £1.25 
DPST Green Neon £1.25 
DPDT 10A 250V £0.90 

. PCMg untins 
lA 24Vdc DPDT 5V £1.38 
lA 24Vdc DPDT 12V £2.00 
3A 110V SPDT 6V £0.58 
3A 110V SPDT 12V £0.58 
5A 110V SPDT 6V £0.72 
5A 110V SPDT 12V £0.72 
5A 110V DPDT 6V £0.93 
5A 110V DPDT 12V £0.93 
5A 240V DPDT 6V £1.76 
5A 240V DPDT 12V £1.76 
10A 240V SPDT 6V £1.25 
10A 240V SPDT 12V £1.44 
10A 240V SPDT 24V £1.44 
Computer Accessories 
Adapters _ 

e•. 

£0.97 
£0.97 
£0.97 
£0.97 
£1.01 
£1.12 
£1.14 
£1.22 
£1.24 

32 SWG Enamelled . 
34 SWG Enamelled £1.27 
36 SWG Enamelled £1.29 
38 SWG Enamelled £1.55 
40 SWG Enamelled £1.84 
Tinned Copper Wire 
Per 50g (2oz) Reel 
500,g reels available 
14 fflG Tinned 
16 SWG Tinned 
18 SWG Tinned 
20 SWG Tinned 
22 SWG Tinned 
24 SWG Tinned 
26 SWG Tinned 
24 SWG Tinned 
Equipment Wire 

9M Gender Changer £1.73 Block, Brown, Red, Orange, 
9F Gender Changer £1.73 Yellow, Green, Blue Purple, 
25M Gender Changer £2.20 Grey & White. Per lbOm 
25E Gender Changer £2.43 Solid 1/0.6mm £2.67 
9 Male - 25 Female £1.73 StrandeA. 7/041The £2.44 
9 Female - 25 Male £1.73 Mee Rex 
9M - 6 Mini Din Male £2.48 Black, Brown, Red, Yellow, 
9F - 6 Mini Din Female £2.23 Green Blue & White. 
5M Din - 6F Mini Din £1.73 25m 55/0.1mm Cable £2.16 
5F Din - 6M Mini Din £1.73 Black & Red 20A lkV Dou-
Testers / Patch Sexes ble Insulated. 
Mini Tester 7 LEDs £4.72 10m 260/0.07mm 
Check Tester 18 LEDs £6.32 
Enhanced + Switches £15.18 
25D Patch Box M-F £2.64 
Anti-Static Wrist Strap £4.76 
RS232 Surge Protector £5.43 
5A Surge Protector £5.20 
13A Surge Protector £10.00 
4 Gang Surge Olock £10.50 
Leads Cables 

1.5m Printer Lead £2.55 
2m BD Printer Lead £2.98 
5m BD Printer Lead £4.98 
10m BD Printer Lead £9.88 
2m IEEE1284 Printer L £4.38 
5m IEEE1284 Printer L £8.13 
10m 1EEE1284 Printer £16.13 
Serial Printer 25M-9F £4.88 
Serial Printer 25_M-25F£438 
Null Modem Leads 
9 Female - 9 Female £4.38 
25 Female- 25 Female £6.48 
9 Female - 25 Female £4.38 
98.25F to 9&25F £4.88 
Modena Leads 
25Male to 9Female £4.08 
25Male to_ 25Female £3.78 
PC Llook 'Mid/ 
Interlink 25M to 25M £3.88 
Patch Lead 
25Male to 25Male £3.60 
36Mole tpaeilie £2.60 
Internal 
Floppy Cable A/B £2.28 
Hard Disk 2xIDE £1 65 
Hard Disk IcATA66 £3.38 
Power 31/2-2 x 31/2 £1.88 
Power 514-2 x £1.50 
Power 5'zi-2 x 3'6 £1.88 
Power 5'4-3%,5Y. £1.88 
Nefwerklool 
BNC T Piece -FMF £1.71 
BNC Coupler F 
BNC Ratchet Crimper £15.68 
500 BNC Terminator £0.98 
Thinnet Cable per m £0.38 

Rexes a Cases Opt, Illeetrenolcs 
Many more sizes available LADS. Foll d....k on w«, 55. 

3mm White 900mcd £2.13 
3mm Red Led £0.07 
3mm Green Led £0.09 
3mm Yelow Led £0.09 
3mm Orange Led £0.10 

--.... s ......- 3mm Blue 40mcd £0.78 
Omen' Poese Plaslle 3mm Blue 60mcd £0.78 
75 x 56 x 25mm £0.99 3mm Blue 100mcd £0.96 
75 x 51 x 22mm £0.99 3mm Blue 550mcd £0.96 
Ill x 57 x 22mm £1.12 5mm White 300mcd £0.69 
79 x 61 x 40mm £1.70 5mm White 1100mcd £2.05 
100 x 76 x 41mm £1.79 3mm Bi-Colour £0.15 
118 x 98 x 45mm £2.08 3mm Tri-Colour £0.24 
150 x 100 x 60mm £2.77 5mm Red Led £0.07 
150 x 80 x 50mm £2.72 5mm Green Led £0.08 
Dietan Aluminium 5mm Yelow Led £0.08 
50 x 50 x 31mm £2.67 5mm Orange Led £0.10 
100 x 50 x 25mm £3.50 5mm Blue 60mcd £0.78 
112 x 62 x 31mm £4.18 5mm Blue 80mcd £0.78 
120 x 65 x 40mm £4.61 5mm Blue 100mcd £0.78 
150 x 80 x 50mm £6.30 5mm Blue 450mcd £1.12 
121 x 95_ s 61mm £7.06 5mm Blue 1000mcd £1.12 
elsoosshe untetd tap, 5mm fl.cle GreeFnl ashing as, n g Fa; 

lens se 5mm Yellow Flashing £0.37 
152 x 114 x 44mm £4.19 5mm Bi-Colour Led £0.15 
203 x 127 x 51mm £5.04 5mm Tri-Colour Led £0.15 
229 x 127 x 63mm £5.80 7 Seaweed Displays 
114 x 63 x 57mm £3.04 0.56V iced C.Cathode £0.65 
Wire a Cable o.se Red C.Anode £0.65 

0.3" Red C.Cathode £0.65 Ribbon Cable 
Price per 305mm Oft) 0.3" Red C Anode £0.65 
10 Way Grey Ribbon £0.10 tufra,oRgdDevices 

£0.15 16 Way Grey Ribbon £0.17 "mm '"mitter 5mm IR Emitter £0.30 20 Way Grey Ribbon £0.24 3mm Photo-Transistor £0.15 26 Way Grey Ribbon £0.29 
34 Way Grey Ribbon £0.38 5mm Photo-Transistor £0.52 Photo Diode £0.76 40 Way Grey Ribbon £0.49 
50 Way Grey Ribbon £0.52 4N25 Opta-Coupler£0 25 . 
60 Way Qrey Ribbon £0.64 4N26 Opto-Coupler £0.36 

4N32 Opto-Coupler £0.30 lhoommiled Copper Wire 
Per 50g (2oz) Reel 6N135 Opto-Coupler £0.96 
500a reels available 6N136 Opto-Coupler £0.85 
14 SWG Enamelled 6N137 Opto-Coupler £0.90 
16 SWG Enamelled 6N138 Opto-Coupler £0.84 

6N139 Opto-Coupler £0.90 18 SWG Enamelled 
20 SWG Enamelled CNY17-1 0-Coupler £0.38 

CNY17-2 0-Coupler £0.32 22 SWG Enamelled 
24 SWG Enamelled CNY17-3 0-Coupler £0.40 

IS-74 Opto-Coupler £0.40 
26 SWG Enamelled ISD-74 Opto-Coupler £1.02 
28 SWG Enamelled 
30 SWG Enamelled ISQ-74 Opto-Coupler £1.41 

MOC3020 Opto-Triac£0.49 
MOC3041 Opto-Triac£0.72 
Mini LDR £0.34 
ORP12 LDR £0.85 
Crystals Full denulls on Web We 

DT-38 Small Can 
32.768KHz 
HC-49/11 Case 
1.8432MHZ 
2.0MHZ 
2.4576MHz 
3.2768MHz 
3.579545MHz 
3.6864MHz 
4.0MHz 
4.194304MHz 
4.433619MHz 
4.9152MHz 
6.0MHz 
6.144MHz 
7.3728MHz 
8.0MHz 
8.867238MHz 
10.0MHz 
11.0MHz 
11.0592MHz 
12.0MHz 
14.7456MHz 
16.0MHz 
20.0MHz 

EPE PROJECTS 
Teach-in 2000 & EPE 

Projects 

£0.97 
£0.97 
£0.97 
£1.01 
£1.01 
£1.03 
£1.03 
£1.03 

£7.20 

£0.39 

£1.08 
£1.01 
£0.84 
£0.51 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.49 
£0.39 
£0.38 
£0.40 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£0.42 

Praotboal 

Elearonics 
Teach-in 2000 Hardware Er Tools Pack 

Normal £42 34 Pack Price £33.87 
Teach-in 2000 Components Pack( 1) 

Normal £21.03 Pack Price £ 16.82 
Teach-in 2000 Components Pack(2) 

Normal £ 16.91 Pack Price £ 14.13 
Full details on our Web site 

3, 2 Digit Mullioned« 
Model DM9300A 
121-120 

Offer Price 
E10.81+vat 

(normal price £12.72+vat) 

A highly featured digital multime-
ter suitable for amateur or profes-
sional use, having 19 ranges and 
six functions including diode test 
and feE test. Selection via one cen-
tral switch and the readout is on a 
3Y, Digit large, clear LCD. 

DC Volts 203rnV, 1, 20, 200 1000V 

AC Volts 200. 750V 
DC Amps 200 2000.A. 20, 2COrnA, 10A 
Ohms MU. 2. 20, 2001n9 2Aie/ 
Power 9V &Mew (PP3 

Dims ire B7 33rnrn, 2609 

Technical books & CD ROMs 
Data Table & Equivalent charts from ECA 
Characteristics, pin outs, equivalents & ,e•et.t, 
tables for semiconductors are available as 
paper books or on CD ROM. Demo version 
of the CD ROMs & full details of the complete 
range are available from our web site. 

Full details of UK, European or World-
wide Order Information on our web site. 

Tel: 0191 2514363 Fax: 0191 2522296 Email: sales@esr.co.uk http: //www.esr.co.uk 
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READOUT 
Not so many years ago we struggled to fill a page of Readout every 

month, that has changed dramatically since PICs came along, with many 
readers querying various methods/software etc. So many PIC-based letters 
come in that they tend to swamp Readout with this one subject — something 
that we are aware of, but since Readout reflects the needs and views of 
readers it's not something we feel we should take steps to change. Whilst 
PIC subjects tend to dominate our letters they still only represent a rela-
tively small proportion of published projects, and projects which are not 
microcontroller based are very popular. I guess the Readout response is due 
to the learning curve many readers are undergoing on microcontroller 
design and programming. 

INGENUITY UNLIMITED 
Sadly, presently going in the opposite direction to Readout is our 

Ingenuity Unlimited feature. IU has been part of EPE on and off for over 
30 years now. However, just recently we have suffered from a lack of use-
able material, so this month you will not find /Us featured. I wonder if the 
PIC effect seen in Readout is also responsible for the lack of good and inge-
nious circuit ideas for IU? 
We have had a few more submissions recently so IU should be back next 

month, but the feature does rely on your input, so if you have any circuit 
ideas you think we could use please send them in. There is cash waiting for 
each one we publish, plus the possibility of a Pico PC-based Oscilloscope 
prize for the best ones published every six months. 

AVAILABILITY 
Copies of EPE are available on subscription anywhere 
in the world (see below), from all UK newsagents 
(distributed by COMAG) and from the following 
electronic component retailers Omni Electronics and 
Yebo Electronics (S. Africa). EPE can also be pur-
chased from retail magazine outlets around the world. 
An Internet on-line version can be purchased for just 
$9.99(US) per year availabe from www.epemag.com 

SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Subscriptions for delivery direct to any address in the 

UK: 6 months £14.50, 12 months £27.50, two years 
£50; Overseas: 6 months £ 17.50 standard air service or 
£27 express airmail, 12 months £33.50 standard air ser-
vice or £51 express airmail, 24 months £62 standard air 
service or £97 express airmail. 
Online subscriptions, for downloading the magazine via 
the Internet, $9.99(US) for one year available from 
www.epemag.com. 
Cheques or bank drafts (in £ sterling only) payable to 
Everyday Practical Electronics and sent to EPE Sub. 
Dept., Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset 
BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692. E-
mail: subs @ epemag.wimborne.co.uk. Also via the Web 
at: http://www.epemag.wimbome.co.uk.Suoscriptions 
start with the next available issue. We accept 
MasterCard, Switch or Visa. (For past issues see the 
Back Issues page.) 

BINDERS 
Binders to hold one volume ( 12 ssues) are available 
from the above address. These are finished in blue 
p.v.c., printed with the magazine logo in gold on the 
spine. Price £5.95 plus £3.50 p&p for overseas readers 
the postage is £6.00 to everywhere except Australia 
and Papua New Guinea which cost £ 10.50). Normally 
sent within seven days but please allow 28 days for 
delivey - more for overseas. 

Payment in £ sterling only please. Visa, Switch and 
MasterCard accepted, minimum credit card order 
£5. Send, fax or phone your card number and card 
expiry date with your name, address etc. Or order 
on our secure server via our UK web site. Overseas 
customers - your credit card will be charged by the 
card provider in your local currency at the existing 
exchange rate. 

Editor: MIKE KENWARD 

Deputy Editor: DAVID BARRINGTON 

Technical Editor: JOHN BECKER 

Business Manager: DAVID J. LEAVER 

Subscriptions: MARILYN GOLDBERG 

Administration: FAY KENWARD 
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READERS' ENQUIRIES 
E-mail: techdept@epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
We are unable to offer any advice on the use, 
purchase, repair or modification of commercial 
equipment or the incorporation or modification 
of designs published in the magazine. We 
regret that we cannot provide data or answer 
queries on articles or projects that are more 
than five years old. Letters requiring a personal 
reply must be accompanied by a stamped 
self-addressed envelope or a self-
addressed envelope and international reply 
coupons. All reasonable precautions are 
taken to ensure that the advice and data given 
to readers is reliable. We cannot, however, 
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal 
responsibility for it. 

COMPONENT SUPPLIES 
We do not supply electronic components or 
kits for building the projects featured, these 
can be supplied by advertisers (see Shoptalk). 
We advise readers to check that all parts are 
still available before commencing any project 
in a back-dated issue. 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
E-mail: adverts@epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
Although the proprietors and staff of 
EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS take 
reasonable precautions to protect the interests 
of readers by ensuring as far as practicable 
that advertisements are bona fide, the maga-
zine and its Publishers cannot give any under-
takings in respect of statements or claims 
made by advertisers, whether these advertise-
ments are printed as part of the magazine, or 
in inserts. 
The Publishers regret that under no circum-
stances will the magazine accept liability for 
non-receipt of goods ordered, or for late 
delivery, or for faults in manufacture. 

TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE 
EQUIPMENT 
We advise readers that certain items of radio 
transmitting and telephone equipment which 
may be advertised in our pages cannot be 
legally used in the UK. Readers should check 
the law before buying any transmitting or 
telephone equipment as a fine, confiscation of 
equipment and/or imprisonment can result 
from illegal use or ownership. The laws vary 
from country to country; readers should check 
local laws. 
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Constructional Project 

DOORBELL 
EXTENDER 
DAVID PONT/NC 
A "through-the-mains" system that will enable you to 
hear your doorbell in the garage or workshop. 
Can be adapted to control remote appliances or as a 
"help-line" cal/ button. 

A
FTER months of looking, our Estate 
Agent said that she had at last found 
the perfect new home for us. There 

was a small out-building which would 
make a great workshop and there was a 
garage as well. Fortunately we both liked 
the house, so a few months ago the proper-
ty became ours. 
Now the "shack" is pretty well set up, it 

is time to think about communications. 
The wireless telephone means that no calls 
are missed when at the workbench but the 
shack is too far away to hear the front 
doorbell ring. Consequently, having twice 
missed the arrival of parcels, and had to 
wait at least another 24 hours before deliv-
ery, there was an urgent need for a Door-
bell Extender. 

IN CONSIDERATION 
Obviously there was the relatively sim-

ple solution of using an in-house micro-
phone and preamplifier connected by pairs 
of wires to amplifiers and speakers in the 
workshop and garage. However, overhead 
cables would look awful and burying them 
was well nigh impossible because of the 
paved back patio. And then there is the 
cost, of course! 

Recently a number of advertisements in 
an increasing pile of junk mail catalogues 
did catch the eye: such as one which said, 
"Hear your doorbell from the bottom of the 
garden!" But lost interest almost immedi-
ately because they all required that you 

replace both your front door bellpush and 
the internal bell by two special wireless 
units. 
While a third, battery-driven and 

portable, allowed the doorbell to be heard 
from wherever you were — provided you 
had remembered to put it in your pocket. 
Also, as the "new" Victorian house already 
sports a really beautiful brass period bell-
push the author was not about to replace it 
with some plastic nasty. 
So why not use mains wiring to extend 

the doorbell? A number of companies sell 
"wireless" voice communicators and the 
author was able to borrow a couple to try 
out. They actually worked pretty well 
except that not only could you hear the 
doorbell ring, but also Radio 4, the hoover 
and the howls of a hungry cat! 

Even when the house was otherwise 
empty, the wireless voice communicator 
not only produced irritating clicks every 
time neighbours switched anything on or 
off but also buzzed angrily and irritatingly 
all the time. That system was not going to 
allow any peace and quiet when all that 
was wanted was to be able to hear the 
doorbell ring. Was this too much to ask? 
Even after looking through some books 

for possible circuits, which nearly always 
provided some inspiration, it was a "no-
go". All the ones found seemed to use 
obscure and unobtainable inductors and/or 
were, in the author's view, unacceptably 
dangerous. 

Completed Receiver unit. 

Many needed to derive their d.c. operat-
ing voltages by dropping the 230V mains 
across a large value, 630V capacitor. This 
will surely serve but circuits like these are 
dangerous to work on, and they remain so 
even when switched off and disconnected 
from the mains unless the capacitor is 
shorted by a discharging resistor. 

Other ideas seemed safer because they 
included the use of small mains transform-
ers to produce the necessary working d.c. 
voltage, but they still coupled high fre-
quency signals into the Live line of the 
mains supply. This type of circuit is proba-
bly fine if it works first time but any fault-
finding is fraught with danger and the use 
of an oscilloscope is almost certainly ruled 
out. 

NEUTRAL APPROACH 
So it was decided to start from scratch 

and it was quickly discovered that the solu-
tion was surprisingly easy. If using Neutral 
and Live was potentially dangerous, what 
was wrong with Neutral and Earth as the 
connecting wires? 

Well in theory the simple answer is that 
this will not work. Since Neutral and Earth 
are always connected together (at the 
power station and sometimes also closer to 
home), any signal being carried on one 
wire will be shorted to the other. 

That's in theory. In practice, by the time 
mains power lines have reached one's 
house, there is always a small potential 
difference between Neutral and Earth and 
this separation is perfectly adequate for our 
purposes. 

WARNING 
This project should only be undertaken by readers 
who are competent and familiar with mains operated 
circuits. 
Since these units contain MAINS voltages, great care 
must be taken in their construction and testing. If in 
any doubt you should consult a qualified electrician. 
Mains voltages can be lethal. 
Users must ensure that the Neutral and Live connec-
tions of the domestic mains supply are not swapped 
over. 
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This method largely avoids working 
with line voltages although proper respect 
and care must always be exercised since 
Live is connected to the transformer prima-
ry in the Receiving units; but that is all. 
Apart from this, the detection of the pres-
ence or absence of a signal is much easier 
and safer using Neutral and Earth, and, of 
course, oscilloscopes can be used for set-
ting up and fault finding. 

TRANSMITTER CIRCUIT 
The circuit diagram for the Doorbell 

Extender Transmitter is shown in Fig. 1. 
The Transmitter could hardly be simpler. 

If your house has the usual set up, the 
components inside the dotted rectangle on 
the circuit diagram are almost certainly 
part of your system already. The trans-
former will be a ' standard bell-type, in its 
own case, with its primary winding perma-
nently connected to the mains. The in-
house bell is usually a.c. and sounds when 
the doorbell pushswitch Si closes the sec-
ondary circuit. 

Operating voltage is usually about 12V 
which is perfect for powering the addition-
al Transmitter circuit shown in Fig. I . In 
fact, any a.c. voltage from 6V to 15V is 
fine and even if, exceptionally, your bell 
operates on batteries, voltages up to 24V 
can be used without modification, except 
for the omission of bridge rectifier REC1. 

COMPONENTS 
TRANSMITTER 

Resistors 
R1 2k2 
R2 470k 
R3 150k 

All 0 25W 5% carbon film 

Capacitors 
cl 

See 
0 

TALK 
Inge 

10n metallised poly film, 
400V minimum 

C2 220,u radial elect. 25V 
C3 3n3 polyester 
C4 2n2 polyester 

Semiconductors 
TR1 BC107B npn transistor 

or similar 
REC1 100V 1A 4-pin d.i.l. 

bridge rectifier 

Miscellaneous 
T2 TOKO RHCS-45328AC2 

if. transformer, or 
equivalent (475kHz) 

Printed circuit board available from the 
EPE PCB Service, code 292; intercon-
necting cable, between p.c.b. and bell-
transformer; solder etc. 

Bell pushswitch (Si), bell-transformer 
(Ti) and doorbell (WD1) part of existing 
system. 

TRANSMITTER EXTENSION (Fig.5) 
Ti miniature 230V mains 

transformer, 9V dual 
secondaries, 1.5VA 

S2 pushswitch, 
press-to-make 

Printed circuit board available from the 
EPE PCB Service, code 294. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only 
excl. Si, Ti, WD1 and Ext. parts 

£7 

Fig. 1. Full circuit diagram for the Doorbell Extender Transmitter. Components within 
the "dashed" rectangle are existing doorbell parts. 

So assuming that your set-up is similar 
to the one described above, the Transmitter 
printed circuit board needs just four con-
nections to your existing system. Besides 
the two for the low voltage a.c. supply, 
which is rectified by the diode bridge and 
smoothed by electrolytic capacitor C2, 
there is one from Earth and another from 
Neutral. 
The i.f. (intermediate frequency) trans-

former (T2) with transistor TR 1, resistors 
RI, R2, R3, and the two capacitors, C3 and 
C4 together form an oscillator. This signal 
is coupled into the Neutral line via capaci-
tor C 1 which provides little impedance to 
high frequency signals but largely prevents 
the 50Hz mains frequency from appearing 
across the output winding of the if. trans-
former. The capacitor must be rated at 
400V minimum. 
Now, when the doorbell pushbutton is 

pressed, the internal bell, WD1, will sound 
as normal, capacitor C2 will quickly 
charge, the oscillator will function and a 
high frequency signal will be injected into 
the Neutral line. All that remains is the 
remote detection of that signal. 

RECEIVER CIRCUIT 
The circuit diagram for the "remote" 

Doorbell Extender Receiver is shown in 
Fig.2. The Receiver is only marginally 
more complicated than the Transmitter. 

Fig.2. Circuit dia-
gram for the basic 
Receiver, together 
with pinout details 
for IC2. 

Live and Neutral supply the primary of a 
miniature 1.5VA mains transformer (T1) 
which has parallel-wired, 9V dual secon-
daries. The resulting low voltage a.c. out-
put is rectified by the bridge rectifier, 
REC1, smoothed by capacitor C2 and 
reduced to a stable and ripple-free 5V d.c. 
by voltage regulator IC1, C3 and C6. 
Any high frequency signal arriving on 

the Neutral line from the Transmitter is 
coupled to the rest of the receiver circuit by 
capacitor C 1 which together with resistor 
RI also forms something of a high-pass fil-
ter. Diodes DI and D2 limit the size of the 
signal and capacitor C4 couples the resul-
tant signal into the tone decoder, IC2. 

Adjustment of preset VR I together with 
capacitor C7 allows the tuning of IC2 to 
the exact frequency being transmitted. 
Capacitor C5 provides added filtering and 
C8 determines the bandwidth within which 
the wanted signal is detected. 
When this occurs, the internal open col-

lector at pin 8 of IC2 is switched to Earth 
and the buzzer WD1 sounds. In fact, with 
the component values shown in the dia-
grams of the Transmitter and Receiver, the 
buzzer will continue to sound for about 
four seconds after the bell pushbutton is 
released! Consequently, no matter how 
briefly the door pushbutton is pressed it 
will be difficult to miss the four seconds of 
the buzzer sounding. 
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Prototype 
Transmitter 
board. The small 
link wire has been 
replaced by a 
copper track. 

CONSTRUCTION - 
TRANSMITTER 
There are few problems in the construc-

tion of either unit. Although safety has 
been the main priority in this project, it 
must not be overlooked that both the 
Transmitter and Receiver need links to 
the mains supply and all the usual pre-
cautions MUST be taken in making up 
and testing these circuits. 
The Transmitter circuit is built on a 

small printed circuit board (p.c.b.). The 
topside component layout and full-size 
underside copper foil master pattern are 
shown in Fig.3. This board is available 
from the EPE PCB Service, code 292. 

Construction should commence by sol-
dering in position the smaller components 
working up to the largest. The exceptions 
being the transistor and i.f. transformer, 
which should be left until last; do not 
expose them to any prolonged and unnec-
essary heat from the soldering iron. 
The two "test points" are simply pieces 

of link wire ( off-cuts from surplus resistor 
leads) twisted into a loop and soldered into 
the p.c.b. These are clearly seen in the 
photograph of the prototype board. (The 

Component layout on the prototype 
Receiver board ready for wiring into 
the plug/case. 

small link wire has been replaced with cop-
per track on the final version.) 

You will need to take extra care that you 
insert the transistor, 4-pin d.i.l. bridge 

rectifier and i.f. transformer the 
correct way round on the p.c.b. 

before soldering in position. The 
same applies to the polarity of 

the radial electrolytic 
capacitor C2. 

Important: Note 
that capacitor Cl 
must have a mini-
' mum working voltage 
rating of 400V. 
Perhaps the best way 

to get the Neutral and Earth 
connections for the Transmitter 

are via a standard mains socket, but 
wiring the plug with connections to N and 
E only. 

It is probably best if you use the p.c.b. 
presented in this article but this does not 
represent any special layout and any vari-
ations you want to incorporate to meet 

Fig.3. Transmitter p.c.b. component 
layout and full-size foil master. 

your own requirements should be readily 
tolerated. In the set-up shown in Fig.3, 
the completed p.c.b. is so small that it 
was able to fit it inside the "Avon calling" 
type of bell housing already installed in 
the house system. 
Many npn transistor types may be used 

in place of the BC107B designated in the 
circuit diagram. However, do check that 
the one you want to use has adequate gain 
(life of about 200 or greater) and adequate 
collector/emitter voltage (say 40 volts). 

RECEIVER 
The printed circuit board component 

layout and full-size foil master for the 
Receiver is shown in Fig.4. This board is 
available from the EPE PCB Service, code 
293. 
The receiver needs a few comments and 

the same method of construction should be 
followed as that for the Transmitter. It is 
recommended that an i.c. socket be used 
for IC2. 
The Receiver p.c.b. illustrated in this 

article is designed to fit into a particular 
type of mains plug/case (see photographs). 
The recommended one has the necessary 
brass Earth pin; clearly a plastic one will 
not do. 

Inside the case you will find that both 
the Live and Neutral pins are already wired 
but the Earth pin is not. So a wire needs to 
be soldered to the back of this pin. This can 
be done without loosening it in the plastic 
case by carefully cleaning the inside sur-
face of the pin and using a very hot iron to 
"solder tin" the pin's end and complete the 
soldering of the wire before the iron begins 
to melt the plastic around the pin. 

Although the Live and Neutral pins are 
pre-wired, for some reason these are not 
conventionally colour-coded. It was 
found that both wires were blue. These 
must not be confused. So mark as Live the 
wire which comes from the back of the 
right-hand pin when looked at as though 
the plug were already seated in a mains 
socket. This Live wire must only connect 
to the primary winding of the transformer 
on the p.c.b. 

LIVE 

EARTH 

NEUTRAL 

•230V 

•OV 

Ti 

RECI 

5^, + 5 

C3cp 
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• 

• 

VRI 

1 8.r, , 45 5rnrn, 

Flg.4. Printed circuit board component layout and full-size copper foil master 
pattern for the Receiver. 
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COMPONENTS 
RECEIVER 

Resistors 
R1 10k 

0-25W 5% carbon film 

Potentiometers 
vRi 4k7 multiturn cermet 

preset, vertical 
mounting, top 
adjustment 

Capacitors 
Cl 

02 
03, 08 
C4, C7 

C5 
C6 

lOn metallised poly. film, 
400V minimum 

220/4 radial elect. 25V 
100n disc ceramic (2 off) 
in resin-dipped ceramic 

(2 off) 
10u radial elect. 16V 
it polyester 

Semiconductors 
D1, 02 1N4148 signal diode 

(2 off) 
IC1 78L05 +5V 100mA 

regulator 
IC2 NE567 tone decoder 
REC1 100V 1 A 4-pin d.i.l. 

bridge rectifier 

Miscellaneous 
Ti miniatee 230V mains 

transformer, 9V dual 
secondaries, 1.5VA 

WD1 6V (4V-9V) min. buzzer 

Printed circuit board available from 
the EPE PCB Service, code 293; 13A 
3-pin plug-in case (size 78mm x 52mm x 
52mm approx.), with brass Earth pin; 8-
pin d.i.l. socket; interconnecting wire; 
solder etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only £17 
RECEIVER EXTENSION (Fig.8) 

Resistors 
R2. R6 10k (2 off) 
R3, R7 470Q (2 off) 
R4 4k7 
R5 2k7 

All 0.25W 5° carbon film 

Capacitors 
C9 Oui polyester 
010 680n polyester 
C11 lit polyester 

Semiconductors 
03, D4 5mm red I.e.d. (2 off) 
05 1N4148 signal diode 
TR1, TR2 BC109C npn transistor 

or similar 
TR3 BSS295 n-type MOSFET 

or equivalent 
IC3 4093 quad 2-input NAND 

Schmitt trigger 

Miscellaneous 
ALA 5V single-pole 

changeover relay with 
mains rated contacts, 
coil resistance 
114 ohms 

Si pushswitch, 
press-to-make 

Printed circuit board available from the 
EPE PCB Service, code 295; 14-pin d.i.l. 
socket; multistrand connecting wire; 
solder etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only £12 

Completed Receiver board wired to the two halves of the plug/case. 

Again, it is most important that capacitor 
C 1 must be at least a 400 volt working 
type. It was found that a 6V (and even a 
12V) buzzer will work perfectly adequate-
ly on a 5V supply. 

It is good practice to set the multiturn 
"trim" potentiometer VR1 to half its total 
resistance before wiring it into the p.c.b. At 
least then you know where you are when 
the time comes to adjust it. 
When all the components have been sol-

dered into the p.c.b., note which is the pos-
itive and which the negative pin of the 
buzzer. Now fit it to the outside of the 
"empty" half of the plug case and solder 
two colour-coded wires, about 10cm long, 
to connect the buzzer to its corresponding 
solder pads on the p.c.b. Next, the three 
wires from the plug-half of the case need to 
be connected to the appropriate Live, 
Neutral and Earth pads on the board. 

Eventually, the two halves of the case 
will be screwed together, firmly sandwich-
ing the p.c.b. between them. For the 
moment they should be left apart. 

SETTING UP - 
TRANSMITTER 
Great care must be undertaken when 

setting up the two units as mains 
voltages will be present and are highly 
dangerous. 

For testing, an auxiliary transformer 
should be used to provide a temporary low 
voltage a.c. supply (say 9V to 15V) to the 
Transmitter unit. A mains supply for this 
transformer together with the mains plug 
wired with just Earth and Neutral should 
be plugged into a suitable mains socket on 
one side of the workshop. The Transmitter 
should now be oscillating continuously. 

If you have an oscilloscope, the Trans-
mitter p.c.b. can be checked. Connect the 
osci:loscope to the Test Points, TP1 and 
TP2, and verify that the output frequency 
can be adjusted over quite a wide range by 
carefully screwing in and out the ferrite 
slug in the top of the i.f. transformer T2. 

Extreme adjustment of the slug screwed 
out should produce a frequency of about 
475kHz but this is really too high for our 
purposes. Somewhere between maximum 
and minimum adjustment of the slug 
should give a fairly clean sinewave, some-
where between 250kHz and 350kHz and 
around 35V peak-to-peak. 

Leave it at this setting. If you have no 
oscilloscope simply screw the slug in and 
out a couple of times to get a sense of its 

total travel and then leave it at an estimat-
ed mid-point. 

RECEIVER 
Now turn to the Receiver. If you are 

making more than one, it is best to deal 
with these one at a time. Remember that 
mains voltage will also be present on this 
board. 

Plug a Receiver into a mains outlet on 
the opposite side of the workshop away 
from the Transmitter. When it is first 
plugged in, it should give a brief but 
reassuring buzz. 

However, as the signal into the Receiver 
is strong with the units so close, the buzzer 
may sound continuously. If it does not do 
so, return to the Transmitter and carefully 
adjust the slug inside the i.f. transformer 
T2, slowly turning it inwards and outwards 
until the buzzer sounds. 

Unplug the first Receiver and replace it 
with the second, if there is one. If this does 
not immediately buzz, adjust preset VR1 
on the Receiver until it does. Repeat this 
with any other Receiver. 
Now take a Receiver to its final destina-

tion and plug it in. Do not be disappointed 
if it buzzes but briefly. At this greater dis-
tance from the Transmitter, it may not yet 
be tuned critically enough. Slowly adjust 
preset VR1 until the buzzer sounds. Repeat 
this with any other Receiver in the location 
where it will be used. 

FINAL SET-UP 
The Transmitter can now be connected 

to the doorbell circuit and mounted in its 
final position. Having now moved the 
Transmitter from its position where the 
receivers were being tested, you may find 
that the buzzers still do not operate when 
the doorbell pushbutton is pressed. 

It is here that your handy helper must be 
co-opted to keep his/her finger on the bell-
push while you gently tweak the "trim 
pots" of all Receivers until each is perfect-
ly in tune with the output of the Transmit-
ter. You may find that at some locations the 
amount of VR1 adjustment will be exten-
sive; at others it will be highly critical and 
may need several attempts before the 
buzzer will sound reliably each time the 
bellpush is operated. 
When all Receivers are functioning cor-

rectly, the two halves of each plug-case can 
be screwed together being careful to see 
that no wires from the buzzer or the plug 
pins are trapped. 
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EXTENDING THE EXTENDER 

The Transmitter and Receiver units described allow the front 
doorbell to be heard at a distance away from the house. The system, 
although simple, provides very reliable one-way signalling and 
uses only the mains wiring as the transmitting medium. These are 
all qualities which can be employed in a number of other applica-
tions which reach beyond that of simply extending the range of the 
doorbell. 

For example, a separate, slightly modified, Transmitter unit can 
be built having its own on-board mains transformer to supply the 
a.c. voltage, and with its own press-switch button (S2) at the end of 
a flying lead. The copper foil, full-size, and a guide to the place-
ment of components for adapting the original circuit are shown in 
the p.c.b. component layout of Fig.5. 

This modified Transmitter could, for example, be plugged into a 
mains socket in the bedroom of a disabled person who could then 
use the remote pushswitch to summon assistance. Any Receiver set 
up elsewhere in the property would immediately alert someone to 
that cry for help. 

Beyond the slight confusion of whether the doorbell has been 
rung or somebody needs support, there would be no problem in 
having the Transmitter described here set to the same frequency as 
that of the Doorbell Transmitter. Receivers can then be common to 
both applications. 

RELAY SWITCHING 
Another variation on a similar theme 

utilises the wide range of frequencies 
which the Transmitter components can 
make available. Using a very different 
frequency from that of the doorbell cir-
cuit, it would be possible to power-up 
mains equipment remotely using a 
switch-operated (instead of a pushbut-
ton) transmitter. 
The buzzer in the Receiver would need 

to be replaced with a 5V relay. This can be 
driven directly by pin 8 of IC2, provided 
that the resistance of the relay's coil is at 
least 140 ohms (the NE567, IC2, is limited 
to sinking no more than 35mA). 

Sensitive relays like this are fairly rare 
however. A more universal solution 
would be to use the sub-circuit shown in 
Fig.6, where a p-type MOSFET switches 
the relay. Its contacts could then be used 
to switch an electric blanket, or other 
appliance, on and off remotely, for 
example. 

The drawback to this use of the Trans-
mitter/Receiver combination is that for the 
electric blanket to be on, the Transmitter 
needs to be oscillating continuously. 

Fig.5. Printed circuit board component layout and full-size 
foil master for the modified Transmitter unit. 

PRESSING TIME 
A much better solution to the problem is 

to incorporate the "press-on, press-off" cir-
cuit diagram of Fig.7. This extension to the 
original design allows the switching of a 
remote device by using consecutive press-
es of a Transmitter pushbutton. 

Fig.6. Circuit diagram for driving a 5V 
relay with a low resistance coil. 

Effectively what is needed in the 
Receiver is a divide-by-two flip-flop so 
that the first pulse produces a "set" con-
dition and the second a "reset" condition. 
While there are integrated circuits (such 
as the CMOS 4013) which are designed 
with this feature, the flip-flop in this 
application is required to operate in a 
very noisy environment, electrically and 
electronically speaking. If the ultra-sensi-
tive 4013 were used, it would appear to 
switch randomly as it responded to inter-
mittent mains noise. 

Consequently, the design of the divide-
by-two circuit shown in Fig.7 needs to be 
rather special in that it must totally ignore 
the spurious spikes on both the d.c. and the 
mains, yet must reliably flip and flop in 
response to consecutive high-frequency 
pulses from a Transmitter unit. 
The flip-flop, IC3, together with transis-

tors TR 1 and TR2 (Fig.7), functions in the 
following manner. Let us assume that when 
this section of the Receiver circuit is first 
powered up, the flip-flop starts with pins 3. 
5 and 6 of IC3a and IC3b low. Then, since 

Fig.7. Circuit diagram for adding a "press-on". press-off" feature, with relay switching, to the basic Receiver. 
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Fig.8. Printed circuit board component layout. wiring and full-size foi! master for the 
modified Receiver unit. This p.c.b. contains its own mains transformer and 
switching relay 

gate IC3b is wired as an inverter, output pin 
4 will go high, switching on MOSFET 
TR3, and 1.e.d. D2 will light indicating that 
the relay contacts have pulled in (changed 
over). 

At this time the back-to-back pair of high 
gain transistors, TRI and TR2, are both 
potentially conducting because resistors R2 
and R4 are biassing positive their bases (b). 
Consequently, since pins 1 and 2 of IC3a are 
high (because it is also wired as an inverter 
and we are supposing that pin 3 is low), 
capacitor CIO is charged via one of the tran-
sistors. The selected value of resistor R6 
ensures that pins 3, 5 and 6 are not pulled 
high however, and hence this state is stable. 
When the pushbutton on the Transmitter 

is being pressed and the signal detected at 
the Receiver, pin 8 of IC2 is low and both 
transistors switch off. Capacitor CIO dis-
charges relatively slowly into the low of 
pins 3, 5 and 6 of IC3, allowing the output 
at IC3b pin 4 to continue high with the 
relay pulled in. 

However, when the Transmitter's push-
switch S2 is released, transistors TR l and 
TR2 switch on again and the discharged 
capacitor CIO directly pulls pins 1 and 2 
low at the input of IC3a. Consequently 
IC3a's output at pin 3 goes high and so the 
output of gate IC3b at pin 4 goes low (and 
is held low by feedback resistor R5), 
switching off TR3 and the relay RLA. 

Now CIO can charge through R6 from 
the high pins 3, 5 and 6. As the transistors 
are conducting, pins 1 and 2 will follow the 
voltage rise on the capacitor but, because 
of resistor R5, not far enough to change the 
state of IC3a. This situation too is stable. 
The next time the Transmitter push-

switch is pressed, transistors TRI and TR2 
are turned off and capacitor C10 can 

become fully charged via R6. When the 
pushswitch is released, TR 1 and TR2 
switch on, pins 1 and 2 of IC3a are pulled 
high by the charged C10, and consequent-
ly so is pin 4. MOSFET TR3 switches on 
and so does the relay. 
The result of all this is that at one push 

of the Transmitter button the relay contacts 
of RLA pulls in, and on the next, it drops 
out. Note that the relay always changes its 
state on the release of the pushswitch. 

POWER-ON 
In practice, the initial state of the flip-

flop at power-up is indeterminate. This is 
the reason for I.e.d. D3 and pushbutton 
switch SI in Fig.7. Operating this switch 
will allow the output of the relay to be set 
to the required state; whichever this is, 
I.e.d. D4 will provide the illustration. 
The inclusion of I.e.d D3 is necessary 

initially in order to be able to tune the 
receiver to the incoming signal from the 
Transmitter. After set-up, this 1.e.d. will, of 
course, always light at the start of a trans-
mitted pulse and extinguish at its end, just 
as the relay and led. D4 change their state. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The copper foil (full-size) master and 

component layout incorporating these 
modifications to the Receiver is shown in 
Fig.8. This extended design allows a 
Receiver to be built which will switch 
mains Live on consecutive pushes of the 
button of a modified Transmitter. The cir-
cuit diagram for this p.c.b. is a combination 
of the original Receiver (Fig.2) and the 
"press-on, press-off" circuit (Fig.7). One 
additional decoupling capacitor is needed 
(C1I, 1,40 which is shown in the 
circuit diagram Fig.7 and on the compo-
nent layout diagram Fig.8. 
To complete this modified Receiver con-

struction (Fig.8), one of the switched Live 
outputs from either the Normally-open or 
Normally-closed relay contacts, together 
with Neutral and Earth, need to be con-
nected to a standard mains socket. All this 
wiring-up involves 230 volts a.c., so all 
the usual precautions and care MUST be 
taken in making and testing this board 
and socket. 

Both of the modified Extender p.c.b.s 
are available from the EPE PCB Service, 
codes 294 and 295. 

• 
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News A roundup of the latest Everyday 
News from the world of 

electronics 

AAC, THE NEW MUSICAL TERM TO USE 
Audio compression system AAC offers faster web transfer rates than MP3. 

Barry Fox reports. 

ON the can't-beat-them-so-join-them 
principle, the music industry is com-

ing to terms with electronic music delivery 
over the Internet. The Bertlesmann Music 
Group has done a deal with Napster, to try 
and earn money from music file sharing. 
Along with the Universal Music Group, 

BMG has also signed to use the new 
Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) system 
which is at least 30 per cent more efficient 
than MP3 at compressing music. So music 
can now stream at around half the data rate 
needed for MP3, and so download in half 
the time or twice the audio quality 
(www.aac-audio.com). 

AAC DEVELOPED TO 
REPLACE MP3 
The Fraunhofer Institute in Germany, 

which developed the MPEG- l Layer 3 
audio compression system popularly 
known as MP3, is now offering AAC as a 
replacement (www.iis.fhg.de/amm). 
Although there is no compatibility 
between MP3 and AAC, PC users do not 
even need to know they are using AAC 
instead of MP3, because music sites 
prompt an automatic download of the new 
player software. 
Heavy-hitters AT&T Corp (www.att. 

corn), Sony Corporation (www.sony.com) 
and Dolby Laboratories (www.dolby.com) 
are helping Fraunhofer develop, promote 
and licence the technology. The 
International Organisation for Standards, 
ISO, has now included AAC in the MPEG 
standard. Hardware manufacturers 
Compaq, Diamond Rio, Panasonic, Sanyo 
and Toshiba have developed AAC-ready 
portable players. ARM has designed key 
component chips (www.arm.com) and 
Integrated Services Digital Broadcasting. 
Interactive Objects (www.iobjects.com) 
has written the Dadio operating system for 
AAC devices. 
UMG (A&M, Decca, Deutsche 

Grammophon, MCA, Philips, Island and 
Verve) and BMG (Arista, RCA and 
Ariola) have now started to deliver music 
for sale over the Internet, using AAC. The 
new Version 6 of MusicMatch Jukebox 
player software is AAC-capable and 
includes InterTrust's digital rights man-
agement (DRM) technology which stops 
people getting music for free 
(www.musicmatch.com/plug-ins). 

MUSIC DELIVERY 
Commercial music delivery services 

Liquid Music Network and UMG's 
Bluematter now carry AAC content. They 
tell the purchaser what player software 
they need to play a selected title and 

prompt with a click for free download. 
(www.bluematter.com/purchase,/default 
.php3 and www.liquidaudio.com/music/ 

AAC is being used on the Internet at data 
rates down to 64Kbps, but the system is 

scaleable to deliver broadcast quality sur-
round sound. Japan has chosen AAC for its 
new digital radio and TV system. AAC can 
sample sound at up to 96kHz (the hi-fi 
standard used for DVD-Audio) and code 
5.1 multi-channel surround at 320Kbps. 

NEW PICS 

MICROCHIP has introduced six new PIC microcontrollers. The PIC16F73, 'F74, F76 
and 'F77 *flash" (reprogrammable) devices have the same facilities as their near 
relatives, the 'F873/4/6/7, but use Microchip's new 0.5 micron process technology and 
benefit from a power consumption of typically 20µA operating at 32kHz at 3V. 
The other two chips are the PIC16C745 and PIC16C765 which feature 8k x 14 words 

of OTP (one-time programmable) memory and 256 bytes of user RAM. These devices 
include support for the Universal Serial Bus (USB) 1.1 low-speed interface. Additional 
features include 33 I/O ports. eight channels of 8-bit ADC. 
The USB provides a fast and flexible method of connecting a computer to wide range 

of peripheral hardware. It is set to become the de-facto standard for interconnecting 
PCs to devices such as printers, scanners, digital cameras and sound systems. 
For more PIC microcontroller information contact either of the following: 
Arizona Microchip Technology, Dept EPE, 505 Eskdale Road, Winnersh Triangle, 

Wokingham, Berks RG41 5TU. Tel: 0118 921 5800. Fax: 0118 921 5820. Web: 
www.microchip.com. 
Unique Memec, Dept EPE, 64/65 Rabans Close, Aylesbury, Bucks HP19 8TW. Tel: 

01296 397396. Fax: 01296 397439. E-mail: info@unique.uk.memec.com. Web: 
unique.memec.com. 

OOPIC 
TOTAL Robots Ltd have become the sole 
UK distributor of 00Pic, the first Object-
Oriented Programmable Integrated 
Circuit. The 00Pic microcontroller can 
be programmed directly from a PC, in 
Visual Basic, C and Java syntax. 
00Pic is more than a programmable 

microcontroller, it is also a programmable 
virtual circuit in which 00pic objects can 
be linked together to emulate a discrete 
electronic circuit. Note, though, that it has 

nothing to do with PIC microcontrollers! 
Software to program 00Pic, plus a 

comprehensive manual, is available free 
when downloaded from the company's 
web site. A starter kit, which contains an 
00Pic module, programming cable and 
battery clip is available at £49.95 includ-
ing delivery. 
For more information browse web site 

www.totalrobots.co.uk or phone 01372 
741954. 
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Crowning PIC Basic 
CROWNHILL Associates have told us 
proudly that they have published 
Experimenting with the PicBasic Pro 
Compiler, a book written by Les Johnson. 
They say that Les has produced an infor-

mative and thought provoking book that 
takes over from the PicBasic Pro manual 
to demonstrate how this language can be 
implemented in real life applications. 
The book is accompanied by a CD-ROM 

and between them they illustrate how to 
control readily available devices such as 
ADCs, DACs and sensors etc. Tips and 
techniques are discussed and each experi-
ment suggested has an illustrative program 
that shows exactly what is happening. 
Also released by Crownhill is PIC Basic 

- An Introduction, jointly authored by Eric 
Edwards and Neil (Jasper) Roberts. Eric 
says that the book has been written to 
describe the nature of PICs, what they can 
do and why you should want to use them 
in the first place! 
He explains matters in simple plain lan-

guage, often explaining them in several 
different ways so that "one of my explana-
tions will hit the right spot". Jasper's pro-
gram codes look easy to understand, and 
there are a lot of examples of different 
applications to entertain and inform you, 
not only through the book pages but also 
through the accompanying CD ROM. 
For more information on both books 

contact Crownhill Associates Ltd, Dept 
EPE, 32 Broad Street, Ely, Cambs CB7 
4AH. Tel: 01353 666709. Fax: 01353 
666710. E-mail: sales@crownhill.co.uk. 
Web: www.picbasic.co.uk. 

GPS ADD-ON FOR COMPUTERS 
A CLIP-ON satellite navigation receiver 
designed specifically for the Palm V 
hand-held computer and IBM Workpad 
has been launched by Magellan, one of 
the world's leading manufacturers of 
GPS (Global Positioning System) 
receivers. 
The Magellan GPS Companion is a 

small lightweight attachment that fits 
neatly without connecting cables. It pro-
vides instant positioning information that 
can be viewed in conjunction with a 
series of UK and European road maps. 
Features include speed, direction and 
ETA. 
For more information contact Sowester 

Simpson-Lawrence Ltd., Dept EPE, 
Stinsford Road, Nuffield Industrial 
Estate, Poole, Dorset BH17 OSW. Tel: 
01202 667700. Fax: 01202 668585. 

E-mail: sow@sowester.co.uk. 
Web: www.sowestercom. 

KELLYSEARCH.COM 
RENOWNED for in-depth commercial 
product directories, Kelly's has launched 
its website www.kellysearch.com to pro-
vide the manufacturing industry with its 
own specialist search engine. It will be of 
significant interest to many EPE readers as 
well, providing answers to questions about 
sources for products of all manner of 
types. 
It will give users access to a new Kelly's 
database of more than 100,000 manufac-

turers distributing over 1.5 million prod-
ucts. Users will be able to locate suppliers 
of the precise product they need and find 
out more by linking through to the suppli-
er's website. 
John Irlam, group publishing director, 

industrial and commercial, at Reed 
Business Information said that 
"kellysearch.com will give users an indus-
trial search engine they have been hunting 
for since dia:-up first started". 

MARCONI 2019A 

"FIR411109 

AM/FM SYNTHESISED SIGNAL 
GENERATOR 

80 kHz - 1040MHz 
NOW ONLY 

£400 

H.P. 3312A Function Gen.. 111Hz-I3MHz, AM/FM 
Sweep/Tri/Gate/Brst etc.  £300 
M.P. 3310A Function Gen.. 0.005Hz-5MHz, 
Sine/Seri/Ramp/Pulse  £125 
FARNELL LFIA4 Sine/Sq Oscillator. 10Hz-1MHz, 
Ion distortion. TTL output. Amplitude Meter .C125 
H.P. 545A Logic Probe with 516A Logic Pulsar and 
547A Current Tracer  £)0 
FLUKE 77 Muitimeter. 31Y-digit. handheld . .  £60 
FLUKE 77 Series 1 1  £70 
HEME 1000 L.C.D. Clamp Meter, 00-1000A, in car-
rying case  £60 

RACAL 9008 
Automatic 
Modulation Meter. 
AM/FM 
1 .5MHz-2GHz 

ONLY«, 

_ffl-111111 

H.P. 8494A Attenualor. DC-4GHz. 0-1 ldB, 
N/SMA  £250 
M.P. 8492A Attenuator, DC-186Hz, 0-6dB, 
APC7   

MANY OTHER ATTENLMTORS. LOADS  
COUPLERS ETC. AVAILABLE  

DATRON 1061 
HIGH QUALITY 514-DIGIT 
BENCH MULTIMETER 

True RMS/4 wire Res/Current Converter/IEEE 

£150 

TIME 1051 LOW OHM RES. BOX 
0-01 ohm to 1Mohm in 

0-01 ohm steps. 
UNUSED 

£100 

STILL AVAILABLE AS PREVIOUSLY 
ADVERTISED WITH PHOTOS 

MARCONI 893C AF Rawer Meter. Sinad Measurement 
 Unused £100, Used £80 

MARCONI 6936, Sinad  £30 
MARCONI 2610 rue RMS Voltmeter, Auloranging, 
5Hz-25MHz  £195 
GOULD J30 Sine/Sq Osc. 10Hz.100kHz, 
low chstortyon  £75-£125 
AVO 8 Mk E in Every Ready case, yinth leads etc. . £80 
Other AVOs frorn  £50 
GOODWILL GFC8010G Freq. Counter, 
1Hz-120MHz. unused  £75 
GOODWILL GVT427 Dual Ch AC Millivoltmeter, 
1 OmV-300V in 12 ranges. Freq. 1 0Hz-1MHz £1004125 
SOLARTRON 7150 DMM 614-digit Tru RMSIEEE £95-

£150 
SOLARTRON 7150 Plus   £500 

RACAL TRUE RMS VOLTMETERS 
9300 5Hz-20MHz usable to 60MHz. 10V-316V £95 
930013 Vernon     £150 
9301/9302 19F Version to 1.5Hz  from £2004300 

HIG1I QUALITY RACAL COUNTERS 
9904 Unlve,sal Tlmer Counter. SOMHz  £50 
9916 Count, 10Hz-520MHz  £75 
9918 Counter, 10Hz-560MHz. 9-Cle  £50 
FARRELL AMM255 Automatic Mod Meter. 1.5MHz. 
2GHz. unused  £400 

CLASSIC AVOMETER DA116 
Digital 3.5 Digit 

Complete with batteries and 
leads 

ONLY 

Mai 
SOLARTRON 7045 

BENCH MULTIMETER 
ittv-Digit bight e d with leads 

It/ se cheap you should have n as a spare 

ONLY 

MARCONI TF20,5 AM/FM stg gen, 10-520MHz £175 
RACAL 9038 Auto Mod Meter, 1.5MHz-2GHz £200 
LE VEIL TG2013DMP RC Oscillator. 1Hz-1MHz £50 
Srne/Sq tester battery operated (bads not supplied) 
FARRELL LF1 Sine/So Oscillator. 1 0Hz-1MHz £7 
RACAUAINI 9343M LCR Databridge Digtal 
Auto measurement of R. C. L O. D   £200 
HUNTRON TRACKER Model 1000   £12 
H.P. 5315A Universal Counter, 1GHz. 2-ch £80 
FLUKE mum DMM4y,-chet 2A True FINIS . £7 
FLUKE 8010A DMM 344-digil 10A   £5 

STEWART of READING 
110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING, BERKS. RG8 1PL vim 
Telephone: (0118) 9288041. Fax 10118) 9351898 

Callers welcome 9am-5.30pm Monday to Friday (other times by arrangement) 

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS TEST SETS 
MARCCNI 295529958 £2900 
MARCCNI 29050.2960 £2500 

MARCONI 2022E Synth mom sg gee 
101d11-1 OIGHz I c.0 matey etc £5254750 

H.P.1672A Synth 2.1136Flz sg gen .. . . £4000 
H.R. 8657A Synth Sig gen. 100kHz-104014Hz £2000 

H.P. 85568 Synth Ng gen. 1001illz-990MHz £1350 HP. 8656A Synth sig pen 1001,112090MHz .. 

H.P. 11640A AWFIX sg gen. 500kHz-1024MHz .  £400 
H.R. 66408 AMTM sg gen, 5004112-51214111  f250 
PHIUPS P1.6328 sg ger . 1001(Hz-180MHz inth 

2[01.eiz, freq. painter, IEEE  £550 
RACAL 9081 Synth MATH sg g en, 542014Hz £250 
M.P. 3325A Synth facto gen. 21Alle £ 00 
MARCOM 6500 Arnertude Anew« .... £1500 
R.P.42T5A LCR Meter. 10kHz.101Aliz £2750 
H.P. 13903A Demon Aralyser   [1000 
WAYNE KERR 3245 incLasnce Analyse £2000 
H.P. 8112A Pulse Generator. SOMHz .... £1250 
IMTIOW AutoCal Mutineer, 51,-71S-dcat. 1505.1000.1071 

from 0034600 
MARCONI 2400 Frequency Counter, 20Ghlz £1000 
H.P. 53506 Frequency Courier. 20012 £2000 
H.P. 5342A 1014,18GHz Frequency Counter £800 
FARRELL API eY30 Paver Supply 0000 
FARRELL AP70/30 Poser Supply £600 
PHILIPS PIAM18TN Colour TV Pattern Genera:o, £1114) 
PH1LJPS PU5416151 Colour TV Pattern Genera:or £2000 
88K Azcelerorne-er. type 4366 £300 
H.P. 116920 Dual Ouecsonat Coupler. 2M1-1,18GH: £1600 
HP 116910 Due: Deenonal Coupler 2MHz-1BGHz £1250 
TEKTRONIX P61098 Probe. 100MHz reado n...sed £60 
TEKTFONIX P61068 P7olee. 250MHz readout unused £85 
FARRELL 6882000 Auto Mod Meter 10Hz-2 4GH, Unusedt950 
MARCONI 2035 Mod Meter. 5C0kHz.2GH, Iran £750 
TEKTRONIX 577 Transator Cunt Tracer £00 

ROHDE 8i SCHWARZ APN 62 
Synthesised 1Hz-260kHz 

Signal Generate 
Balanced/unbalanced OUtpUl CIMIO 

LCD display 

H.P. 6[1213 DC P111. 0-600. 0-50A, 1000W£1000 
FARRELL AP6050 1IrW ilaitoraneng £1003 
FARRELL H60/50 04300. 0-50A   £750 
FARRELL H60125 0.6011, 0.25/1  £400 
Power Supply HPS3010 COOK 0.100  £110 
FARRELL 1.30-2 (130V 02A  coo 
YARNELL L30-1 030V. 010  ceo 

Marry otter Fewer &spies made,* 
Isolating Translonner 250V IWO« 5001/0 £10 

WELLER EC3100A 
Temperature condoled Semmes°, 4111=110 
200°C-450°C. Unwed 

SCOPE FOR IMPROVEMENT 

r--.-

-: 111 e  
FOR THE HaST TIME EVEP ONLY 

11S so cheat, yor. should repl4ce that old scope 

GOULD OS 300 
Dual Trace. 20MHz 
Tested wrth Manual 

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS 
TEKTRONIX art 50Hz180Hz . .. 
EATORIAILTECII 79 0.001.22GHz . 
ADVANTEST 63281A 91J12-2 601C. synthesised 
H.P. 0538 (Dig Frame) with 8559A 100kHz21GHz 
H.P. 55588 Wei rue. frame, ICOkle-150014Hz 
H.P 35806 Aud,DArelyser SH1.5C4+12, as nevi 
MARCONI 2382 1001z400MHz high resoluten 
88k 2033R Seal Analyser 
H.P. 152 ierh 551 d3kHz-350MHz 
MARCONI 2311130Hz-1101.4112 
HP 111 SYSTEMS 
8562 IkHz.110MHz 
8554 500141,t2501.31, 
6555 10MHz.19011, 

£1500 
£2500 
£4000 
£2750 
[1250 
£1000 
£2000 
£1500 
£500 

Iran £500 

Irom £400 
from [750 

from tlODO 

UNUSED OSCILLOSCOPES 
TEKTRONe T"- 640A 4.ch . 500MHz. 2125 
TEKTRONIX TM817 eual dace. 4i4A1Hz. 2G S 
TEKTRONIX 120312 ittai trace. 2,41MHz. 1G S 
TEKTRONIX 715485, 4-ch 2COIANz. etc 

OSCILLOSCOPES 
PHLIPS Plete2 2 -2.ch. MONK. delay etc £80 as ney£950 
PfILIPS Plit3e12 2.2-ch.. 100MHz. delay etc. £700 as new £800 
TEKTRONIX TAMS dual trace. liCMHz, delay etc £800 
TEKTRONIX 216514-ch. 40014H1. delay cursors etc £1250 
TEKTRONIX 2165 ad, . 2508Hz. delay cursors ed. .000 
TEKTRONIX 28681816 4-ch 150141-z delay cursors SC /505E903 
TEKTRONIX ea dp storage dual :race. 1001.111z delay 
TEKTRONIX 05 Araegue storage dual trace 1001411, 050 
TEKTRONIX 4/5 Out dace. 350th/S. delay mimed MO 
TEKTRONIX 475 de trace, 200Mill, delay sweep £400 
TEKTRONIX ilea dal trace. 100.1Hz, delay weep  £325 
PHLIPS P413217 oral trace. SOM141 delay 050-£300 
Cecile 051 100 dull trace 30141u delay £200 
HAMEGF114303.4 dual trace. 301AHz cerrporent tastern £325 
HAMEG HIA30 *al trace. 301AH: component tester £306 
H/JAEG 148202.7 alai trace. 2CMHz component tster £250 
FARRELL 01/420 dual nee. 201411z component teste, £180 

£4000 
£2000 
£1250 
£900 

PORTABLE APPLIANCE TESTER 

Megger Pat 2 ONLY 
£180 

Used Equipment - GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied 
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for lists 

Please check availability before ordering. 

CARRIAGE all units £16. VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carriage 
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N ow Technology 
Update 
ON 11 December 2000, Intel announced 

that its researchers had achieved a sig-
nificant breakthrough by building the 
world's smallest and fastest CMOS transis-
tor. With dimensions measured in single 
nanometers and speeds well in excess of 
those currently available in integrated cir-
cuits this development promises 
to have a major impact on the 
whole field of electronics. 
Recently, people have been 

heralding the end of current elec-
tronics technology, saying that it 
cannot meet the needs for speed 
and size reduction for the future. 
This new development will revo-
lutionise current technology 
enabling field effect transistors 
to be used for many years to 
come. 
The new transistors act as 

switches. Intel anticipates that 
in the next ten years it will be 
able to build microprocessors 
containing more that 400 mil-
lion transistors, with the 
processors running at speeds of 
1 OGHz, and using supplies of 
less than a volt. 
With current processors run-

ning at speeds of around 1GHz, 
this new development repre-
sents a significant improvement 
in terms of speed and the level 
of integration that can be 
achieved. Intel say that while 
the transistors feature capabili-
ties that are generations beyond the most 
advanced technologies used in manufac-
turing today, they were built using the 
same physical structure as in today's 
computer chips. 
Dr Gerald Marcyk noted: "Many experts 

thought it impossible to build CMOS 
transistors this small because of leakage 
problems. Our research proves that these 
smaller transistors behave in the same way 
as today's devices and shows there are no 
fundamental barriers to producing these 
devices in high volume in the future. 

Structures 
The difficulties associated with the size 

reductions required to continue the current 
rate of progress in the semiconductor 
industry have received a great amount of 
attention in the electronics press. The Intel 
research team have looked at the options 
and devised their new devices using a con-
ventional planar CMOS process flow. 
The first stage in the production process 

is the lithography. This is the process in 
which circuits are printed on silicon 

Micro photograph of Intel's smallest and fastest transistor. 
Courtesy Intel. 

Transistor dimensions continue to shrink 
and Intel processors having 400 million 
transistors and running at 70GHz will 
soon be reality. /an Poole reports. 

wafers. Here a two-mask phase shift 
approach was used enabling the fabrication 
of 30nm lines using 248nm lithography 
with over exposure. 
The 0.07 micron (70 nanometer) tech-

nology relies on Extreme Ultra Violet 
(EUV) lithography, for printing the 

Ni Silicide 

narrowest lines. This is combined with 
157nm lithography to enable manufactur-
ers to continue producing smaller and 
faster processors. 
EUV allows semiconductor manufacturers 

to print ever-smaller features on a wafer. The 
difference between features drawn by EUV 
and Deep Ultra-Violet (DUV) lithography, 
today's most advanced method, is similar to 
drawing two lines of equal width and quality 
on a piece of paper, but using a fat-tipped 
marker to draw one line and a fine-tipped 
marker for the other. 
Deposition of the oxides and polysilicon 

was equally key to the success of the pro-
ject. The physical gate oxide was scaled to 
below 1•Onm and the polysilicon gate elec-
trode thickness was brought down to below 
100nm. This was required in order to 
achieve the high drive currents and con-
trollable short channel effects needed for 
the devices. 
Further developments were required to 

achieve the required "on" resistance and 
overlap capacitance. 

Additionally, it was also necessary to 
ensure that the silicide resistances did not 

rise too high in view of the very narrow 
polysilicon line widths of less than 50nm. 

Performance 
Ile performance of the new devices has 

been very encouraging. The figures for 
gain and current capability are all 
within the requirements. The gate 
delay for the n-MOS device that 
was fabricated showed a figure of 
only 0.94ps — the fastest value 
ever recorded for a silicon 
CMOS device. Furthermore, this 
result combined with the "on" 
and "off" currents that were mea-
sured suggests that the technolo-
gy is consistent with the use of 
conventional coplanar CMOS 
transistor design and processes. 

Reality 
These transistors will be built 

into Intel processors that are 
nearly 10 times more complex 
than the Intel Pentium 4 proces-
sor, today's most advanced 
processor. For example, the 
future processors will have 400 
million or more transistors, will 
run at lOGHz and operate at less 
than one volt. The Pentium 4 
processor has 42 million transis-
tors, runs at of 1•5GHz and oper-
ates at 1.7 volts. 
Apart from their speed and 

the increased level of integra-
tion there are other advantages to using 
the new devices. Running at IV or less, 
these future processors will consume 
significantly less power than today's 
processors, making them ideal for use in 
battery-operated devices such as laptop 
computers. 

Applications 
With the greatly increased processing 

power that will be brought about by the use 
of these processors, Intel are already see-
ing many new applications. One they men-
tion is in shattering the language barrier. A 
lOGHz processor could power a universal 
translator — similar to a device used on Star 
Trek they explain. 
This may seem futuristic, but with the 

ever-increasing levels of processing power 
many of the ideas previously only avail-
able in science fiction stories are now 
becoming reality. After all, ideas like cal-
culators, and electronic watches were once 
only contained in science fiction stories, 
and today they are established parts of 
everyday life. 
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Develop and test complete micro-controller designs without 
building a physical prototype. PROTEUS VSM simulates the 
CPU and any additional electronics used in your designs. And it 
does so in real time. * 
• CPU models for PIC and 8051 and series 

micro-controllers available now. 68HC11 
comming soon. More CPU models under 
development. See website for latest info. 

• Interactive device models include LCD 
displays, RS232 terminal, universal keypad 
plus a range of switches, buttons, pots, 
LEDs, 7 segment displays and much more. 

• Extensive debugging facilities including 
register and memory contents, breakpoints 
and single step modes. 

• Source level debugging supported for 
selected development tools. 

• Integrated make' utility - compile and 

• 
simulate with one keystroke. 
Over 4000 standard SPICE models included. 
Fully compatible with manufacturers' SPICE models. 

• DLL interfaces provided for application specific models. 
• Based on SPICE3F5 mixed mode circuit simu:ator. 
• CPU and interactive device models are sold separately - 
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Constructional Project 

BODY 
DETECTOR 
THOMAS SCARBOROUGH 

Create your own "invisible " 
protective shield and let the 
force be with you! 

C APACITANCE is an extraordinary 
phenomemon, in that it is able to 
work through empty space. This is a 

quality that is normally taken for granted. 
The accumulation of charge on a metal 
plate gives rise to an electric field, which 
will affect another plate in direct propor-
tion to the inverse of its distance. 

Capacitance is also one of a vast range 
of physical phenomena that may be trans-
lated into electrical oscillations. 
The Body Detector featured in this arti-

cle relies on the fact that the human body 
itself possesses a fairly large order of 
capacitance to the ground ("earth"), and 
that if such a body approaches the positive 
plate of a given capacitor, its value will 
rise. If, then, one could find a means to 
detect such an increase in capacitance, one 
would have an effective means of detecting 
the presence of a human body. 

In the present application, a metal sen-
sor is attached to the positive plate of the 
small timing capacitor of an RC oscillator, 
so that when a human body approaches, 
the value of C increases, and the frequency 
of the RC oscillator decreases. This drop in 
frequency is detected digitally, and is used 
to switch a relay. 

CIRCUIT APPLICATION 
Due to its high sensitivity and good 

stability, the Body Detector may be 
attached to a wide variety of metal objects 
— in the process sensitising the entire 
object concerned. 

Although in theory the Body Detector is 
dependent on the electric field which sur-
rounds the human body, in effect it acts as 
though an invisible field were created 
around the object concerned — similar to 
the "invisible" defence shields seen in the 
latest Star Wars movie. 
From a practical point of view, the sensor 

may include any object from the size of a pin 
to about 70kg in weight (e.g. a lightweight 
motor-scooter). However, the greater the 
weight of the metal sensor, the less the sen-
sitivity of the circuit, the more critical the 
tuning, and the more it becomes susceptible 
to temperature variations especially. 

If attached to lighter metal objects (e.g. 
a sheet of tin-foil), the Body Detector may 

be tuned to detect a person's presence up to 
80cm away. At several centimetres' dis-
tance, the circuit is sufficiently stable to 
avoid spurious triggering over a wide tem-
perature range. 

In one test, a bicycle was moved from 
shade to full sun and back into the shade 

Flg.1. Block schematic diagram of the Body Detector. 

during the course of a day, maintaining 
reliable triggering. In another test, a 
300mm square sheet of tin-foil was tested 
successfully without the need for readjust-
ment between 10°C and 50°C — and would, 
in fact, have exceeded this. This compares 
very favourably with variations in room 
temperature, which typically amount to no 
more than 10°C. 

POTENTIALLY 
VANDAL PROOF 
One of the advantages of the Body 

Detector is that the "sensor" is potential-
ly completely vandal-proof and tamper-
proof — you cannot come near it with a 
pair of clippers or a similar instrument, 
let alone fingers. It is immune to a.c. 
fields and it will also detect body pres-
ence on the other side of a variety of 
materials, including insulators such as 
glass. 

It will work satisfactorily over a wide 
range of conditions — however, it is 
designed to perform to its best potential 
under the following circumstances: 

• Over a modest temperature range, e.g. 
10°C to 25°C. 

• Using relatively lightweight sensors — 
up to a kilogram or so would be ideal. 

• Over longer periods. e.g. days at a time 
rather than minutes or hours. 

• In a single application which does not 
require the unit or sensor to be moved 
about. 

HOW IT WORKS 
At the heart of the Body Detector is a 

versatile mixer (see block diagram Fig.1 
and circuit diagram Fig.5), which will 
detect frequency variations to within a 
small fraction of one per cent. While the 
mixer is deceptively simple, it has a high 
degree of accuracy as well as flexibility. It 
could have a wide range of possible appli-
cations — among them to tune instruments, 
detect treasure, or act as a thermostat. 
However, in this article, just one such 
application is pursued here, namely the 
detection of body capacitance. 
Two binary mixers, IC3a and IC3b (see 

Fig.1), are each based on one half of a 
CMOS 4520 dual binary counter. These 
mix a signal from high frequency oscillator 
IC la (we shall call it the "sensor h.f.o.", as 
it incorporates the sensor) with a bench-
mark frequency produced by IC2a (the 
"benchmark h.f.o."). Both oscillators are 
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based on the 7556 dual timer i.c., and both 
are tuned roughly to the same frequency of 
around 1001(Hz. 

Sensor h.f.o. ICla is an RC oscillator, so 
that when its metal sensor is approached, C 
increases and frequency drops, creating a 
frequency difference (we shall call this the 
"difference frequency") between the two 
h.f.o. oscillators. The point at which this 
difference frequency drops to zero we shall 
call "the null point". 
The difference frequency is further mixed 

with the output of low frequency oscillator 
("1.f.o.") IC1b — also based on the 7556 i.c. — 
so that the smallest difference frequencies 
only are detected. These are indicated audi-
bly by a piezoelectric sounder (WD1), in the 
form of "crackles", or a beep. 
To improve the circuit's stability, the 

difference frequency is fed back to the 
Benchmark h.f.o. IC2a through resistor R6 
(see Fig.5), so that the unit has "intelligent" 
frequency compensation (as opposed to 
temperature compensation, which merely 
reacts to environmental conditions). 
An important feature of the circuit is that 

the frequency of IC2a, the benchmark 
h.f.o., is "fuzzed" with the assistance of 
IC1b, the low frequency oscillator (1.f.o.). 
The effect of such "fuzzing" is illustrated 
in Fig.2. 

RISING 
FREQUENCY I QETECTION 

ZD), 

BENCHMARK 
FREQUENCY 

Fig.2. "Fuzzing" the benchmark 
frequency. 

The low frequency oscillator IC lb creates 
a "detection zone" around the benchmark 
frequency, so that the fluctuating frequency 
of IC la is detected as soon as it strays into 
the detection zone. This overcomes the pos-
sibility of the two h.f.o.'s "locking on" to 
each other near the null point (see below), 
and also assists with adjustment of the circuit 
(it is easier to tune in to a detection zone than 
a spot frequency). 

Finally, a short delay is provided at 
switch-on, through capacitor C11 and 
resistor R9, so that the user has time to step 
out of range before monostable IC2b and 
the relay are activated. 

STABILITY 
Stability is a challenge with any circuit 

of this order of sensitivity. This is essen-
tially because the quantity that the circuit 
measures — in this case body capacitance — 
is so extremely small that minute variations 
within the circuit itself may swamp the 
quantity being measured. 

The chief hazards in the present applica-
tion are threefold: Variations in external 
temperature, which cause variations within 
the circuit. Variations in temperature which 
originate within the circuit itself — such as 
minute warming within voltage regulator 
IC4 or other components. Finally, fluctua-
tions in the supply voltage. 

Possible Applications 
• A Pressureless Pressure-Mat — which would detect the presence of 
a person passing over it, or past it. It could thus serve as an alarm, or 
as a "turnstile counter". 

• An invisible Switch — set for example into a concrete wall. Among 
other things, this could serve as an invisible "panic button". 

• A Safety Switch — which would render an entire area a safety zone. 
This could shut down dangerous machinery, or child-proof certain 
areas. 

• A Defence Shield — if a thin length of wire were used for the sensor, 
and run down a passageway or across a room, a "defence shield" could 
be created to cover a considerable walking area. 

• A Safe Area — a detector wire could be circled around a tent or sleep-
ing-bag when camping, to detect footprints (but unfortunately not spi-
ders or hyenas)! 

• A Touch Sensor — the Body Detector could be attached to metal items 
of value, such as a computer system-unit or a bicycle, to trigger an 
alarm merely when the paintwork is touched. 

• A Tamper Alarm — it may be used to prevent tampering with, for 
instance, burglar bars or a Yale lock. 

• A sensor could also be placed behind items of value, or in front of 
them, such as paintings or antique items of furniture, to protect them 
from theft or abuse. 

Because of the importance of achieving 
a high order of stability, the author dedi-
cates a fair deal of attention to this subject 
in this article. This does not mean, howev-
er, that stability remains a significant prob-
lem at the end of the day — the final circuit 
exhibits a high degree of stability. 

FLUCTUATIONS 
When a small sensor plate is touched 

(e.g. a 300mm square sheet of tin-foil), the 
frequency of IC la typically drops more 
than 10kHz. In more demanding applica-
tions (when attached to a small scooter, for 
instance), the frequency drop will be far 
less — perhaps as little as 500Hz. On the 
other hand, temperature fluctuations could 
cause changes of a few tens of Hertz per 
degree C in a circuit of this kind. 
Assuming that the day-night tempera-

ture variation is 15°C, this could cause fre-
quency fluctuations in IC la of 500Hz or 
more. In addition to this, fluctuations in 
supply voltage would cause further fluctu-
ations in frequency. Therefore, if no special 
effort is made to overcome such tempera-
ture and supply voltage fluctuations, 

spurious triggering could occur. It is thus 
of crucial importance that the Body 
Detector circuit should be relatively 
immune to such variations. 
The author's core approach to the prob-

lem was to balance any temperature 
changes in IC1 a and IC2a by constructing 
them of identical components. Thus each 
would be equally affected (more or less) by 
any rise or fall in temperature. 

This provided reasonably good stability 
to the extent that over a 30°C temperature 
variation, using the 300mm square tin-foil 
sensor-plate above, the Body Detector 
wandered across about a third of its useable 
range. (An even higher degree of balance 
would probably be achieved by separating 
ICI and IC2 into discrete 7555 timers — 
however, this would have come at the 
expense of simplicity and compactness). 

COMPENSATION 
A further improvement was possible 

through "intelligent" frequency compensa-
tion. This was developed with the help of 
just two components — namely capacitor 
C4 and resistor R6. As the frequency of 
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ICI a rises in relation to the fre-
quency of the benchmark h.f.o. 
IC2a, so the difference frequen-
cy increases, which feeds back 
to capacitor C4 via resistor R6, 
and causes the frequency of 
IC2a to rise. In short, as the dif-
ference frequency tries to rise, so 
it is pulled down, and vice versa, 
over a limited range. 

With this small but crucial 
modification, the stability of the 
Body Detector is increased a few 
times — typically wandering over 
just 10 per cent of its useable 
range over a 30°C temperature 
variation. (During testing, the 
author destroyed a thermometer 
and melted part of the case — yet 
the unit stayed within range ... !) 

The effects of temperature on 
the Body Detector in one fairly 
representative test are shown in Fig.3. The 
sensor itself, whether big or small, was not 
found to have any significant effect on the 
temperature stability of the circuit. It may be 
seen from Fig.3 that, over a 40°C range, with 
suitable adjustment, the circuit stays far 
below the point of complete insensitivity, 
while remaining safely above the trigger 
threshold. 
On the other hand. Fig.4 translates the 

voltage measurements shown in Fig.3 into 
the distance at which the circuit triggers 
when a hand is brought towards a 300mm 
square sheet of tin-foil. We shall return to 
these diagrams under Calibration later. 

HOT SPOT 
The main source of internal temperature 

variation is ( as would be expected) the 
voltage regulator IC4. Although this gener-
ates very little warmth, it is nonetheless 
sufficient in such a circuit to cause a mea-
surable frequency drift. 

This cannot be cured merely with a 
heatsink, since warmth runs down the 
leads, and through the circuit. The solution 

Figure 7. Temperature stability/drift 
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Fig.4. Graph translating the voltage/ 
distance of detection, sensor being a 
300mm square of tin-foil. 

Fig.3. Graph showing 
stability/drift. 

the effects 

in this case is to 
(relatively speaking) 
well as other "power' 
the transistors, by 

of temperature 

temperature-isolate 
the regulator i.c., as 
components such as 
placing them on a 

separate component board. This was found 
to measurably improve stability as the con-
necting wires dissipated the small amount 
of warmth present. 

Further than this, stability is enhanced 
by the use of high grade components. Also 
the h.f.o.s themselves are based on the 
7556 dual timer i.c., which is a highly sta-
ble device. 

SUPPLY RIPPLES 
One further problem was found at first to 

significantly affect the stability of the cir-
cuit — namely "ripples" in the supply volt-
age. As IC I a and IC2a timing capacitors 
C 1 and C4 charge and discharge, this may 
cause minute ripples in the supply, which 
can have a significant effect on an adjacent 
oscillator. When two oscillators are run-
ning so close together at high frequency, 
this could cause them to "lock-on" to each 
other, and in some cases can be seriously 
compromised. 

To overcome this, oscillators IC 1 a and 
IC2a are kept separate. Each employs sep-
arate supply decoupling (C3 and C6). as 

COMPONENTS 
Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only 
excluding case & potentiometer. 

£20 

Resistors 
R1, R2, 

R4, R5 
R7, R10 10k (6 off) 

R3 470Q 
R6 3M3 
R8 270k 
R9 150k 
All 100k 
R12 2k2 
R13 220k 
R14 15k 
R15 68Q 

All metal film 0.6W 1% (50ppm/9C temp. 
coefficient) 

See 

TALK 
Peile 

Potentiometers 
VR1 200Q to 500Q 10- (or 

multi-) turn wirewound 
potentiometer 

VR2, VR3 50k 18- (or multi-) turn 
horizontal cermet 
preset (2 off) 

VR4 470k vertical 
sub-miniature carbon 
preset, linear 

Cermet presets 100ppm/9C temp. 
coefficient 

Capacitors 
Cl, C4 100p metallised ceramic 

plate, zero temp. 
coefficient (2 off) 

C2, C5, 100n multilayer 
C9, C13 metallised polyester 

film (4 off) 
C3, C6, 100p sub-miniature 
C7, Cl 1, radial electrolytic, 10V 
C12 (5 off) 

C8 4n7 multilayer 
metallised polyester 
film 

C10 150p metallised ceramic 
plate, zero temp. 
coefficient 

C14 100n metallised 
polyester film 

C15 1000p miniature radial 
electrolytic, 10V 

C16 10p sub-miniature radial 
electrolytic, 35V 

Cx A variety of metallised 
ceramic plate from 1p 
to 100p. See text 

All metallised ceramic plate capacitors 
have zero temp. coefficient 

Semiconductors 
D1 5mm red led. 
D2, D3 1N4001 50V lA rect. 

diode(2 off) 
2N3904 npn low power 

transistor 
BC337 npn medium 
power transistor 

ICM7556IPA low power 
dual timer (2 off) 

HCF4520BEY dual 
binary counter 

LM2940CT 1A low 
dropout regulator. See 
text 

TR1 

TR2 

IC1, IC2 

IC3 

IC4 

Miscellaneous 
RLA 5V p.c.b. mounting 

miniature relay 200mW 
nom, operating power 
(2-pole changeover). 
See text 

Si 3-pole 4-way rotary switch, 
break-before-make 

SK1 2.5mm power socket, 
single hole fixing with 
break contact 

SK2 3.5mm open mono jack 
socket 

WD1 low profile wire-ended 
piezo electric sounder 

Stripboard Olin. matrix, size 18 holes by 
34 strips (2 off); ABS plastic box, with slotted 
walls, 152mm by 89mm by 47mm internal; 
calibrated and pointer pair knobs with fixing 
nuts; 14-pin dual-in-line socket (2-off); 16-pin 
dual-in-line socket; M3 16mm panel head 
steel bolts with nuts and solder tags (see 
diagrams); eight colour-coded wires 15cm 
long (or multicore cable); optional 9V d.c. 
power adapter; PP3 type battery clip, option-
al PP3 alkaline battery; 2mm nylon cable 
ties; solder pins, solder, etc. 
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well as control voltage decoupling (C2 and 
CS). Also, the circuit does not detect the 
difference frequency at the null point, 
where "lock-on" is potentially most seri-
ous, but about 500Hz away - namely at the 
edge of the detection zone. 

While some of these measures may 
make little difference in an undemanding 
application, altogether they result in a very 
stable circuit that should not wander more 
than a few tens of Hertz over 24 hours. 
Instability will typically amount to no 
more than a few per cent of the frequency 
change which is caused by the presence of 
a human body. 

CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION 
The full circuit diagram for the Body 

Detector is shown in Fig.5. IC3 is a CMOS 
4520 dual binary counter, which is wired as 
a dual binary mixer. 
Many mixers in similar applications 

employ a charge pump to detect a differ-
ence frequency - however, this tends to be 
an art as much as it is science. The 4520 
dual binary counter enables precise digital 
detection, potentially to an accuracy of 
about 1Hz at frequencies up to 5MHz. 

Fig.6. Simplified representation of 
waveforms at pin 3 of IC2. 

Benchmark high frequency oscillator 
(h.f.o.) IC2a clocks binary counter IC3a. 
while Sensor-h.f.o. ICIa resets the counter 
at around the same frequency. These two 
inputs, far from simply cancelling each 
other out, produce a waveform as in Fig.6a 
when a larger difference frequency is pre-
sent, and as in Fig. 6b when the difference 
frequency is close to the null point. It then 
remains merely to detect the troughs in the 
waveform which exceed a specific duration 
(e.g. 50ms). This is accomplished through 
binary mixer IC3b. 
The mixed signal (the difference fre-

quency) from IC3a is fed to the reset pin 
(15) of binary mixer IC3b. The low fre-
quency oscillator (1.f.o.) IC1b feeds the 
clock input of binary mixer IC3b. 
The clock input is completely cancelled 

out by the reset pulses, unless the duration 
of the troughs at the reset pin falls below 
the frequency of the clock input. In this 
case the clock pulses break through. With 
the component values shown, the frequen-
cy of the I.f.o. is fixed at around 500Hz - 
that is. 500Hz away from the null point. 

TIME DELAY 
At this stage, the output of binary mixer 

IC3b, at pin 12, is not particularly useful, 
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Fig.5. Complete circuit diagram for the Body Detector. 
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and first needs to be inverted before trig-
gering monostable timer IC2b. This is 
accomplished with the help of transistor 
TR 1 . 

With the component values shown, 
monostable IC2b may be adjusted over a 
useful 150ms to more than 30 seconds by 
means of preset VR4. If different timing 
periods are required, capacitor C12 may be 
altered accordingly. 
The output of monostable IC2b, at pin 9, 

provides current for switching transistor 
TR2, which in turn controls relay RLA. A 
variety of miniature relays would be suit-
able here, provided that the nominal oper-
ating power does not exceed 500mW. 
Diode D2 suppresses back-e.m.f. when the 
circuit is broken. 
A delay is provided at switch-on in the 

form of capacitor C11 and resistor R9. This 
arrangement produces a negative pulse for 
a few seconds at IC2b's reset pin, so that 
the user has sufficient time to step out of 
range before the Body Detector is activat-
ed. The delay is reactivated in the Sleep 
position setting of rotary switch SI (see 
Calibration section later). 
Low dropout regulator IC4 is used to 

ensure a steady supply voltage. Any similar 
regulator may be used, on condition that it 
is rated 150mA or higher. With the speci-
fied low dropout regulator, the unit's power 
consumption is typically 13tnA on stand-
by, and up to 100tnA when triggered. 
An alkaline PP3 battery should thus 

give two days' continuous service — the 
battery option is provided mainly for 
freeing up the unit during testing, and for 
demonstration purposes. The option of an 
external d.c. power supply (7V to 26V) is 
included. 
The circuit is reverse-polarity protected 

through diode D3 — although the regulator 
itself is virtually indestructible. 

CONSTRUCTION 
The Body Detector is built up on two 

pieces of stripboard each having 18 holes 
by 34 copper strips. We start construction 
with Board A. This holds the regulated 
power supply, the digital mixers (IC3), the 
inverter, and the relay. 

Details of the topside component layout, 
together with the underside details, are 
shown in Fig.7. All the components should 
fit into place without difficulty, provided 
that miniature radial capacitors are used 
(other types can however be coaxed into 
position). 
Commence construction by cutting a 

standard piece of stripboard down to size 
using a hacksaw. Create the breaks in the 
underside of the stripboard with a handheld 
drill bit or other appropriate tool. 

Solder in position the wire links and sol-
der pins, then the dual-in-line socket, then 
the resistors, the relay, and the diodes, con-
tinuing with the capacitors, transistors, and 
voltage regulator IC4. The polarity of the 
piezoelectric sounder WD1 is unimportant 
— if it has black and red leads, red may be 
taken to position R26 on the stripboard, 
and black to position R32. 
Be careful to observe the correct polari-

ty of the electrolytic capacitors, and the 
correct orientation of the regulator, the 
transistors, diodes, 1.e.d., relay and IC3. 
Pin 1 of IC3 lies close to a small indenta-
tion on one end of the encapsulation. The 
cathode (k) of 1.e.d. D1 has the shortest 

Component layout on the completed Board A. Note the reiav orientation stripe. 
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Fig. 7. Mixer/relay (Board A) component layout, intetwiring and details of breaks 
required in the copper tracks. The coloured lead-off wires go to corresponding 
points on Board B (Oscillator). 
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lead, and the cathodes (k) of diodes D2 and 
D3 are banded. 

Prepare seventeen sheathed wires 15cm 
long — eight of which are colour-coded as 
shown in Fig.7. The colour-coded wires 
attach to the Oscillator Board (Board B) 
later. Solder wires to Mode Switch Si, 
power socket SKI (Power In), jack socket 
SK2 (Out), 1.e.d. D1, and two solder tags 
which each attach to a Test bolt as shown. 

Finally, attach the leads from SI, SKI, 
SIC2, D1 and the test bolts to the topside of 
the stripboard, and connect the colour-
coded wires to the solder pins as indicated 
in Fig.7. 
Check that all the wire links and compo-

nents are correctly in place. Check that the 
track breaks are all there, and in the correct 
positions, and that there are no solder 
bridges on the board. The author routinely 
runs a thin, sharp screwdriver down 
between all the stripboard tracks. 

PRELIMINARY TESTS 
Meaningful testing can only be carried 

out once the Oscillator board has also been 
completed and connected up. For the time 
being, you may establish that regulator IC4 
is supplying the correct voltage. 

Attach a 9V PP3 battery to the battery 
clip, switch SI to any position other than 
Off, and measure the voltage across capaci-
tor C15. This should be close to 5V. The reg-
ulator i.c. should remain fairly cool, and sup-
ply current should not rise above 15mA. 

If any specified components for the 
Body Detector cannot be sourced at this 
stage, it is important that equivalents 
should have low temperature coefficients — 
particularly capacitors C 1 and C4 which 
should if possible have a zero temperature 
coefficient. 
The multiturn potentiometer VR1 may 

be pricy. However, these devices may 
sometimes be obtained cheaply as surplus 
goods. Alternatively, use a cheap 470 ohms 
or 1 kilohms potentiometer, although this 
will not offer the saine high degree of pre-
cision when it comes to calibration. 

OSCILLATOR BOARD 
Having completed the preliminary 

checks, we can now tackle the construction 
of Board B, which includes the h.f.o.s, the 
1.f.o., and monostable. We shall also be 
casing the unit, and calibrating it. 

Taking the second piece of stripboard, 
again having 18 holes by 34 copper strips, 
create the breaks in the underside copper 
tracks with a drill bit or other appropriate 
tool. Details of the topside component lay-
out, together with the underside details, are 
shown in Fig.8. 

Solder in position the wire links and sol-
der pins, then the dual-in-line sockets, then 
the resistors and multiturn presets, contin-
uing with the capacitors. Be careful to 
observe the correct polarity of the elec-
trolytic capacitors, and the correct orienta-
tion of ¡Cl and IC2, when inserting them 
into their holders. Pin 1 of IC1 and IC2 lies 
close to the small indentation on one end of 
their encapsulation. 

Next, prepare seven sheathed wires 
15cm long, and solder them to potentiome-
ter VR1, the Sensor solder tag, and sections 
S 1 b and S 1 c of the Mode switch. Finally, 
attach the leads from VR1 to the solder 
pins on the topside of the stripboard, the 
wire from the Sensor solder tag, and then 

Prototype Oscillator board (B) component layout. The author's stripboard has 
"phantom" strips printed on the topside to aid construction. The copper tracks run 
along the underside as usual. 
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Fig.8. Oscillator stripboard component layout, wiring 
and details of breaks required in copper tracks. 
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the eight colour-coded wires from Board 
A, as indicated in Fig.8. 

Jack socket SK2 is included for 
switching small external loads — a sec-
ond jack socket may easily be added. 
Solder pins have been provided for this 
purpose at the opposite side of relay 
RLA, at board positions R9 and R13 on 
Board A. The specified relay is rated at 
60W 250V a.c., and would therefore also 
be capable of switching small a.c. 
resitive loads. 

WARNING: If the Body Detector is 
used to switch mains voltages, wiring 
should be carried out by an experienced 
constructor, or under expert supervi-
sion. Mains voltages are lethal. 

SWITCHING ON 
Since the Body Detector is intended to 

detect any and all body presence, an on/off 
switch that is mounted close to the circuit 
could in some instances present a problem. 
At the same time, to include any delays in 
triggering might be self-defeating, since 
some applications will require instant trig-
gering (such as a "turnstile counter" or an 
anti-tamper alarm). 
A key switch was thought to be the 

most obvious solution for switching off, 
and may be located some distance from 
the circuit. This may be inserted in place 
of (or in series with) S la. Best of all, any 
delays in triggering should be included 
in the external circuit. The author 
mounted the on/off switch on the case 
for the purposes of neatness and easy 
setting up. In most applications, this did 
not cause the circuit to trigger when 
switching off. 

However, solder pins have been provid-
ed for compensation capacitors (Cx) at 
positions E8 and E9 on the oscillator board 
(see Calibration below). Their insertion 
may be left until the circuit is complete, 
and is found to be working satisfactorily. 

CASING UP 
The Body Detector is built into a plastic 

case with slotted walls, size 158mm x 
95mm x 54mm approx. Holes are prepared 
on top of the case for VR1, SI, 1.e.d. D1, 
and the Sensor bolt. Two small holes are 
also carefully positioned on top of the case 
to expose multi-turn presets VR2 and VR3, 
so that these may easily be adjusted from 
outside the case. 

It is suggested that the holes for the pre-
sets be clearly labelled, so that their pur-
pose is not forgotten with the passing of 
time. The author has more than once 
returned to a past project, only to puzzle 
over what the various adjustments might 
once have been for! 

Power socket SKI and jack socket SK2 
are mounted on the back of the case. (The 
author also drilled a hole there for the 
insertion of a thermometer). 
The Test bolts and piezo disc WD1 are 

mounted on the front of the case. The piezo 
disc may be mounted behind a small hole 
on the front wall of the case. 

Board B is slotted into the case with the 
multiturn cermet presets VR2 and VR3 
face downwards. Cable ties may be used to 
tidy up the connecting wires. Make sure 
that the battery is secure, since a change in 
its position inside the case could slightly 
affect the unit's calibration. 
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Rear view of the completed Body Detector showing the power input socket and 
output socket. The author also drilled a hole between the sockets for the insertion 
of a thermometer. Note the sensor bolt on the top of the case. 

CALIBRATION 
To undertake initial setting-up, use a test 

lead terminated at each end with a croco-
dile clip. Attach one end to the Sensor bolt, 
and the other to a piece of tin-foil about 
300mm square. Due to the sensitivity of 
the circuit, it is important that both ends of 
the test lead should have a sure connection. 

Turn carbon preset VR4 back completely. 
Turn multiturn preset VR3 to 40 lcilohms 
(40k), and multiturn preset VR2 to its max-
imum setting (50k). Turn the mu:titurn 
potentiometer VR I to its nid-point (usually 
five complete turns). Set switch SI to Adjust 
position. If at any time the circuit does not 
behave as described, switch off immediate-
ly, and check the wiring carefully. 
Now carefully turn back preset VR2 (it 

may need to be turned through several 
complete revolutions), until piezo sounder 
WDI sounds and relay RLA triggers. 
Continue to turn back very carefully until 
WD I merely crackles. 

Be aware that the presence of your body 
may affect the tuning. Use a plastic or insu-
lated screwdriver to turn VR2, and stand back 
from the circuit to see whether the crackling 
stops. If not, continue to back-off VR2 very 
carefully, until the crackle just stops (or very 
nearly stops) when you stand back. 
Now set switch SI to Activate. The unit 

should now react when your hand 
approaches the sensor plate, from a dis-
tance of few centimetres. Experiment a lit-
tle to discover the best settings for preset 
VR2 and potentiometer VR1. A single 
"crackle" triggers ntonostable IC2b. 

Note that the Activate position of SI is 
optimised both for small sensors such as 
the 300mm square tin-foil sensor used in 
testing, and a moderate temperature range 
(10°C or 15°C variation). Other applica-
tions may require calibration in the 
Activate setting, monitoring the voltage 
across capacitor C10 by means of the Test 
bolts provided. 

Internal layout inside the prototype modeL The Oscillator board should be slotted 
into the case so that the side adjustment screws of the cermet presets align with 
the holes on the front panel (see photographs). Also shown are the two "test" bolts. 
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SENSITIVITY 
Bear in mind that body capacitance 

varies from body to body. If you are of 
more impressive proportions, it may be 
worth setting up with the help of a smaller 
person, so that the alarm will detect such 
persons also — particularly in more 
demanding applications. 

All in all, it is sensible to calibrate the 
Body Detector so that it is sensitive enough 
to safely trigger, yet not so that it comes too 
close to its trigger threshold. With lighter 
sensors, this can be achieved with ease. 
A useful guide to calibrating the unit is 

provided by Fig.3 and Fig.4. It will be seen 
from Fig.4 that, with a lightweight sensor, a 
setting of about 300mV to 400mV above the 
trigger point should provide both good sen-
sitivity and good stability. 

After calibration, allow half an hour for 
initial "settling in" of the circuit — then re-
calibrate. Check the calibration again after 
24 hours. From a practical point of view 
such additional calibration may well not be 
necessary, however, this ensures optimal 
setting up as the components settle down. 
Note that the value of the feedback resis-

tor R6 was chosen carefully to optimise the 
circuit's performance between 10°C and 
30°C. The value of this resistor is crucial to 
the stability of the circuit, and if the Body 
Detector is used under different circum-
stances, some experimentation with the 
value of R6 may significantly improve cir-
cuit stability (which is monitored, again, 
by the voltage across capacitor C10). 
The value of resistor R6 was also select-

ed deliberately so that the unit would be 
more likely to trigger at higher tempera-
tures (it is easier to simulate higher tem-
peratures than lower). This means that cal-
ibration under the warmest conditions 
anticipated should ensure no spurious 
triggering. 
Mode switch SI also provides a Sleep 

position. This is because it is better to put 
the unit "to sleep" than to switch it off 
when not in use, which obviates the need 
for a "settling in" period at switch-on. 

Finally, adjust carbon preset VR4 to set 
the duration of the on-period of the relay 
on triggering. 

OPTIMISATION 
The Body Detector should work well 

under a wide variety of conditions with-
out further modification. Ideally, howev-
er, it should be optimised for use with a 

specific metal sensor. Such optimisation 
is recommended. 
The need for such modification arises 

because the attachment of a Sensor plate 
increases the value of sensor h.f.o. ICIa's 
timing capacitor Cl. This means that 
multiturn preset VR2 needs to be turned 
back, which exposes "benchmark" oscillator 
IC2a to a little more frequency drift than 
ICla (VR2 and VR3 are now unequal). 
The solution is fairly simple. The type of 

timing capacitor selected (metallised 
ceramic plate) has a zero temperature coef-
ficient up to 220pF. Therefore, by increas-
ing the value of the benchmark-h.f.o.'s tim-
ing capacitor C4 (by adding Cx in parallel 
with C4), preset VR2 can again be 
increased to match VR3. 

At first a formula was tried for calculat-
ing the value needed for Cx, however, this 
was not found to be dependable in practice. 
Therefore Cx is selected through trial and 
error — increasing its value until preset VR2 
can be turned up again to roughly 40k (the 
same as VR3). With the 300mm square tin-
foil sensor, the value of Cx will likely be in 
the region of 15pF. 
Such final optimisation may be left 

until one has had the opportunity for 
experimentation, and has settled on a 
final application. 

IN USE 
Be suie to locate the unit itself in a place 

where it is relatively immune to body pres-
ence. Once initial setting-up has been com-
pleted, and if the unit and its sensor are not 
moved about, they should require no more 
than a little adjustment of the front panel 
dials for long-term, reliable service. 
A wide variety of metal sensors may be 

tried. Note, however, that each time the 
sensor is exchanged, 
this is likely to 
require quick re-cali-
bration of the unit. 
Always be sure to 
make a secure con-
nection between the 
Sensor bolt and the 
sensor — this is 
important. 
Try different 

shapes and sizes of 
tin-foil, also a grid 
made of tin-foil. Try 
zig-zagging or spi-
ralling thin wire 

over a space (do not coil it), e.g. across 
the floor of a room. The centre-point of a 
wire spiral was found to be particularly 
sensitive. Such a spiral may be wound, 
for instance, under a carpet or around a 
door frame. 
You may also experiment with larger 

objects such as a bicycle or a fridge door, 
which should serve quite well as sensors. 
Note that in the case of heavy metal items, 
a lighter sensor (insulated wire included) 
may usually be mounted on their surface, 
without any physical connection to the 
metal object, to far better effect. 
Remember that the unit's sensor is also 

capable of picking up body presence 
through various materials — even through 
insulators such as glass. 
When the Body Detector is attached to a 

metal object, whether to a pin or a motor-
scooter, the entire object to which it is 
attached is sensitised. 

For instance, if it is attached to the han-
dlebars of a bicycle, it will reliably pick up 
fingers touching a rear-wheel nut. Only 
those parts of the bicycle which are insu-
lated from the whole (through rubber 
washers, for instance, or even rust or loose 
bolts) will not be sensitised. 

Having said this, an object need not 
always have physical contact with the 
Body Detector's sensor to become an 
extension of the sensor. As an example, a 
sensor plate may be placed under a table, 
and a tin placed on top of the table. With 
correct adjustment, the tin will become an 
extension of the sensor, as though it were 
directly attached to it. 

Finally, with the proper adjustment and 
installation, nobody (no body!) should be 
able to slip undetected past the Body 
Detector! 
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WHETHER ELECTRONICS IS YOUR HOBBY 
OR YOUR LIVELIHOOD. . 

YOU NEED THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL 
and the ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL 

THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL 

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO GET 
STARTED AND GO FURTHER IN ELECTRONICS! 

The essential reference 
work for everyone 

studying electronics 

• Over 900 pages 

• In-depth theory 

• Projects to build 

• Detailed assembly instructions 

• Full components checklists 

• Extensive data tables 

• Detailed supply information 

• Easy-to-use format 

• Clear and simple layout 

• Comprehensive subject range 

• Professionally written 

• Regular Supplements 

• Sturdy gold blocked ring-binder 

The revised edition of the Modern Electronics Base Manual 
contains practical, easy-to-follow information on :he following 
subjects: 

BASIC PRINCIPLES: Electronic Components and their 
Characteristics ( 16 sections from Resistors and Potentiometers to 
Crystals, Crystal Modules and Resonators), Circuits Using Passive 
Components (9 sections), Power Supplies, The Amateur 
Electronics Workshop, The Uses of Semiconductors, Digital 
Electronics (6 sections), Operational Amplifiers, Introduction to 
Physics, Semiconductors (6 sections) and Digital Instruments 
(5 sections). 

CIRCUITS TO BUILD: There's nothing to beat the satisfaction of 
creating your own project. From basic principles, like soldering and 
making printed circuit boards, to circuit-building, the Mooern 
Electronics Manual and its Supplements describe clearly, with 
appropriate diagrams, how to assemble radios, loudspeakers, 

amplifiers, car projects, computer interfaces, measuring 
instruments, workshop equipment, security systems, etc. 
The Base Manual describes 13 projects including a Theremin and 
a Simple TENS Unit. 

ESSENTIAL DATA: Extensive tables on diodes, transistors, 
thyristDrs and triacs, digital and linear i.c.s. 

EXTENSIVE GLOSSARY: Should you come across a technical 
word, phrase or abbreviation you're not familiar with, simply turn 
to the glossary included in the Manual and you'll find a 
comprehensive definition in plain English. 

The Manual also covers Safety and Suppliers. 
The most comprehensive reference work ever produced at a price 
you can afford, the revised edition of THE MODERN 
ELECTRONICS MANUAL provides you with all the essential 
information you need. 

THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL 
Revised Edition of Basic Work: Contains over 900 pages of information. Edited by John Becker. 
Regular Supplements: Approximately 160-page Supplements of additional information which, if requested, are forwarded to you 
immediately on publication (four times a year). These are billed separately and can be discontinued at any time. 
Presentation: Durable looseleaf system in large A4 format 

Price of the Basic Work: g,39:1g SALE PRICE £23.97 (to include a recent Supplement FREE) 

P 

Our 30 day money back guarantee gives you complete peace of mind. If you are not entirely happy with either 

Manual, for whatever reason, simply return it to us in good condition within 30 days and we will make a full refund 
5 of your payment — no small print and no questions asked. 

(Overseas buyers do have to pay the overseas postage charge) 
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ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL 
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW TO GET STARTED IN 
REPAIRING AND SERVICING ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
SAFETY: Be knowledgeable about Safety Regulations, Electrical Safety and First Aid. 

UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE: Specific sections enable you to Understand Electrical 
and Electronic Principles, Active and Passive Components, Circuit Diagrams, Circuit 
Measurements, Radio, Computers, Valves and manufacturers' Data, etc. 

PRACTICAL SKILLS: Learn how to identify Electronic Components, Avoid Static 
Hazards, Carry Out Soldering and Wiring, Remove and Replace Components. 

TEST EQUIPMENT: How to Choose and Use Test Equipment, Assemble a Toolkit, Set 
Up a Workshop, and Get the Most from Your Multimeter and Oscilloscope, etc. 

SERVICING TECHNIQUES: The regular Supplements include vital guidelines on how to 
Service Audio Amplifiers, Radio Receivers, TV Receivers, Cassette Recorders, Video 
Recorders, Personal Computers, etc. 

TECHNICAL NOTES: Commencing with the IBM PC, this section and the regular 
Supplements deal with a very wide range of specific types of equipment - radios, TVs, 
cassette recorders, amplifiers, video recorders etc.. 

REFERENCE DATA: Detailing vital parameters for Diodes, Small-Signal Transistors, 
Power Transistors, Thyristors, Triacs and Field Effect Transistors. Supplements include 
Operational Amplifiers, Logic Circuits, Optoelectronic Devices, etc. 

ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL 

The essential work for 
servicing and repairing 
electronic equipment 
• Around 900 pages 

• Fundamental principles 

• Troubleshooting techniques 

• Servicing techniques 

• Choosing and using test 
equipment 

• Reference data 

• Easy-to-use format 

• Clear and simple layout 

• Vital safety precautions 

• Professionally written 

• Regular Supplements 

• Sturdy gold blocked ring-binder 

Basic Work: Contains around 900 pages of information. Edited by Mike Tooley BA 
Regular Supplements: Approximately 160-page Supolements of additional information which, if requested, are forwarded to you 
immediately on publication (four times a year). These are billed separately and can be discontinued at any time. 
Presentation: Durable looseleaf system in large A4 format 

Price of the Basic Work: £.3.9- SALE PRICE £23.97 (to include a recent Supplement FREE) 

ORDER BOTH MANUALS TOGETHER AND SAVE ANOTHER £8 
A mass of well-organised and clearly explained information is brought to you by expert editorial 

teams whose combined experience ensures the widest coverage 
Regular Supplements to these unique publications, each around 160 pages, keep you abreast of 

the latest technology and techniques if required 

REGULAR SUPPLEMENTS 

Unlike a book or encyclopedia, these Manuals 
are living works - continuously extended with 
new material. If requested, Supplements are sent 
to you approximately every three months. Each 
Supplement contains around 160 pages - all for 
only £23.50+£2.50 p&p. You can, of course, 
return any Supplement (within ten days) which 

you feel is superfluous to your needs. You can 
also purchase a range of past Supplements to 
extend your Base Manual on subjects of 
particular interest to you. 

RESPONDING TO YOUR NEEDS 

We are able to provide you with the most 
important and popular, up to date, features in our 

Supplements. Our unique system is augmented 
by readers' requests for new information. 
Through this service you are able to let us know 
exactly what information you require in your 
Manuals. 

You can also contact the editors directly in writing 
if you have a specific technical request or query 
relating to the Manuals. 

PLEASE send me 
Ej THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL plus a FREE SUPPLEMENT 

L] ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL plus a FREE SUPPLEMENT 
I enclose payment of £23.97 (for one Manual) or £39.94 for both Manuals (saving 
another £8 by ordering both together) plus postage if applicable. 

I also require the appropriate Supplements four times a year. These are billed 
separately and can be discontinued at any time. (Please delete if not required.) 

Should I decide not to keep the ManuaVs I will return it/them to you within 30 days for a 
full refund. 

FULL NAME   
(PLEASE PRINT) 

ADDRESS   

 POSTCODE   

SIGNATURE   

Ej I enclose cheque/PO payable to Wimborne Publishing Ltd. 
Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Switch Switch Issue No.   

Card No. Card Exp. Date   

ORDER FORM 
Simply complete and return the order form with your 

payment to the following address: 

Wimborne Publishing Ltd. Dept. Y3, Allen House, 
East Borough. Wimborne. Dorset BH21 1PF 

We offer a 30 day MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 
- if you are not happy with either Manual simply return it to 

us in good condition within 30 days for a full refund. 

Overseas buyers do have to pay the overseas postage - see below 

POSTAGE CHARGES 
Price PER MANUAL 

Postal Region Surface Air 

Mainland UK 

Scottish Highlands, 
UK Islands & Eire 

Europe ( EU) 
Europe (Non-EU) 
USA & Canada 
Far East & Australasia 
Rest of World 

FREE 

£5.50 each - 
£20 each 

£20 each £26 each 
£25 each £33 each 
£31 each £35 each 
£25 each £45 each 

Please allow four working days for UK delivery. 
NOTE: Surface mail can take over 10 weeks to some parts of 

the world. Each Manual weighs about 4kg when packed. 



SURFING THE INTERNET 

NET WORK 
ALAN WINSTANLEY 

'NNE major concern of having fast "always on" Internet access 
( perhaps via a cable modem or DSL service) is that it exposes 

your system to outside attacks from hackers. This month's Net Work 
offers a background to firewall protection, and suggests some prac-
tical solutions that are readily available to help combat unauthorised 
intrusion. 
A firewall system has been a necessity for savvy Internet users 

for years. They help to block unauthorised access to systems, and 
they are fast becoming as essential as anti-virus software. Some 
desktop software products such as Norton Internet Security 
(www.symantec.com) combine an anti-virus feature with an 
Internet firewall to offer good all-round system protection. Other 
firewalls are free and are worth checking. 

For many inexperienced users, setting up such a firewall will 
probably be a daunting task: a badly configured one is about as 
much use as a smoke alarm with a flat battery. Norton Internet 
Security hides the trickier aspects as an advanced option which 
many users will be happy to leave at their default settings. The prod-
uct also includes parental controls, ad. blocking filters and more. 
More advanced Internet users may want to delve into the settings 

and configure the firewall for 
themselves. This process boils 
down to deciding what sort of 
traffic should be allowed to 
pass through your system in 
either direction. The firewall 
will block any traffic falling 
outside of these parameters, but 
deciding what should pass or 
not could become an involved 
process, especially when con-
fronted by the baffling jargon 
of Internet protocols. 

Any Port in a 
Storm 
One particular function of 

firewall packages is to block 
access to unused "ports" that 
may be accessible on your 
system when it's online. Without delving deeply into the complexities 
of TCP/IP, a port is effectively a numbered gateway or address in a 
system which handles a specific flavour of Internet application traffic: 
these "applications" include common Internet services such as web 
(http) and file transfer protocol (ftp). Probably the best known TCP 
ports are Port 80 (http) and Ports 20 and 21 (ftp). However, there are 
some 65,000 such ports covering many more esoteric Internet appli-
cations, since one of the functions of TCP/IP is to send a multitude of 
different application data over a network simultaneously. A number of 
common ports are listed on the Nukenabber freeware Firewall web site 
(www.dynamsol.com/puppet/nukenabber.html). 
Anyone trying to access a system from the outside will attempt to 

find a port that's been left wide open. The system owner may want 
to close the port if it's never needed. In fact some EPE readers occa-
sionally report problems downloading files from our FIT site, 
which we think arises because they are working from behind a cor-
porate system which has its firewall set to block FIT access. The 
problems disappear when they try again from home. 
Some firewalls offer very good degrees of security without you 

needing to be an expert to set them up. One product I favour is 
BlackICE Defender by Network ICE which is based on a 

Firewall Software commercial network firewall product. It can be purchased from 
www.networkice.com, and it needs hardly any initial configuration 
at all. Just as anti-virus packages are updated for new virus infor-
mation, BlackICE also allows for updates of the latest Trojan horse 
and port probes. As with some other firewalls, a modest annual sub-
scription is required for this update service. Other firewall products 
are available for free. A few are listed later. 

BlackICE is a sophisticated tool which they claim analyses the 
structures of packets of data rather than simply try to match patterns 
of events. It has a useful logging and graphical analysis of "attacks". 
Not all attacks are actually hostile — BlackICE will initially sound 
an alarm for, say, innocent UDP (User Datagram Protocol) port 
probes emanating from, say, an AOL or ICQ server. You can decide 
to "trust" these servers thereafter to prevent such alarms recurring. 
BlackICE does, however, recognise serious hostile attacks and 
blocks them accordingly. It also reports on the hacker's IP address. 
I have used BlackICE for several months and I like the product: 

it has a good reporting system and is easy to use, and doesn't con-
stantly "nag" you when operating. Without question the most regu-
lar forms of hostile "attack" BlackICE detects are the SubSeven and 
UDP Trojan Horse probes. What's happening is that thousands (or 
millions) of IP addresses — including ours — are constantly being 

scanned by hackers in search 
of a particular Trojan horse 
hidden on the target system. A 
Trojan horse can open a back 
door and reveal your system to 
hackers. A firewall blocks and 
reports such attacks as they 
occur. Other more sinister 
forms of probe, such as a Back 
Orifice port scan, are logged 
and stamped on immediately 
by BlackICE Defender. 

Don't be frightened by all 
this activity, though. Port 
scanning or Trojan horse 
probes are quite commonplace 
and the chances are that you 
have probably never known 
they've happened to you. By 
using an extra module with 

BlackICE the attack details (includhg the time and their IP address) 
could be mailed to the hacker's ISP. However, BT Internet, for 
example, states that port scanning is not an illegal activity in itself 
although it may break the service's terms and conditions. If data 
theft is suspected, then the Police ought to become involved, says 
BT. So there's not much point complaining about port scans. 
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Freeware Firewall 
Other popular firewall products include the highly popular 

ZoneAlarm (www.zonealarm.com) which unlike BlackICE 
Defender is free for non-commercial use. This may well satisfy the 
needs of many home users, though perhaps the paid-for BlackICE 
Defender may suit the more serious surfers looking for a hassle-free 
firewall system. Also consider Lockdown 2000 (www.lock-
down2000.com), for more advanced users; they have a very infor-
mative web site as well. Some readers may recall Signal 9 Solutions 
(www.signa19.com) which produced Conseal Private Desktop, now 
sold by McAfee. Corporate Windows network users can visit 
www.conseaffirewall.com though, where prices for multi-user net-
work protection systems run into several hundred thousand dollars. 
You can E-mail me at alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. 
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CONTROL lit ROBOTICS 
iiford instruments 

BASIC Stamp Microcontrollers 
Still the simplest and easiest way to get your project or 
development work done. BASIC Stamps are small computers that 
run BASIC programmes. With either 8 or 16 Input-Output pins 
they may be connected directly to push- buttons, LEDs, speakers, 
potentiometers and integrated circuits such as digital 
thermometers, real- tome clocks and analog-digital converters. 
BASIC Stamps are programmed using an ordinary PC running 
DOS or Windows. The language has 
familiar, easy-to- read instructions such 
as FOR...NEXT, IF...THEN and GOTO. 
Built-in syntax make it easy to measure 
and generate pulses, read push-
buttons, send/receive serial data etc. 
Stamps From £25 ;single quantities), 
Full development kits from £79 

PROGRAMMING 

CUSTOMI/ING 

BASIC STAMP COMPUTER 

inr° 011, 

r 

Full information on using BASIC 
Stamps plus lots of worked 
projects and practical 
electronics help. CD-ROM also 
includes 30+ past magazine 
articles and Stamp software. 
£29.95 

Stamp2 based 3-axis machine 
Stepper drive to X, Y and Z axes with 0.1mm 
(4thou) resolution. 
Kit conains pre- machined frame components. 
Complete with Windows software for drilling 
pcbs 
Full kit at £249, Part kit at £ 189 

TecArm4 
New ronge of robotic amis 
for educational and lobbyist use 
with super powerful servos. 
Controlled From PC (Windows 
freeware provided) or from optional 
keypad. Stands about 450mm 
high when fully extended. 
Kit includes all ore-cut body 
ports, servo controller board, 
servos and software Requires 9v Dc. Kits start at £189 

— On Screen Display 
Superimpose text onto 
standard CCTV from simple 
RS232 serial line. 
Ready built/tested at £59 

IR Decoder Board 
Control your pro:0c- using a standard domestic 
IR remote. 
7 Output lines (5v @ 20mA) may be set to 
momentary or toggoe action. 
Simple teaching routine. Requires 9-12vDC 
Supplied built and tested. 
£29 single quantity 

Milford Instruments 
120 High Street, South Milford, LEEDS LS25 5AQ 
Tel: 01977 683665 Fax: 01977 681465 

retry 
PIC'n 
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New to Ks or just wan- ng to learn more tricks? 
We stock tfie excellant PIC primer books 

from David Benson-
or the complete beginner to the advanced user. 

Low potee.-, eas-.3 
, serial interface 

SERIAL LCDs 
BannOsh the hcssle of irter:acing to LCD displays. 

We stock a comprehensive range Di' alphanumeric and Graphic LCDs - 
all with an easy-to- use standard RS232 serial Interlace. Sizes from 

2x16 to 4x40 plus ; 28x64 graphic panels. 
Prices s•art at £25 (single quantity) 

StompBug 
Stamp] based walking insect 
Forwards,backwards and left/right ten when 
feelers detect ocject in po-h. Up to 2 hours 
roving from 4x.AA Nicad!. Chips pre-
programmed EI,J' programme may be changed 
(software supplied). Body ports pre-cut 
Full kit £68 

Big Foot 
Stampl based walking 
humanoid 
Walks forwards/backwards 
with left and right turn when 
detects obstacles. Electronics 
pcb pre-budi and tested. 
Programme pre- loaded but 
may be charged with 
supplied software. 
Full kit £68 

Alex- Animated Head 
Stomp2 based controller with voice record- playback 
capability, In input end/or rar.zoin playback. 4- servo 
actions are recorded/edited one track at a time. May 
also be contolled from PC. 
Head kits start at £29. Controllers from £29 

Servo Driver Board 
Control up to 8 standard hobby servos Foal an RS232 
serial dato line using this controller board. Simple command 
structure holds servos in posrion until update is received. 
Fully built and tested- requires 9vDC ad servos. Supplied 
with Windows freewore. 
£29 single quantity. Optional keyooc available. 

All prices exclude VAT and shipping. 
BASIC Stamp is trie registered trademark of Parallax Inc. For further 
details on the above and other interesting products, please see our web site-
www.milinst.dernon.co.uk 
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PIXIE 

NEW From FED - PIXIE - Visual PIC C Development 

Fully featured C Compiler with drag "n drop components 

• An application designer for the FED PIC C Compiler 
FULLY including the PIC C Compiler 

• Drag a software component on to your design 
• Set up the parameters using check boxes, drop 

down boxes and edit boxes (see shot right). 

• Connect the component to the PIC pins using the 
mouse 

• Select your own C functions to be triggered when 
events occur (e.g. Byte received, timer overflow etc.) 

• Generate the base application automatically and 
then add your own functional code 

• Supports all 14 bit core PICS, 16F87x, 16C55x, 
16C6x, 16F8x, 16C7xx etc. 

• Complete development environment includes editor, 
compiler, assembler, simulator, waveform analyser, 
and terminal emulator. (Screen below) 
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PIC & AVR Programmers 

PIC Serial Programmer 

(Left) including 18Cxxx 
Handles serially programmed 
PIC devices in a 40 pin multi-
width ZIF socket. 16C55X, 
16C6X, 16C7X, 16C8x, 16F8X, 
12C508, 12C509, 16C72XPIC 
14000, 16F87X, 18Cxxx etc. 
Also In-Circuit programming. 
Operates on PC serial port 
Price: £45/kit 

£50/built & tested 

PIC Introductory - Programs 8 and 18-pin devices : 16C505, 

16C55X, 16061, 16C62X, 16C71, 16C71X, 16C8X, 16F8X, 12C508/9, 
12C671/2 £25/kit. 

AVR - AVR1200,2313,4144,8515, 8535, 4434 etc. in ZIF. 4.5V battery 
powered. Price: £40 for the kit or £45 built & tested. 

All our Programmers operate on PC serial interface. No hard to handle parallel 
cable swapping! Programmers supplied with instructions, + Windows 
3.1/95/98/NT software. Upgrade programmers from our web site! 
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• Components include - 
- Software driven serial interfaces 
- Fully buffered hardware driven serial port 
with XON/XOFF signalling 

- Display drivers - LCD, 7 Segment 
- Switches and keypads witn debounce/repeat 

- Timers and clocks 
- I2C, Clocked and Dallas 1 wire buses 
- Component and event interfaces to PIC 
hardware 

• Includes Element editor to create your own 
components 

• C Compiler designed to ANSI C Standards 
• Link into MPLAB 

Prices 
PIXIE with Introductory manual (C Manuals on CD) - £70 

C Compiler with all manuals on CD ROM - £60, 
C Compiler manuals (paper copy) - £10.00 

Buy PIXIE with WIZPIC or our Programmer - £50.00 CD-ROM 
Upgrade - C Compiler users, £15.00 

Upgrade - WIZPIC/FED PIC Programmer users, £50.00 

NEW - PIC Development Board 

Prices 
Kit with integrated pro-
grammer hardware £35.00 
CD-ROM including FED IC 
BASIC compiler £5.00 
Other options available - 
please ricg or see web site 

For ALL 40 pin PIC from 
16cxxx, 16Fxxx and 

18cxxx 
• Includes In-Circuit 

Programmer - NO separate 
programmer required 

• LCD module interface ( 1:1) 
plus contrast control 

• Hex keypad interface 
• 4 LEDs and driver 
• 32 I/0 pins available on 

IDC headers 
• Variable resisto' for AID 
• Socket for 12C EEPROM 
• 1A 5V regulator on board 
• 2 serial interfaces 
• CD-ROM supplied with 
FED PIC BASIC and 
Compiler 

• Peripherals operate only on 
port D and E leaving others 
free 

Manual on CD-ROM or down-
load free from our web site 

Forest Electronic Developments 
60 Walkford Road, Christchurch, Dorset, BH23 5QG. 
Email - info@fored.co.uk, or sales@fored.co.uk 
Web Site - http://www.fored.co.uk  
01425-274068 (Voice/Fax) 
Prices are fully inclusive, Add £3.00 for P&P and handling to each 
order. Cheques/POs payable to Forest Electronic Developments, or 
phone with credit card details. 

PuRGICARCL 

Mandl 
VISA 

18C452 

New architecture (more instructions 
+ Hardware multiply), 40MHz clock. 

16K program words, 1536 bytes 

RAM. Easy to upgrade from 16F1377 

18C452/JW £20.00 
18C452/0TP £8.00 
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A DIGITAL READOUT Whilr 
E-mail: editorial@epemag.wimborne.co.uk 

John Becker addresses some 
of the general points readers 
hava raised. Have you anything 

interesting to say? 
Drop us a line! 

A 31/2 digit pocket-sized I.c.d. multime-
ter which measures a.c. and d.c. volt-
age, d.c. current and resistance. It can 
also test diodes and bipolar transistors. 

Every month we will give a Digital 
Multimeter to the author of the best 

Readout letter. 

*LETTER OF THE MONTH * 
WEBBED THANKS 

Dear EPE, 
Having recently discovered your web site, I 

wish to thank you fen providing such an infor-
mative and thought-provoking Illustrated 
History of EPE. Having started in electronics, 
as a young teenager in about 1972, I was a 
regular purchaser of EE. which as you rightly 
state contained projocts more suitable for the 
beginner. 

Having mastered the resistor colour-code I 
surprised myself (and my family) in creating 
many a project involving infra-red beams, 
buzzers and sound generators! In those days, a 
2N2926 (green) wœ. the 741 of its day and, 
most importantly, within the pocket money 
range of a 14 year old. I must have bought 
dozens! Eventually I graduated to the lofty 
heights of PE, in about 1985. even having been 
paid £40 for a digital model railway train 
warning circuit in Ingenuity Unlimited. 
My interest in electronics continued well 

into my University life, and despite reading a 
languages degree, was one of two people in the 
languages department who were given a com-
puter account (back in 1976) for the college's 
Prime 300 computer. 

During my last year of college, during 
which the Sinclair ZX80 came about. I 
realised that languages were not my forte, but 
computer programming was. A career eser 
since in computers was the reward for being 
interested in EE as a young lad! I even built 
my first computer in 1980, it being a UK101. 
The kit came with umpteen chips, resistors etc 

and had to be built from scratch — but it 
worked first time, thanks, I believe, to the sol-
dering experience given to me by creating pro-
jects in EE. 

Since then I have built a number of Intel-
based PCs but my real love was discreet com-
ponent electronics. Recently I have "returned 
to the fold", and my daughter now solders sim-
ple projects with me. Your recent fridge alarm 
project has been a wonderful success, if only 
in proving to my wife just how quickly the 
temperature in the fridge can rise if the door is 
left open too long! 

At the age of 43, I have only recently dis-
covered PIC chips, where electronics and com-
puter programming truly meet, I am feverishly 
reading books from R. A. Penfold that describe 
their function and recently ordered the back 
issue for PIC Toolkit Mk2! 

Thanks for a great magazine; the amalga-
mation of EE and PE has, to my mind, given 
the electronics community a magazine that 
covers all aspects of electronics, from beginner 
to expert. Long may you prosper and I look 
forward to the next issue! 

Ralph S. Bacon, via the Net 

It's heart warming to read such stories as 
you relate Ralph. There are many professional 
electronics and computing engineers who owe 
their choice of career through having read 
EE/PE/EPE, including myself giving up pro-
fessional film making in about 1972 to further 
pursue what had just been a hobby, dominated 
by the influence of electronics mags. 

MORE FLIGHT LOGGING (1) 
Dear EPE, 
The Flight Logger letter (Jan '01) raised a few 

concerns, due to the possible safety aspects con-
cerned with modifying any aircraft, of which 
microlights are included. I am an aircraft electri-
cian working with right aircraft and there are 
rules in place for everybody's safety. 

Please do not get the impression that I am 
out to spoil Mike Woodmansey's fun, just the 
opposite, everything he requires can be 
obtained as a ready-made unit off the shelf at 
a reasonable cost (I will gladly give him 
names and addresses of suppliers). If Mike 
wants the satisfaction of making the unit him-
self I am happy to help in any way I can. lt is 
also worth mentioning that, in general, people 
in aviation are willing to help others. There 
are also many organisations and clubs whc are 
happy to help. 

Please feel free to pass on my E-mail address 
to Mike: mcgriffin@btinternet.com 

Mark Griffin, via the Net 

A very generous offer, Mark. Thanks. 

MORE FLIGHT LOGGING (2) 
Dear EPE, 
Referring to the request you had from Mike 

Woodmansey regarding the device for his micro-

light (Jan ' 01), I have details for a device similar 
to what he wants, designed by an Australian, 
available on the net (instructions and hex files). 
If you pass my E-mail on to Mike he can ask me 
to forward the details. 

Thanks for a good mag. I've been reading it 
since I was 10 and it probably helped me get my 
degree as well! 

David J. Owen Bsc, via the Net 

Thanks, and congrats, David. If other readers 
ask us for the details, I hope you won't mind if 
we contact you. Mike Woodmansey, let us know 
how you are getting on. 

PIC ECHO 
Dear EPE, 
I have been trying for a year now to find 

Becket Brigade Device (BBD) i.c.s, to no avail. 
How about designing a PIC digital echo pro-

ject and allow all those past BBD projects to be 
resurrected? 

Mike MacLeod, 
Mossel Bay, South Africa 

In fact, Mike, my Maplin CD-ROM says that 
the MN3004 BBD and its family are still avail-
able, so PIC equivalents seem unnecessary — yet! 
(1 still lament the demise of the TDA1024 and 
TDA4096 around the late '80s!) 

HARD GRAFT! 
Dear EPE, 
As a contributor to various magazines, includ-

ing of course EPE, I get a lot of brainpick 
enquiries like those mentioned in the Jan '01 
Editorial. I get them from students, often clearly 
at the suggestion of a class teacher. I get them 
from PR people, market analysts and TV 
researchers. All are looking for a short cut round 
research and reading. They would rather do 
lunch or play footie or video games than hard 
graft. 
I was an idle student myself, who copied 

other people's essays, and I later wished they 
hadn't let me. That's why I have settled on a 
standard reply. If someone has clearly done a 
lot of their own research and run up against a 
brick wall on one or two key issues, I'll try to 
help. But I am not going to help them fool their 
teacher, examiner or boss. It seems far better 
for others who have done the hard graft to get 
the rewards and credit. 

Barry Fox, via the Net 

Well said, Barry. To which I would add that 
those things learned hardest are those that 
remain learned longest! 
James Foo, whose letters are below, shows a 

good example of learning through perseverance. 

PIC TUTOR 
Dear EPE, 
Can anyone tell me where I can find answers 

to the programming challenges presented in the 
PICtutor CD-ROM? I have become stuck on 
some them. 

James Fou, 
via the Chat Zone 

I advised James that, quite deliberately, I did 
not include answers to the PICtutor challenges. 
There are many ways of achieving the desired 
effect with any program and it is to get people 
thinking about the various options that these 
challenges were set. 

The intention is that you should keep thinking 
about what you might need to do, and try exper-
imenting until you achieve what you want. It's 
the best way to learn. I originally taught myself 
PIC programming in this way without help. It's 
really very simple once you get your mind into 
gear! James later replied: 

Thanks John, you are right, I have finally got 
my first tutorial challenges completed, two more 
to go. 
A question about the PICtutor development 

board (which I have not yet bought): after I 
switch off the computer and the board power 
supply, will the data inside the chip stay 
intact? If yes, can I use the PIC chip for an 
actual purpose, running without the computer 
connected? 

Glad to know you are getting on OK. Yes, the 
program stays in the PIC when the power is 
turned off and the programmed PIC can be 
transferred to control another circuit without 
the computer being connected. That's the 
whole nature of PIC microcontrollers and their 
programmers (which is what the PICtutor 
board is). 
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PIC FAILURES 
The following paragraphs are a part of a 

"thread" topic that was recently woven on the 
EPE Chat Zone (they are not necessarily in strict 
order owing to the nature of Chat Zone threads). 
John Waller started the weaving: 

Having previously thought how wonderful the 
PIC16F84 is, I have had two unexpected failures. 
Both failures occurred sometime during the re-
programming process, not while in service. 
One PIC has gone completely dead; won't do 

nuffin. The other PIC runs the main program 
loop, but some of the logical operations are 
incorrect, possibly consistent with one or more 
port failures. It is not a programming error, as 
several other PICs run the same program 
correctly. 

It is probably coincidence, but the PIC run-
ning, albeit incorrectly, is the only one in the 
batch with 10MHz speed capability, and which 
was formerly configured for a crystal clock of 
less than 4MHz, and was changed to RC clock. 
All the other PICs running the program use RC 
clock, but were never configured for any other 
clock type. 

Although not mentioned anywhere that I have 
seen. I always take anti-static precautions when 
handling a PIC. I am careful about plugging a 
PIC in the right way round, of course, but may 
have slipped up on the PIC which has died com-
pletely. Can anyone comment please? John 
Waller 

As a frequent user of PICs I have repro-
grammed individual ones well in excess of the 
data sheet life time quoted. The only time one 
has died on me was when I powered it incorrect-
ly at 9V. They have been otherwise utterly reli-
able. Could it be that your code has become 
corrupted within the PIC, this seems to be a pos-
sibility in some circumstances of static electrici-
ty exposure. John Becker 

I had considered the possibility of the code 
being corrupted, and have tried several times to re-
program, with the same result. Since almost every-
one is saying how reliable and robust the PIC is, it 
behoves me to do further investigation. Interesting 
to read your comments about exceeding the flash 
memory re-programming limit. I am nowhere near 
that yet. What are the symptoms of flash memory 
failure, I wonder? John Waller 

I don't know what an expired PIC might look 
like, maybe it just splays its legs out sideways! 
Who knows, anyone? John Becker 

I have had mixed responses to whether back-
wards plugging a PIC wrecks it; some say yes, 
others say no. I suspect it is an over-current/heat-
ing problem, thus depends on how much current 
the regulator can provide and/or how long it is 
left in the condition. Thus, to extend your 
metaphor a little further, it may have splayed out 
some of its internal connections sideways! John 
Waller 

Could be that you've been unlucky enough to 
get hold of PICs with programming threshold 
levels/timing at the extreme of the manufactur-
er's tolerance range. Microchip specify program 
verification at both Vdd = 4.5V and Vdd = 5-5V to 
ensure a good "erase margin" and a good "pro-
gram margin". To me, this suggests that pro-
gramming may be unreliable for chips 
near/outside the tolerance range. You did verify 
at both voltages, didn't you? Geoff 

No Geoff, I did not ( slap, slap). Does anyone 
do such verification? John Waller 

I don't either; and I can't imagine anyone 
doing it for home-brew projects, but presumably 
it's done commercially. Geoff 

Most commercial programmers should do it, 
but most home-brew ones (and a few cheap 
commercial ones) just do the whole lot at 5V. 

Microchip classes these as "experimental" pro-
grammers, the implication being that it should 
work, hut we can't blame them if it doesn't. 
Graham Bartlett 

And I've no wish to add dual-level verification 
to Toolkit! In fact I frequently work with 
Toolkifs verification facility disabled (especially 
with the new Toolkit TK3 for Windows that I'm 
still developing). Also there are some program-
ming readers whose computers are incapable of 
reading data back from a PIC. So unless you all 
besiege me with bribery, I'm not adding dual-
level V! John Becker 

I have plugged them in the wrong way round, 
more than once. All that happens is the 7805 gets 
hot and the PICs worked OK after being re-
inserted correctly so I don't think that is your 
cause. I have found PICs to be very robust when 
abused. Peter. 

I have worked on the errant PIC again. I re-re-
configured the clock, just for the heck, RC to RC 
to RC. Before I did so, the old program was run-
ning, albeit with strange behaviour. After re-con-
figuration the program would not run at all! Then 
I loaded a slightly revised version of my pro-
gram, and it appears to run correctly, as far as I 
can tell from the PICTutor board setting. Both 
versions of this particular program run happily 
on other PICs. 

It is not the first time I have had to redo con-
figuring and programming to get a PIC running, 
but never to the extent as I have had to do with 
this particular PIC. The configuration was done 
thrice, and the program at least five times. To the 
best of my ability, I never expose a PIC to static 
electricity. But I don't monitor the programming 
lines from the PC; with Windows 95, since it is a 
Microsoft product, I suppose anything is possi-
ble. I'm kind of glad the PICTutor will not work 
with NT. John Waller 

Anyone care to add to the discussion directly 
through Readout? 

TOOLKIT HEX AND RC5 FIX 
Dear EPE, 
Using Toolkit V2.3 and V2.4, I tried to pro-

gram a PIC with RC5.HEX from the Remote 
control IR decoder (Sep '00). I got "DOS error 
14" and "String Error" part way into processing. 

After some fiddling I discovered that if I delet-
ed the config H'3FF9' line 5 of RC5.ASM and 
reassembled, the resultant hex file loaded into 
Toolkit OK without error. 

I'm not sure what this directive does, and hav-
ing looked in the MPASM manual I'm not much 
the wiser. But there's clearly an error in both TK 
V2.3 and 2.4, because it's legal MPASM syntax 
and therefore TK shouldn't barf at it. 

Malcolm Wiles, via the Net 

Several of you have reported Toolkit Mk2 
V2.3 and V2.4 giving problems when handling 
some HEX files. Examining the RC5.HEX file 
that Malcolm and some others referred to, I 
found that an address value in a line at the end 
(:02400E00F93F78) is far too high to be accept-
able by Toolkit. The value is given by the 400E 
(hex 400E) section of the line, which is in excess 
of 16383. 

It is not known why such a high value should 
exist, but appears to be something to do with 
the MPASM configuration value embedded in 
the hex code. To fix the hex file directly, try set-
ting the value to the next one up from that in 
the previous line, i.e. change the 400E to 01DO, 
resave and try Toolkit again. Toolkit worked 
OK for me when I did it (having previously 
crashed as Malcolm found). I sent the code to 
a PIC 16E84 and then dissembled the program. 
Examining the original RC5.ASM and decoded 
files seemed to show that nothing had been 
lost. 
Amended software ( V2.4a) is available via the 

EPE web site and on disk from the Editorial 
office. It intercepts values greater than 8191 (the 

maximum capacity of a PIC16F877), telling you 
if they exist, but still completing the process 
being done. Thanks to those who sent me files. 

Regarding "barfs", Toolkit does not claim to be 
fully compatible with MPASM. In this context it is 
simply a platform which converts between the 
commonly found differences of MPASM and 
TASM. However when significant differences such 
as this come to light, I shall be pleased to be told 
and will try to correct Toolkit to handle them. 

Since Malcolm first communicated, he has re-
written the SIRC program for the IR Decoder, 
adding several enhancements and text notes. The 
files, SIRCV2.ASM and SIRCV2.TXT: are avail-
able on EPE Disk 3 and our web site, with the 
original files, although we have not tested the 
amendments. Our thanks to Malcolm. 
Malcolm did comment however, that he felt 

such changes as he made should not have been 
necessary. He went on to say: 

You have and maintain good standards for 
hardware design, p.c.b. layouts, etc, and rightly 
so — don't you have similar standards for the PIC 
source code that you publish? If not, you should 
have, because learners are going to use these pro-
grams as model answers and be unable to tell 
good practice from bad. 

What Malcolm overlooks is that nearly all 
projects and software published in EPE are 
designed by hobbyist readers. Hardware aspects 
we can and do vet for design "solidity". 
Software is another matter There is no way that 
we can spend time analysing and re-writing 
readers' code. If the designs perform the function 
that they are intended to do, that is our only 
requirement regarding software. 
We do not expect the code to be written in the 

most efficient or professional manner Even soft-
ware written by beginners is acceptable if it 
achieves its purpose. Most readers will soon get to 
know whose software they can rely on for guidance 
on how to do things. But even experienced soft-
ware writers may take short cuts and not fully opti-
mise their code's efficiency — such matters can 
significantly add to development time. 
I am reminded of the 18th century writer 

(name forgotten) who apologised for her letter 
being too long as she had not had time to short-
en it! (A bit like with the subject being covered 
now!) 

EXTENDING TOOLKIT 
Dear EPE, 
Five years ago after designing a project to help 

me with another hobby, I fancied re-creating it 
using a PIC microcontroller, not only to simplify 
the construction, but also as a challenge in itself. 
I started by building a PIC programmer from 

ETI June '95 and followed it up with various exer-
cises, e.g. alarm clock. But it was only with the 
arrival of your excellent PIC Tutorial board/arti-
cles that I eventually arrived at my destination, 
namely my MK2 project up and working (first 
time!), after nine months of construction. 
A stumbling block I had to overcome was that 

the programmer used MPASM assembler, and I 
didn't fancy having to keep taking the chip in 
and out of the Tutorial board to place it in the 
programmer. Consequently I converted all the 
tutorials to MPASM using the utility from 
Toolkirs software. Then I made a small p.c.b. to 
use as an "interface" adaptor between the 
Tutorial board and my programmer. 
My local stockist says there are not so many 

enthusiasts actually building projects today as 
there were, say, ten years ago. Such a pity! Don't 
they know what satisfaction they're missing? I've 
been reading (E)PE since the mid sixties. Keep up 
the good work. The only problem I have is that I 
don't have enough time to build all the projects. 

J.A. Houston, Sheffield, via the Net 

A full round of applause from us for your inge-
nuity! Whilst the electronic d.i.y. hey-day peaked 
in the seventies, there are still many who do 
realise the sense of achievement that can be 
gained through our hobby. More power to us all! 
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Control made even easier! 11=11 
www totalrObOtS CO uk 

00Pic Starter Kit 
(00Pic module, programming cable 
and battery clip) 
£49.95 inc.del. 

00Pic Module 
£39.95 inc.del. 

tel 01372 741954 

00Pic - the first Object-Oriented 
Programmable Integrated Circuit 

Programmed directly from your PC 
in Visual Basic, Javamor C 

Multi-Tasking through 
Programmable Virtual Circuits 

Free Software and Comprehensive Manual 
(download from website) 

Network your 00Pic with other 00Pics, 
PC's and Coprocessors 

Built in Hardware Functions 
(digital I/O Lines, ADC, PWM, 

timers/counters, servo-controllers, and more) 

For more info o- to order online visit www.totalrobots.co.uk or call 01372 741954 
Java is a trademark of Sun Microsystems 

Wed A COMPLETE RANGE OF 

INVERTERS 
»IV B ELECTRONICS 150W TO 1000W - 12V & 24V E  

A Complete range of regulated inverters to power 220V and 240V AC 
equipment via a car, lorry or boat battery. Due to their high performance 
(>90%) the inverters generate very little heat. The high stability of the 
output frequency (+1-1%) makes them equally suitable to power 
sensitive devices. 

These inverters generate a modified sine wave, which are ccnsiderably superior to the square waves which are produced by 
most other inverters_ Due to this superior feature they are capable of powering electrical equipment such as TV,s, videos, 
cesktop & notepac computers, microwave ovens, electrical lamps, pumps, battery chargers, etc. 
Low Battery Ala'm 
The inverters give an audible warning signal when the battery voltage is lower than 10.5V (21V for the 24V version). The inverter 
automatically shuts off when the battery voltage drops below 10V (20V for the 24V version). Fuse protected input circuitry. 

Order Code Power 
651.581 
651.578 

651.582 
651.585 
651.583 
651.593 
651.587 
651.597 

150W Continuous 
150W Continuous 

300W Continuous 
300W Continuous 
600W Continuous 
600W Continuous 
1000W Continuous 
1030W Cont nuous 

Voltage 
12V 
24V 
12V 
24V 
12V 
24V 
12V 
24V 

Price 
£38.49 
£38.49 
£54.36 
£54.36 
£118.42 
£118.42 

£174.60 
£174.60 

Many uses include:- Fetes Fairgrounds Airshows Picnics 
Camping Caravars Boats Carnivals Field Research and 
Amateur Radio field days * Powering Desktop & Notepad 
Computers. 

r 
j B.K. ELECTRONICS 

UNIT 1, COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX. SS2 6TR 
TEL.: +44(0)1702-5275.72 FAX.:+44(0)1702-420243 

DELIVERY CHARGES ARE £6-00 PER ORDER. OFFICIAL 
ORDERS FROM SCHOOLS, COLLEGES, GOVT. BODIES, PLC,S 
ETC. PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. VISA 
AND ACCESS ACCEPTED BY POST, PHONE OR FAX, OR EMAIL 
US AT SALES@BKELEC.COM ALTERNATIVELY SEND CHEQUE 
OR POSTAL ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO BK ELECTRONICS. 

For Full Specifications View our web site at:-

I Ak 
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Special Feature 

UNDERSTANDING 
INDUCTORS 
RAYMOND HAIGH 

Chokes, coils and transformers all rely on the phenomenon 
known as inductance. This article takes a very practical look at 

these important components. 

T THEIR simplest, inductors are no A  more than coils of wire. They func-
tion in the way that they do because 

of electro-magnetism. What they do can 
best be illustrated by comparing them with 
resistors and capacitors. 

IN COMPARISON 
Resistors oppose the flow of current in a 

circuit. They affect alternating (a.c.) and 
direct currents (d.c.) in the same way. 

Capacitors block direct current and 
oppose alternating current. For a given 
value of capacitance, opposition reduces as 
frequency increases: e.g. a 1/.4F capacitor 
presents a resistance of 1590 ohms at a fre-
quency of 100Hz, and this reduces to 159 
ohms when the frequency is 1000Hz. 

Inductors allow direct current to flow 
but oppose alternating currents. For a 
given value of inductance, opposition 
increases with rising frequency: e.g. a 1H 
(henry) inductor presents a resistance of 
628 ohms at 100Hz, and this increases to 
6280 ohms at 1000Hz. 

Inductors are, therefore, the electrical 
opposites of capacitors. Their frequency-
dependant opposition to the flow of current 
is known as reactance to distinguish it 
from pure resistance. 

INDUCTOR TYPES 

Inductors are given specific names 
related to the circuit action they perform. 
When used simply to impede the flow of 
alternating current they are known as 
chokes. Teamed with capacitors to pro-
duce tuned circuits (more about this 
later) they are often referred to as coils. 
When they are tapped or have multiple 
windings in order to change voltages 
or match impedances they are called 
transformers. 

Although transformer windings exhibit 
inductive reactance they function in the 
way that they do because of a related phe-
nomenon known as mutual inductance. 

UNITS 
The unit of inductance is the henry 

(symbol H). The amount of inductance 
used in a circuit depends on the frequen-
cies being processed. Inductors operating 
at mains and low audio frequencies are 
usually measured in henries (H). 

At high audio and low radio frequencies, 
values are usually expressed in milli-hen-
ries (mH). At medium and high radio fre-
quencies, the micro-henry (pH) is a more 
convenient unit. 

Radio frequency chokes: The air-cored, pie-wound compo-
nent on the left has an inductance of 8.5mH. The ferrite 
cored choke on the right is the same size as an 0.25W 
resistor. It has an inductance of 4.8mH. 

CORES 

The high values of inductance used at 
mains and audio frequencies cannot be 
obtained by coils of wire alone. At these 
frequencies the coils are wound around 
cores of iron and its alloys (ferro-magnetic 
materials). This dramatically increases the 
magnetic flux and enables high values of 
inductance to be realised with components 
of manageable size. 

GREAT NAMES 
Three nineteenth century scientists 

worked independently on electromag-
netism and induction. Michael Faraday 
(1791-1867) in England, Joseph Henry 
(1797-1878) in America, and Heinrich 
Friedrich Emil Lenz (1804-1865) in 
Russia. 

Henry announced his discovery of 
self-induction, or inductance, in 1832, 
just ahead of Faraday. The unit of induc-
tance, the henry, is so named in his 
honour. 

About this time, Lenz defined the 
phenomenon. His definition has come to 
be known as Lenz's law. 

Tuning coils for radio receivers: These hand-wound coils are 
illustrated in Fig.1, and details of the windings are given in 
Table 1 and Table 3. The card bobbins for the pie-windings 
have been dipped in black cellulose to stiffen them. 
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EDDY CURRENTS 
(rents tre induced in conductors 

placed in a changing magnetic field, and 
the iron core of a transformer is no excep-
tion. If cores were iron bars these eddy cur-
rents, as they are called, would flow freely 
and energy would be wasted as heat. This 
is why iron cores are built up from thin 
(0.3nun to 0.6mm) laminations, insulated 
from one another by a varnish or other 
coating. 

At radio frequencies, laminations are not 
enough to prevent these losses. Sometimes 
the problem is avoided by not using a core 
(i.e. the coils are air-cored). Usually, how-
ever, the iron is reduced to powder and the 
bonding agent insulates the particles from 
one another. This measure enables cores to 
be used up to 300MHz. 
The high inherent resistance of ferrites 

(ferro-nickel or ferro-zinc compounds) 
results in very low eddy current losses, 
making cores of this material suitable for 
use at radio frequencies. 

CHOKES 
Inductors which do no more than oppose 

the flow of alternating current are known 
as chokes. They are used to keep signal 
voltages out of power supply rails and to 
prevent fluctuations on power rails reach-
ing signal circuits. Sometimes they block 
radio frequencies but allow lower, audio 
frequencies to pass (e.g., an r.f. choke 
placed in series with the output of a radio 
detector). 

CHOKES AT R. F. 
Radio frequency chokes were originally 

pie-wound on formers of insulating mater-
ial (some transmitter chokes still are). 
Modem ferrite cored components are much 
smaller and range in value from 4.7mH 
down to 1µH. They are identical in appear-
ance to resistors and are colour-coded in 
the same way to give the value in µ H 
(micro-henries). 
The choke winding is tuned by its own 

capacitance, and manufacturers usually 
quote the resonant frequency. Above this 
frequency, the self-capacitance will have 
an increasing shunt effect, passing the 
radio frequencies which are supposed to be 
blocked. The problem is greater with 
miniature chokes, which are layer-wound, 
than with pie-wound components. 

If it is necessary for the choke to be 
effective over a particularly wide range of 
frequencies, try connecting two or more in 
series, placing the component of lowest 
inductance closest to the signal source. 

LOW FREQUENCY 
CHOKES 
During the valve era, high inductance 

chokes with cores of soft-iron or mild steel 
laminations were a standard feature in 
power supply smoothing circuits. In the 
early days of radio they were also used as 
valve anode loads. Smoothing chokes had 
values of around 10H or more, whilst those 
used as valve anode loads ranged up to 
50H in order to maintain amplification at 
low audio frequencies. 
Low frequency chokes are now seldom 

encountered. Power supplies rely on high 
values of reservoir capacitance and/or elec-
tronic regulators to eliminate supply line 
ripple. 

Table 1: Hand-wound coils on 22mm diameter formers 
Tuned with a 10pF to 200pF variable capacitor. 

(Total stray capacitance 25pF) 

Range Ale.of 
turns 

Wire 
S.VV.G. 

Wire 
A.W.G. 

Inductance Coverage 
,uH MHz 

Winding 
details 

1 500 36 32 3650 0.18 - 0.43 4 pies of 125 turns 
2 220 36 32 740 0-4 - 0.9 4 pies of 55 turns 
3 95 36 32 145 0.9 - 2.3 Close wound 
4 52 24 22 20 2.0 - 54 Close wound 
5 21 24 22 5 45 - 15 Spaced over 40mm 
6 7 24 22 1 11 - 30 Spaced over 40mm 

See Fig.1. for details of construction. Pie-wound" is the traditional term for a pile-wound coil. 

PIE-WOUND 
Pie-wound is the 
traditional way of 
describing a coil 
where the turns 
of wire form a 
number of piles. 
spaced apart to 
reduce the self-
capacitance of the 
winding. 

COILS 
Inductors used in 

the tuning circuits of 
radio receivers are 
commonly referred to 
as coils. When they are 
connected in series or 
parallel with a capaci-
tor they resonate, elec-
trically, at the frequen-
cy at which the induc-
tive and capacitive 
reactances are equal. 
At resonance, the coil/capacitor combination 
magnifies signal voltages. 

This property of tuned circuits makes 
radio transmission and reception a practi-
cal possibility. 

'0' FACTOR 
The amount of magnification depends 

almost entirely on the "Q" factor of the coil. 
Being made of wire, coils inevitably 

have resistance. The Q factor is the ratio of 
the coil's inductive reactance at a particular 
frequency to the pure resistance of its 
windings. The lower the winding resis-
tance, the higher the Q. 

Loading the coil with amplifying devices 
(valves or transistors) reduces the effective, 
in-circuit Q, but factors in the region of 100 
can be achieved with good design. If a 
10mV signal is applied to a tuned circuit 
with a Q of 100, the voltage developed 
across it will be 100 x 10mV or 1V. 

TUNED WINDING 
ON FOUR BOBBINS 

SOLDER TAGS 
ANCHOR START 
AND FINISH OF 
WINDINGS 

DRAIN OR COLLECTOR FEEDBACK WINDING FOR 
ARMSTRONG OSCILLATOR HAS TO BE TIGHTLY 
COUPLED. WIND ON BOBBIN INSERTED HERE. 

AERIAL OR INTERSTAGE 
/ COUPLING WINDING 

SOURCE OR EMITTER TAPPING FOR HARTLEY OSCILLATOR EARTHY' END OF 
OR FOR COUPLING TO TRANSISTOR BASE, TUNED WINDING 

a) 

PLASTIC OVERFLOW PIPE 
USED FOR THE FORMER 
HAS AN OUTSIDE DIAMETER 
(0/D) OF 22mm 

GLUE BOBBINS WITH 
'DUROFIX' OR SIMILAR 

3mm WIDE STRIP OF CARD 
WRAPPED AROUND FORMER 

b) 

'SOLDER TAGS 

c) 

TUNED 
WIND NG 

CARD CHEEKS 

FORMER 

CARD CHEEKS 

SLIT FOR LEAD IN 

22mm 0/0 
FORMER 

NOTCH FOR 
LEAD OUT 

'EARTHY' END OF TUNED WINDING 

SOURCE OR EMITTER FEEDBACK TAPPING FOR 
HARTLEY OSCILLATOR OR FOR COUPLING COIL TO 
TRANSISTOR BASE 

AERIAL OR 
INTERSTAGE 
COUPLING 
WINDING 

LOCATE ANY DRAIN OR 
COLLECTOR FEEDBACK 
WINDING ON TOP OF 
TUNED WINDING 

Fig.1. Constructional details for air-cored, hand wound, radio 
frequency coils. (a) long and medium wave pie-wound coils, 
(b) details of card bobbins and (c) single layer shortwave 
coil. See Table 1 and Table 4 for winding details. 

The fact that the signal magnification 
peaks at a particular frequency enables a 
radio receiver to select one signal from the 
many being transmitted across the r.f. 
spectrum 

COIL PACKS 
Tuning to different frequencies is nor-

mally accomplished by making the capaci-
tor variable. However, there are limits to 
the maximum capacitance which can be 
employed, and a number of coils of differ-
ent inductance are switched into circuit to 
enable a receiver to tune from, say, 1501cHz 
to 30MHz. The collection of coils and the 
switch are usually referred to as a "coil 
pack". 

Inductors of this kind can be wound by 
hand without too much difficulty. Full 
details of a set of inductors to cover the 
above frequency range are given in Fig.1 
and Table I. 
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Table 2: Miniature cup-cored coils in lOmm x 10mm cans 
Winding Details 

(Stated coverage assumes a 360pF tuning capacitor 
and 25pF total stray capacitance) 

Range No. of Wire Wire Nominal 
turns S.W.G. A.W.G. inductance,aH 

Coverage 
MHz 

1 100 44 40 360 0.45 - 1.6 
2 40 44 40 45 1-25 - 4-75 
3 15 36 32 55 3.5 - 13-5 
4 7 36 32 1 8-30 

Notes: ( 1) The cores permit a wide range of adjustment, typically 
±20% of the stated inductance value. 

(2) The material and construction of some cores may not be 
ideal for the Range 4 coil, but performance should be 
acceptable for non-critical applications. 

Fig.2. A much enlarged cross-section 
through a miniature ferrite cored coil 
(they are about lOmm x lOmm x 
12mm tall). See Table 2 and Table 4 for 
winding details. 

r 

INDUCTANCE 
When a switch is closed and current begins to flow through a 

coil, it builds up to its final level gradually, not instantaneously. 
The delay is caused by a voltage, induced by the growing mag-
netic field, which produces an opposing current. When the 
applied current is switched off, a reverse voltage is induced by 
the collapsing magnetic field. This tends to uphold the current 
and keep it flowing. 

Apart from the brief switching periods, the coil has no affect 
on direct currents. However, with alternating currents, which 
repeatedly cycle on and off and change polarity, it continuously 
opposes the flow. 

This phenomenon is known as self-induction or inductance. It 
is described more succinctly in Lenz's law, which states that: a 
voltage induced in a circuit always acts to oppose its cause. 

MUTUAL INDUCTANCE 
One coil, through its changing magnetic field, can induce a 

voltage in another. This phenomenon is known as mutual induc-
tance. Its most common application is the mains transformer. 
Transformers step voltages up or down, and match impedances, 
simply and efficiently. 

MINIATURE COILS 
Modern receivers use miniature coils 

with adjustable ferrite or dust iron cores. 
The type in bright plated lOmm square 
cans is ubiquitous and will be recognised 
by anyone who has removed the back of a 
transistor radio. 

With a little care, these coils can be sal-
vaged and re-wound. Use de-soldering 
braid to remove as much solder as possible, 
then, very gently, ease the pins and can tags 
from side-to-side to free them from the 
p.c.b. The component can then be lifted 
clear and the coil in its cup core pushed 
from the can. 

After removing existing windings and 
any tuning capacitor in the base, the core 
can be re-wound. An enlarged view of the 
construction of these coils is shown in 
Fig.2, and Table 2 gives winding details for 
a range of inductance values. 
The central core can usually be separat-

ed from the plastic cup guide (insert a 
sharp blade beneath it) for rewinding and 
then re-fixed with Superglue. Alternatively, 
the wire can be fed down a short length of 
thin plastic insulation to permit re-winding 
in-situ. 

. «It 

Tuned rf. transformers: These inductors tune and couple the 
stages in a radio receiver's intermediate frequency (i.f.) 
amplifier. The two large, double tuned transformers are for 
use with valves; the rest are for transistorised equipment. 
The component centre front is 7mm square. 

TOROIDS 
Coils of very high Q can be wound on 

dust-iron or ferrite rings, the core material 
being graded to suit different frequency 
ranges. Manufacturers' of these toroids, as 
they are called, quote a simple formula 
which accurately relates number of turns to 
inductance. 
The toroidal form reduces the stray mag-

netic field to an absolute minimum, and 
coils of this kind do not require screening 
cans. Higher Qs can be achieved with fer-
rite materials, but the core is more easily 
saturated. In situations where frequency 
stability is important, iron dust toroids are 
to be preferred. 

AUDIO FREQUENCIES 
Combinations of inductors and capaci-

tors are sometimes used to form frequen-
cy selective networks at audio frequen-
cies. The fairly high value inductors, typ-
ically 10mH to 1H, are prone to picking 
up mains hum and have to be sited and 
orientated (relative to any power trans-
former core) with care. It is mainly for 
this reason that they have been largely 
replaced by active filters designed around 
operational amplifiers and RC 
(resistor/capacitor) networks. 

Tuning coils: Machine-wound coils on 9mm diameter form-
ers with dust iron cores. Five coils together with a 10pF to 
330pF tuning capacitor cover 150kHz to 30MHz. Originally 
manufactured by Denco, we understand they are no longer 
in production. 
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INDUCTORS IN TUNED CIRCUITS 
Connecting an inductor in parallel or series with a capacitor 

forms a tuned circuit that will resonate at a specific frequency. The 
formulae relating inductance, capacitance and frequency are: 

f LL9 L 0.025 c 0.025 
/LC f2C f2L 

where frequency, f, is in Hertz; inductance, L, is in henries; and 
capacitance, C, is in Farads. 

With these values the formula is only suitable for the lowest 
frequencies, and it is often useful to express it in smaller units. 
Accordingly, when f is in kHz and L is in mH and C is in µF : 

5.033 
f = ,/ L ,--C 

25.33 25.33 
L = —f2c C - f2L 

and when fis in MHz, L is in µH and C is in pF: 

f= 159.155 L = 25330 c = 25330 
f2L 

25mm 

HH 

3mm PYWOOD OR 
HARDBOARD CHEEKS 

80mm 

GLUE CHEEKS 
TO 25mm 
DIAMETER 
DOWEL 

Fig.3. Details of former for loudspeaker 
crossover unit coils. 

There are occasions, however, when an 
inductor represents the best solution, and a 
variety of miniature, ferrite cored coils are 
manufactured in a range of appropriate 
values. Larger ferrite cores, complete with 
bobbins, can be used for hand-winding. 
Again, the manufacturers give a simple 
formula relating turns to inductance. 

Coils and capacitors are widely used in 
loudspeaker frequency dividing circuits. 
An inductor, placed in series with the bass 
speaker, will increasingly attenuate rising 
frequencies. A capacitor, wired in series 
with the treble speaker, will progressively 
attenuate falling frequencies. In this way a 
gradual crossover is produced: hence, 
crossover network. 

These inductors are often air-cored and 
wound with heavy-gauge wire to minimise 

Loudspeaker crossover coil: 
Commercially produced 1mH loud-
speaker crossover unit inductor. This 
air-cored coil has an outside diameter 
of 50mm and is 25mm long. 

CHOKE WITH 
AIR CORE 

CHOKE WITI-I 
DUST IRON OR 
FERRITE CORE 

CHOKE WITH 
LAMINATED 
IRON CORE 

MAINS TRANSFORMER 
WITH PRIMARY SECTIONS 
CONNECTED FOR 230V 
MAINS. CENTRE TAPPED 
SECONDARY FOR BI-PHASE 
RECTIFIER 

Fig.4. Typical circuit 
mains transformer. 

resistive losses. Laminated iron or ferrite 
cores are sometimes used to reduce the 
amount of wire, but care has to be taken to 
avoid core saturation at high power levels, 
which would introduce distortion. Inductor 
values depend on speaker impedances, the 
crossover frequency and the type of circuit 
adopted, and range from 0.5mH to 10mH. 

Constructional details of crossover unit 
coils are given in Fig.3 and Table 3. 
Around 1 kg (21b) of wire will be needed 
for the largest coil. 

diagram symbols for inductors and 

TRANSFORMERS AT R.F. 
Tappings are often made, and coupling 

windings added, to the inductors which 
form tuned circuits in radio receivers. In 
this way the inductor can be made to 
match impedances as well as facilitate 
tuning. It is then known as a "tuned r.f. 
transformer". 

Transformer action is made possible by 
mutual inductance. If two coils are wound 
reasonably close together on the same for-
mer, or share the same core, a signal voltage 
applied to one creates a changing magnetic 
field which acts on the other. Impedances 
are matched simply by adjusting the turns 
ratios of the two windings. 

Table 3: Air-cored inductors for loudspeaker crossover networks. 
(Inductance values approximate. Use 18 s.w.g. or a.w.g.). 

Inductance (mH) 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 
Turns 130 210 310 380 440 480 520 600 650 

See Fig.3. for details of former. 

CALCULATIONS 
Formulae have been devised to enable 

the inductance of single layer and pie-
wound air-cored coils to be calculated. 
They all give results which are approxi-
mate to varying degrees, and they are all 
rather complicated. 

If a coil of known inductance is required 
and measuring equipment is not available, 
more reliable results will be achieved, with 
less effort, by using toroids or the special 
ferrite cores described earlier. 

The impedance of a parallel tuned cir-
cuit is quite high. The impedances pre-
sented by the base and collector circuits of 
bipolar transistors are low. Connecting 
them directly across the tuned winding 
would, therefore, seriously impair perfor-
mance. This problem is overcome by 
connecting the transistor via tappings or 
coupling windings which have fewer turns 
than the main tuned winding. 

Whilst there is a formula relating 
impedance ratios to turns ratios, tuned 

1*1 at* 

Male e  eel 

1 iffeA 0 o 

Core materials: Soft iron "E" and "I" laminations, a dust iron "E" and "I" moulding, 
ferrite pot core assemblies, ferrite and dust iron toroids, dust iron threaded cores: 
different materials for different frequencies. The wound toroids are large and small 
versions of the broadband transformer illustrated in Fig.6. 
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NUMBER OF TURNS ARE TYPICAL FOR A 2ND IF. 
STAGE. FIRST I.F. STAGES USUALLY HAVE A 2 TO 4 
TURN BASE WINDING. THIFID (LAST) IF. STAGES 
HAVE A 20 TO 30 TURN COUPLING WINDING TO THE 
DIODE DETECTOR. 

TO V+ 

TO BASE BIAS AND 
A.G.C. CIRCUIT 

TO TR2 
COLLECTOR 

TUNED 
WINDING 

6 TURNS 
BASE 
COUPLING 
WINDING 

Fig.5. Tuned radio frequency trans-
former. The tapping and coupling wind-
ing arrangement is typical of a 455kHz 
intermediate frequency transformer 
(i.f. t.) used with bipolar transistors. See 
Fig.2 for details of cup core. 

circuits are sometimes under-coupled to 
minimise damping and improve selectivity, 
or over-coupled to increase signal transfer. 
Typical coupling and feedback winding 
ratios are given in Table 4. 

The intermediate frequency (i.f.) trans-
formers used in radio receivers are the per-
fect example of components of this kind. 
and of the practice of modifying turns 
ratios. The first i.f. transformer is usually 
under-coupled in order to improve strong-
signal handling: the last over-coupled to 
the diode detector to maximise signal 
transfer. 
The winding arrangement of a typical 

i.f. transformer, for use with bipolar tran-
sistors, is shown in Fig.5. 

TRANSFORMERS 
AT A.F. 
I arm ormers are now seldom used to 

match impedances in audio amplifiers. Even 
the designers of inexpensive transistor radios 
have largely abandoned the practice. 

Audio transformers were almost univer-
sal during the early years of the valve era 
and were resurrected again during the 'six-
ties when transistors were first introduced. 
By matching the impedance of the anode 

Transformers and chokes: These mains and audio frequen-
cy transformers and chokes all have cores built up from soft 
iron laminations. The largest transformer is 14cm tall, the 
smallest lOmm. 
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Table 4: Tuning coil coupling and feedback winding ratios 
(Expressed as a percentage of the turns on the tuned winding) 

Winding Per cent Notes 
Long wire aerial 25 Loosely couple with air-cored coils 
Transistor base 2-15 Selectivity/signal transfer compromise 

Transistor collector 20-60 Selectivity/signal transfer compromise 
F.E.T. gate 100 Direct connection to tuned circuit. 
F.E.T. drain 20-60 Selectivity/signal transfer compromise 

Diode detector 30-100 Selectivity/signal transfer compromise 
F.E.T. Armstrong 
oscillator: drain 

feedback 

10-50 10% on coil ranges up to 2MHz, then 
increasing to 50% at 20MHz and above. 

Tightly couple to tuned winding. 
Hartley oscillator: 
emitter or source 
feedback tapping 

4-25 Keep low for regenerative detectors 
and Q multipliers: 4%-5% up to 20MHz, 
then 20%-25% on highest frequency coil. 

Increasing the size of inter-stage coupling windings reduces the stability margin. 

or collector of one stage to the grid or base 
of the next they optimised signal transfer 
and made the best use of the then expen-
sive valves and transistors. 

Frequency response and distortion fig-
ures are inferior to those realised with RC 
(resistor/capacitor) coupling, but this is not 
noticeable when the final link in the chain 
is a small loudspeaker in a plastic box. 
Audio transformer core laminations 

were generally of soft iron, but silicon 
steels were used in quality components. 
Microphone transformers, which are still 
widely used, often have Mumetal cores. 
Whilst this special steel has otherwise 
excellent magnetic properties, it saturates 
easily and can only be used at very low 
power levels. 
The windings comprised a great many 

turns of fine wire in order to produce the 
inductance values necessary to maintain a 
response at low audio frequencies. Primary 
and secondary windings were sometimes 
sectionalised and interleaved to improve 
performance at high frequencies. 

CORE SATL/RATION 
Chokes and most audio transformers 

carry direct current to valves or transistors. 
Increasing the direct current reduces 
inductance as the core is driven towards 
magnetic saturation. Most manufacturers 
quote an inductance value for chokes at or 
below a particular current level. 
To minimise the effect in components 

with laminated cores, the "E" and "I" 
stampings are butt-jointed rather than 

interleaved, and a layer of thin paper is 
inserted to separate the two sections. The 
gap significantly reduces the magnetising 
effect of the direct current flow. 

POWER 
TRANSFORMERS 
By far the most common application of 

mutual inductance is the mains transformer. 
Indeed, the ability to step voltages up or 
down so easily is the dominant reason why 
alternating current power supply systems are 
virtually standard, world-wide. 

Separate primary (mains) and sec-
ondary windings isolate equipment from 
the lethal (in Europe) supply voltages. 
When isolation is not necessary, the trans-
former can have a single winding with tap-
pings to produce the desired voltages. It is 
then known as an autotransformer. 

Voltage ratios are the same as the ratios 
between the number of turns on the wind-
ings. The power, volts x amps, which can 
be delivered by the transformer is deter-
mined by the cross sectional area of its 
laminated iron core. The number of turns-
per-volt on the windings is also related to 
core size (bigger cores need fewer turns). 
A properly designed transformer will 

run at little more than room temperature 
and its output will not vary excessively 
with changes in load. In low cost equip-
ment, reliance is often placed on electron-
ic regulators to eliminate output variations, 
and skimping on core size and turns-per-
volt results in the transformer becoming 
quite hot. 

000 
o o 

Ring cores: Ferrite and dust iron ring cores can be used from 
100kHz to 250MHz (usually dust iron above 30MHz). The 
wound toroids at the front are small and large versions of the 
broadband transformer illustrated in Fig.6. 
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IMPEDANCE 
The formula relating impedances to trans'ormer ratio, n:1, is: 

= /higher impedance 
V lower impedance 

MAINS POWER TRANSFORMERS 
The minimum cross sectional area of the core is governed by the 
power, VA (volts x amps), to be delivered by the secondary. It can 
be calculated with the following formula: 

Core area in square inches = 
5.58 

When the core area has been established, the number of turns per 
volt can be calculated by using one of the following formulae: 

Turns per volt (50Hz mains) = 8  
core area (sq in) 

Turns per volt (60Hz mains) = 6.5 
core area (sq in) 

Ferrite core assemblies of 
this kind are ideal for hand 
winding accurate inductors 
in the 1mH to 1H range. 
An adjustable core en-
ables the inductance to be 
trimmed by ±2%. 

Transformers produced for sensitive 
equipment sometimes incorporate a 
"Faraday screen" between the primary and 
secondary windings. This comprises a 
layer of thick copper foil, insulated to pre-
vent it acting as a shorted turn. The screen 
is earthed to limit the transfer of r.f. noise 
and voltage spikes to the equipment, or the 
escape of interference from the equipment 
into the mains wiring. 

REWINDS 
Transformer secondaries are fairly easy 

to rewind to change the output voltage. 
Small transformers often accommodate the 
primary and secondary windings on a two-
section plastic former, and this makes the 
process a little easier. 

But first we have to determine the 
number of turns per volt adopted by the 
manufacturer. Warning: You must dis-
connect from the mains first BEFORE 
carrying out any of the following opera-
tions. Also, always check your set-up for 
safety BEFORE switching on. 

Connect the transformer to the mains 
and measure the off-load output voltage of 
the secondary winding with a decent mul-
timeter. Switch off. Then remove the frame 
and any bolts which hold the core lamina-
tions together. Bend the outermost "E" 
stamping clear of the stack, grip it with pli-
ers and withdraw it. This may take consid-
erable effort. Continue until the entire core 
is removed. 
Unwind a round number of turns from 

the secondary. Ten should suffice with 
large transformers: twenty with small. Re-
assemble the core and check the voltage 
again. 
The number of turns removed divided by 

the voltage reduction represents the num-
ber of turns-per-volt. The turns which will 
have to be removed to produce the reduced 
voltage can now be calculated. 

If the transformer is 
to be operated close to 
its maximum ratings, 
it is a good idea to 
allow in the calcula-
tion for the secondary 
to be 5 per cent or so 
over voltage, off load, 
to allow for winding 
resistance and other losses. 

Sometimes there is enough space for 
turns to be added when a small increase in 
output voltage is required. It is usually nec-
essary, however, to rewind the entire sec-
ondary with finer wire. Refer to wire 
tables, which quote turns per square inch 
and safe current ratings, in order to select a 
suitable gauge of wire. 
The rewinding must be neat or it will not 

be possible to accommodate the required 
number of turns, despite the thinner wire. 
Moreover, a scrambled winding is more 
vulnerable to shorted turns which would 
make the transformer useless. 

Readers who have no experience of work• 
ing with mains powered equipment are 
reminded that the voltages involved are 
LETHAL. If you feel you lack the skill and 
confidence to carry out a rewind, it is better 
and safer to purrhase another transformer 

BAL UNS 
Balun is an acronym for balanced to 

unbalanced. Baluns are transformers used 
to couple a balanced impedance or signal 
source to an unbalance transmission line, 
e.g. a dipole aerial to coaxial cable. 

Dust iron and ferrite beads and toroids 
are commonly usecIfor transformers of this 
kind. The variousitections of the winding 
are twisted together (about six twists per 
inch), before being wound onto the core, in 
order to ensure the tightest possible cou-
pling. Bi, tri, and quadrafilar arrangements 
permit a variety of transformer ratios. 

LONG, HIGH 
WIRE AERIAL 

S START OF WINDING 
F = FINISH OF WINDING 

•vit 

3 WINDINGS OF 750m 
LENGTHS OF WIRE, 'TWISTED 
TOGETHER (APPROX. 6 
TWISTS PEA 20mel) 

20 TRIFILIIR TURNS 
OF 33 'Avg ENAMELLED 
WIRE ON AN AMIDON 
FT-11481 FERRITE CORE. 

USE 36 swg WITH SMAL_ER 
CORES 

FERRITE CORE DIAMETER IN.HES/100 
T • IRCN DUST) 

\--Nt 

CORE TYPE. Fr 114 61-. 

PERMEAB.LITY 
(GRADE OF CORE) 

Fig.6. Broadband, toroidal rf. transformers for connecting a 
long wire aerial (10m plus) to receiver, via a screened 
download to minimise interference pick-up. (a) circuit and 
(b) connections to coil. A type 61 Write (0.2 to 30MHz : per-
meability 125) should be used, but smaller cores are accept-
able, down to FT37 (0.37in. or 9.4mm 0/D). Smaller cores 
will cause some signal loss below 1MHz. 

BROAD BANDS 
The term balun has come to be used 

somewhat loosely, and incorrectly, to 
describe any broadband r.f. transformer 
wound in this fashion, even when it is 
being used for impedance matching rather 
than balancing. 

Ferrite materials are usually preferred 
for untuned, broadband transformers oper-
ating at low power levels, and the grade of 
core material has to be selected to suit the 
frequency of operation. However, when 
used in this way, the useful frequency 
range is extended by a factor of ten or 
more. 

Details of a broadband transformer suit-
able for matching a "long wise" aerial to a 
coaxial downlead are given in Fig.5. (Use a 
multimeter, set to an Ohms range, to 
identify the start and finish of the three 
windings). 

This arrangement works extremely well 
with little or no loss of signal from 150kHz 
to 30MHz. It is not suitable for transmis-
sion purposes, but serious listeners who 
use an externa/ aerial and suffer from local 
electrical interference will find it makes a 
great improvement. 
Long wire aerials present an impedance 

of between 400 ohms and 800 ohms and 
the input impedance of a communications 
receiver is usually 50 ohms. The 3:1 trans-
formation provided by the trifilar winding 
is, therefore. accurate enough when the 
aerial is used only for reception. (See 
formula panel). 
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numerous breadboarded circuits to try out, plus a simple 
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oscilloscope. 

ONLY £12.45 including VAT and p&p 
NOTE: This mini CD-ROM is suitable for use on any PC with a 
CD-ROM drive. It requires Adobe Acrobat Reader (available free 

from the Internet — www.adobe.com/acrobat) 
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Antex have a great track record of offering high quality soldering 

irons at a low price. So race off with a 'fixed temperature' iron 

or take the ' In Handle' temperature controlled model for a burn. 

Both offer total safety with a choice of a PVC or burn-proof 

silicone lead, and every model has been manufactured 

in the UK and meets CE conformity. 

And with Antex you get loads of extras from a wide variety 

of long life bits to state-of-the art soldering stations. 

So visit our web site or your electronics retailer 

and take one for a test drive 

YOU CAN NOW BUY ANTEX EQUIPMENT ON-LINE WWW antex co uk 
ALL ON UNE ORDERS OVER £20 TAKEN IN FEBRUARY & MARCH WILL RECEIVE A 25% DISCOUNT • • • 
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L.E.T PIC BASIC PRO COMPILER 

The Fast and Easy way to Program the PIC Microcontroller 

Write and Compibe your first Program in under 5 minutes 
Distribute your applications ROYALTY FREE 
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to learn machine code to use the 
popular PIC Microcontrollers, the 
compiler will produce code for both :he 
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INTER 
Robert Pen fold 

MULTI-CHANNEL ANALOGUE-TO-DIGITAL CONVERTER PC INTERFACE 

mrHOSE who can remember back to the 
days when home computers such as 

the BBC Model B were all the rage will no 
doubt also remember that computers 
such as these were bristling with ports. In 
addition to standard serial and parallel 
ports the BBC Model B had a user port, an 
expansion bus, and an analogue port. 
The latter was a 12-bit type, although 

due to noise problems its usable resolu-
tion was somewhat less than this. By any 
standards the conversion rate was slow, 
but it was still adequate for applications 
such as temperature interfaces and sim-
ple test equipment. 
The usefulness was boosted by the 

provision of four analogue inputs. In a tem-
perature measuring application for exam-
ple, it was quite possible to simultaneously 
measure temperature in four locations. 

All Change 
Although a PC equipped with a 

games/MIDI port does have a multi-input 
analogue port of sorts, as pointed out in 
previous Interface articles, it is of very 
limited use in serious measuring applica-
tions. It was designed for use with joy-
sticks and games paddles, and that is 
about its limit. 
Adding an analogue interface to a par-

allel port has been covered in previous 
Interface articles, but the designs featured 
were only for single channel operation. 
However, providing multi-channel opera-
tion from a single channel converter is 
quite easy, and it is basically just a matter 
of adding an electronic switch at the 
input of the converter. The switch is con-
tolled by one or more digital outputs of 
the PC. 
With (say) a four-way switch, four 

channels can be provided, but only one 
input at a time can be connected 
through to the converter. This is not 

usually of any great consequence, but it 
does mean that the maximum sample 
rate per channel reduces as more chan-
nels are used. 

If the converter can handle 100,000 con-
versions per second, when used in four 
channel operation it would offer an 
absolute maximum of 25,000 conversions 
per second (100,000/4 = 25,000) for each 
channel. In many practical applications a 
sample rate of only 100 per second or less 
is required, so even using 10 or 20 inputs 
would not overtax a typical analogue-to-
digital converter chip. 

4-Channel A/D Converter 
The circuit diagram for a four-input 

analogue-to-digital converter that is 
based on a TLC5481P 8-bit serial convert-
er chip is shown in Fig.l. This is the same 

Table 1: 4-way Channel Selection 

Decimal Value Input Selected 

1 
2 
4 
8 

Input 1 
Input 2 
Input 3 
Input 4 

This method works well enough, but it 
is not very efficient in that it requires one 
output line per input. Also, care has to be 
taken to avoid setting more than one con-
trol line high, which would select two or 
more inputs at once. This would be slight-
ly risky since two or more of the outputs 
driving the converter would be connect-
ed together via the CMOS switches. 
The resistance through each switch is a 

few hundred ohms, which should be suf-
ficient to avoid any damage, but it is best 

Fig.1 (left). A 4-channel A/D converter using four CMOS ana-
logue switches. 
Fig.2 (above). An 8-input A/D converter using a CMOS 8-way 
analogue switch. 

converter design that has been featured 
in previous articles, and it will not be 
described further here. 

It uses four CMOS analogue switches 
to provide the multiplexing. A 
single 4066BE integrated circuit pro-
vides the four switches, and in this 
application a 4016BE should work just 
as well. 
Each switch is a simple s.p.s.t. type 

having a separate control input. Taking 
an input high turns on the correspond-
ing switch, and taking it low turns off 
the switch. The control inputs are dri-
ven from outputs DO to D3 of the print-
er port, and it is just a matter of taking 
the appropriate output high in order to 
select the desired channel. Table 1 
shows the decimal value that must be 
written to the data outputs to select 
each input. It is assumed here that the 
upper four outputs (D4 to D7) are 
unused, and these outputs are simply 
set low. 

not to put this type of thing to the "acid 
test". Also, with more than one input 
selected the readings obtained would be 
completely meaningless. 

8-Input A/D Converter 
The 8-Input ND Converter circuit dia-

gram shown in Fig.2 requires a more 
expensive CMOS analogue switch chip, 
the 4051BE, but it provides a neater solu-
tion. The 4051BE has eight inputs and a 
single output, and it contains eight s.p.s.t. 
CMOS analogue switches. The action it 
provides is equivalent to an eight-way 
rotary switch. 
The required input is selected by apply-

ing the appropriate binary pattern on the 
control inputs at pin 9 to pin 11. These are 
driven by outputs DO to D2 of the printer 
port. Just three output lines of the PC are 
used to select the required one of eight 
inputs. The internal decoding of ¡Cl 
ensures that only a single input can be 
selected at any one time. 
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In line with the current con-
vention for this type of thing, 
the inputs are numbered from 
1 to 8 but are selected by out-
putting decimal values from 0 
to 7. A value of 5 would be used 
to select input 6 for example. It 
is assumed that printer port 
outputs from D3 to D7 are 
unused, and they are simply set 
low. 
There is an inhibit input at 

pin 6 of ICI, but this is of no 
value in the current context 
and it is simply connected to 
earth (OV). There are separate 
analogue and digital ground 
terminals at pins 7 and 8 
respectively, but in this circuit 
both pins are connected to a 
common digital and analogue 
earth (0V) rail. 

Connecting-Up 
The connections to the print-

er port are made via a 25-way 
male D-connectoL The correct 
method of wiring this to the 
interface circuit is shown in 
Fig.3. It shows the connector 
viewed from the rear (i.e. from 
the side to which the soldered 
connections are made). Note 
that the integrated circuits used 
in both versions of the interface 
are static-sensitive and require 
the usual handling precautions. 

Software 
The listing for the Visual 

BASIC 6 program for the multi-
input analogue interface is too 
long to reproduce here. 
However, the program is avail-
able on the EPE web site and 
from the Editorial office, com-
plete with all the source and 
support files. (See PCB Service/ 
Software page in this issue.) 

If you wish to experiment 
with the source files you will 
require Visual BASIC 6 installed 
on your PC. Even the "Working Model" 
version is adequate for experimenting 
with the program and trying some varia-
tions, but it will not permit programs to 
be compiled. They can only be run from 
within Visual BASIC. 
The program utilizes the freeware file 

called inpout32.d11, which adds the miss-
ing INP and OUT functions to Visual 
BASIC. The compiled program is an EXE 
file, but it will only work if inpout.32411 is 
available to the system. Either have this 
file in the same directory as the program 
file, or in the C:\Windows\System 
directory. 
When experimenting with the source 

files the file called inpout32.bas must be 
loaded into Visual BASIC. Select the Add 
File option from the Project menu, and 
then open inpout32.bas using the pop-up 
file browser. 
The program is designed for operation 

with the circuit diagram of Fig.2, but it is 
easily modified for operation with the cir-
cuit of Fig.l. It is an extended version of 
the temperature interface software fea-
tured in a previous Interface article (see 
Oct '00 and Dec '00 issues). The program 
retains the digital and analogue displays 
of the original program, and these 
respond to the voltage on input 1. 
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Screendump of the 4-channel program in action. 
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Connections to the 25-way male 0-connector (rear view). 
umbers in brackets refer to device pins. 

The Temperature Interface has pin 1 of 
the converter chip fed from supply lines 
via a potential divider in order to give a 
full-scale value of 2.5V rather than 5V. If 
you wish to merge the temperature inter-
face with this circuit, this potential 
divider must be included. Of course, all 
eight inputs will then have a full-scale 
value of 2.5V. 

Digital Readouts 
The main routine of the original pro-

gram has been repeated three times so 
that three more digital readouts can be 
provided. These display the raw readings 
from inputs 2, 3, and 4. 
Some additional program lines are 

needed in order to select the right input 
before a reading is taken, but this 
process does not work in quite the way 
one might think. On the face of it, out-
putting a value of 0 to the data lines 
before a reading is taken will select 
input 1, and provide a reading from that 
input. 

In practice things do not work this way 
due to the TLC5481P converter's sample 
and hold system and the way the soft-
ware reading routine functions. What 
actually happens is that the value output 
to the data lines in one section of the 

program controls the input 
read by the next section. 
This happens because the 

software clocks out the data 
already in the chip, and latch-
es the next sample voltage at 
the input of the converter. 
Hence, the sample read in one 
section of the program is 
clocked out in the next section. 
Consequently, the four sec-
fions of the circuit do not out-
put values of 0, 1, 2, and 3 to 
read inputs 1 to 4. Instead, val-
ues of 1, 2, 3, and 0 are used, 
which gives the desired action 
as the program cycles 
continuously. 

Expansion 
Using Visual BASIC's "Cut 

and Paste" facility it is easy to 
add further sections to the pro-
gram so that more inputs can 
be used. It would be neater to 
define the basic reading rou-
tine as a subroutine, which 
could then be called up as and 
when necessary. 
However, the Cut and Paste 

approach is easier and pro-
duces quite compact com-
piled programs. The four-
channel version of the pro-
gram is only about 28k. 
Further label components 
and (or) analogue displays 
would have to be added to 
provide a means of display-
ing the values read from the 
other inputs. This type of 
thing is very easy using 
Visual BASIC, but with a 
large number of readouts try 
to group things sensibly so 
that it is easy to see which 
particular piece of data each 
readout is displaying. 
The maximum conversion 

rate of the TLC5481P is about 
45500 per second, but bear in 
mind that this is the limit for 
the converter and not the 

number per channel. Using all eight 
inputs the maximum conversion rate per 
input works out at about 5687 per second. 
In practice even this is unlikely to be 
achievable using Visual BASIC software, 
but this interface and software works well 
in applications where high speed is not a 
requirement. 
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Constructional Project 

DIY TESLA 
LIGHTNING 
NICK FIELD 

Great balls of fire? Perhaps, if you 
live dangerously and try to match 
the skills of Zeus! 

S
HORT of divine intervention, most of 
us are never going to get to control 
nature's most spectacular effect — 

lightning. However, thanks to the genius of 
a 145-year old physicist, you can! 
The purpose of this article is to enable 

you to build a working Tesla Coil with an 
arc output of at least 50cm, and to give you 
a general idea as to why and how it works. 

It is stressed, though, that voltages 
and currents within a Tesla Coil are 
capable of killing you by accident with-
out you deliberately letting them pass 
through your body. You undertake con-
struction and use of this Tesla Coil 
entirely at your own risk. 

HISTORY 
Born to a Croatian priest in 1856, Nikola 

Tesla was a child prodigy, graduating first 
from the Real Gymnasium in Carlstadt, then 
Graz Polytechnic and finally Prague 
University. It was while studying at Prague 
University that a professor jokingly chal-
lenged him to invent a commutator-less a.c. 
motor — the type of motor which now pow-
ers most of our modem society. 

After graduating, he proceeded not only 
to invent the polyphase a.c. motor, but also 
the polyphase system of power distribution 
to go with it. 

This initial success allowed him to fund 
a large laboratory in New York. However, 
as he pushed the power levels of his equip-
ment up, he ran out of space at these labo-
ratories and decided to move to his famous 
Colorado Springs laboratory. 

It was here that many of his later dis-
coveries were made, including a unique 
system of high frequency power transmis-
sion, a bladeless turbine, fluorescent lights 
and radio (in 1948 the US Supreme Court 
ruled that Tesla's radio work preceded 
Marconi's patents). 

TESLA COIL 
The Tesla Coil is a remarkable device 

for producing radio frequencies at huge 
voltages. Due to the spectacular form in 
which these huge voltages manifest them-
selves, they have been popular "hobbyist" 
projects for much of the last century. Most 
of the plans published, though, have been 

WARNING 
This project could kill you 
This is not a suitable project for 
anyone who does not have expe-
rience of mains wiring and safety 

based on rather flawed theoretical 
approaches and employing 1920's con-
struction techniques and materials. 

Having seen so many of these woefully 
outdated plans published, to the inevitable 
disappointment of the builders, the author 
has tried to present here an up-to-date and 
thorough design which can be built by any-
one with a pair of hands and a keen mind. 

It should be noted, though, that Tesla 
Coils are temperamental devices and that 
the output you can obtain may vary. 
However, it seems likely that you will 
achieve 50cm of continuous connected arc 
from the coil described. 

Spectacular electrical discharges are 
what Tesla Coils are probably best known 
for. Over the years they have provided 
many lightning effects for films, TV and 
advertising. Some notable examples of 
Tesla Coil based effects are Terminator II, 
Battlestar Galactica, The Incredible Hulk, 
and the music video to Too Hot by Coolio. 

HOW TESLA COILS 
WORK 
Fundamentally, a Tesla Coil is a trans-

former. The most important difference 
between it and the transformers you will 
have worked with is that it has no iron 
core. 

In a normal transformer the windings 
are so tightly coupled magnetically by the 
iron core that they transform voltage as a 
ratio of the turns. In a Tesla coil there is no 
iron core, which means that, because of 
resonant action, it can transform voltage 
by much more than the turns ratio. 

Within an efficient Tesla Coil system, a 
voltage rise of 250 times or more across 
the whole system is perfectly possible, 
with the most efficient systems managing 
500. 
The diagram in Fig.1 shows the basic 

components of a Tesla Coil system. The 
circuit splits into two halves, the primary 
and secondary. The primary circuit capaci-
tor, Cl, is charged by the supply trans-
former to several thousand volts. At the 
voltage set by the spacing of two elec-
trodes, the spark gap will "flash over", 
allowing the capacitor to discharge 
through the primary winding of the coil. 
When the capacitor discharges through 

the primary coil, its energy is transferred to 
the coil which, being an inductor, stores it 
as a magnetic field. 

Fig. 1. Basic components of a Tesla 
Coil system. 
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ENERGY STORED 
AS VOLTAGE IN 
CAPACITOR 

ENERGY TRANSFERRED TO 
INDUCTOR BY CURRENT 
FLOWING FROM CAPACITOR 

ENERGY TRANSFERRED 
BACK TO CAPACITOR 
AS CURRENT FLOWING 
INTO CAPACITOR 

ENERGY STORED IN 
CAPACITOR, WITH SMALL 
ENERGY LOSS INTO 
RESISTANCE OF THE 
SYSTEM 

Fig.2. The charge/discharge cycle of a Tesla Cod 

When the capacitor has discharged, the 
magnetic field around the primary coil col-
lapses and this voltage pulse flows back 
into the capacitor, which then discharges 
through the coil again, repeating the cycle 
until all the energy has been lost (see 
Fig.2). 

This energy is lost into the resistance of 
the circuit and through the discharge. As 
the aim of the circuit is to deliver maxi-
mum power to the discharge, it is important 
to minimise the resistive losses. For this 
reason the wiring of the primary circuit 
must have a very low resistance. In the 
design described here, the primary circuit 
largely consists of copper pipe and very 
thick cable. 

RESONANT 
FREOUENCY 
The speed at which the charge/discharge 

cycle repeats is known as the resonant fre-
quency of the circuit. In the case of this 
design's coil the frequency is about 
3001cHz. 

It is this property of electrical reso-
nance that allows a Tesla Coil to exhibit 
its large voltage rise. Any circuit contain-
ing a parallel inductor and capacitor (an 
L-C circuit) can resonate under the right 
conditions. At resonance the voltage 
coming out of the circuit can be many 
times that going into it. 
As an example, the author fed the sec-

ondary of the Tesla Coil used in this project 
with a signal generator input of about 
200mV and measured 8V being produced, 
a gain of about 40. 

This voltage gain extrapolated for a 
10,000V input means that well over a quar-
ter of a million volts could be produced 
from a small coil under resonance! 
The resonant frequency and the magnifi-

cation or Q factor of an L-C circuit are cal-
culated as: 

FRES 2x 7r /EC 

Q = 1/R /LTC 

1 

In both these equations, inductance (L) 
is in Henries and capacitance (C) in 
Farads. 

ENERGY TRANSFER 
The magnetic coupling between the pri-

mary and secondary windings transfers the 
bursts of radio frequency energy to the sec-
ondary. Since the secondary also has 
inductance and capacitance, it too forms a 
second resonant circuit, at the same fre-
quency as the primary. This resonance, not 
damped by the close coupling of a conven-
tional transformer, generates an even 
greater voltage rise. 
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The resulting massive voltage issues 
forth from the discharge terminal as a 
display of artificial lightning, which can be 
up to 18 metres (60 feet) long. However, it 
should be noted that, due to the square law, 
to produce such sparks requires vast 
amounts of power. To produce an 18 metre 
discharge, for instance, would require a 
power input of over 100kVA. 

COIL DESIGNS 
It is important that as little as possible of 

the generated power is lost into spurious 
discharges (known, as corona). It is for this 
reason that all the parts of the discharge 
terminal should have a very large radius of 
curvature, largely being toroidal or spheri-
cal in shape. 

There are many variations of Tesla Coil 
design. Some designs, for example, have 
features such as a smoothed d.c. power 
supply, rather than the unrectified trans-
former output commonly used (and used 
here), and rotary spark gaps to allow a vari-
able number of firings per second to take 
place. 
The coil described here has been 

designed primarily for ease of construc-
tion. With some experience and minor 
design improvements it can be made to 
produce arcs of weL over a metre in 
length while still using the same basic 
power supply. It will provide a good 
basis for anyone who wishes to carry this 
fascinating hobby further, while still 
being an interesting and diverting project 
in its own right. 

TESLA CIRCUIT 
The block diagram for the Tesla Coil 

system is given in Fig.3. This diagram also 
serves as the circuit diagram. 

Mains a.c. power is brought in through 
switch SI, neon indicator LP1 shows when 
it is present. The positive supply line pass-
es through 3A fuse FS1 to keyswitch S2. 
This provides a securely locked method of 
ensuring that high voltage discharges can 
only be produced when required. 

Further safety precautions are included 
through the use of Fire switch S3 and Kill 
switch S4. 
With keyswitch S2 on, the pushbutton 

Fire switch has to be pressed in order for 
the relay, RLA, to be switched on and 
allow power to reach the Variac trans-
former, Tl. The pushbutton Kill switch 
allows the relay to be instantly deactivated 
in an emergency, so killing power to the 
transformer. 
The Variac transformer is an autotrans-

former whose single (unisolated) winding 
is tapped at variable turns ratios by a 
moveable wiper, controlled by an exter-
nal insulated rotary knob. Output volt-
ages greater than the standard 230V a.c. 
mains input voltage can be achieved, 
about 270V a.c. in the case of the recom-
mended Variac. 

Capacitor C 1 is used to "mop-up" volt-
age spikes which may be induced into the 
circuit when the high voltage discharges 
occur, and also to correct for the phase 
angle of the highly inductive load, reduc-
ing the current drawn. 

Although not shown in the diagram, it is 
recommended that the controller is 
plugged into the mains via a commercial 
"mains filter" unit, to prevent inductive 
spikes from being fed into the mains. 

VOLTAGE RAISING 
The a.c. output voltage from the con-

troller is connected via plug and socket 
PL 1/SK 1 to the coil unit. The power is first 
fed into a commercial Neon Power Supply 
unit whose purpose is to step up the mains 
voltage to around 10kV. 
The voltage produced by this unit then 

charges the primary capacitor (C2), which 
discharges across the spark gap, producing 
the pulses which excite the resonant cir-
cuit, comprising C2 and the primary and 
secondary coils, LI and L2. 

Capacitor C2 is made up of 48 
polypropolene/foil capacitors connected in 
a series/parallel configuration, whose 
effective value is 15.6nF at 19.2kV. These 
form the 'C' of the primary L-C resonant 
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'ARM' 
KEYS WITCH 
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FS1 
3A 
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MAC 
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17+—Q-Ta— 
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SEPARATE R.F. 
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Fig.3. Block diagram for the DIY Lightning Tesla Coil system. 
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circuit. Commercial impulse capacitors are 
the preferred capacitor type. However, this 
unit is designed for light duty and low cost, 
therefore a large number of small "off the 
shelf' capacitors are used to make up one 
larger capacitor. 

Photographs of the author's Tesla Coil 
system "tower" and Variac control unit are 
shown below. 

The Tesla Coil system "tower" in the 
author's workshop. 

Guidance Only £95 COMPONENTS Approx. Cost 

excluding neon PSU 

Power Controller See 
Ti Variac 

transformer, 

Claude TALK 
Lyons type 
403, 3A Pegs 
240V a.c. 

Si d.p.s.t. toggle switch, 
mains rated, 5A 

S2 s.p.s.t. keyswitch, mains 
rated 

S3 s.p.s.t. normally-open 
pushbutton switch, 
mains rated, red 

S4 s.p.s.t. normally-closed 
pushbutton switch, 
mains rated, black 

ALA s.p.s.t. relay, 230V a.c. 
coil, 230V a.c. 5A 
contacts 

red neon indicator, mains 
rated 

18/4F 450V a.c. capacitor 
20mm fuseholder plus 
20mm motor-rated fuse, 
3A 

Ski mains socket, chassis 
mounting 

Line filter, 230V a.c. 5A (see text); cable 
entry grommet, 4mm; aluminium sheet 
2-5mm x 200mm x 300mm; 7mm MDF 
(see text) 

LP1 

C1 
FS1 

Neon Power Supply 
Neon sign transformer, 10000V, 50mA, 
Tunewell Transformers (Tel: 0181 
8073671) or a local neon sign shop 

Neon sign cable, 10kV, 1 metre 
3-core cable, 13A, 4 metres (outdoor 

type) 

Primary Capacitor 
C2 47nF polypropelene capacitor, 

1500V (48 off), Arcotronics (RS 114-
474) 

Silicone sealant, clear (B&Q) 

Primary Coll Li 
Copper refrigeration tubing, soft, 0.25in. 9 

metres (30 feet) 
LDPE chopping board, white (not of the 

disinfectant impregnated type) 
Snap-lock ties, 100mm (30 off) (B&Q) 
Plywood 9mm x 400mm x 400mm 
Welding cable (see text) 

Spark Gap 
Perspex sheet, 5mm x 20mm x 150mm (2 

off) 
U-channel aluminium, 840mm x 15mm x 
15mm (B&Q) 

Copper heating tubing, 22mm x 840mm 
(B&Q) 

Machine screws, brass, M5 x 25mm (14 off) 
Brass nuts, M5 ( 14 off) 
Nylon studding, M4 x 400mm 
M4 nuts (8 off) 

Base Unit 
MDF (or ply, chipboard etc), 10mm x 
360mm x 200mm 

MDF (or ply, chipboard etc), 10mm x 
300mm x 250mm (2 off) 

Wood strip, 10mm x 25mm x 240mm 

Secondary Coil 
PVC tubing, 4in dia. x 20in (B&Q) (avoid 

black tubing as this has carbon filler in it 
and will break down more easily) 

Magnet wire, 0.6mm x 300m (try a motor or 
transformer winding company as this 
amount is not available in one length from 
High Street stockists) 

Hardglaze polyurethane varnish (B&Q) 
Aluminium sheet, 2.5mm x 30mm x 50mm 
M4 machine screw, 2mm 
M4 nut 
MDF disc 10mm x 95mm dia. (2 off) 
Wood screws, small (6 off) 

Discharge Terminal 
Expanded polystyrene sphere, 25cm dia. 
(Hobby Craft) 

Expanded polystyrene doughnut, 17cm dia. 
(Hobby Craft) 

Aluminium cooking foil (Tesco) 
Craft glue (stationers) 

Radio Frequency Ground 
12swg cable (see text) (B&Q) 
Copper tubing, 1m x 15mm (3 off) (B&Q) 
Jubilee hose clips (3 off) (B&Q) 

Fig.4. Wiring details for the main control unit. Mains rated 
cable must be used throughout. 

Left: Completed main control unit. 
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Secondary con capacitor (C2) assembly 

CONSTRUCTION 
For the prototype, the author selected the 

cheapest and best components available from 
High Street stockists. It should be empha-
sised that whilst you may be able to replace 
them with cheaper substitutes, no guarantees 
on the performance can be given if the design 
or component sources are altered. 

It is particularly essential that the speci-
fied capacitors are used, they are excep-
tionally high quality units and most other 
brands will fail quickly in this application. 

Most components should be fairly easy 
to get hold of. If you have any real trouble, 
get in touch with the TCBOUK (Tesla Coil 
Builders of UK), their contact details are 
given at the end of the article. 
DIY enthusiasts will probably have all 

the equipment needed to built the system. 
A pillar drill would be an advantage, but is 
not essential. To cut some pieces, the use of 
a fretsaw or electric jigsaw is preferable. A 
blow torch is needed as well. Observe 
standard workshop safety procedures! 

POWER CONTROLLER 
The first stage in building the Power 

Controller is to build the case, which main-
ly consists of 7trun MDF and measures 
285rmn x 180nun x 200mm (1 x w x h). Its 
top plate is aluminium sheet. 

Having planned your component layout, 
it is very important that you drill the top 
plate first, as drilling while components are 
installed risks aluminium swarf getting 
into them and creating short circuits. 

Install and wire up the components as in 
Fig.4. Use 3-core mains flex of at least 3-
metre length linking this unit to the mains 
plug, and a 3-metre long fly-lead for the 
trailing socket (SKI) into which the Neon 
Power Supply plugs. 

Test the controller by plugging a 100W 
table lamp into the socket and varying the 
Variac's voltage setting. The brightness of 
the lamp should vary with the Variac con-
trol knob position. 

CAPACITOR C2 
NETWORK 
The secondary coil's capacitor network 

(C2) is assembled on two pieces of chop-
ping board. The first piece is 210mm x 
120nun and the second 180nun x 120nun. 
First trim the legs of all 48 x 47nF capaci-
tors to a length of 2em. To do this you may 
find it helpful to make up a jig into which 
the capacitors fit, ensuring a consistent leg 
length. 

Squeeze thick lines 
of silicone sealant on to 
the chopping board 
pieces. Separate the 
capacitors into groups 
of twelve. Each lot of 
twelve should have the 
legs twisted together 
zigzag fashion for 
mounting on the board, 
pressed into the sealant, 
as can be seen in the 
photograph. 

Solder the capacitor 
leads together to ensure 
a good joint, and add 
flying leads to the ends 
of each row, using 10A 
hookup wire about 
10cm long. 

PRIMARY COIL BASE 
For the primary coil, first cut a 400nun 

diameter baseboard disc from the plywood. 
Varnish it with a polyurethane varnish and 
leave to dry. From the white chopping 
board cut six 150mm x 15nun strips. Drill 
11 x 5nun holes centrally at 0.25in inter-
vals in each strip. 

Take the disc, mark its centre and scribe 
a 1 lOrrun diameter circle around it. Scribe 
a series of radial lines at 60° intervals out-
ward from the centre. These mark the posi-
tions of the primary supports. 
Now take each strip of chopping board 

and coat it on one of the wide sides with 
Thaofix or a similar contact adhesive. 
Also apply a thin coat to the areas of the 
baseboard where the strips will be mount-
ed. Allow the glue to set for about 10 min-
utes, then press the supports firmly into 
position. 

Note that the supports are not merely 
arranged radially from the edge of the 
inner circle, they are progressively offset to 
allow for the shape of the flat spiral coil. 

Having done this, drill two 15irun holes 
in two adjacent segments, just outside the 
perimeter of the 110nun central circle. 
These allow wires be connected to the pri-
mary coil and the secondary ground. 

Also drill on through the baseboard from 
the holes in the supports to allow for the 
ties, which secure the primary coil, to pass 
through the baseboard and back up. 
Varnish the baseboard, but be careful not to 
get any varnish on the supports. 

COILED TUBE 
The refrigeration tubing 

pnmary coil will prob-
ably be supplied as a 
flat spiral. Put on a 
pair of work gloves, as 
much to protect the 
tubing as you, and 
place the tubing on the 
base. Hold the inner 
turn in place and then 
slowly uncoil the spi-
ral from the outside 
until 10 turns of it fit in 
the width of the prima-
ry supports. Now 
remove the tubing 
from the coil and place 
it on a heat resistant 
surface. 

Heat the end of the 
inside turn with a blow 

used for the 

torch until the second oxidation colour has 
passed. Feed a few centimetres of solder 
into the inside turn to tin it internally. Place 
the tinned end of a 20cm length of large 
(welding) cable into the tinned end of the 
primary and heat strongly. 
Now re-position the primary on the 

base and fix it down with cable ties. 
Feed the welding cable through the hole 
at the beginning of the primary (see 
Fig.5). 

PRIMARY CONDUCTOR se BEND MADE WITH 
(REFRIGERATION TUBING) BENDING SPRING 

PRIMARY BASE 

/ LOPE FEEDTHROUGH 

HEAVY DUTY CABLE 

24A TERMINAL BLOCK SOLDERED INSIDE 
.3 PIPE 

113 

Fig.5. Primary coil mounting on base 
board. 

To help insulate the primary and sec-
ondary connections, small feed-through 
insulators can be made from the chopping 
board. Use a 20nun circular cutter to cut a 
pair of holes in the chopping board. Shape 
the insulators to fit, using a sharp craft knife. 

SPARK GAP 
The spark gap is the part of a small Tesla 

Coil which is most frequently badly built 
and/or set up and which is the most com-
mon cause of poor performance. The spark 
gap design used on this coil is in fact sev-
eral spark gaps in series. This is necessary 
to provide sufficient cooling capacity and 
quenching speed. You can alter the voltage 
at which the spark gap fires by the number 
of gaps you use. 

First cut seven 12Ormn lengths of 21nun 
copper heating tubing. It is preferable that 
these are cut with a pipe cutter rather than 
a hacksaw. If a hacksaw must be used the 
ends should be cleaned up very thoroughly 
with a file. 

Next cut seven 120mm lengths of 15nun 
x 15nrun U-channel. Take the Perspex 
sheets and drill mounting holes for the U-
channels, spaced at 30nun apart. Roughen 
the Perspex with fine sandpaper, coat the 
bottom side of each piece of U-channel 
with a good quality epoxy adhesive, such 
as Araldite. 

Assembled primary coil and its base board. The secondary 
coil is seen in the centre. Note the tapping clamp at the right. 
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Fig.6. Spark gap assembly. 

Lightly clamp the two Perspex assemblies 
together for about two hours, being careful 
not to stick the two sides together, but ensur-
ing that good pressure is maintained between 
the Perspex and the U-channels. 

Drill a pair of 5nun holes 10mm in from 
each end of the pieces of tubing. When the 
epoxy has dried, separate the two sections 
and drill 5mm holes through the Perspex 
and U-channels, 10mm in from the end of 
each piece of channel and central to it. 
Now cut four 100trnn lengths of the M4 

studding. Assemble the gap as shown in 
Fig.6, taking care to keep all the electrodes 
parallel for their entire length. 

SECONDARY COIL 
For the secondary coil assembly, first cut 

the PVC former to a length of 50cm. Clean 
up the cut ends with a file and lightly sand 
the whole length of the tubing using a fine 
grade sandpaper. 
The tubing should be dried at about 

50°C for twelve hours. You will have to 
improvise a method of doing this, placing a 
100W electric light bulb inside the tube 
and capping the top is the method the 
author used. 

While the tube is still hot give it a light 
coat of polyurethane varnish inside and 
out. Now place the former onto the 7nun 
MDF and draw around the inside of the 
tubing. Repeat this for each end of the tube, 
and then cut around the two marked circles 
with a jigsaw. These discs should fit snug-
ly inside the ends of the tubing. 

Drill a 5trun hole at the centre of each 
disc. Place one of the discs into one end of 
the tube and line it up until it is flush with 
it. Drill three 3mm holes through the wall 
of the PVC tubing and into the disc at 120° 
intervals. The holes should be countersunk 
to take 112in x 4 wood screws, which go 
into the disk to secure it in the coil former. 

Top end of the wound secondary coil 
former. 

The completed spark gap assembly 

Repeat this procedure for the other end of 
the former. 

Drill a 2mm hole 15mm in from one end 
of the coil former, o a its side. Using a 
15nun circular cutter, cut a hole at the 2mm 
centre just drilled. Give the former and end 
caps another coat of varnish. 

Take a piece of 2nun aluminium and cut 
it to 30mm x 50mm. Round off and de-burr 
the edges with a file. Drill a 5nun hole 
through the centre of the plate. 

Strip 20mm of the enamel at the end of 
the winding wire and solder it to an M4 
solder tag. Put an M4 bolt through the sol-
der tag and aluminium plate and secure 
with an M4 nut. Take the plate and glue it 
to coil former with the bolt head and solder 
tag sticking back into it. Use a good epoxy 
adhesive and slightly roughen the surface 
before gluing. 

File a small slot into the plate to allow 
the wire to pass between the plate and coil 
former. 

COIL WINDING 
Now the hardest part — winding the 

wire onto the former. It is strongly rec-
ommended that you use a winding jig for 
this as hand wound coils are invariably 
very poor quality. A simple winding jig 
can be arranged as shown in Fig.7. 

Fig. 7. Improvised winding jig. 

WIRE FED WITH COIL FORMER ROTATED 
LEFT HAND WITH RIGHT HAND 

Alternatively, if you have access to a 
lathe you can adapt the leadscrew to feed 
on the wire much more accurately than you 
can by hand. 
The most crucial stage in winding is to 

get the first turn right. It should be as tight 
and straight as you can make it. After 
putting on about five or so turns, taking 
your time to make them close and straight, 
cover the first turn with masking tape to 
hold it straight. 

You can now wind 
on quite fast. It is rec-
ommended that you 
stop every 20 or so 
turns to pack the turns 
together and check for 
winding imperfec-
tions. 

Finish the winding 
10nrun from the end of 
the coil former and 
then tape down the last 
turn to make sure it 
does not come 
unwound. 

It is stressed how 
important it is that at 
no stage in the wind-
ing process do you 
relax the tension on 
the wire, it is extreme-
ly frustrating to wind 
several hundred turns 
and then see them 
uncoil over your work-
bench! 

Having finished the 
winding give the 
entire secondary 

assembly, including windings, another two 
coats of varnish. 

Cut the wire left at the end of the sec-
ondary back to about 10cm and strip it of 
enamel. Use a solvent based craft adhesive 
to fix the toroidal terminal (discussed in a 
moment) onto the top of the secondary. 
Place the stripped length of wire along the 
terminal and then stick a strip of tinfoil 
over it with craft glue. 

DISCHARGE TERMINAL 
The discharge terminal is the simplest 

bit of the system, having two components — 
an expanded polystyrene toroid and a poly-
styrene ball, both covered in aluminium 
foil. 
The foil is glued onto the polystyrene 

with a normal craft glue such as UHU or 
Pritt Stick. 

Toroidal discharge terminal. 

To achieve a decent finish it is important 
to follow closely these instructions for 
coating the toroid. 

Cut 30 strips of aluminium cooking foil, 
each measuring 3cm x 30cm. Coat them 
with glue on the matt side and wrap around 
the toroid, making sure to allow enough 
overlap at the joint of each strip or the 
sparks will not travel smoothly over the 
surface of the terminal. Make sure the start 
and end of each strip is on the inside of the 
toroid. 
The discharge ball should be coated in a 

similar manner, for which 50 foil strips will 
be needed. 
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Discharge terminal "ball". 

RADIO FREQUENCY 
GROUND 
An independent earth connection must 

be given to the coil system. The normal 
domestic earth of the mains a.c. supply is 
inadequate to handle the radio frequency 
energy generated by the coils. 
The radio frequency ground must be 

installed outdoors, in a lawn or similar area of 
open ground. Dig a trench about 1.5 metres 
long, 20cm wide and about 20cm deep. 

Using a hammer, flatten each of the 
15mm diameter copper tubes for a length of 
about 3cm. Drill a central 5mm hole through 
each flattened section. Drive the tubing, as 
stakes, into the prepared ground using a club 
hammer or sledge hammer, a stake at either 
end of 1.5 metre trench, and one in the cen-
tre. The centre stake should stand about 
10cm above the level of the ground, while 
the other two are about lOcrn below it. 

Slip a jubilee clip over each stake and 
allow it to fall to the base. Take a 2m 
length of I 2-gauge copper wire and strip 
the insulation from it, and find the centre 
of the wire by folding it. Double a 5cm 
length of the wire back on itself and slip 
this up the jubilee clip on the centre stake. 

Tighten the centre jubilee clip and pass 
one end of the wire through the jubilee clip 
on one of the outer stakes. Tighten the clip 
and repeat for the other stake. 

Put an M4 machine screw, with a pair of 
washers on one side, through the hole on 
the protruding connection piece. 

This is then connected to the ground 
connection plate on the base of the sec-
ondary with a length of heavy-duty 
hookup wire. 

ASSEMBLY AND 
TUNING 
The completed components should be 

fitted into the base unit and wired up as 
shown in Fig.8. The controller should be 
mounted at the full length of its cable (3m 
of 3-core, I3A) from the assembled coil. 

It is best to run the Tesla Coil in a well 
ventilated garage as a considerable amount 
of ozone is generated while it is operating. 

This project is dangerous, take sensible 
precautions by standing well clear of the 
discharge zone during operation. 

So that you can accurately measure the 
spark length, place a grounded terminal (a 
terminal connected to the radio frequency 
ground), which is easily movable, about 
30cm from the coil. 

'Zeus's Aura'- lightning erupts from the balled discharge terminal. 

Always make sure the Coil is switched 
off and disconnected from the mains 
before approaching it and before making 
any adjustments. 

For initial testing, close the spark gaps 
until they fire at a Variac setting of 50 per 
cent. Connect the primary capacitor and 
coil into the circuit. Using the ball top elec-
trode, tap the primary coil at turn six, using 
a suitable tapping clamp. 

Increase the voltage until the spark 
gap fires. If the spark strikes the ground 
rod move it out a few centimetres and 
fire the coil again. Repeat this until the 
electrode is just too far away for the coil 
to strike. 
Now move the tapping clamp half a turn 

either way and repeat. Continue this process 
until you have found the point where you get 
maximum output. Disconnect the tapping 
clamp, noting its position, and open up the 
spark gap until it fires at 70 per cent on the 
Variac. Reconnect the tapping clamp and 
fire again. 
Once the spark gap has fired, bring the 

Variac up to 100 per cent to increase the 

BALL ELECTRODE 

TOROIDAL 
ELECTRODE 

SECONDARY 
COIL LI' 

HEAVY-DUTY 
HIGH VOLTAGE 

NEON CABLE 

SIGH 
TRANSFORMER 

TAPPING 
PRIMARY CLAMP 
COIL LI \ 

CAPACITOR SPARK GAP CONNECT:DNS INPUT CABLE 
C2 ASSEMBLY ASSEMBLY FROM NEON FROM MAINS 

TRANSFOIRMER. CONTROLLER 
TO SPARK GAP 

Fig.8. Final discharge assembly. The 
'electronic" components are housed in 
a suitable wooden enclosure on which 
the coils assembly is mounted. 

"Ring of fire" - a CD-ROM disc is 
placed on the top terminal. 

spark length. To increase your spark 
length still further, put a sharp point on the 
discharge terminal, facing up and away 
from the coil. 
Once the coil is well tuned, the effect 

can be seen much better with the room 
lights switched off. 

Spectacular effects can be produced by 
placing different objects on top of the ter-
minal. You will notice that the sparks tend 
to break out from sharp points, due to the 
higher electric field stress around these. 
The CD placed on the terminal shown in 
the above photograph had been "zapped" 
in a microwave oven first to crack its 
metallic surface. 

TAKING IT FURTHER 
It is very easy to take this hobby further. 

With relative ease one can achieve sparks 
of over a metre in length from a small sys-
tem, and two metres is not an unobtain-
able target even for a Tesla newcomer. 

For more advice and practical experi-
ence, contact with other Tesla Coil 
builders is recommended. You could also 
attend some of the frequent "Teslathons" 
which take place around the UK. For 
details contact the TCBOUK at 
www.tcbouk.org.uk. 

For a more detailed theoretical ground-
ing, you are referred to Modern Tesla Coil 
Design Theory by Duane Bylund. 

If you encounter any difficulty in the 
construction of this project go to web 
address www.tesla-coil.co.uk/epe/ for 
troubleshooting help. 
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SURVEILLANCE 
Electronic Surveillance Equipment Kits from the UK's No.1 Supplier 

SUMA DESIGNS has been supplying professional quality electronic surveillance equipment kits for over 20 years. Whether your 
requirement is hobbyist, amateur or professional you can be sure that you are buying from a company that knows the business. 
We ONLY sell surveillance products, no alarms, disco lights or computer bits. All of our kits are designed for self assembly and 
are well tried, tested and proven. All kits are supplied complete with top grade components, fibreglass PCB, full instructions, 

circuit diagrams and assembly details. Unless otherwise stated all transmitter kits are tuneable and can be received using an 
ordinary VHF FM radio. 

UTX Ultra-miniature Room Transmitter 
At less than 1/2 the size of a postage stamp the UTX is the smallest room 

transmitter kit in the worldl Incredible 1 Omm x 20mm including 
microphone, 3-12V operation. Range up to 500m  £13.95 

MTX Micro-miniature Room Transmitter 

Our best selling room transmitter kit. Just 17mm x 17mm including mic. 
Extremely sensitive. 3-12V operation. Range up to 1000m. . .£14.95 

STX High-performance Room Transmitter 
High performance transmitter with buffered output for greater stability and 

range. Measures just 22mm x 22mm including mic. 6-12V operation. 
Range up to 1500m.  £16.95 

VT500 High-power Room Transmitter 
Our most powerful room transmitter with around 250mW of output 

power. Excellent range and penetration. Size 20mm x 40mm, 6-12V 
operation. Range up to 3000m.  £17.95 

VXT Voice-activated Room Transmitter 
Triggers only when sounds are detected by on-board mic. Variable 
trigger sensitivity and on-time with LED trigger indicator. Very low 

standby current. Size 20mm x 67mm, 9V operation, range up to 
1000m  £21.95 

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter 
Connects directly to 240V AC supply. Ideal for long-term monitoring. Size 

30mm x 35mm, range up to 500m  £21.95 

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter 
To increase the security of the transmission the audio is subcarrier 

modulated. Receiver now requires the decoder module (SCDM) connected 
to allow monitoring. Size 20mm x 67mm, 9V operation, up to 1000m 
range.  f 24. 95 

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder for SCRX 
Connects to earphone socket on receiver and provides decoded audio 
output to headphones. Size 32mm x 70mm, 9-12V operation. . .£27.95 

UTLX Ultra-miniature Telephone Transmitter 
Smallest kit available. Connects onto telephone line, switches on and off 

automatically as phone is used. All conversations transmitted. Size lOmm x 
20mm, powered from line, up to 500m range.  £13.95 

TLX700 Micro-miniature Telephone Transmitter 
Best selling kit. Performance as UTLX but easier to assemble as PCB is 20mm 

x 20mm. b S.  £14.95 

TLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter 

High-performance transmitter with buffered output for greater stability 
and range. Connects onto telephone line and switches on and off 
automatically as phone is used. Both sides of conversation transmitted 
up to 1000m. Powered from line. Size 22mm x 22mm £16.95 

PTS7 Automatic Telephone Recording interface 
Connects between telephone line ¡anywhere) and normal cassette 

recorder. Automatically switches recorder on and off as phone is used. 
Both sides of any conversation recorded. 9V operation, size 20mm x 
67mm.  £21.95 

CD400 Pocket Size Bug Detector/Locator 
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly. Pulse rate and tone pitch increase as 
signal source is approached. Variable sensitivity allows pinpointing of signal 
source. 9V operation, size 45mm x 54mm.  £34.95 

CD600 Professional Bug Detector/Locator 
Multicolour bargraph LED readout of signal strength with variable rate 
bleeper and variable sensitivity allows pinpointing of any signal source. 
When found, unit is switched into AUDIO CONFIRM mode to distinguish 
between bugging devices and legitimate signals such as pagers, cellphones 
etc. Size 70mm x 100mm. 9V operation £59.95 

OTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter 

Narrow band FM crystal transmitter for ultimate in privacy. Output 
frequency 173.225 MHz. Designed for use with ORX180 receiver unit. Size 
20mm x 67mm, 9V operation, range up to 1000m  £44.95 

OUC180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter 
Specifications as per OTX180 but connects onto telephone line to allow 
monitoring of both sides of conversations.  £44.95 

ouiso Line Powered Crystal Telephone Transmitter 
Connects onto telephone line, switches on and off as phone is used. Power is 
drawn from line. Output frequency 173.225 MHz. Designed for use with 
012)(180 receiver. Size 32mm x 37mm. Range up to 500m.  £39.95 

ORX180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver 
Specifically designed for use with any of the SUMA '0' range kits. High 
sensitivity design. Complex RF front end section supplied as pre-built and 
aligned sub-assembly so no difficult setting up. Headphone output. PCB 
size 60mm x 75mm. 9V operation.  £69.95 

TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter 
Transmits a continuous stream of audio bleeps. Variable pitch and bleep 
rate. Ideal for signalling, alarm or basic tracking uses. High power output. 

Size 25mm x 63mm, 9-12V operation, up to 2000m range.  £23.95 

MBX-1 HI-FI Micro Broadcaster 

Connects to headphone socket of CD player, Walkman or Hi-Fi and 
broadcasts your favourite music around house and garden up to 250m. 
Size 27mm x 60mm, 9V operation £22.95 

DLTX/RX Radio Remote Switch System 
Two kits, transmitter sends a coded signal (256 selectable codes) when button 
pressed. Receiver detects signal, checks code and activates relay. Can be set to 

be momentary or toggle (on/off) operation. Range up to 100m, 9V operation 
on both units. TX 45mm x 45mm, RX 35mm x 90mm.  £44.95 

TO ORDER: 
Post, fax or telephone your order direct to our sales office. Payment can be 
Credit card (Visa or Mastercard), Postal Order, cash (please send registered) or 
cheques. Kits despatched same day (cheques need clearing). All orders sent by 
recorded or registered post. Please add postage as follows: 
ORDER UP TO £30.00: To UK £2.50 To EUROPE £5.50 All other £7.50 
ORDERS OVER £30.00: To UK £3.80 To EUROPE £7.50 All others call 
Overseas customers lease use credit cards or send sterling cheque 

or bank draft. VISA 

SEND 2 it 1st CLASS STAMPS FOR OUR 2000 KIT CATALOGUE 
CONTAINING FULL DETAILS OF THESE AND OTHER KITS. 
A BUILD-UP SERVICE IS AVAILABLE ON ALL OF OUR KITS, DETAILS IN 

CATALOGUE. VISIT OUR WEBSITE: www.suma-designs.co.uk 
Please note: Some of our part numbers are being unscrupulously used by 
other companies selling kits cg. MD(, VXT. DO NOT BE MISLEAD! These are 
NOT GENUINE SUMA KITS which are only available direct from us or our 
appointed distributors. 

If you wish to collect idts direct from our office 
PLEASE TELEPHONE 

SUMA 
DESIGNS 

Dept. EE, The Workshops, 95 Main Road, 

Baxterley, Warwickshire, CV9 2LE, U.K. 

Website: www.suma-designs.co.uk 

TEL/FAX: 01827 714476 

(24 HOUR ORDERLINE) 

email: sales@suma-designs.co.uk 
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Regular Clinic 

CIRCUIT 
SURGERY 
ALAN WINSTANLEY   
and IAN BELL 

This month, the complex world of phase-locked loops (PLLs) is opened up by 

Phase Locked loops 
Regular EPE reader Malcolm Wiles 

E-mailed with an interesting tale: 
For many years I was a software engi-

neer, working on various kinds of embed-
ded systems. On rare occasions we "soft-
ies" were known to adjourn to a local 
hostelry at lunchtime and swiftly down a 
half pint of the best mineral water before 
returning quickly to apply our noses to the 
grindstone once more. On such occasions, 
talking "shop" was banned absolutely, the 
penalty for any offender being immediate-
ly to buy in the next round of drinks. 
We usually didn't go to the pub with our 

hardware colleagues, if only because they 
did nothing else but talk shop all the time — 
mostly about phase- locked loops. So much 
so, as I recall, that whenever one of ours 
was detected in the unforgivable crime, the 
Official challenge was a cry of "phase-
locked loop". The guilty sinner would have 
to make his way to the bar to a general 
chant of "phase-locked loop, phase-locked 
loop", there to atone for his misdeed by 
buying in the drinks. 
In all this time I never did find out what 

a phase-locked loop was, but I was left 
with the impression that they must be jolly 
useful things, because our hardware 
brethren found them so interesting. Would 
they make a suitable topic for your column 
in EPE sometime? 

We liked this story a lot and will endeav-
our to reduce the mystery surrounding 
phase-locked loops (or PLLs as we shall 
call them) in the next month or two. PLLs 
are a big subject and an extremely impor-
tant electronic subsystem with a multitude 
of applications. 
To really understand PLLs you need a 

combination of some powerful mathemat-
ics and plenty of "real world" experience. 
Their basic structure is quite straightfor-
ward and yet a vast volume of academic 
papers and many textbooks have been pub-
lished on their theory and use since their 
first implementation in the 1930s. 
The complexity and "mysteries" of PLL 

theory and practice have tended to make 
some shy away from them, while others 
can enjoy many happy hours of PLL con-
versation over lunchtime drinks! 
Fortunately you do not need a PhD in PLL 

theory to make some useful circuits from 
them, particularly if you use the off-the-
shelf PLL i.c.s which are available from a 
number of manufacturers. Allow us to pre-
sent a fairly painless introduction to PLL 
theory. 
Phase-locked loops have many applica-

tions in communications, including recon-
struction of the carrier, demodulation of 
both a.m. and f.m. signals, decoding FSK 
(frequency shift keying) signals, and 
receiver synchronization for digital data 
transmission (including regenerating the 
clock from the data). PLLs are also used in 
frequency synthesis (which itself has a 
variety of applications), where a large 
range of frequencies can be produced using 
a single accurate reference (e.g. a crystal 
oscillator). 
Many large digital i.c.s have PLLs as part 

of their clock system. The PLL can synchro-
nize the internal clock with an external one, 
and allows the internal clock to be at a high-
er frequency than the external clock. 
Furthermore, the phase shift of the PLL 
clock can be set to give good synchroniza-
tion between the timing of the chip's inputs 
and outputs. Similarly, the timing of data 
transfers on tristate buses can be improved 
using PLLs to synchronize output switching. 

Basic PLLs 
The basic structure of a PLL is shown in 

Fig.1, from which we can see that a PLL 
comprises a phase detector, a low pass fil-
ter, an amplifier and a voltage controlled 
oscillator (VCO). The frequency of oscilla-
tion of a VCO is determined by its control 
input voltage. The PLL is in fact a control 
system, rather like a servomechanism that 
you might find in a radio control model. 
A "demand" input (the position we 

require a servo motor to move to, or the 
frequency/phase for a PLL) is input and 
compared with the present output. An 
"error signal" (i.e. the difference between 

Fig. 1. Basic phase-locked loop. 

our circuit surgeons. 

the present and the demanded positions, or 
frequencies) is then used to move the out-
put closer to the value we're demanding. 

In a phase-locked loop, the phase detec-
tor compares the phase difference between 
its two input signals. If the signals are of 
different frequencies then the phase detec-
tor output will vary at the difference fre-
quency. The phase detector output is 
smoothed by a low-pass filter (and 
buffered or scaled by the amplifier) to pro-
duce a control signal for the VCO. 

If there is a difference between the fre-
quency (or phase) of the input signal and 
that of the VCO, then the signal from the 
phase detector and filter will cause the 
VCO control voltage to change, such that 
the VCO frequency is moved closer to the 
input frequency. 
Eventually the two frequencies will 

become equal and attain a fixed phase rela-
tionship, at which point the PLL is 
described as being "locked". The process 
of "homing in" on the input frequency is 
called capture, acquisition, or pull-in. 
Once locked the PLL can track changes in 
the input frequency (remaining locked) as 
long as these are not too large. Important 
parameters which measure PLL perfor-
mance are: 

• Capture time (how fast it locks onto a 
frequency) 

• Lock range (what range of frequencies 
it will stay locked to, once locked) 

• Capture range (the range of frequencies 
it will capture, starting in the non-
locked state). 

Other important PLL specifications 
relate to noise and stability, including the 
response of the PLL to noise on its input, 
the noise on its output, and the stability of 
the output signal's phase and frequency. 
For different applications these specifi-

cations may take on a different signifi-
cance. For example, a 
small capture range 
will be useful for 
some tasks but not 
others. A large cap-
ture range makes the 
PLL more suscepti-
ble to noise, whereas 
a small capture range 
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makes capture more difficult to achieve. 
It's possible to switch the properties of the 
filter after lock is obtained to get the best 
overall performance. The ability of the 
PLL to "lock" to noisy signals is key to its 
usefulness in communications systems 
where high levels of noise may be present. 
The way in which a PLL attains lock is 

complex — the VCO control signal during 
capture (i.e. when the PLL is not locked) is 
not a simple d.c. representation of the dif-
ference in frequencies between the two sig-
nals. Furthermore, the phase difference 
between the signals needs to be consid-
ered. It is basically the d.c. component, or 
average value over time, of the VCO con-
trol signal that moves towards the value 
required to lock the PLL. The typical form 
of the VCO control signal during capture is 
shown in Fig.2. 

VCO 
CONTROL 
VOLTAGE 

CAPTURE 
STARTS 

....e\i''\.,,....\.,./.„ LOCK OBTAINED 

TIME 

Fig.2. Stabilising complexity of PLL 
signal lock capture. 

Good Vibrations 
The application of phase-locked loops 

can help produce excellent quality, ultra 
high stability oscillators. PLLs can be con-
trolled digitally to produce a range of fre-
quencies, instead of (for example) having 
to physically select different quartz crys-
tals in a high accuracy oscillator circuit. 
In Fig.3 is shown a simple block diagram 

of a PLL-based frequency synthesizer 
capable of producing a wide range of 
frequencies using a single fixed crystal-
controlled oscillator. The frequency is dig-
itally programmable, i.e. it could be set by 
logic circuitry, by a microcontroller such 
as a PIC, or by a PC. 

The PLL will lock when the divided 
VCO frequency matches the input frequen-
cy — so the VCO will be running at n2 
times the input frequency, i.e. n2 = 
fxTAL/n1. The PLL is acting as a frequency 
multiplier. 
The output from the frequency synthesizer 

is the PLL's VCO output. The VCO can have 
any waveshape (sine, square, triangular etc) 
and by selection of n1 and n2 a range of pos-
sible frequencies can be produced. 

Frequent Loops 
As readers will know, an f.m. (frequency 

modulated) signal such as that broadcast by 
your favourite radio station offers superior 
quality to that of an a.m. (amplitude-modu-
lated) signal. In an a.m. signal it's the carri-
er's amplitude which is modulated. An a.m. 
radio signal is degraded by noise and inter-
ference, and furthermore its lower band-
width affects the quality of audio that can be 
broadcast. The principle of detection enables 
us to listen to the a.m. radio programme. 

In an f.m. signal, it's the frequency of a car-
rier signal which is modulated: which means 
that it isn't degraded by noise spikes or exter-
nal interference. The process of demodulating 
an f.m. signal enables us to access the signal. 

PLLs can also be used to extract stereo 
from broadcast f.m. signals. Broadcast 
f.m. signals are a bit more complex than 
the basic f.m. described above as they con-
tain a left-plus-right channel signal, a left-
minus-right channel (difference) signal, a 
19kHz pilot carrier and "other informa-
tion", such as radio station identification 
data. 
Again we do not have space for all the 

details, but it involves using the PLL to 
lock to the 19kHz pilot so that it can 
extract the stereo channel difference sig-
nal. Despite the lack of details, we hope 
this helps give you some idea of the wide 
application of PLL-based circuits. 

Frequency Shift Key 
An FSK (Frequency Shift Key) demodu-

lator using a PLL is shown in Fig.5. An 
FSK signal switches between two frequen-
cies to represent the Is and Os of a digital 
data stream, perhaps for transmitting digi-
tal data over radio links or down telephone 
lines: think of it as digital f.m. 
When the PLL is locked onto (and hence 

tracking) the FSK signal, the VCO control 
voltage will switch between two voltages 
that represent the two frequencies. A sec-

ond low pass filter, 
which has a long time 
constant compared to 
the data rate, is used 
to average the two 
voltages, thus provid-
ing a reference point 
midway between 
them. The reference 
point and the VCO 

control voltage are input to a comparator 
to provide a digital data output. 
PLLs can be implemented in all-ana-

logue, mixed, or all-digital form. They can 
also be implemented in software where the 
signals are available in digital form (and if 
the processor is fast enough), for example 
using a DSP (digital signal processor) 
chip. 

So, software engineers such as Malcolm 
can have a go at PLLs and then join their 
hardware colleagues in the pub for some 
stimulating conversation! 
We'll look at some PLL circuits next 

month. / 

FM 
SIGNAL PHASE 

DETECTOR LOFVIeLTPe S 

VCO 

AMP 
DEMODULATED 

OUTPUT 

Fig.4. Using a PLL as an f.m. de 

In Fig.4 is shown an f.m. demodulator 
based on a PLL. This is very straightfor-
ward — when locked, the VCO control 
voltage varies in proportion to the input 
frequency, so when the PLL is locked 
onto (and therefore tracking) the f.m. sig-
nal, the a.c. component of the VCO con-
trol voltage will represent the f.m. modu-
lating signal. 
Note that the d.c. component of the control 

voltage simply represents the f.m. "centre 
frequency", or frequency when the modulat-
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n2 Xf x-rAuni 

ourpur 
SIGNAL 

Fig.3. Block diagram of PLL-based frequency synthesiser. 

The circuit is a basic PLL with a couple 
of programmable divide-by-n counters 
added. These counters are sequential logic 
circuits that divide an input frequency by n, 
where n is a binary number provided on a 
control input. They are available as i.c.s 
such as the CMOS 4059. 
The first counter divides the crystal 

oscillator frequency MAL by the integer 
value n1 to give the reference input to 
which the PLL will lock. Thus the PLL 
will lock onto fvrAtInl. The second 
counter divides the VCO output, so that 
the phase detector is comparing the input 
with a divided version of the VCO 
frequency. 

ing signal is zero. The a.c. component of the 
VCO control voltage is obtained simply by 
capacitively coupling it to the output. 

In fact a PLL-based circuit can also be 
used for a.m. detection but the circuit is not 
so intuitively easy to understand, so we 
will not describe the details. 

modulator. 

CIRCUIT THERAPY 
Circuit Surgery Is your column. If you 

have any queries or comments, please 
write to: Alan Winstanley, Circuit Surgery, 
Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Allen House, 
East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 
1PF, United Kingdom. E-mail (no attach-
ments) alaneepemag.demon.co.uk. 
Please indicate if your query is not for pub-
lication. A personal reply can-
not be guaranteed but we will 
try to publish representative 
answers in this column. 
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Fig.5. Using a PLL as an FSK demodulator. 
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The DrDA: is a low cost data logger from Pic 
Technology. It is supplied ready to use with all cables. 
software arc example science experiments. 

DrDAQ represents a breakthrough in data loggin 
Simply plug DrDAQ into any Windows PC, run th 
supplied software and you are ready collect and • . 
display data DrDAQ draws its power from the parallel 
port, so no batteries or power supplies are required. 
.O•k, ...dr.•(àdidfm.ems. 

t/ 

6/ 

Output 

Voltage 

-- Resistance 

Light level 

Temperature 

External sensors 
hone 

Very low cost 

Built in sensors for light, sound (level and 

waveforms) and temperature 

Use DrDAQ to capture fast signals (eg 
sound waveforms) 

Outputs for control experiments 

Supplied with both PicoScope 

(oscilloscope) and PicoLog (data logging) 
software 

FREE Science Experiments Over The Web! 
The Pico Technology Library of Science Experiments contains 
a number of educational experiments suitable for use with 
oscilloscope and data logging products. 

The experiments are written by science teachers and industry 
experts. So that you can find an experiment of interest easily, 
we have divided them into five subjects: biology, chemistry, 
physics, electronics and general science. You can find these 
experiments at: www.picotech.com/experiments/index.html 

To order the DrDAQ please choose one of the following guidelines: 
i) Fill out the order form and either fax it, or post it back to 
ii) Visit our web site and place an order over the internet, or, 

Place an order over the phone by ringing the number below 

E.. Um. Bai.OK. 

Pico Technology. 

DrDAQ Order Form: 
Name 

Quantity Package Price inc VAT Total 

DrDAQ + Software 

DrDAQ + 2 Temperature 
Sensors 

DrDAQ + 2 Temperature 
Sensors + pH Electrode 

£69.32 

£92.85 

£116.32 

Address 

Post code 

Phone 

Credit Card Visa / Mastercard / Switch / Amex 

Card Nunber 

Delivery (per item) £4.11 Expiry Date Start Date & o sue No 

J Grand Total Cheque with order 

Pico Technology Ltd, The Mill House, Cambridge Street, St Neots, Cambridgeshire. PE19 1QB 

Tel: 01480 396395, Fax: 01480 396296, E-mail: post@ picotech.com, Web: www.drdaq.com 



Doorbell Extender 
Several of the components called for in the Doorbell Extender project are 

special items and could give readers local sourcing problems, especially if 
they are to fit on the small printed circuit boards. Also, as mains voltages are 
present on the units, only new and high quality parts should be purchased. 
We understand that the Philips NE567 or the National Semiconductor 

LM567 tone decoder chips should both be suitable for this circuit. The LM567 
is stocked by Maplin (le 0870 264 6000 or www.maplin.co.uk), code 
QH69A. 
The small 13A plug/case, with a brass Earth pin, came from Rapid 

Electronics (g 01206 751166), code 30-3205. They also supplied the 
Clairtronic (3002) miniature 1.5VA mains transformer, with dual secondaries, 
code 88-3012. 
The BSS295 n-channel MOSFET is an RS component and was ordered 

through their mail order outlet: Electromall (le 01536 304555 or 
http://rswww.com), code 298-392. They also stock the 4-pin d.i.l. bridge rec-
tifier for both the Receiver and Transmitter, code 183-4034 (used in the 
Transmitter) or 657-072 ( 1A 200V). 
The Omron type G6RN1 5V 114 ohm coil relay, with s.p.c.o. contacts rated 

at 8A 240V a.c., came from Farnell (le 0113 263 6311 or www.famell.com), 
code 959-078. 
We have been given two sources for the TOKO RHCS45328AC2 if, trans-

former (475kHz); Sycon (2e 01372 372587) and BEC Distribution (C 01753 
549502). We suggest readers check with them regarding any handling 
charges. 
The four printed circuit boards shown in the article are available from the 

EPE PCB Service, codes 292, 293, 294 and 295 (see page 229 for prices). 
Don't forget that you must specify the minimum 400V working voltage when 

ordering the lOnF (0.01/(F) metallised polyester film capacitor Cl . 

DIY Tesla Lightning 
Because of the hazardous nature of the DIY Tesla Lightning project, we 

strongly suggest that any would-be constructors adhere strictly to the author's 
recommended components. Most of our comments are reserved for the safety 
aspect of this project. We would point out that this is definitely NOT a suitable 
schools project or for anyone not familiar with mains wiring and its safety 
aspects. You undertake construction and use of this Tesla Coll entirely at 
your own risk. 
A couple of items mentioned in the components list need adding to. The con-

tact number for the Variac transformer type 403 is Claude Lyons at lit 01992 
768888. The Arcotronics 47nF 1500V capacitor (48 required) can be ordered 

from Electromail (ve 01536 304555), code 114-474. It is essential that the 
specified capacitors are used, they are exceptionally high quality units and most 
other brands could fail quickly in this application. 

For more advice and practical experience, contact with other Tesla Coil 
builders is recommended. You could also attend some of the frequent 
"Teslathons" which take place around the UK. For more details contact the 
TCBOUK at www.tcbouk.org.uk. If you encounter any difficulty in the con-
struction of this project go to web address www.tesia-coll.co.uk/epe/ for 
troubleshooting help from the author. 

Body Detector 
The author places quite an emphasis on the temperature coefficient of the 

resistors, potentiometers and capacitors required to construct the Body 
Detector project and readers are advised to check with their supplier when 
ordering components. The ones used in the prototype came from Maplin (te 
0870 264 6000), but most of our component advertisers should be able to 
help. 
The above mentioned company supplied the National Semiconductor 

LM2940CT 1 A 5V low-dropout regulator, code AV22Y. Anything similar, 
preferably a micropower type, rated at 150mA upwards should cope in this 
circuit. 
They also supplied the plastic case, code BZ74R and the lA p.c.b. mount-

ing, 2-pole changeover, relay, code GU35Q. You have a choice of two 10-turn 
wirewound potentiometers, codes DA867 (2000) or DA87U (5000). These 
will set you back about £5 each. 
We have no idea where to obtain stripboard with "phantom" printed strips 

on the topside. 

Circuit Tester 
We do not expect any component buying problems to arise when ordering 

parts for the Circuit Tester, this month's Top Tenner project. The MOSFET 
device should be widely stocked, but if any readers do have trouble finding the 
VN1OKM device it is currently listed by Electromall (le 01536 304555 or 
http://rswww.com), code 655-537 and Maplin Me 0870 264 6000 or 
www.maplin.co.uk), code 0027E. 

PLEASE TAKE NOTE 
Toolkit Mk2 V2.4 Nov '99 

Software version V2.4C is now on the EPE FTP site and 3.5in. disk. It cor-
rects two bugs reported in the MPASM handling routines, and the config rou-
tine has been updated to provide 14-bit control of PIC16x84 config and code 
protection bits. 

Graphics Liquid Crystal Displays with PICs Feb '01 (Supplement) 
Fig.3. Capacitor C6 on pin 31 of IC1 should read C8 and is 100nF. Resistor 

R4 should be hard-wired on the rear of the p.c.b. between ICl pin 17 and the 
most convenient +5V track point. 

PLASTIC BOXES 

ENCLOSURES 

Contact us for your free catalogue 

S.L.M. (Model) Engineers Ltd 
Chiltern Road 
Prestbury 
Cheltenham 
GL52 5JQ 

Website: w.slm.uk.com 
Telephone 01242 525488 

Fax 01242 226288 

Radio 
Bygones 

WHETHER your interest is in domestic radio and TV or in 
amateur radio, in military, aeronautical or marine 
communications, in radar and radio navigation, in 
instruments, in broadcasting, in audio and recording, or in 
professional radio systems fixed or mobile, RADIO BYGONES is 
the magazine for V01.1. 

ARTinEs on restoration and repair, history, circuit techniques, 
personalities, reminiscences and just plain nostalgia — you'll 
find them all. Plus features on museums and private 
collections and a full-colour photo-feature in every issue. 

IT's MOSTLY about valves, of course, but 'solid-state' — whether 
of the coherer and spark-gap variety or early transistors — also 
has a place. 

FROM THE DAYS of Maxwell, Hertz, Lodge and Marconi to 
what was the state-of-the-art just a few short years ago ... 

THERE IS ALSO a selection of free readers' For Sale and Wanted 
advertisements in every issue. 

Radio Bygones covers it all! 
THE MAGAZINE is published six times a year, and is only 
available by postal subscription. It is not available at 
newsagents. 

To TAKE OUT a subscription, or to order a sample copy, 
please contact: 

RADIO BYGONES, Allen House, East Borough, 
Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF. 

Tel: 01202 881749. Fax 01202 841692. Web sites: 
www.radiobygones.co.uk www.radiobygones.com 
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KITMASTER EDUCATIONAL KITS FROM GREENWELD 
RADIO CLUBS - NOVICES - COLMES - SCHOOLS 

www.greenweld.co.uk 
E3 

SOLID STATE KITS 
ALL KITS BUILT ONTRIPAD PCB 

BUILD AS YOU SEE SYSTEM 
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FREE CATALOGUE 

# GREENVVELD OFFERS A MASSIVE RANGE OF 
LOW COST ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS, NEW 
AND SURPLUS. WHETHER YOUR INTEREST IS 
IN ELEC-RONICS, MODEL ENGINEERING, 
AUDIO, COMPUTERS, RADIOS OR ROBOTS, 

11  WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR YOU. 

LOOK! NEW BATTERY VALVE KITS 

YES, THEY'RE HERE. IF YOU'RE LIKE US AND 
DON'T WANT TO BOTHER WITH BATTERIES. WE 
SUGGEST YOU BUILD Ti BATTERY ELIMINATOR 

# FIRSTTHEN YOU CAN CHOOSE WHICH RADIO 
TO START ON. WE WILL ADD THAT 12 IS AN 
EXCELLENT LITTLE MEDIUM WAVE SET, ITS 

fig 
w WORTH CONSIDERING AND ITS GOT GOOD 
I# VOLUME, EASY TO BUILD. 

EI 
EI 

I A 

A 

AUDIO NOISE GENERATOR 
GENERAL 3 TRANSISTOR AMP 
LM386 AMPLIFIER GENERAL 
COMMON PRO-AMP RADIO 
PEST SCARER HIGH PITCH 
VARIABLE FRED. OSCILLATOR 
AUTOMATIC NIGHT LIGHT 
FROST ALARM 
PRESSURE MAT 8 ALARM 
GUITAR TUNER 
TOUCH ALARM 
SIMPLE LIGHT METER 
L.E.D. CONTINUITY METER 
SOUND-OPERATED SWITCH 
8 FLASHING L.E.D.s 
TEA 820M AUDIO AMP 
TDA 2030 AUDIO AMP 
ELECTRONIC DICE GAME 
ADVANCED THERAMIN-MUSIC 
TOUCH DELAY LAMP 
FISHERMAN'S ROD BITE ALARM 
BEAM BREAK DETECTOR ALARM 
LATCHING BURGLAR ALARM 
LIGHT-OPERATED RELAY 
MICROPHONE PRE-AMP 
MAGNETIC ALARM-MODELS 
BATH OR WATER BUTT ALARM 
0-18 VOLT POWER SUPPLY UNIT 
FM BUG POWER SUPPLY 0-9V 
2 TRANSISTOR FM BUG 
CHIRP GENERATOR 
TONE BURST GENERATOR 
SOUND EFFECTS GENERATOR 
LIGHT METER - PHOTOGRAPHY 
LIGHT OSCILLATOR - PHOTOGRAPHY 
LIGHT- ACTIVATED RELAY 
DARK-ACTIVATED RELAY 
SOUND SIREN • LOUD AMPLIFIER 
AUDIO PROBE 
CHILD SPEAK LAMP 
SW GEN RECEIVER 

£'1.50 
£6.75 
£6.75 
£6.75 

£14.99 
£6.75 
£6.75 

£16.53 
£11.50 
£6.99 

£16.50 
£5.50 
£7.95 
£8.25 

£12.75 
£11.50 
£10.30 
£12.75 
£7.95 
£5.99 
£9.75 
£9.25 
£9.25 
£925 
f9.25 
£825 
£8 25 
£7.99 
£8.95 
£8.25£  
8.25 

£11.95 
£11.95 
£11.50 
£11.50£  

1.50 
£13.95 
£1`.95 
£8.25 

£16.50 

FULL KIT & 
INSTRUCTIONS 

KMX1 2-IC MK484 MW PODIO 
KMX3 1-IC . TRAN MW RADIO 
KMX5 MK484 • 2030 MW RADIO 
KMX7 MK484 TUNER MW. NO AMP 
KMB2 BASIC CRYSTAL SET AMPLIFIED 
KMB4 WORKSHOP AMPLIFIER 
KMX1I S. METER 
KMB44 SIMPLE HF MW 
KMB8 SW TUNER GENERAL 
KMC1 BASIC CRYSTAL SET MW 
KMB61 MW SIGNAL BOOSTER 
KMB9 FAKE CAR ALMA FLASHER 
KMB10 2 L.E.D. FLASHER 
KMB11 LOW VOLTS LED. ALARM 9-12V 
KM812 LIE DETECTOR WITH METER 
KMB13 TOY ORGAN 
KAIB14 METRONOME IC CONTROL 
KMB15 TOUCH SWITCH 
KM816 HEADS OR TAILS GAME 
KMB17 SIREN 
KMB18 RAIN DETECTOR £5.95 
KMB19 CONTINUITYTESTER £5.50 
KMB20 MORSE CODE OSCILLATOR £5.95 
KMB21 BURGLAR ALARM L ED. 8 SPEAKER £6.30 
KMB22 LOOP SECURITY ALARM £6.30 
KMB23 VIBRATION ALARM £5.95 
KMB25 HANDTREMOF GAME £5.95 
KM826 RAIN SYNTHESISER - NOISE £11.95 
KM1327 AUTO LIGHT DARK INDICATOR 
KMB28 ADJ LOW LIGHT INDrATOR 
KMB29 DARK ACTIVATED L.E.D. FLASHER 
KMB30 LIGHT ACTIVATEDTONE ALARM 
KMB31 CAR ELECTRK PROSE 
KMB32 SIGNAL INJECTOR 
KMB33 MOISTURE METER - L ED. 
KMB34 L.E.D.TRANSISTOR TESTER NPN 
KMB35 DIODE TESTER - LEO. 
KMB36 L.E.D. TRANSISTOR TESTER PNP £5.75 
KMB37 IC 555 TESTEL - LEO. £6.75 
KMB38 0-18 MIN TIMER L.E.D. 8 SPEAKER £615 
KMB39 TOY THERAMIN MUSIC £825 
KMB40 AMPLIFIED Rr PROBE • METER £11.95 
KMB41 TRANSMITTER RF INDICATOR LEO. £5.95 

£11.50 
£11.50 
£21.95 
£7.50 

£11.50 
£11.50 
£11.95 
£13.75 
£11.50 
£7.95 

£14.99 
£6.30 
£5.95 
£6.30 

£11.50 
£7.95 
£6.30 
£6.30 
£6.30 
f5.95 

£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
£5.95 
f5.75 
£515 
£595 
£5.75 
f5.75 

PERFECT FOR NOVICE FIRST TIME 

BUILDERS IN ELECTRONICS 

KM843 
KMB45 
KMB46 
KMB48 
KMB-19 
KMB50 
KMB51 
KMB52 
KMB53 
KM854 
KM 855 
KMB56 
KM 957 
KMB58 
KMB58A 
KMB59 
KM BED 
KMB62 
KM 863 
KMB64 
KMB65 
KM 566 
KM 867 
KM 560 
KMB69 
KAIB70 
KM 872 
KM 873 
KMB74 
KMB7S 
KMB77 
KMB78 
KMB79 
KM BAO 
KMB81 
KMB82 
KMB83 
KA1884 
KMX12 
KMX14 
KM21 

All KITMASTER KITS DESIGNED 
BY DAVID JOHNS 

Send now for our comprehensive 
FREE catalogue 

WE ACCEPT PAYMENT BY 
CHEQUE, POSTAL ORDER 

AND CREDIT CARD 

VISA 1 

NEW RADIO VALVE KITS 
LOW PRICED ECONOMY RANGE 
USING SURPLUS COMPONENTS 

ALL ESSENTIAL PARTS SUPPLIED - VALVES - 
TRANSFORMERS - SPEAKERS - TAGSTRIP - 

POTENTIOMETERS - KNOBS - TUNING CAPACITORS - 
AERIAL FORMERS - VALVE HOLDERS - RADIO CHASSIS - 
CAPACITORS - RESISTORS - SOLDER - WIRE - PLUS FULL 

INSTRUCTIONS 
PLEASE NOTE: CASES ARE NOT INCLUDED 

KMK1 VALVE RADIO POWER SUPPLY UNIT. IDEAL FOR MOST OF OUR KITS. 
HT 210 VOLTS D.C. AND LT 6-3 VOLTS A.C.  £26.00 

KMK2 VALVE PSU HIGHER OUTPUT. OK FOR MOST OF OUR KITS. HT 250 VOLTS D.C. 
AND LT 6-3 VOLTS A.C. BOTH PSUs HAVE 100 mA TRANSFORMERS  £28.00 

KMK3 TWO VALVE REGEN RADIO. WORKS ON MW OR SW INTERCHANGEABLE 
AERIAL COIL FORMER. COMES WITH SPEAKER - OUR BEST SELLER  £31.50 

KMK4 ONE VALVE AMPLIFIER USES THE EL84 VALVE STILL MADE TODAY. IDEAL 
SHACK PROJECT. EASY TO BUILD, GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME  £16.50 

KMK6 ONE VALVE REGEN RADIO. THIS KIT COMES WITH GOOD QUALITY EARPIECE 
CAN BE USED EITHER MW OR SW. GIVES GOOD RESULTS  £18.50 

KMK7 THIS VERY GOOD AMPLIFIER USES THE EL84 AND ECL83 VALVES. A VERY 
VALUABLE TWO VALVE AMP IN THE SHACK. GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME  £23.00 

KMK8 ONE VALVE EXPERIMENTAL CRYSTAL SET WITH SOLID STATE INCORPORATED  
IDEAL FOR HAM EXPERIMENTS. GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME £22.00 

KMK9 ONE VALVE MW RADIO THIS ONE IS NOT REGEN. INSTEAD IT HAS SOLID 
STATE AS WELL. GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME, EASY TO BUILD  £26.00 

KMK10 MODERN TWO VALVE MW RADIO WITH SOLID STATE. USES TWO VALVES MADE 
TODAY, NO COILS TO WIND, GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME  £31.50 

KMK11 ANOTHER TYPE OF DESIGN TWO VALVE SW RADIO OPERATES APPROX. 6MHz 
TO 14MHz. IDEAL GENERAL SW SET, GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME  f33.50 

KMK12 TWO VALVE AMPLIFIED CRYSTAL SET, MW OR SW. IDEAL HAM KIT 
INCORPORATES 0A90 DIODE WITH EL84 AND ECC83 VALVES. LOUDSPEAKER 131.50 

KMK13 TRY BUILDING THIS TWO VALVE REGEN RADIO. USES THE EF91 AND ECL80 VALVES, 
GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME. REGEN MW OR SW  £31.50 

KMK14 LOOK AT THIS ONE. IT'S A THREE VALVE MW OR SW REGEN SET WITH 
RF STAGE, GOOD SELECTIVITY, GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME  £39.95 

KMK15 MW OR SW THREE VALVE REGEN RADIO USING A DIFFERENT SYSTEM. 
THIS USES EF91, EF80, EL84, VERY LOUD SPEAKER  £39.95 

KMK16 FOUR VALVE MW OR SW TOP OF THE RANGE, DESIGNED FOR EASY BUILDING 

NOVICES, GOOD SELECTIVITY. GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME  £55.00 

LOOK! NEW BATTERY VALVE KITS - RADIOS - AMPLIFIERS 
ALL THESE BATTERY KITS WORK AT JUST 90 VOLTS D.C. 

KMT1 BATTERY ELIMINATOR - DON'T WANT TO USE A BATTERY ) USE OUR PSU, 
GIVES 90 VOLTS D.C. AND 1-5 VOLTS D.C. FOR ALL BATTERY KITS  £27.95 

KMT2 BATTERY MW THREE VALVER AND A GOOD ONE, USES TWO 114 VALVES 
WITH A DL96, VERY LOUD SPEAKER. GOOD PROJECT  £39.95 

KMT3 SHORT WAVE BATTERY THREE VALVER. COMES WITH THREE AERIAL 
FORMERS, IDEAL HAM PROJECT. GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME  £44.99 

KMT4 WANT A BATTERY VALVE AMPLIFIER? TRY THIS TWO VALVE AMPLIFIER, 
IDEAL FOR THE SHACK, MANY USES, VERY LOUD SPEAKER  £26.50 

KMT5 BATTERY TWO VALVE MW CRYSTAL SET. STRICTLY FOR THE HAM 
EXPERIMENTER. USES 174 AND DL96 WITH 0A90, GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME  £33.95 

KMT6 BATTERY TWO VALVE MW RADIO INCORPORATING SOLID STATE. 

NO OUTSIDE AERIAL NEEDED. GOOD SPEAKER VOLUME. GOOD PROJECT  £39.99 
Kmn BATTERY TWO VALVE GENERAL SW RADIO. 6MHZ TO 14MHZ APPROX. 

NO REGEN. VERY LOUD SPEAKER. EASY TO BUILD   239.95 

ALL RADIO CHASSIS PRE-DRILLED 

READY FOR QUICK ASSEMBLY 

Visit our new web site: http://www.kit-master.co.uk 
http://www.greenweld.co.uk 

For our FREE catalogue E-mail: service@greenweld.co.uk 

P&P £3.00 

£10 OVERSEAS AND NEXT DAY 

MAIL ORDER ONLY 

PLEASE ALLOW UP TO 

28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 

EJ 

TECHNICAL CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS ARE: 
AVAILABLE FOR ANY OF OUR KITS I 

AT AN ADDITIONAL COST OF 
£2.50 EACH, SEND SAE 

UNIT 24, WEST HORNDON 
INDUSTRIAL PARK 

WEST HORNDON, BRENTWOOD, 
ESSEX CM13 3XD 

TEL: 01277 811042 
FAX: 01277 812419 
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Logic Probe esting 

ELECTRONICS CD-ROMS 
ELECTRONICS PROJECTS 

Electronic Projects is split into two main sections: Building Electronic Projects 
contains comprehensive information about the components, tools and 
techniques used in developing projects from initial concept through to final 
circuit board production. Extensive use is made of video presentations showing 
soldering and construction techniques. The second section contains a set of ten 
projects for students to build, ranging from simple sensor circuits through to 
power amplifiers. A shareware version of Matrix's CADPACK schematic 
capture, circuit simulation and p.c.b. design software is included. 
The projects on the CD-ROM are: Logic Probe; Light, Heat and Moisture 
Sensor; NE555 Timer; Egg Timer; Dice Machine; Bike Alarm; Stereo Mixer; 
Power Amplifier; Sound Activated Switch; Reaction Tester. Full parts lists, 
schematics and p.c.b. layouts are included on the CD-ROM. 

ANALOGUE ELECTRONICS 
C•••1•••••••,••••••••• 

• ;— 

PAIS1 

Complimentary output stage 

Analogue Electronics is a complete learning resource for this most 
difficult branch of electronics. The CD-ROM includes a host of virtual 
laboratories, animations, diagrams, photographs and text as well as a 
SPICE electronic circuit simulator with over 50 pre-designed circuits. 
Sections on the CD-ROM include: Fundamentals - Analogue Signals (5 
sections),Transistors (4 sections), Waveshaping Circuits (6 sections). 
Op.Amps - 17 sections covering everything from Symbols and Signal 
Connections to Differentiators. Amplifiers - Single Stage Amplifiers (8 
sections), Multi-stage Amplifiers (3 sections). Filters - Passive Filters ( 10 
sections), Phase Shifting Networks (4 sections), Active Filters (6 sections). 
Oscillators - 6 sections from Positive Feedback to Crystal Oscillators. 
Systems - 12 sections from Audio Pre-Amplifiers to 8-Bit ADC plus a 
gallery showing representative p.c.b. photos. 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS 
—_,44 lq•Dr 
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Counter project 

Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates covered in Electronic 
Circuits & Components (opposite), and takes users through the subject of 
digital electronics up to the operation and architecture of microprocessors. The 
virtual laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on screen. 
Covers binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, ASCII, basic logic gates, 
monostable action and circuits, and bistables - including JK and D-type flip-
flops. Multiple gate circuits, equivalent logic functions and specialised logic 
functions. Introduces sequential logic including clocks and clock circuitry, 
counters, binary coded decimal and shift registers. ND and D/A converters, 
traffic light controllers, memories and microprocessors - architecture, bus 
systems and their arithmetic logic units. 

FILTERS 
Filters is a complete course in des,gning active and passive filters that 
makes use of highly interactive virtual laboratories and simulations to 
explain how filters are designed. It is split into five chapters: Revision which 
provides underpinning knowledge required for those who need to design 
filters. Filter Basics which is a course in terminology and filter 
characterization, important classes of filter, filter order, filter impedance and 
impedance matching, and effects of different filter types. Advanced Theory 
which covers the use of filter tables, mathematics behind filter design, and 
an explanation of the design of active filters. Passive Filter Design which 
includes an expert system and filter synthesis tool for the design of low-
pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop Bessel, Butterworth and 
Chebyshev ladder filters. Active Filter Design which includes an expert 
system and filter synthesis tool for the design of low-pass, high-pass, band-
pass, and band-stop Bessel. Butterworth and Chebyshev op.amp filters. 

DIGITAL WORKS 3.0 
Digital Works Version 3.0 is a graphical design tool that enables you to 
construct digital logic circuits and analyze their behaviour. It is so 
simple to use that it will take you less than 10 minutes to make your 

first digital design. It is so powerful that you will never•outgrow its 
capability. 
• Software for simulating digital logic circuits 
• Create your own macros - highly scalable 
• Create your own circuits, components, and i.c.s 

• Easy-to-use digital interface 
• Animation brings circuits to life 
• Vast library of logic macros and 74 series i.c.s with data sheets 
• Powerful tool for designing and learning 

ELECTRONICS C d> 
CAD PACK 

PCB Layout 

Electronics CADPACK allows users to 
design complex circuit schematics, to view 
circuit animations using a unique SPICE-
based simulation tool, and to design 
printed circuit boards. CADPACK is made 
up of three separate software modules: 
ISIS Lite which provides full schematic 
drawing features including full control of 
drawing appearance, automatic wire 
routing, and over 6,000 parts. PROSPICE 
Lite (integrated into ISIS Lite) which uses 
unique animation to show the operation of 
any circuit with mouse-operated switches, 
pots. etc. The animation is compiled using 
a full mixed mode SPICE simulator. ARES 
Lite PCB layout software allows 
professional quality PCBs to be designed 
and includes advanced features such as 
16-layer boards, SMT components, and 
even a fully functional autorouter. 

"C" FOR PICMICRO 12t> 
MICROCONTROLLERS 

61. 

C for PlCmicro Microcontrollers is 
designed for students and professionals 
who need to learn how to use C to 
program embedded microcontrollers. This 
product contains a complete course in C 
that makes use of a virtual C PlCmicro 
which allows students to see code 
execution step-by-step. Tutorials, exercises 
and practical projects are included to allow 
students to test their C programming 
capabilities. Also includes a complete 
Integrated Development Environment, a full 
C compiler, Arizona Microchip's MPLAB 
assembler, and software that will program 
a PIC16F84 via the parallel printer port on 
your PC. (Can be used with the PICtutor 
hardware - see opposite.) 
Although the course focuses on the use of 
the PlCmicro series of micmcontrollers, 
this product will provide a relevant 
background in C programming for any 
microcontroller. 

PRICES 
Prices for each of the CD-ROMs above are: 

Hobbyist/Student £45 inc VAT 

Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) £99 plus VAT 

Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £199 plus VAT 

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 



Interested in programming PIC microcontrollers? Learn with PICtutor by John Becker 

The Virtual PIC 

This highly acclaimed CD-ROM, together with the PICtutor experimental and development board, will teach 
you how to use PIC microcontrolles with special emphasis on the PIC16x84 devices. The board will also act 
as a development test bed and programmer for future projects as your programming skills develop. This 
interactive presentation uses the specially developed Virtual PIC Simulator to show exactly what is 
happening as you run, or step through, a program. In this way the CD provides the easiest and best ever 
introduction to the subject. 
Nearly 40 Tutorials cover virtually every aspect of PIC programming in an easy to follow logical sequence. 

HARDWARE 
Whilst the CD-ROM can be used on its own, the physical demonstration provided by the PICtutor 
Development Kit, plus the ability to program and test your own PIC16x84s, really reinforces the lessons 
learned. The hardware will also be an invaluable development and programming tool for future work. 
Two levels of PICtutor hardware are available — Standard and Deluxe. The Standard unit comes with a battery 
holder, a reduced number of switches and no displays. This version will allow users to complete 25 of the 39 
Tutorials. The Deluxe Development Kit is supplied with a plug-top power supply (the Export Version has a 
battery holder), all switches for both PIC ports plus I.c.d. and 4-digit 7-segment led. displays. It allows users 
to program and control all functions and both ports of the PIC. All hardware is supplied fully built and tested 
and includes a PIC16F84. 

PICtutor CD-ROM HARDWARE 
Hobbyist/Student  £45 inc. VAT Standard PICtutor Development Kit  £47 inc. VAT 
Institutional (Schools/HE/FE Industry) ...E99 plus VAT Deluxe PICtutor Development Kit  £99 plus VAT 
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £199 plus VAT Deluxe Export Version  £96 plus VAT 

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 
Deluxe PICtutor Hardware 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS PHOTOS 
A high quality selection of over 200 JPG images of electronic components. This selection of high resolution photos can be used to enhance projects 
and presentations or to help with training and educational material. They are royalty free for use in commercial or personal printed projects, and can 
also be used royalty free in books, catalogues, magazine articles as well as worldwide web pages (subject to restrictions — see licence for full details). 
Also contains a FREE 30-day evaluation of Paint Shop Pro 6 — Paint Shop Pro image editing tips and on-line help included! 

Price £19.95 inc. VAT 

ELECTRONHC CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS 
+ THE PARTS GALLERY 

Provides an mtroduction to the principles and application of the most common types of 
electronic components and shows how they are used to form complete circuits. The 
v.rtual laboratories, worked examples and pre-designed circuits allow students to learn, 
experiment and cfmcK their understanding. Sectiors include: Fundamentals: units & 
multiples, electricity, electric circuits, alternating circuits. Passive Components: 
resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers. Semiconductors: diodes, transistors, 
op.amps, logic gates. Passive Circuits . Active Circuits 

The Parts Gallery wit help students to recognise common electronic components and 
their correspondtrg symbols in circuit diagrams. Selections include: Components, 
Components Quiz, Symbols, Symbols Quiz, Circuit Technology 

Hobbyist/Studeit £34 inc VAT 
Institutional (SchoolsME/FE/Industry) £89 plus VAT 
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £169 plus VAT 

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 

MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN 

This CD-ROM contains a range of tried and tested analogue and digital 
circuit modules, together with the knowledge to use and interface them. 
Thus allowing anyone with a basic understanding of circuit symbols to 
design and build their own projects. 
Essential information for anyone undertaking GCSE or "A" level 
electronics or technology and for hobbyists who want to get to grips 
with project design. Over seventy different Input, Procèssor and Output 
modules are illustrated and fully described, together with detailed 
information on construction, fault finding and components, including 
circuit symbols, pinouts, power supplies, decoupling etc. 

Single User Version £19.95 inc. VAT 

Multiple User Version £34 plus VAT 

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 

Minimum system iequir3ments for these CD-ROMs: PC with 486,166MHz. VGA+256 colours, CD-ROM drive. 32MB RAM. 10MB hard disk space. Windows 95/98, mouse, sound card, web browser. 

Please send me: CD-ROM ORDER FORM 
Electronic Projects 
Analogue Electronics Version required: 
Digital Electronics D Hobbyist/Student 
Filters D Institutional 
Digital Works 10 D Institutional 10 user 
Electronics CAD Pack 
C For PlCmicro Microcontrollers 
PICtutor 
Electronic Circuits & Components +The Parts Gallery 

Note: The software on each 
version is the same, only 
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Top Tenners 

CIRCUIT 
TESTER 
OWEN BISHOP = Project 7   

This short collection of projects, some useful, some instructive and some amusing, can be 
made for around the ten pounds mark. The estimated cost does not include an enclosure. 

All of the projects are built on stripboard, and most have been designed to fit on to boards of 
standard dimensions. All of the projects are battery-powered, so are safe to build. In a few 

cases in which, by its nature, the project is to be run for long periods, power may be provided 
by an inexpensive mains adaptor. Again, the cost of such a unit is not included. 

W
I II.N you switch on a newly built 
project and it fails to work, the 
reason is often an open circuit, a 

short circuit, or maybe a few of both. Open 
circuits are often due to faulty soldering. 
Greasy, dirty or oxidised surfaces, or fail-
ure to make both sides of the joint suffi-
ciently hot, results in the solder not flowing 
evenly across the joint. The result is a dry 
joint, with very high or infinite resistance. 
In other words, an open circuit. 

Occasionally you may completely forget 
to solder a joint, or an essential connecting 
wire may be omitted altogether. If you 
make your own p.c.b.s, you may some-
times leave a p.c.b. in the etchant for too 
long, so that one or more of the fine tracks 
disappears. 

Short circuits are also mostly due to 
faulty soldering. Excessively large blobs of 
solder may spread across two adjacent 
tracks. Often, a fine "hair" of solder may 
bridge two or more adjacent tracks. Also, 
when making p.c.b.s, you may still leave 
bridges between tracks if you do not etch 
for long enough. 

RIGHT 
CONNECTION 

Therefore, in the absence of any 
other evidence (such as smoke 
issuing from one of the transis-
tors) the first tests on a faulty cir-
cuit are to check for open circuits 
and short circuits. For example, a 
glance at the circuit diagram 
shows which points of the circuit 
should be connected to the OV rail; 
check that they are. 

Similarly, check for connec-
tions to the positive supply rail. 
This point is important when 
using CMOS i.c.s. These will 
often run without being connected 
to the positive supply, obtaining 
their supply of current through 
one of the input terminals. 
However, they will not function 
correctly without a proper connec-
tion to the supply. 

Check also for short circuits between 
power rails and between tracks that are 
closely adjacent. Conversely, check that 
there is no low-resistance connection 
between the positve and OV power rails. 

CIRCUIT TESTER 
There are a number of devices available 

for checking circuits in this way. Often a 
multimeter includes the facility for testing 
short-circuits (sometimes referred to as 
"continuity testing"). 
However, the borderline between a real 

short circuit and what is simply a low resis-
tance is sometimes imprecisely defined. 
Some devices may indicate a short circuit 
when the resistance is as much as 1012. In 
the Circuit Tester, this month's Top Tenner 
project, a short circuit is taken to have a 
resistance of IQ (ohm) or less. Conversely, 
an open circuit is defined as a resistance of 
10MQ (megohms) or more. 

HOW IT WORKS 
The Circuit Tester ( Fig.1) is a simplified 

version of the very precise resistance-

Fig.2 The circuit equivalent when test-
ing for "short-circuits". 

Fig.1. Complete circuit diagram for the Circuit Tester. Switch 
S2 is a push-to-break type. 

measuring circuit known as a "Wheatstone 
Bridge". A true Wheatstone Bridge is able 
to measure the actual resistance between 
any two points in a circuit but, in this sim-
plified version, we need to know only if the 
resistance is greater than or less than a 

fixed amount ( 152 or 10M52). 
First we look at its action as a 

detector of short circuits. For this 
we use two probes connected at 
points A and B in circuit diagram 
Fig. 1. To make the operation easi-
er to understand, the circuit is re-
drawn in Fig.2, to look more like a 
conventional "bridge". In this 
application we can ignore the 
1M52 resistor (R4) as the resis-
tances to be connected between 
probes A and B are only a few 
ohms and 1MQ in parallel with 
these will have virtually no effect. 
The state of the bridge is moni-

tored by an operational amplifier 
ICI. We can ignore the small cur-
rents flowing into the inputs of 
ICI because they are j.f.e.t. inputs 
with an input resistance of around 
I 06M52. 
We say that the bridge is bal-

anced if VINA = VINB. This 
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happens when the ratio R I :R2 equals the 
ratio R3:RAB, where RAB is the resistance 
between probes A and B when they are in 
contact with the circuit under examination. 
The ratio R 1 :R2 is 10:1, so the bridge is 
balanced when RAB  
When the bridge is balanced, the inputs 

to ICI are equal, its output is 3V, which is 
not quite enough to turn transistor TR 1 on, 
and the buzzer WD1 is silent. If RAB is 
greater than 1S2 the voltage drop across 
RA, increases. The bridge is unbalanced 
and- then VINA is greater than V iNB. This 
makes the output of ICI swing down 
toward OV. 

Transistor TR 1 is still off and the buzzer 
is still silent. But, if RAB is less than 152 the 
voltage drop across RAB decreases. The 
bridge is again unbalanced, but in the oppo-
site direction and then \ins/A < ViNB. 
The op.amp is connected as a compara-

tor, with an open-loop gain of about 
200,000, so even a small increase of V/NB 
relative to VINA makes the output swing 
sharply toward 6V. Transistor TRI is turned 
on and the buzzer sounds, indicating a short 
circuit. 

Detection of open circuits is illustrated 
in Fig.3, when the test piece is between 
probes B and C, with a resistance of RBc. It 

Fig.3. The circuit equivalent when test-
ing for "open-circuits". 

is necessary to hold switch S2 pressed to 
obtain this circuit. 
As before, the bridge is balanced when 

the ratios are equal. The ratio RI :R2 is still 
10:1 but now the balance point is reached 
when RBc:R4 is 10:1. This occurs when 
RBc = 1 OMQ. 

R is less than 10MQ, the voltage 
across RBC is reduced, making VINA > 
VINB. The bridge is unbalanced. The output 
of IC1 drops toward OV and the buzzer is 
silent. If there is an open circuit with RBc > 
10MQ, the bridge is unbalanced in the 
opposite direction. VINA < V/NB and the 
output swings sharply upward, turning on 
the buzzer. 

CONSTRUCTION 
This simple Circuit Tester is built on a 

small piece of 0.1in. matrix stripboard, 
having 10 copper strips by 39 holes. (Note, 
there is no row 1.) The topside component 
layout, wiring and details of breaks in the 
copper tracks are shown in Fig.4. 
The circuit board layout is very simple 

and assembly should cause no problems. It 
is recommended that an 8-pin &LI. socket 
is used for op.anip ICI. 

There are several ways of realising 
this project. The simplest is to have the 

Completed CircuitTester stripboard, 
minus power supply leads. COMPONENTS 

Resistors See 
R1 1k ridE") 
R2, RS 1000 (2 off) 
R3 100 
94 1M TALK 

All 0 25W I°. metal film Palle 

Semiconductors 
TF1 VN1OKM n-channel 

MOSFET 
IC1 TL081 operational 

amplifier, j.f.e.t. inputs 

Miscellaneous 
Si s.p.s.t. toggle, rocker or 

slide switch 
S2 pushbutton switch, 

push-to-break 
VVD1 4V to 9V solid-state 

buzzer 

Stripboard, Olin. matrix 10 strips by 
39 holes; optional plastic case, size to 
choice; 8-pin d.i.l. socket; battery holder 
(4 x AA); 1mm sokler pins (7 off); croco-
dile clip (3 off different colours) or other 
connectors (probes); multistrand con-
necting wire; solder, etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only 

excluding case & batts. 

bare board with three short leads ending 
in crocodile clips. A more handy 
arrangement is to enclose the circuit 
board and battery box in a plastic 
container with one flexible lead with a 
crocodile clip wired to point B (the com-
mon point). The other two test points. A 
and C, are wired to a pair of probes 
mounted on the box. 

It is possible to obtain proper probes 
for this purpose but two long narrow bolts 
will do almost as well. They can be 
mounted on opposite sides of the box. You 
then turn the box one way or the other for 
the two tests. 
The pushbutton switch S2 should be 

located where it is in a convenient position 
to press when probe C is being used. To 
make the circuit completely automatic, you 
could substitute a tilt switch for S2, mount-
ed so that it closes when probe C is being 
used. 
A battery box is recommended as a power 

supply. One that holds four type AAA cells 
will fit neatly in most small project boxes. If 
you are leaving the circuit open. attach the 
battery box to the underside of the circuit 
board, using double-sided adhesive pads. 
Another pad can also be used to attach the 
buzzer to the board. 
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Fig.4. Stripboard component layout, wiring and underside view showing the four 
breaks in the copper strips. Points A. B, C are the lead-off solder pins for the 
probes. 
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A great way to buy EPE Back Issues — our wallet-sized 
CD-ROMs contain back Issues from our EPE Online website plus 

bonus articles, all the relevant PIC software and web links. 
All this for just V12.45 each including postage and packing. 

VOL 1 CONTENTS 
BACK ISSUES - November 1998 to June 1999 (all the projects, 
features, news, Ws etc. from all eight issues). Note: No advertise-
ments or Free Gifts are included. 

PIC PROJECT CODES - All the available codes for the PIC based 
projects published in issues from November 1998 to June 1999. 

EPE ONLINE STORE - Books, PCBs. Subscriptions, etc. 

VOL 2 CONTENTS 
BACK ISSUES - July 1999 to Decembe- 1999 (all the projects, fea-
tures, news, Ills, etc. from all six issues). Note: No advertisements 
or Free Gifts are included. 

PIC PROJECT CODES - All the available codes for the 
PIC-based projects published in issues from July to 
December 1999. 

EPE ONLINE STORE - Books, PCBs, Subscriptions, etc. 

VOL 3 CONTENTS 
BACK ISSUES - January 2000 to June 2000 (all the projects, 
features, news, lUs, etc. from all six issues). Note: No advertise-
ments or Free Gifts are included. 

PIC PROJECT CODES - All the available codes for the PIC-based 
projects published in issues from Jaruary to June 2000. 

EXTRA ARTICLES - ON ALL VOLUMES 
BASIC SOLDERING GUIDE - Alan Winstanley's internationally 
acclaimed fully illustrated guide. 

UNDERSTANDING PASSIVE COMPONENTS - Introduction to the 
basic principles of passive components. 

HOW TO USE INTELLIGENT L.C.Ds, By Julyan Ilett - An utterly 
practical guide to interfacing and programming intelligent liquid 
crystal display modules. 

PhyzzyB COMPUTERS BONUS ARTICLE 1 - Signed and 
Unsigned Binary Numbers. By Clive 'Max' Maxfield and 
Alvin Brown. 

PhyzzyB COMPUTERS BONUS ARTICLE 2 - Creating an Event 
Counter. By Clive "Max" Maxfield and Alvin Brown. 

INTERGRAPH COMPUTER SYSTEMS 3D GRAPHICS - A 
chapter from Intergraph's book that explains computer graphics 
technology in an interesting and understandable way with full colour 
graphics. 

EXTRA ARTICLE ON VOL 1 81 2 
THE LIFE & WORKS OF KONRAD ZUSE - a brilliant pioneer in 
the evolution of computers. A bonus article on his life and work 
written by his eldest son, including many previously unpublished 
photographs. 

£12.45 each 
including VAT 

and p&p 

NOTE: This mini CD-ROM is suitable for use on any 
PC with a CD-ROM drive. It requires Adobe Acrobat 

Reader (available free from the Internet — 
www.adobe.com/acrobat) 

Order on-line from www.epemag.com or by 
Phone, Fax, E-mail or Post 

BACK ISSUES CD-ROM ORDER FORM 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 1 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 2 II 

I Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 3 I 

Price £ 12.45 (approx $20) each - includes postage to anywhere 
in the world. 

Address   

  Post Code   

fl I enclose cheque/P.O./bank draft to the value of £   

D Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Switch £   

g Card No.   

I Expiry Date   Switch Issue No.   

Note: Minimum order for cards £5. 

SEND TO: Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, 
East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21 1PF. 

Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692. 
E-mail: orders@epemag.wimborne.co.uk 

Payments must be by card or in £ Sterling - cheque or bank 
draft drawn on a UK bank. 

Normally supplied within seven days of receipt of order. 
Send a copy of this form, or order by letter if you do not wish to 

cut your issue. 

I Name   
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 Part 5 

In this short series, we investigate the Schmitt trigger's operation; explore the various 
ways of implementing its special characteristics and also look at how we can use it to 

create oscillators and pulse width modulators. 

Digital Applications 

O
NE OF the Schmitt trigger's most powerful attributes is its 
ability to convert a range of different waveforms - some of 
them having irregular shapes and slowly changing voltages 

- into a well defined, rectangular signal that makes rapid transitions 
from one voltage level to another. Therefore, it's not surprising that 
most digital logic families offer at least two logic functions with 
Schmitt trigger inputs, and in this article we'll see how these 
devices can be used to interface digital systems with "real world" 
analogue signals. 

However, as we shall see later, the digital Schmitt trigger is by no 
means limited to signal interfacing applications; like the linear ver-
sions based on transistors and op.amps examined in previous arti-
cles, it can be used as the central element in many other interesting 
functions. 

MEET THE FAMILY 
Since the 1960s, many digital logic "families" have been intro-

duced. One of the first TTL families was the 74-series (now largely 
obsolete), a hugely popular family of logic functions which has 
been followed over the years by other TTL varieties such as 74H, 
74LS and 74F, each providing a unique blend of speed and power 
characteristics. 

In the 1970s, the first 4000-series CMOS devices appeared, offer-
ing gates with minuscule power consumption and very high input 
impedance. Other CMOS families have followed: the 74C, 74HC 
and 74AC are some of the most common. 

Almost all of these logic families have provided one or two gate 
types with Schmitt trigger inputs. However, as it would be impossi-
ble to review all the different variants, we will focus on the Schmitt 
devices in the 4000-series and 74HC/HCT families. 

IN AND NAIVDS 
Schmitt trigger logic devices tend to be found as inverting types 

only. For example, the 74HC14 and 40106B (also known as 4106B 
by some manufacturers) are hex inverters, whereas the 74HC132 
and 409313 are quad, 2-input NAND gates (i.e., AND gates with 
logic inversion). 

Table 5.1 lists some of the more important characteristics of these 
devices. Note that the supply voltage range for the 4000-series 
devices is around three times greater than that of the 74HC/HCT 
types. However, the 4000-series parts are much slower than the 
74HC/HCT devices; both the propagation delay (the time taken for 
a signal to propagate from input to output) and the transition times 
(the time required for the output signal to traverse from one logic 
level to the other) are an order of magnitude greater than those of 
the 74HC/HCT devices. 
Most manufacturers of Schmitt logic devices usually refer to 

the upper switching threshold as the positive-going threshold 
(usually denoted V.,.+); similarly, the lower threshold is called the 
negative-going threshold (usually denoted VI-J. Notice that the 
thresholds have a fairly broad manufacturing tolerance, hence 
the minimum and maximum values. Also, note that the thresh-
olds of the 74HCT parts are significantly less than those of the 
equivalent 74HC devices. We'll say more about threshold 
voltages later. 

Not included in Table 5.1 are specifications for the output voltage 
levels, input current values and quiescent supply current. Generally, 
these tend to be the same as for similar logic devices in the same 
family. For example, when lightly loaded, the outputs of most 4000-
series and 74HC/HCT devices will swing from one supply rail to 
the other. 
CMOS input currents are extremely low, typically less than a 

nanoampere and no greater than 100nA at 25°C. This is a conve-
nient feature which allows large resistance values to be used for 
biasing the inputs, and is particularly useful in timing applications 
that require large time constants. 

Generally, CMOS devices have very low quiescent supply cur-
rent (much lower than equivalent TTL parts). For example, the qui-
escent supply current for the 74HC14 is no greater than 2µA at 
25°C; the 4000-series devices are similarly frugal with power con-
sumption. Bear in mind, however, that these are static (i.e., "doing 
nothing") values: the supply current increases considerably when 
the device starts switching, and power consumption goes up as 
operating frequency increases. 

Table 5.1: Characteristics of Common Schmitt Trigger Logic Devices 

Part 
Number 

Function Supply Voltage 
Range (V) 

min. max. 

Negative-Going Positive-Going 
Threshold, VT_ (V) Threshold, VT. (V) 

min max. min. max. 

Hysteresis Max. Propagation Max. Transition 

Voltage, VH (V) Delay tp (ns) Time t (ns) 
min. max. 

74HC14 

74HCT14 

74HC132 

74HCT132 

4093B 

40106B 

Hex Inverter 

Hex Inverter 

Quad 2-input NAND 

Quad 2-input NAND 

Quad 2-input NAND 

Hex Inverter 

2 

2 

2 

2 

3 

3 

6 

6 

6 

6 

15 

15 

1 

0.55 

1 

0.55 

1.5 

0.7 

2.5 

1.3 

2.5 

1-3 

2.25 

2-0 

2.5 

1.3 

2.5 

1.3 

2.75 

3.0 

3.5 

2.0 

3.5 

2.0 

3.5 

4.3 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.4 

0.5 

1.0 

1.4 

1.45 

1.4 

1.45 

2.0 

3.6 

22 

34 

22 

34 

450 

400 

14 

15 

14 

15 

145 

200 

Notes: Characteristics are 
Values are quoted for: positive 

representative of each part but may vary from 
supply voltage = 5V; negative supply voltage = 

one manufacturer to another. 
OV; ambient temperature = 25°C. 
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SYMBOLS AND PINOUTS 
The circuit symbols for the Schmitt logic devices are shown in 

Fig.5.1. Notice how each symbol contains the "clockwise" hys-
teresis loop typical of inverting Schmitt triggers. The inherent 
Schmitt switching function does not alter the logic function in any 
way. For example, the 74HC14 performs the same logic inversion 
as the non-Schmitt 74HCO4 inverter; similarly, the 4093B 2-input 
NAND logic function is exactly the same as the non-Schmitt 4011B 
2-input NAND. 
The pinout connection and internal structure diagram for each 

package is shown in Fig.5.2. The pinouts for the 40106B and 
74HC/HCT14 are the same, but both packages have been shown to 
emphasise the different power supply terminology: generally, the 
positive supply (pin 14) is denoted V„ for 4000-series devices and 
Vcc for 74HC/HCT parts; the negative supply (pin 7) is usually 
denoted Vss for 4000-series parts and GND ("ground") for 
74HC/HCT parts. 

SCHMITT TRIGGER INVERTER (E.G. 401011 74HC/FICT141) 

— ree 

COMMON SYMBOL 

if 

IEC SYMBOL 

SCHMITT TRIGGER NAND IE G 4093, 74HC/HCT132) 

COMMON SYMBOL 

if 
if 

IEC SYMBOL 

Fig.5.1. Some circuit symbols for 
Schmitt trigger logic devices. 

Notice that the pinouts for the 4093 and 
74HC/HCT132 are different, so it would not be 
possible to replace one part with the other in a 
breadboard or p.c.b. without making changes 
to the connections. 
A handful of other devices provide Schmitt 

trigger inputs. For example, the 74HC123 and 
74HC423 (Dual Retriggerable Monostable 
Multivibrators) and 74HC221 (Dual Non-retrig-
gerable Monostable Multivibrator) provide 
Schmitt switching levels at the trigger inputs. 

Specific manufacturers also provide Schmitt 
trigger action at the clock inputs of certain flip-
flops and counters. For instance, Philips 
Semiconductors provide Schmitt clock inputs 
for the 74HC/HCT74 (Dual D-type Flip-Flop), 
74HC/HCT112 (Dual JK Flip-Flop), and 4040B ( 12-stage Binary 
Counter), whereas other manufacturers provide only standard clock 
inputs for the same parts. 

SWITCHING THRESHOLDS 
AND LOGIC LEVELS 

It is important to make a distinction between the switching thresh-
olds of a Schmitt device like the 40106B, and the input logic levels of 
a non-Schmitt inverter like the 4049UB. For example, with V„ = 5V, 
the low level input voltage, VIL, of the 4049UB is typically 1.5V and 
the high level input voltage, V ili, is typically 3.5V. At first sight, it 
might appear that the 4049UB behaves as a Schmitt inverter with a 
hysteresis voltage of 3-5V — 1.5V = 2.0V, this is not the case. 
The specifications for VIL and Vat simply define the guaranteed 

input logic level voltages for the particular device. Therefore, VIL = 
1.5V means that any voltage less than 1.5V will be recognised as a 
logic "0" by the input; similarly, V,„ = 3.5V implies that any volt-
age greater than 3.5V will be treated as a logic " 1". However, 
unlike the Schmitt device, there is only one input switching thresh-
old which may lie anywhere between VIL and V/H, and is usually 
around V,„/2 for 4000 series devices. 

Consequently, having no hysteresis voltage, the non-Schmitt 
devices cannot provide the same noise-rejection as their Schmitt 
counterparts. Furthermore, they are unable to deal properly with 
slowly changing input signals which can lead to erratic behaviour or 
output distortion. 

Fig.5.2. Internal structures and pinout details for a group of Schmitt trigger logic Las. 

JITTER, GLITCHES AND DISTORTION 
Digital systems must often interface with "non-digital" signals 

that have long rise and fall times; examples are filter output signals, 
transducer output signals and signals derived from oscillators or 
transformers. Theoretically, the high gain between the input and 

output of a logic device would produce a rectangular output pulse 
regardless of the rise and fall times of the input signal. In practice, 
things are quite different. 
When a slowly changing edge reaches the switching threshold of a 

standard logic element, it starts to switch, and a phenomenon called 
"charge-dumping" causes slight shifts in the power supply voltage 
levels within the i.c. This pulls the circuit back into its pre-switching 
state, thereby causing a "uttering" output. Also, as the input signal 
passes through the switching threshold, the complementary transistors 
in the input stage conduct together, causing a relatively large current 
flow through the device and a corresponding increase in power dissi-
pation. This can also lead to gross distortion in the output waveshape. 

For standard logic devices, the only way to avoid these problems 
is to ensure that the input signal's transition times are kept very 
short. Indeed, most logic devices specify a maximum value for the 
rise and fall times; for instance, the 74HCO4 requires input signal 
transition times that are less than 500ns for reliable operation. 

Therefore, for systems where slowly changing signals are 
unavoidable, a Schmitt trigger device is essential to prevent jitter 
and to keep power dissipation low. Of equal importance is the 
Sclunites ability to reject noise: provided they are of lower ampli-
tude than the hysteresis voltage, any glitches occurring as the signal 
crosses the switching threshold will have no effect on the output 
signal. 

TYPICAL INTERFACE CIRCUIT 
A circuit that can be adapted to interface the Schmitt logic ele-

ment with almost any kind of input signal is shown in Fig.5.3. 
Although IC1 is shown as a Schmitt inverter, it could be a Schmitt 
NAND or any other logic device having a Schmitt trigger input. 

Although the Schmitt is often used for sine-to-square conversion, 
the input signal Vs can take almost any shape, and can range in 
amplitude from a volt or so, up to several hundred volts with suit-
able attenuation. Each of the components before the inverter plays 
a unique role, but, depending on the application, some or all of them 
may be omitted. 

Capacitor Cc is used for a.c. coupling and is necessary when the 
average, d.c. level of the input signal exceeds ¡Cl 's supply rails. 
Capacitive coupling can also be necessary where the d.c. level lies 
within the supply rails but is somewhat distant from the inverter's 
mid-hysteresis voltage level. 

Input resistor RI>, may be required to protect IC1's input against 
overload. Resistor RI>, may also be used with RI and R2 to form an 
attenuator; this is necessary where the amplitude of input signal Vs 
exceeds the Sclunitt's supply rails. 

Resistors RI and R2 are required when the input is capacitively 
coupled via Cc, and are used to establish a bias voltage, VmA s, at the 
Sclunites input. As we shall see later, RI and R2 should be chosen 
to make V B/As equal to the mid-hysteresis voltage level. 
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Diodes Dl and D2 are protection com-
ponents which "clamp" excessive volt-
ages to safe levels. To some degree, D 
and D2 augment IC1's own internal pro-
tection diodes and can therefore be omit 
ted in certain applications. However, it is 
good practice to include DI and D2, par-
ticularly where extreme voltages could be 
present. 

Finally, capacitor C, can be used with RIN 
to form a simple low-pass filter. This can be 
useful if the input is subject to large ampli-
tude, high frequency noise, and together with 
the inverter's hysteresis provides a powerful 
degree of noise immunity. 

In a moment, we'll work through some simple examples to see 
how the circuit can be adapted to suit different applications. First, 
however, we must take a closer look at the Schmitt's input 
characteristics. 

INPUT CHARACTERISTICS: ON THE 
THRESHOLD 
As an example, Table 5.2 lists the 40106B threshold voltages for 

three different manufacturers. The values were taken directly from 
the manufacturers' data sheets and illustrate the spread in thresholds 
at room temperature for VDD = 5V and Vs, = OV. 
The first thing to note is that the specifications differ consider-

ably from one manufacturer to another, even though they relate to 
the same kind of device! Furthermore, the values given can be 
confusing. 

For example, we would expect the minimum hysteresis voltage to 
be the difference between the minimum positive-going threshold 
and the maximum negative-going threshold, or NH(min) = VT,(min) 
— VT_(max). Similarly, we would expect the maximum hysteresis 
voltage to be the difference between the maximum positive-going 
threshold and the minimum negative-going threshold, or Vamax) = 
V1 (max) — VT_(nin). 

If we calculate VH(min) and Vamax) for the 
Fairchild/National Semiconductor part using the minimum and 
maximum values for VT+ and VT_, we find that the results agree 
exactly with the specified values for Vamin) and V„(max). 
However, if we perform the same calculations for the Philips 
and Motorola parts, the results differ significantly from the 
specified values for V„(min) and V„(max). In fact, for both of 
these parts, the data suggest that V1 (max) can actually be 
greater than V1 (min) — clearly impossible if the device is to 
work properly! 

Fig.5.3. Circuit diagram for a Schmitt trigger interface. 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE VARIATIONS 
Changes in supply voltage cause corresponding changes in the 

threshold voltages. This is shown graphically in Fig.5.4, where the 
spread in each threshold voltage is shown as a band which widens 
as the supply voltage increases. Clearly, the hysteresis voltage, 
being the difference between the thresholds, will also grow larger as 
the supply voltage increases. 
To make matters worse, the relationship between threshold volt-

age and supply voltage is not necessarily a linear one as shown in 
Fig.5.4, but can actually be highly non-linear. In other words, the 
value of either threshold voltage is not necessarily a fixed percent-
age of the supply voltage. 
To see how the ambiguities in threshold levels can have a signif-

icant effect on circuit behaviour, we'll refer again to the interface 
circuit in Fig.5.3 and consider a simple example. 

Let us assume the input signal is derived from an active filter cir-
cuit working on a single 15V supply. The filter output is a sinewave 

Table 5.2: Threshold Voltages for 40106-type Hex Schmitt Inverters 

Manufacturer 

Fairchild/National 
Semiconductor  
Philips 
Semiconductor 
Motorola MC14106B 0.9 
(On Semiconductor)  
Notes: Values are quoted for: VDD = 5V: Vss = OV; ambient temperature = 25°C• 
N.S.: Not Specified 

Part 

Number 

CD401 06BC 

HEF40106B 

Negative-Going, 
Threshold VT_ (V) 
min. typ. max. 

0.7 1.4 2-0 

Positive-Going, Hysteresis Voltage, 
Threshold t fr. (V) V H (V) 
min. typ. max. min. typ. max  

3.0 3.6 4.3 1.0 2.2 3-6 

1.5 2-2 3.0 2.0 3.0 3-5 05 08 NS 

1.9 2.8 2.2 2.9 3.6 03 1 1 2.0 

with a frequency 
range from 100Hz to 
500Hz. The signal 
amplitude can vary 
from 7Vp-p (peak-to-
peak) to a maximum 
of 10Vp-p, and 
swings symmetrically 
about a mean, d.c. 
level of 7.5V. 
The sinewave 

must be converted to 
a rectangular signal 
for the digital part of 
the system working 
on a single 5V rail. 
We decide to use the 
Fairchild/National 
Semiconductor 
CD40106BC as the input device, so in Fig.5.3 IC1 is one sixth 
of the CD40106BC package, VDD = 5V and Vs, = OV. 

Since the input signal, Vs, swings about a 7.5V d.c. level, cou-
pling capacitor Cc is essential, and resistors RI and R2 must be 
selected to set the d.c. bias level, Vams, to a suitable value. As we 
are designing the circuit for a production run of thousands of units, 
it is impossible to measure the threshold levels of each individual 
Schmitt inverter, so RI and R2 must be chosen to satisfy all possible 
values of VT_ and VT+. 

INPUT 
THRESHOLD 
VOLTAGE (V) 

V 

VT+IMIN) 

..ese 
V1-(MAX) 

t.oveal-HeEsriot.o Rxr4GE VT_( MINI 

SUPPLY VOLTAGE VDD OR VDD (V) 

Fig.5.4. Input threshold voltages vary 
with supply voltage. 

MID-HYSTERESIS LEVEL 
By setting Vm„ equal to the mid-hysteresis level denoted 

VH(mm,), we ensure the circuit will be triggered by peak-to-peak sig-
nal amplitudes which are equal to, or greater than, the hysteresis 
voltage. In other words, we ensure the circuit has maximum 
sensitivity. 

However, this is where our problems begin. The mid-hysteresis 
level is given by: 

V (V„ — VT ) VT_ + VT+ 
VH(MID) = VT- + = VT- 4-    (volts) 

2 2 2 

Which values do we choose for VT_ and VT.,? Referring again to 
the specifications for the Fairchild/National Semiconductor 
CD40106BC in Table 5.2, if we choose maximum values for each 
threshold, we find that V„(m/D) = (2.0 + 4.3)/2 = 3.15V. On the other 
hand, selecting minimum values gives V„(m/D) = (0.7 + 3.0)/2 = 
1.85V. 
Faced with this kind of design dilemma, it is often necessary to 

choose a middle course and use the typical threshold values, which 
yield VmmiD) = ( 1.4 + 3.6)/2 = 2.5V. In other words, we set VBiAs 
equal to VDD/2, which is simply a case of making RI = R2. This 
"typical value" approach is illustrated in Fig.5.5a, which shows that 
the minimum peak-to-peak amplitude of VIN (the signal at the 
inverter's input) required to cross both thresholds is equal to the 
hysteresis voltage, V, (in this case, 2.2V). 
The values chosen for resistors RI and R2 should not be too small, 

otherwise they will excessively load the signal source and will neces-
sitate a relatively large value for coupling capacitor C. However, the 
values must not be too large, or IC1's input leakage current (±0.1pA 
max) which must flow through either RI or R2 will cause a significant 
voltage drop which could offset the intended value of VB1As. Values in 
the range 1001d2 to 5601(52 are usually suitable. 

SIGNAL ATTENUATION 
Resistor RIN forms a potential divider with RI and R2 and must 

be selected to attenuate V, such that the amplitude of VIN does not 
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exceed ICI's input voltage range. Under normal operating 
conditions, the input voltage to the Schmitt devices listed in Table 
5.1 should not exceed the supply rails. 

Therefore, for the circuit of Fig.5.3, the peak-to-peak amplitude 
of VIN must not exceed 5V. However, since Vs can be as large as 
10Vp-p, we must attenuate it by a factor of two. 

ICI's input voltage, VIN, is related to Vs as follows: 

VIN = Vs x  RTH  (volts) 
RIN RTH 

where RTH is the Thévenin equivalent resistance of the R1-R2 
potential divider: 

RTH =  RIIIR2 = RI x R2 
RI + R2 

(ohms) 

where // means "in parallel with". 

BY making RIN = RTH, we obtain the required factor of two atten-
uation, that is, VI>, = Vs/2. Also, since RI = R2 in this example, we 
find that RTH is simply half the value chosen for RI and R2. Suitable 
preferred values are RI = R2 = 3601(52, RI, = 180k51 
By attenuating Vs, we have ensured that VIN cannot exceed Vss 

or V„, therefore protection diodes D1 and D2 shown in Fig.5.3 are 
not required. Also, since Vs is not affected by excessive noise or 
interference, filter capacitor CF is not needed. 

Coupling capacitor C, must be selected to present a low imped-
ance to Vs at the minimum operating frequency, which in this exam-
ple is 100Hz. If the reactance of C, is, say, fifty times less than RIN, 
the capacitor will have negligible effect on the overall attenuation. 
A value of Cc = 470nF would be suitable, having a reactance of 
3.41cil at 100Hz. 

Note that in certain applications, a small value of Cc may be used 
such that its reactance is relatively large, thereby contributing to the 
attenuation. However, this approach should be used with caution, 
since capacitor tolerance (often as large as ± 10%) will have an 
unpredictable effect on the attenuation factor, and the reactance — 
and hence attenuation — will vary if the frequency changes. 
Furthermore, the phase shift introduced by a small value of Cc 
could cause problems in certain applications. 

WORST CASE 
PROBLEMS 
The amplitude of V, needed to trigger ICI 

will depend on the actual hysteresis voltage of 
the device used. If we are lucky and the 
thresholds are at their typical values as shown 
in Fig.5.5a, the smallest peak-to-peak ampli-
tude of VIN that will cross both thresholds is 
simply equal to the hysteresis voltage, which 
is typically 2.2V as shown. Taking the attenu-
ation into account. this means that Vs must be 
at least 4.4V p-p. 

However, referring to Table 5.2, we see that 
the CD40106BC hysteresis voltage can be as 
large as 3.6V. Therefore, the worst case con-
ditions would require VIN = 3.6Vp-p, and thus 
Vs = 7.2Vp-p, to cross both thresholds. Now, 
we saw earlier that Vs could be a minimum of 
7Vp-p, in which case the sinewave would 
simply not be large enough to trigger ICI. 
A further problem arises when the thresholds do not lie symmet-

rically about the chosen value of \ism. This is shown in Fig.5.5b, 
where the thresholds are both 0.6V lower than in Fig.5.5a. 
Consequently, the mid hysteresis level. V,(,„„), is also 0.6V lower 
at 1.9V. Since RI = R2, the bias voltage, VB,„, remains the same 
(2.5V). Even though the hysteresis voltage is exactly the same as in 
Fig.5.5a, the amplitude of VIN has had to be increased considerably 
in order for the sinewave to cut the negative threshold, VT_. 
The shift in away from VB,„ also has a marked effect on 

ICI 's output waveform, VouT. In Fig.5.5a, where the thresholds are 
symmetrical about Vms, the output squarewave has a 50% duty 
cycle. However, in Fig.5.5b, the duty cycle of VouT is significantly 
less than 50%. 
Whether or not this change in duty cycle is a problem will depend 

on the application. Interestingly, this effect can be used as a crude 
technique for varying the duty cycle of a pulse waveform: by feed-
ing the Schmitt device with a sinewave or triangle wave of suitable 
amplitude, and by varying VB,As (for example, by replacing RI and 
R2 with a potentiometer), the duty cycle of V ouT can be varied over 
a narrow or relatively large range, depending on the hysteresis of 
the device used. 

HIGH VOLTAGE PROTECTION 

The fact that the threshold levels can vary considerably from one 
part to another means that the Schmitt devices listed in Table 5.1 
cannot always be guaranteed to trigger correctly on a given wave-
form, especially where the amplitude of the input signal can vary as 
in the example above. In certain cases, it may be necessary to 
replace the "digital" Schmitt device with one made using op.amps 
or comparators, where the thresholds and hysteresis can be set pre-
cisely. One of the many circuits described in Part Two or Part Three 
of this series should be suitable. 

Nevertheless, despite the somewhat ambiguous nature of the 
thresholds, the devices listed in Table 5.1 are often more than ade-
quate for interfacing a digital system to the "real world". However, 
as we will see in the next example, the real world can be a noisy and 
dangerous place. 
A sensor located in a manufacturing plant outputs a crude digital 

signal with TTL logic levels. The sensor is activated once every few 
minutes, producing a relatively slow change in the output voltage. 
The sensor must be interfaced to 'a digital system located several 
hundred meters away, and it will be connected using cables that run 
near some high voltage switch gear. During maintenance, it is pos-
sible that the cables could accidentally be connected to the 230V 
mains voltage supply. 

In this example, typical of many industrial applications, the slow 
change in the sensor's output signal means that some kind of 
Schmitt interface is essential to provide a clean, jitter-free signal for 
the digital system. The proximity to the switch gear means that the 
cables may pick up significant amounts of electrical noise, and the 
possibility of mains voltage on the cables means that protection 
measures are essential. 

TTL LEVELS 
The sensor's TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) output specifica-

tion means that the low level (logic "0") output voltage could range 
from OV to 0.4V; the high level (logic " 1") output voltage could be 
as little as 2.4V (assuming a 5V supply voltage). 

VIN 

-1-
• 
• 

VBIAS = VH(MID) 
= Vce2 (2.5V) 

Vow-

(NOT TO SCALE , 

Vss (0v) 

A) 

VIN 

- - - - VT+ (XIV) 

1 - - 
1 +--- I---  

_ ._¡._ .- ...L -.I- .---•1- •--- • VBB (OV) 

VH(mi D) ( 1.9V) 
I... 

VouT 

(NOT TO SCALE) 

• 
• 

VBIAS = VDO/2 

B) 

VH (2.2V) 

Fig.5.5. Waveform showing biasing and threshold levels. 

Therefore, the Schmitt device chosen for the interface must have 
a negative-going threshold no less than 0.4V, and the positive-going 
threshold must be no greater than 2.4V. Referring to Table 5.1, we 
see that all the devices listed have VT_ (min) greater than 0.4V; how-
ever, only the 74HCT14 and 74HCT132 guarantee VT+ (max) to be 
less than 2.4V. This is not surprising, since the "T" in HCT implies 
that the devices are specifically intended for interfacing with TTL 
voltage levels. 

Referring again to Fig.5.3, we do not require Cc, RI and R2 since 
the input signal has d.c. voltage levels and need not be capacitively 
coupled on to a bias voltage set by RI and R2. However, resistor 
RIN, and diodes D1 and D2 are essential. 

Since it is possible that mains voltage could accidentally be 
connected, the peak voltage that could be applied to RIN is around 
±350V. Therefore, IC1 must be protected against this degree of 
"overvoltage". Although all of the devices listed in Table 5.1 
usually feature a low-value current limiting resistor and voltage 
clamp diodes located on-chip at every input, these components 
are only really intended to protect against short-duration over-
loads, such as those caused by ESD (Electrostatic Discharge). 
They should not be relied upon to protect against sustained over-
voltage conditions. 
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Ts 
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Fig.5.6. Circuit diagram for a positive-going pulse stretcher 
(a) and typical waveforms (b). 

Therefore, diodes D1 and D2 (usually signal diodes like the 
1N4148) should be connected as shown to clamp the input voltage 
to safe levels (typically GND — 0.7V and Vcc + 0.7V). Resistor RIN 
must be chosen to limit the input current to a safe value. 
The 1N4148 diode has a maximum current rating of around 

150mA. Therefore, assuming all of the 350V overvoltage is 
dropped across RIN, it would appear that the minimum acceptable 
value for RIN is simply: 350V/150mA = 2.31(51. However, we must 
also consider the power rating of RIN. 

POWER AND VOLTAGE RATINGS 
If we chose Rim to be, say, 2.4kQ, its power rating would need to 

be (VRms)2/2.4k52, where VRms is the mains voltage, giving a rating 
of: 2302/2,400 = 22W! Clearly, a 22W resistor would be enormous, 
so the correct approach is to start with a suitable power rating and 
"work backwards". 

If we select a 0.5W type for RIN, the minimum resistance value 
required is: (VRms)2/0.5W = 2302/03 = 105.8k51. A suitable, pre-
ferred value would be 120kil, which would limit the peak input cur-
rent to around ±3mA under overload conditions. 
Remember that resistor RIN must also have a suitable voltage 

rating. Some resistor types only have a maximum voltage rating 
of around 200V, or less. Therefore, it may be necessary to use two 
or more resistors connected in series. For example, two 68k0 
resistors rated at 200V each would be adequate: this approach has 
the added advantage that the power dissipation is shared between 
the series resistors. 

Finally, we must consider the noise that could be induced in the 
cables by the high voltage switch gear. Ideally, the maximum noise 
voltage that could be present should be measured in order to choose 
the optimum value for filter capacitor CF. If this is not practical, it 
may be sufficient to make CF as large as possible without affecting 
the circuit's response to the sensor output signal. 

For example, with capacitor CF = 470nF, the low pass filter 
formed by resistor RN (2 x 681(Q) and CF would attenuate 50Hz 
interference by a factor of twenty, whilst delaying the rise and 
fall of VIN by no more than 80ms, or so. Note how RIN performs 
a dual role as both a current limiting device and a filter 
component. 

DOING A STRETCH 
Although intended mainly as an interface element and for 

"squaring up" slowly changing signals, the digital Schmitt trigger 
can be used to implement a variety of other functions. 
A common requirement in digital systems is to extend the width 

of a narrow pulse. This can be achieved using a monostable multi-
vibrator such as the 74HC221 or the 4538B, but a simpler and 
cheaper approach known as a pulse stretcher is shown in Fig.5.6. 
The waveforms shown in the diagram can be used to understand 
how the circuit works. 
When the input voltage, VIN, is low, the output of the first invert-

er, ICla, is high and diode D1 is reverse biased; provided VIN is low 
for some time, timing capacitor C 1 will have fully charged via tim-
ing resistor R1, such that Vc = Vcc. 
When the narrow input pulse arrives, IC I a's output goes low, 

and DI becomes forward biased, rapidly discharging C 1 and 
clamping Vc to a diode drop above GND, i.e., Vc = VD, where 
VD is the drop across diode DI. Since Vc has been pulled below 
the negative-going threshold of IC1b, its output, Vo„, 
immediately goes high. 

At the end of the narrow input pulse when VI, goes low, ICI a's 
output goes high again and D1 becomes reverse biased. Capacitor 

Fig.5.7. Negative-going pulse stretcher 
circuit. (Compare with Fig.5.6.) 

Cl now starts to charge via resistor RI, and Vc rises exponentially 
toward Vcc. When Vc crosses IC Ib's positive-going threshold volt-
age, VT.„ the circuit output goes low again. 

TIME CONSTANT 
The time taken for Vc to rise from VD to VT+, denoted Ts, is the 

amount by which the input pulse is "stretched", and is given by: 

Ts = r In Vi,cc (seconds) 

where r is the circuit time constant, r = Cl x R1, and In denotes the 
natural logarithm. 
The circuit of Fig.5.6 was tested using a 74HC14 for IC1 

(although most of the other devices listed in Table 5.1 could have 
been used equally well). With Vcc = 5.00V, Dl's diode drop, VD, 
and VT+ of IC1b were measured as 0.5V and 2.75V, respectively. 
With a value of 1nF for capacitor Cl and 1MQ for resistor RI (giv-
ing r = lms), the value of T, calculated using the equation above 
was 693ps. With an input pulse width, TIN, of just 2ps, the actual 
value of Ts was found to be 690ps. 

Note that the overall width of the output pulse, Tour, is the sum 
of Ts and T IN, i.e.: To,r = Ts + TIN. In this respect, the pulse stretch-
er differs from a "proper" monostable multivibrator whose output 
pulse width is independent of the input pulse width. 

Also, note that Ts will vary with changes in VD and VT+. Although 
Ts can be "trimmed" by using a variable resistor (potentiometer) 
for R1, the circuit is not intended for precision timing applications. 
In such cases, a device such as the 74HC221 or 4538B would offer 
superior performance. 

CURRENT LIMITATIONS 
When stretching very narrow pulses, ICIa's output must have 

good current sink capability in order to discharge capacitor CI dur-
ing TIN. If the inverter cannot provide adequate sink current, Vc will 
not be clamped to VD but to some higher voltage, resulting in a 
shorter output pulse. 

For a given time constant, it is best to use a large value for 
resistor RI and a small value for capacitor Cl: a smaller capaci-
tor can be discharged more quickly with a given sink current. 
However, C 1 should not be too small or IC 1 b's inherent input 
capacitance (typically 5pF for a 74HC14 or 40106B) must be 
taken into account. Similarly, R1 should not be too large or 
IC Ib's input leakage current could have a noticeable (and unpre-
dictable) effect on Ts. 

Provided the input pulse has good rectangular shape, IC la does 
not need to be a Schmitt device: any inverter with adequate current 
sink capability and an output swing down to the negative rail (GND 
or Vss) could be used. IC lb must be a Schmitt device, of course. 

Despite its simplicity, the circuit is remarkably tolerant of supply 
voltage variations. For example, increasing Vcc by 20 per cent from 5V 
to 6V caused Ts to fall from 690ps to 688ps: a decrease of just 0.3%! 
The reason for this surprising stability is a kind of "balancing 

act". The increase in Vcc results in a similar increase in the charg-
ing current flowing through RI, making Vc rise more quickly; how-
ever, IC lb's positive-going threshold, VT+, also increases, and tends 
to compensate for these effects. 
By making slight changes to the circuit, we obtain the negative-

going pulse stretcher shown in Fig.5.7, where the narrow, negative-
going input pulse results in a much wider negative-going output 
pulse of duration To„, which again equals TIN + T . However, Ts is 
now given by: 

Ts = r In { Va. 17° } (seconds) 
VT_ 

where r = CI x R1, and VT_ is the negative-going threshold of IC lb. 
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Again, ICIa does not need to be a Schmitt inverter, and most of 
the devices listed in Table 5.1 could be used for IC lb. 

Note that pulse stretchers are sometimes called "edge delay" 
circuits, since the falling (or rising) edge of VouT is delayed by an 
amount Ts relative to the falling (or rising) edge of VIN. 

A CASE OF DISCRIMINATION 
Taking a different perspective on things can often lead to surpris-

ing results. If we consider the circuit of Fig.5.7 in terms of positive-
going pulses rather than negative-going ones, the circuit provides an 
alternative, but equally useful, function. 
The waveforms of Fig.5.8 illustrate the effect of two, positive-

going input pulses applied to the circuit in Fig.5.7. 
When VI, is low, diode D1 is forward biased, pulling the voltage 

across resistor R1 (denoted VR) to a diode drop below Vcc, i.e., VR 
= Vcc — V,. Therefore, for Vcc = 5V and assuming V, is approxi-
mately 0.5V, VR will sit at 4.5V; since this is greater than IC lb's 
positive-going threshold, the output voltage, Vour is low. 
When VIN goes high on the rising edge of the first input pulse, 

diode DI becomes reverse biased, allowing C 1 to charge via Rl. As 
Vc increases exponentially, VR falls exponentially, as shown by the 
middle waveform in Fig.5.8. If VI>, goes low again before VR has 
fallen below ICI b's negative-going threshold, V,, the output volt-
age, VouT, remains low and is unaffected by the relatively narrow 
input pulse. 
On the rising edge of the second input pulse, DI again becomes 

reverse biased, and CI begins to charge again. Once more, VR starts 
to decrease exponentially, but this time, because the pulse is much 
wider than the first, VR has time to fall below VT_. As soon as it does 
so, VouT immediately goes high. 
The time TmIN needed for VR to fall below VT_ denotes the mini-

mum pulse width needed to trigger ICI b and make VouT go high. 
Thus, the circuit discriminates between pulses of short and long 
duration. Like Ts above, TmIN is given by: 

TMIN = r In { V V (seconds) 
VT_ 

By choosing a suitable time constant, the circuit will indicate 
when the input pulse width has exceed the required value of TmIN. 
The pulse stretcher shown previously in Fig.5.6 will behave as a 
pulse width discriminator for negative-going pulses. With the input 
normally high, the output will also be high and will go low only if 
the negative-going input pulse width is greater than the minimum 
time set by C 1 and RI. 
An interesting case arises when either of the pulse width dis-

criminator circuits is preceded by a toggle-connected flip-flop, such 
that the width of the flip-flop's output pulses is equal to the period 
of its clock signal. In this arrangement, the circuit behaves as a fre-
quency discriminator, since the output will be asserted only when 

Fig.5.9. Positive-going "digital" differ-
entiator circuit and waveforms. 

Fig.5.10. Digital differentiator circuit for 
negative-going pulses. 

(VIN AND VouT ARE NOT TO THE SAME SCALE AS VR) 

Fig.5.8. Pulse width discriminator waveforms. 

the clock frequency is less than a preset value determined by the 
circuit time constant. 

DIGITAL DIFFERENTIA TORS 
By rearranging either of the pulse stretcher circuits, we can cre-

ate a circuit which performs the "opposite" function, i.e., one 
which generates a relatively narrow output pulse in response to a 
wider input pulse. A circuit that works with positive-going pulses is 
shown in Fig.5.9. 

This kind of circuit is sometimes called a "digital differentiator", 
in that it performs the digital equivalent of the mathematical differ-
entiation function. Referring to the waveforms in Fig.5.9, we can 
understand how the circuit works by assuming that capacitor Cl is 
initially uncharged (Vc = 0) and that the circuit input, VIN, is low. In 
this state, ICIa's output and the input to IC1b, denoted V,N(b), are 
both high, and VouT is low. 
When the input pulse arrives, IC 1 a's output immediately goes 

low on the rising edge of VIN, and (since the voltage across a capac-
itor cannot change instantaneously) this low-going pulse is coupled 
to VIN(b) via Cl, forcing IC Ib's output high. 

Capacitor Cl now begins to charge via RI, and as it does so, 
VIN(b) rises exponentially. When VIN(b) crosses IC Ib's positive-
going threshold, V„, VouT immediately goes low, resulting in a nar-
row, positive-going output pulse of width Tour given by: 

Tour = r In { c (seconds) 
c — 

where r again denotes the circuit time constant, r = Cl x Rl. 
Provided the input pulse is wide enough, V,(b) will eventually 

reach Vcc when C 1 becomes fully charged 
(Vc = V00). When VIN goes low, ICla's output 
immediately goes high, causing the "nega-
tive" end of C 1 to rise to Vcc. In turn, this 
would normally cause the "positive" end of 
C 1 to go to Vcc + V, = Vcc + Vcc = 2 x Vec. 

However, the presence of diode D1 pre-
vents this by clamping VIN(b) to one diode 
drop (V0) above V00. The diode clamping is 
necessary to ensure Cl is rapidly discharged 
ready for the next input pulse, and also to pro-
vide a degree of overvoltage protection for 
IC 1 b's input. 

Fig.5.11. Circuit diagram for a simple Set/Reset (SR) latch using two Schmitt 
inverters. 
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CIRCUIT PERFORMANCE 
The circuit of Fig.5.9 was tested using a 74HC14 for ICI, 

although most other Schmitt devices could be used. With Vcc set 
to 5.00V, IC 1 b's positive-going threshold was measured as 
2.74V. With values of 1nF and 1001Q selected for C 1 and RI 
(such that r = 100ps), the theoretical value of TOUT derived using 
the equation given above is 79.4ps. The actual, measured value 
was 80ps. 

Digital differentiators are useful in clocking applications where it 
is necessary to generate a narrow pulse or "spike" coincident with 
the rising or falling edge of a relatively long-duration pulse. By con-
necting D1 and RI to the negative rail (GND) as shown in Fig.5.10, 
we obtain a differentiator that operates on negative-going pulses, 
where TouT is given by: 

Tour = r In V I VCC / (seconds) 
I, T_ 

and V, is the negative-going threshold of ICI b. 

A SIMPLE LATCH 
Although the latch function is available in many digital i.c.s, such 

as the 74HC74 and 4043B, two Schmitt inverters can be pressed 
into service as a crude SR (Set/Reset) latch as shown in Fig.5.11. In 
this circuit, a high logic level at the SET input sets the latch (Vour 
goes high), and a low level at the RESET input resets the latch 
(Vow. goes low). 
To understand how the circuit works, assume SET is low and 

RESET is high such that diodes DI and D2 are both reverse 
biased, and VouT is low. The low level at VouT is fed to the input 
of IC 1 a via resistor R2, effectively reinforcing the low output 
level (the two inverters together behave as a single, non-invert-
ing buffer). 
When SET goes high, the voltage at the junction of D1 and 

RI is pulled up to a diode drop below V. Resistors RI and R2 
now behave as a potential divider, but since R2 is much larger 
than R 1, there is little attenuation, and so the input to ICI a also 
rises to a similar level. Since this is above ICIa's positive-going 
threshold, its output goes low, forcing IC 1 b's output (Vow-) 
high. The latch is now "set" and the high level at VouT main-
tains the high level at IC 1 a's input, even when SET goes low 
again. 
The latch remains  in this state until a negative-going pulse is 

applied to the RESET input, which pulls down the voltage at ICIa's 
input to a diode drop above ground. Since this is below ICIa's neg-
ative-going threshold, its output goes high, forcing V, low. The 
latch is now "reset" to its original state and the low level at \tour 
maintains the low level at IC 1 a's input, even when it goes high 
again. 

In order for the latch to work properly, RESET must be high 
when SET is taken high, but SET may be high or low when 
RESET is taken low. Instead of logic signals, the latch can be 
operated using pushbutton switches connected as shown in the 
figure (the circuit has inherent switch contact debouncing). Note 
that resistor R1 provides short-circuit protection should SET go 
high and RESET go low together, or if both switches are closed 
together. 

NON-RETRIGGERABLE 
MONOSTABLE MULTIVIEIRATOR 
The simple pulse stretchers shown in Fig.5.6 and Fig.5.7 are 

"retriggerable", in that any extra input pulses that arrive during the 
output pulse (i.e., during T5) cause the output pulse to be extended 
(that is, TOUT is lengthened). In applications where this is 

VIN 

IC1a 14 
IC1b 

CI 

181 D1 
1N4148 

 O VCC (OR VDD) 

r 

Cl, RI, SEE TEXT 

ICI, 74k1C/FICTI32 OR 4093B 

 0 ONO (OR Vss) 

Fig.5.12. Circuit diagram for a non-retriggerable monostable 
multivibrator. 

undesirable, it is necessary to use a "non-retriggerable" monostable 
instead. 
A circuit for a non-retriggerable monostable based on two 

Schmitt NAND gates is shown in Fig.5.12. The circuit is triggered 
by a narrow, negative-going input pulse, VIN, and produces a much 
wider, negative-going output pulse, VouT. Therefore, in the stable 
state, both VIN and V, are normally high. 
We can understand how the circuit works by assuming that tim-

ing capacitor Cl is initially uncharged. When VI>, goes low, ICI a's 
output immediately rises to Vcc (or \too), and this positive-going 
transition is coupled via CI to the input of IC1b, causing its output, 
Vou, to go low. 

Capacitor Cl now begins to charge via timing resistor RI: as the 
voltage on C 1 increases exponentially, the voltage across RI at 
ICIb's input decreases exponentially. Whilst C 1 is charging, VouT 
remains low until the falling voltage on RI reaches ICI b's negative-
going threshold voltage, V,. At this point, VouT immediately goes 
high, terminating the output pulse, whose duration is given by: 

V 
TOUT = r In { —Cc } (seconds) 

VT_ 

where r is the circuit time constant?' = Cl x Rl. 
The feedback from ICIb's output to ICI a's input prevents the 

monostable from being retriggered by any input pulses arriving dur-
ing Tmr: as long as VouT is 10w, ICla's output is forced high due to 
the NAND function, effectively "locking out" any further input 
pulses. 

Note that if VIN is a "proper" digital signal, IC la need not be a 
Schmitt NAND — an "ordinary" NAND gate would suffice. Also, 
IC 1 b could be replaced a simple Schmitt inverter. However, it is 
often convenient to implement the circuit using two Schmitt 
NANDs from either a 74HC132 or a 4093B. Diode DI is necessary 
to clamp IC Ib's input voltage to a diode drop below GND (or VSS) 
when IC la's output goes low. 

Using a dual-trace oscilloscope, VT_ of IClb can be measured by 
noting the value of the voltage on resistor RI at the instant VouT 
goes high. However, remember to remove the probe from RI when 
measuring TOUT, otherwise the probe's resistance and capacitance 
will affect the timing. 

With Vcc set to 5.00V, and using a 74HC132 for ICI, VT_ was 
measured as 1.78V. Values of 10.09nF and 99.81Q were used for CI 
and RI, resulting in T„T equalling 1024ps, calculated using the 
equation above. With TIN = 2ps, 20ps or 200ps, each at a repetition 
rate of 200Hz (one input pulse every 5ms), the actual, measured 
value of Tour was constant at 1023p5. 
A disadvantage of this circuit is that Tour tends to decrease if 

capacitor C 1 does not have time to discharge fully between succes-
sive input pulses. For example, with the input pulse rate increased 
to 500Hz (one pulse every 2ms), TOUT had fallen to 999¡is. 

TOLERANT BEHAVIOUR 
However, like the pulse stretchers described earlier, the circuit is 

highly tolerant to changes in supply voltage. If VT_ were a constant 
fraction of Vcc as shown by the "ideal" case in Fig.5.4, the loga-
rithm term in the expression for TouT would reduce to a constant, 
and TOUT would be unaffected by changes in Vcc. 

In practical Schmitt devices, the relationship between thresholds 
and supply voltage is not a fixed constant. Nevertheless, supply 
voltage tolerance is still good. For example, with Vcc = 2V, T0 
was measured as 1257ps. With Vcc increased to 6V, TOUT had fall-
en to 1003ps. Clearly, a 200 per cent increase in Vcc has resulted in 
only a 20 per cent decrease in Tour. The performance using a 
4093B for ICI was even better: a 200 per cent increase in Voo from 
5V to 15V resulted in only a 9.2 per cent decrease in Tou . 
Even with relatively narrow input pulses, the circuit can produce 

very long output pulses. For example, using a 4093B for IC1, and 
with C 1 = 1µF, RI = IMS2, and with Vo, = 5V, a 2ps input pulse 
produced an output pulse just over a second in duration, i.e., 
500,000 times longer than the trigger pulse! 

LOOKING AHEAD 
Next month, in Part Six, we'll see how the "digital" Schmitt can 

form part of a superior monostable multivibrator which can be 
adapted to form a simple frequency meter. We'll also see how the 
Schmitt can be used to form oscillators that can be gated by a digi-
tal signal, or controlled by an external voltage. 

Other functions such as frequency doublers will be examined, 
and we'll also look at ways in which several Schmitt circuits can be 
combined to create more elaborate functions. 
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"cut-and-tried" methods which may bring success in design 
but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A strong practical bias 
- tedious and higher mathematics have been avoided where 
possible and many tables have been included. 
The book is divided into six basic sections: Units and 

Constants, Direct-Current Circuits, Passive Components, 
Alternating-Current Circuits, Networks and Theorems. 
Measurements. 

256 pages Order code BP53 £5.49 
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Bebop To The Boolean Boogie 
By Clive (call me Max) 

Maxfield 

ORDER CODE BEB1 

£26.95 
470 pages. Large format 

Specially imported by EPE — 

Excellent value 

An Unconventional Guide to 
Electronics Fundamentals, 
Components and Processes 
This book gives the "big picture" of digital 

electronics. This indepth, highly readable, up-to-the-minute guide shows you 
how electronic devices work and how they're made. You'll discover how tran-
sistors operate, how printed circuit boards are fabricated, and what the 
innards of memory ICs look like. You'll also gain a working knowledge of 
Boolean Algebra and Karnaugh Maps, and understand what Reed-Muller 
logic is and how it's used. And there's much, MUCH more (including a recipe 
for a truly great seafood gumbo!). 
Hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations clearly show the important points 

of each topic. The author's tongue-in-cheek British humor makes it a delight 
to read, but this is a REAL technical book, extremely detailed and accurate. A 
great reference for your own shelf, and also an ideal gift for a friend or family 
member who wants to understand what it is you do all day.... 
470 pages - large format 

gtRope 
ROOLt.t.N 
1300C'E 

Fundamanteld ',deponent*. and Prone 

.41 

wee,. 

Order code BEEil 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS - A PRACTICAL APPROACH 
With FREE Software: Number One Systems - EASY-PC 
Professional XM and Pulsar (Limited Functionality) 
Richard Monk 
Covers binary arithmetic, Boolean algebra and logic gates, combination logic, 
sequential logic including the design and construction of asynchronous and 
synchronous circuits and register circuits. Together with a considerable prac-
tical content plus the additional attraction of its close association with 
computer-aided design including the FREE software. 
There is a 'blow-by-blow' guide to the use of EASY-PC Profess,onal XM (a 

schematic drawing and printed circuit board design computer package). The 
guide also conducts the reader through logic circuit simulation using Pulsar 
software. Chapters on p.c.b. physics and p.c.b. production techniques make 
the book unique, and with its host of project ideas make it an ideal companion 
for the integrative assignment and common skills components required by 
BTEC and the key skills demanded by GNVQ. The principal aim of the book 
is to provide a straightforward approach to the urderstanding of digital 
electronics. 
Those who prefer the 'Teach- In' approach or would rather experiment with 

some simple circuits should find the book's final chapters on printed circuit 
board production and project ideas especially useful. 
250 pages 

£26.95 

FREE 
SOFTWARE 

Order code NE28 £17.99 

DIGITAL GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS 
Ian R. Sinclair 
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students and technicians, seeks to estab-
lish a firm foundation in digital electronics by treating the topics of gates and 
flip-flops thoroughly and from the beginning. 
Topics such as Boolean algebra and Karnaugh mapping are explainend, 

demonstrated and used extensively, and more attention is paid to the subject 
of synchronous counters than to the simple but less important ripple counters. 
No background other than a basic knowledge of electronics is assumed, 

and the more theoretical topics are explained from the beginning, as also are 
many working practices. The book concludes with an explanation of micro-
processor techniques as applied to di• ital lo• c. 
200 pages Order code PCIO6 £9.95 

Bebop Bytes 
Back 

By Clive "Max" Maxfield 

and Alvin Brown 

ORDER CODE BEB2 

£31.95 
Over 500 pages. Large 

format 

Specially imported by 
EPE — Excellent value 

An Unconventional Guide 
To Computers 

Plus FREE CD-ROM which 
includes: Fully Functional 
Internet-Ready Virtual 

Computer with Interactive 
Labs 

Rebop BYTES Back 
An Unconventional Guide to 

Computers 

Fay Functionat Inte 
Virtual Computer witrhn\ 
Interactive Lobs 

FREE 
CD-ROM 

This follow-on to Bebop to the Boolean Boogie is a multimedia extravagan-
za of information about how computers work. It picks up where "Bebop l" left 
off, guiding you through the fascinating world of computer design... and you'll 
have a few chuckles, if not belly laughs, along the way. In aadition to over 200 
megabytes of mega-cool multimedia, the accompanying CD-ROM !`or 
Windows 95 machines only) contains a virtual microcomputer, simulating the 
motherboard and standard computer peripherals in an extremely rea;istic 
mariner. In addition to a wealth of technical information, myriad nuggets of 
trivia, and hundreds of carefully drawn illustrations, the book contains a set of 
lab experiments for the virtual microcomputer that let ;,ou recreate the expe-
riences of early computer pioneers. If ycu're the slightest bit interested in the 
inner workings of computers, then don't dare to miss this one! 
Over 500 pages - large format £31.95 Order code BEB2 

NEWNES INTERACTIVE ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS CD-ROM 
Edited by Owen Bishop 
An expert adviser, an encyclopedia, an analytical tool and a source of 'cal 
design data, all in one CD-ROM. Written by leading electronics experts, the 
collected wisdom of the electronics worla is at your fingertips. The simple and 
attractive Circuits Environmentrill) is designed to allow you to find the circuit 
or advice notes of your choice quickly and easily using :he search facility. The 
text is written by leading experts as if they were explaining the points to you 
face to face. Over 1,000 circuit diagrams are presented in a standardised 
form, and you are given the option to analyse them by clicking on the Action 
icon. The circuit groups covered are: Amplifiers, Oscillators, Power, Senskrig, 
Signal Processing, Filters, Measurement, Timing, Logic Circuits, 
Telecommunications. 
The analysis tool chosen is SpiceAge for Windows, a powerful and intuitive 

application, a simple version of which automatically bursts into action when 
selected. 
Newnes Interactive Electronic Circuits allows you to: analyse circuits using 

top simulation program SpiceAge; test your design skills or a selectior of 
problem circuits; clip comments to any page and define bookmarks; modify 
component values within the circuits; call up and display useful formulae 
which remain on screen; look up over 100 electronic terms in the glosary; print 
and export netlists. 
System Requirements: PC running Windows 3.x, 95 or NT on a 386 or 

better processor. 4MB RAM, 8MB disk s•,:ce. 
CD-ROM Order code NE-CD1 £49.99 

CD-ROM 

Gihnd© mEd blumft 
AN INTRODUCTION TO LOUDSPEAKERS AND 
ENCLOSURE DESIGN 
V. Capel 
This book explores the various features, good points and 
snags of speaker designs. It examines the whys and where-
fores so that the reader can understand the principles 
involved and so make an informed choice of design, or even 
design loudspeaker enclosures for him - or herself. 
Crossover units are also explained, the various types, how 
they work, the distortions they produce and how to avoid 
them. Finally there is a step-by-step description of the con-
struction of the Kapellmeister loudspeaker enclosure. 

148 pages Order code BP256 £4.49 

PREAMPLIFIER AND FILTER CIRCUITS 
R. A. Penfold 
This book provides circuits and background information for a 
range of preamplifiers, plus tone controls, filters, mixers, etc. 
The use of modern low noise operational amplifiers and a 
specialist high performance audio preamplifier i.c. results in 
circuits that have excellent performance, but which are still 
quite simple. All the circuits featured can be built at quite low 
cost (just a few pounds in most cases). The preamplifier cir-
cuits featured include: Microphone preamplifiers (low 

impedance, high impedance, and crystal). Magnetic car-
tridge pick-up preamplifiers with R.I.A.A. equalisation. 
Crystal/ceramic pick-up preamplifier. Guitar pick-up pream-
plifier. Tape head preamplifier (for use with compact cassette 
systems) 
Other circuits include: Auaio lim ter to prevent overloading 

of power amplifiers. Passive tone controls. Active tone con-
trols. PA filters (highpass and lowpass). Scratch and rumble 
filters. Loudness fitter. Audio mixers. Volume and balance 
controls. 

92 pages Order code BP309 £4.49 

HIGH POWER AUDIO AMPLIFIER CONSTRUCTION 
R. A. Penfold 
Practical construction details of how to build a number of 
audio power amplifiers ranging from about 50 to 300/400 
watts r.m.s. includes MOSFET and bipolar transistor 
designs. 

96 pages Order code BP277 £4.49 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND MIDI PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfold 
Whether you wish to save money, boldly go where no 

musician has gone before, rekindle the pioneering spirit, Cr 
simply have fun building some electronic music gadgets, he 
designs featured in this book should suit your needs. The 
projects are all easy to build, and some are so simple that 
even complete beginners at electronic project cors:ruction 
can tackle them with ease. Stripboard layouts are provided 
for every project, together with a wiring diagram. Tne 
mechanical side of construction has largely been left to tie 
individual constructors to sort out, simply because the vast 
majority of project ouilcters prefer to do their own thing in this 
respect. 
None of the ctesigrs requires the use of ary test 

equipment in orde. to get them set up properly. Where any 
setting up is requled, the procedures aie very 
straightforward. and they are described in detail. 

Projects covered: Simple MIIDI tester, Message grabber 
Byte grabber. THRIJ box. MIDI auto switcher, Auto/manual 
switcher. Manual switcher, MIDI patchbay, MIDI corgrollec 
switcher, MIDI lead tester, Program change pedal, Improved 
program change pedal. Basic mixer Stereo mixer 
Electronic swell pedal, Metronome. Analogue echo unit. 

138 pages Order code PC116 £10.95 
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SCROGGIE'S FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS 
AND ELECTRONICS - ELEVENTH EDITION 
S. W. Amos and Roger Amos 
Scroggie's Foundations is a classic text for anyone working 
with electronics, who needs to know the art and craft of the 
subject. It covers both the theory and practical aspects of a 
huge range of topics from valve and tube technology, and 
the application of cathode ray tubes to radar, to digital tape 
systems and optical recording techniques. 

Since Foundations of Wireless was first published over 
60 years ago, it has helped many thousands of readers to 
become familiar with the principles of radio and electronics. 
The original author Sowerby was succeeded by Scroggie in 
the 1940s, whose name became synonymous with this 
classic primer for practitioners and students alike. Stan 
Amos, one of the fathers of modern electronics and the 
author of many well-known books in the area, took over the 
revision of this book in the 1980s and it is he, with his son, 
who have produced this latest version. 

400 pages Order code NE27 £21.99 

ELECTRONICS MADE SIMPLE 
Ian Sinclair 
Assuming no prior knowledge, Electronics Made Simple 
presents an outline of modern electronics with an empha-
sis on understanding how systems work rather than on 
details of circuit diagrams and calculations. It is ideal for 
students on a range of courses in electronics. including 
GCSE, C&G and GNVO, and for students of other subjects 
who will be using electronic instruments and methods. 

Contents: waves and pulses, passive components, active 
components and ICs, linear circuits, block and circuit dia-
grams, how radio works, disc and tape recording, elements 
of TV and radar, digital signals, gating and logic circus, 
counting and correcting, microprocessors, calculators and 
computers, miscellaneous systems. 
199 pages (large format) Order code NE23 £13.99 

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES 
Hans-Günther Steidle 
The tables in this book contain information about the pazk-
age shape, pin connections and basic electrical data for 
each of the many thousands of transistors listed. The data 
includes maximum reverse voltage, forward current and 
power dissipation, current gain and forward trans-
admittance and resistance, cut-off frequency and details of 
applications. 
A book of this size is of necessity restricted in its scope, 

and the individual transistor types cannot therefore be 
described in the sod of detail that maybe found in same 
larger and considerably more expensive data books. 
However, the list of manufacturers' addresses will make it 
easier for the prospective user to obtain further informabon, 
if necessary. 

Lists over 8,000 different transistors, including f.e.t.s. 

200 pages Order code BP401 £6.45 

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK 
Steve Money 
The principles of operation of the various types of test 
instrument are explained in simple terms with a mini-
mum of mathematical analysis. The book covers ana-
logue and digital meters. bridges, oscilloscopes, signal 
generators, counters, timers and frequency measure-
ment. The practical uses of the instruments are also 
examined. 

Everything from Oscillators, through R, C & L measure-
ments (and much more) to Waveform Generators and 
testing Zeners. 

206 pages Order code PC109 £9.95 

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER 
R. A. Penfold 
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of lim-
ited experience of electronics. Chapter 1 covers the basics 
of analogue and digital multimeters, discussing the restive 
merits and the limitations of trie two types. In Chapter 2 var-
ious methods of component checking are described, 
including tests for transistors, thyristors, resistors, capaci-
tors and diodes. Circuit testing is covered in Chapter 3, with 
subjects such as voltage, current and continuity checks 
being discussed. 

In the main little or no previous knowledge or experence 
is assumed. Using these simple component and circuit test-
ing techniques the reader should be able to confidently 
tackle servicing of most electronic projects. 

96 pages Order code BP239 £3.45 

NEWNES ELECTRONICS TOOLKIT - 
SECOND EDITION 
Geoff Phillips 
The author has used his 30 years experience in industry to 
draw together the basic information that is constantly 
demanded. Facts, formulae, data and charts are presented to 
help the engineer when designing, developing, evatiating, 
fault finding and repairing electronic circuits. The result is this 
handy workmate volume: a memory aid, tutor and reference 
source which is recommended to all electronics engineers. 
students and technicians. 
Have you ever wished for a concise and comprehensive 

guide to electronics concepts and rules of thumb? Have you 
ever been unable to source a component, or choose between 
two alternatives for a particular application? How much time 
do you spend searching for basic facts or manufacturer's 
specifications? This book is the answer, it covers resistors, 
capacitors, inductors, semiconductors, logic circuits EMC, 
audio, electronics and music, telephones, electronics • r) light-
ing, thermal considerations, connections, reference data. 

158 pages Order code NE20 £15.99 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FAULT FINDING AND 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
Robin Pain 
This is not a book of theory. It is a book of practical tips, hints, 
and rufes of thumb, all of which will equip the reader to tack-
le any job. You may be an engineer or technician in search of 
information and guidance, a college student, a hobbyist build-
ing a project from a magazine, or simply a keen self-taught 
amateur who is interested in electronic fault finding but finds 
books on the subject too mathematical or specialized. 
The book covers: Basics - Voltage, current and resistance; 

Capacitance, inductance and impedance: Diodes and tran-
sistors; Op-amps and negative feedback; Fault finding - 
Analogue fault finding. Digital fault finding; Memory; Binary 
and hexadecimal; Addressing; Discrete logic; Microprocessor 
action; I/O control: CRT control; Dynamic RAM; Fault finding 
digital systems; Dual trace oscilloscope; IC replacement. 

274 pages Order code NE22 £20.99 

AN INTRODUCTION TO LIGHT IN ELECTRONICS 
F. A. Wilson 
This book is not for the expert but neither is it for the 
completely uninitiated. It is assumed the reader has 

some basic knowledge of electronics. After dealing with 
subjects like Fundamentals. Waves and Particles and 
The Nature of Light such things as Emitters. Detectors 
and Displays are discussed. Chapter 7 details four dif-
ferent types of Lasers before concluding with a chapter 
on Fibre Optics. 

161 pages Order code BP359 £5.45 

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY 
F. A. Wilson C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I. Mgt. 
This book examines what digital technology has to offer 
and then considers its arithmetic and how it can be 
arranged for making decisions in so many processes. It 
then looks at the part digital has to play in the ever expand-
ing Information Technology, especially in modern transmis-
sion systems and television. It avoids getting deeply 
involved in mathematics. 

Various chapters cover: Digital Arithmetic, Electronic 
Logic, Conversions between Analogue and Digital 
Structures, Transmission Systems. Several Appendices 
explain some of the concepts more fully and a glossary of 
terms is included. 

183 pages Order code BP376 £5.45 

Peaggit ;-g3unfind,fimg 
ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS 
R. A. PenfoId 
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project 
building. It provides a complete introduction to the practical 
side of this fascinating hobby, including: 
Component identification, and buying the right parts: 

resistor colour codes, capacitor value markings, etc; 
advice on buying the right tools for the job; soldering; mak-
ing easy work of the hard wiring; construction methods. 
including stripboard, custom printed circuit boards, plain 
matrix boards, surface mount boards and wire-wrapping; 
finishing off, and adding panel labels; getting "problem" 
projects to work, including simple methods of fault-finding. 

In fact everything you need to know in order to get 
started in this absorbing and creative hobby. 

135 pages Order code BP392 £5.45 

45 SIMPLE ELECTRONIC TERMINAL BLOCK 
PROJECTS 
R. Bebbington 
Contains 45 easy-to-build electronic projects that can be 
constructed, by an absolute beginner, on terminal blocks 
using only a screwdriver and other simple hand tools. No 
soldering is needed. 
Most of the projects can be simply screwed together, by 

following the layout diagrams, in a matter of minutes and 
readily unscrewed if desired to make new circuits. A 
theoretical circuit diagram is also included with each pro-
ject to help broaden the constructor's knowledge. 
The projects included in this book cover a wide range of 

interests under the chapter headings: Connections and 
Components. Sound and Music, Entertainment, Security 
Devices. Communication, Test and Measuring. 

163 pages Order code 6P378 £5.45 

30 SIMPLE IC TERMINAL BLOCK PROJECTS 
R. BebbIngton 
Follow on from BP378 using ICs. 

117 pages Order code BP379 £5.49 

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B.S 
R. A. Penfold 
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed circuit 
board designs from magazines and books and covers all 
aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including 
photographic methods and designing your own p.c.b.s. 

80 pages Order code BP121 £4.49 

IC555 PROJECTS 
E. A. Parr 
Every so often a device appears that is so useful that one 
wonders how life went on before without it. The 555 timer 
is such a device.lt was first manufactured by Signetics, but 
is now manufactured by almost every semiconductor man-
ufacturer in the world and is inexpensive and very easily 
obtainable. 

Included in this book are over 70 circuit diagrams and 
descriptions covering basic and general circuits, motor car 
and model railway circuits, alarms and noise makers as 
well as a section on 556, 558 and 559 timers. (Note. No 
construction details are given.) 
A reference book of invaluable use to all those who have 

any interest in electronics, be they professional engineers 
or designers, students of hobbyists. 

167 pages Order code BP44 £4.49 

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS 
All prices include UK postage. For postage to Europe (air) and the rest of the world (surface) 
please add £1 per book. For the rest of the world airmail add £2 per book. Send a PO, cheque, 
international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service or card details, 
Visa. Mastercard or Switch — minimum card order is £5 — to: DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, ALLEN 
HOUSE, EAST BOROUGH, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1PF. 

Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order, but please allow 28 days for deliv-
ery — more for overseas orders. Please check price and availability (see latest issue of Everyday 
Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists. 

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE. 

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. 

Tel 01202 881749 Fax 01202 841692. 

BOOK ORDER FORM 
Full name:  

Address.   

  Post code:  Telephone No:   

Signature:   

EI I enclose cheque/PO payable to DIRECT BOOK SERVICE for £   

El Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Switch £  Card expiry date  

Card Number Switch Issue No 

Please send book order codes:   

Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary 
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VIDEOS ON 
ELECTRONICS 

A range of videos selected by EPE and designed to provide instruc-
tion on electronics theory. Each video gives a sound introduction 
and grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make 
learning both easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or 
magazine study. They have proved particularly useful in schools, 
colleges, training departments and electronics clubs as well as to 
general hobbyists and those following distance learning courses etc 

BASICS 
VT201 to VT206 Is a basic electronics course 
and is designed to be used as a complete 
series, if required. 
VT201 54 minutes. Part One; D.C. Circuits. 
This video is an absolute must for the begin-
ner. Series circuits, parallel circuits, Ohms 
law, how to use the digital multimeter and 
much more. Order Code vr2oi 
VT202 62 minutes. Part Two; A.C. Circuits. 
This is your next step in understanding the 
basics of electronics. You will learn about how 
coils, transformers, capacitors, etc are used in 
common circuits. Order Code VT202 
VT203 57 minutes. Part Three; Semicon-
ductors. Gives you an exciting look into the 
world of semiconductors. With basic semicon-
ductor theory. Plus 15 different semiconduc-
tor devices explained. 

Order Code VT203 

VT204 56 minutes. Part Four; Power 
Supplies. Guides you step-by-step through 
different sections of a power supply. 

Order Code VT204 
VT205 57 minutes. Part Five; Amplifiers. 
Shows you how amplifiers work as you have 
never seen them before. Class A, class B. 
class C, op.amps. etc. Order Code V205 
VT206 54 minutes. Part Six; Oscillators. 
Oscillators are found in both linear and digi-
tal circuits. Gives a good basic background in 
oscillator circuits. Order Code VT206 

£34.95 each 
inc. VAT & postage 

Order 8 or more get one extra FREE 

Order 16 get two extra FREE 

RADIO VCR MAINTENANCE 
vno2 84 minutes: Introduction to VCR 
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner. 
Through the use of block diagrams this 
video will take you through the various 
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system. 
You will follow the signal from the input to 
the audio/video heads then from the 
heads back to the output. 

Order Code VT102 
VT103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to 
follow procedure for professionally clean-
ing the tape path and replacing many of 
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer 
will also become familiar with the various 
parts found in the tape path. 

Order Code VT103 

DIGITAL 
Now for the digital series of six videos. This 
series is designed to provide a good ground-
ing in digital and computer technology. 
VT301 54 minutes. Digital One; Gates begins 
with the basics as you learn about seven of 
the most common gates which are used in 
almost every digital circuit, plus Binary 
notation. Order Code vr3oi 
VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two; Flip Flops 
will further enhance your knowledge of digital 
basics. You will learn about Octal and 
Hexadecimal notation groups, flip-flops, 
counters, etc. Order Code VT302 
VT303 54 minutes. Digital Three; Registers 
and Displays is your next step in obtaining a 
solid understanding of the basic circuits 
found in today's digital designs. Gets into 
multiplexers, registers, display devices, etc. 

Order Code VT303 
VT304 59 minutes. Digital Four; DAC and 
ADC shows you how the computer is able to 
communicate with the real world. You will 
learn about digital-to-analogue and ana-
logue-to-digital converter circuits. 

Order Code VT304 
VT305 56 minutes. Digital Five; Memory 
Devices introduces you to the technology 
used in many of today's memory devices. You 
will learn all about ROM devices and then 
proceed into PROM, EPROM, EEPROM, 
SRAM, DRAM, and MBM devices. 

Order Code VT305 
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six; The CPU 
gives you a thorough understanding in the 
basics of the central processing unit and the 
input/output circuits used to make the system 
work. Order Code VT306 

ORDERING: Price includes postage to anywhere in the world. 
OVERSEAS ORDERS: We use the VAT portion of the price to pay for airmail postage 
and packing, wherever you live in the world. Just send £34.95 per tape. All payments 
in £ sterling only (send cheque or money order drawn on a UK bank). Make cheques 

payable to Direct Book Service. 

Visa, Mastercard and Switch orders accepted - please give card number, card expiry 
date and Switch Issue No. 

Orders are normally sent within seven days but please allow a maximum of 28 days, 
longer for overseas orders. 

Send your order to: Direct Book Service, Allen House, East Borough, Wimborne, 

Dorset BH21 1PF 

Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Publishers of EPE 

Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692 

E-mail: dbea epemag.wimborne.co.uk 

vraoi 61 minutes. A.M. Radio Theory. The 
most complete video ever produced on a.m. 
radio. Begins with the basics of a.m, trans-
mission and proceeds to the five major stages 
of a.m. reception. Learn how the signal is 
detected, converted and reproduced. Also 
covers the Motorola C-QUAM a.m, stereo 
system. Order Code VT401 
VT402 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 1. EM. 
basics including the functional blocks of a 
receiver. Plus r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator, 
i.f, amplifier, limiter and f.m. decoder stages 
of a typical f.m. receiver. Order Code VT402 

VT403 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 2. A con-
tinuation of f.m. technology from Part 1. 
Begins with the detector stage output, pro-
ceeds to the 19kHz amplifier, frequency dou-
bler, stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier 
stages. Also covers RDS digital data encoding 
and decoding. Order Code VT403 

MISCELLANEOUS 
VT501 58 minutes. Abre Optics. From the 
fundamentals of fibre optic technology 
through cable manufacture to connectors, 
transmitters and receivers. 

Order Code V501 
vroo2 57 minutes. Laser Technology A basic 
introduction covering some of the common 
uses of laser devices, plus the operation of the 
Ruby Rod laser, HeNe laser, CO2 gas laser 
and semiconductor laser devices. Also covers 
the basics of CD and bar code scanning. 
Order Code VT502 

Each video uses a mixture of animated current 
flow in circuits plus text, plus cartoon instruc-
tion etc., and a very full commentary to get the 
points across. The tapes are imported by us and 
originate from VCR Educational Products Co, 
an American supplier. We are the worldwide 
distributors of the PAL and SECAM versions of 
these tapes. (All videos are to the UK PAL stan-
dard on VHS tapes unless you specifically 
request SECAM versions.) 
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PCB SERVICE 
Printed circuit boards for most recent EPE constructional projects are available from 
the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled and 
roller tinned. All prices inciude VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per board for 
airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service, 
Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House. Easz Borough, Wimborne, Dorset 
BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 88'1749; Fax 01202 841692; E-mail: orders@epemag.wim-
borne.co.uk. Cheques st ould be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical 
Electronics (Paymert in £ sterling only). 
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within 
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for delivery 
- overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail. 
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the Back 
Issues page for details. 

Please check price and availability in the latest issue. 
Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis. 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 

EPE Mood Changer JUNE 98 193 

194 
195 

£7.75 

£8.50 
£8.69 

•AT89C2051/1051 Programmer 
Main Board 
Test Board 
*Reaction Timer Software only 
*P1C16x84 Toolkiz Flgrarg 
*Greenhouse Computer 
Control Board 

196 

197 

£6.96 

£9.08 
Float Charger AUG 98 199 

202 
£6.59 
£3.00 Liqhtbulb Saver 

Personal Stereo Amplifier SEPT 98 932 £3.00 
(Multi-project PCB) 
*Greenhouse Radio Lnk 200 £8.32 
*PIC Altimeter 201 £8.15 
Voice Processor OCT 98 203 £7.18 
IR Remote Control 

-Transmitter 205 £3.00 
- Receiver 206 £3.50 

*PIC Tape Measee NOV 98 207 £6.82 
Electronic Thermostat - T-Stat 208 £4.00 
PhizzyB £14.95 

Bee (A)(B)(C) each A - PCB B - CD-ROM C - Prop. M' ler 
15-Way IR Remote Cont roi 
Switch Matrix 211 £3.00 
15-Way Rec/Deooder 212 £4.00 

Damp Stat DEC 98 209 £4.50 
Handheld Function Generator 213 £4.00 
*Fading Christmas Lights 215 £5.16 
PhizzyB I/O Board (4-sectiDn) 216 £3.95 
Twinkle Twinkle Reaction Game JAN 99 210 £7.55 
*EPE Mind PICkler 214 £6.30 
PhizzyB I/O Board (4-section) 216 £3.95 
Alternative Courtesy Let Controller 217 £6.72 
Light Alarm FEB 99 218 £6.78 
*Wireless Monitoring System Transmitter 219+a £9.92 

Receiver 220+a £8.56 
*PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal Software only - - 
*Wireless Monitoring System-2 MAR 99 See 
F.M. Trans/Rec Adaplors 219a/220a Feb'99 
*Time and Date Generalor 221 £7.37 
Auto Cupboard L•ght 222 £6.36 
Smoke Absorber 223 £5.94 
Ironing Board Saver APR 99 224 £5.15 
Voice Record/Playback Module 225 £5.12 
Mechanical Radio (par) 226A&B £7.40 
*Versatile Even: Counter 207 £6.82 
PIC Toolkit Mk2 MAY 99 227 £8.95 
A.M./F.M. Radio Remote Control 
Transmitter 228 £3.00 
Receiver 229 £3.20 
*Musical Sundial MIX71 231 £9.51 
PC Audio Frequency Meter 232 £8.79 
*EPE Mood PICker mum 233 £6.78 
12V Battery Tester 234 £6.72 
Intruder Deterrent 235 £7.10 
L.E.D. Stroboscope (Mult-oroiect PCB) 932 £3.00 
Ultrasonic Puncture Finder AUG 99 236 £5.00 
*8-Channel Analogue Cata Logger 237 £8.88 
Buffer Amplifier ( Oscillators Pt 2) 238 £6.96 
Magnetic Field Detec:ive 239 £6.77 
Sound Activated Switch 240 £6.53 
Freezer Alarm (Multi-oroiect PCB) 932 £3.00 
Child Guard SEPT 99 241 £7.51 
Variable Dual Power Supply 242 £7.64 
Micro Power Supply OCT 99 243 £3.50 
*Interior Lamp Delay 244 £7.88 
Mains Cable Locator (Multi-project PCB) 932 £3.00 
Vibralarm NOV 99 230 £6.93 
Demister One-Shot 245 £6.78 
*Ginormous Slopwatch - Part 1 246 £7.82 
*Ginormous Stopwatch - Part 2 DEC '99 
Giant Display 247 £7.85 
Serial Port Converter 248 £3.96 

Loft Guard 249 £4.44 
Scratch Blanker 1=11 250 £4.83 
Flashing Snowman (Multi-project PCB) 932 £3.00 

£5.03 *video Cleaner Mara 2'1 
Find It 252 £4.20 
*Teach- In 2000 - Part 4 253 £4.52 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 

High Performance MAR 00 254, 255 1 
256 Set I 

£5.49 
Regenerative Receiver 
*EPE Icebreaker - PCB257, programmed 
P1016F877 and floppy disc Set Only £22.99 

ParKing Warning System 258 £5.08 
*Micro-PICscope APR 00 259 £4.99 
Garage Link - Transmitter 261 1 

Receiver 262 .f Set £5.87 
Versatile Mic/Audio Preamplifier ZME. 260 £3.33 
PIP Light Checker 263 £3.17 
*Multi-Channel Transmission System - Transmitter 264 

Receiver 
Interface 

265 } 
266 

Set £6.34 

*Canute Tide Predictor JUNE 00 267 £3.05 
*PIC-Gen Frequency Generator/Counter JULY 00 268 £5.07 

_g- Meter 269 £4.36 
*EPE Moodloop AUG 00 271 £5.47 
Quiz Game Indicator 272 £4.52 
Handy-Arno 273 £4.52 
Active Ferrite Loop Aerial SEPT'00 274 £4.67 
*Remote Control IR Decoder Software only - 
*PIC Dual-Channel Virtual Scope OCT 00 275 £5.15 
Handclap Switch NOV 00 270 £3.96 
*PIC Pulsometer Software only - 
Twinkling Star DEC 00 276 £4.28 
Festive Fader 277 £5.71 
Motorists' Buzz-Box 278 £5.39 
*PICtogram 279 £4.91 
*PIC-Monitored Dual PSU-1 PSU 280 £4.75 

Monitor Unit 281 £5.23 
Static Field Detector (Mutti-oroject PCB) 932 £3,00 
Two-Way Intercom MEN 282 £4.76 
UFO Detector and Event Recorder 

Magnetic Anomaly Detector 283 
Event Recorder 284 } Set £6.19 
Audio Alarm 285 

*Using PICs and Kevoads Software only - - 
Ice Alarm FEB 01 287 £4.60 
*Graphics LCD. Display with PICs (Supp) 288 £5.23 
Using the LM3914-6 LED. Bargraph Drivers 

Multi-purpose Main p.c.b. 289  
Relay Control 290 } Set £7.14 
L.E.D. Display 291 

*PC Audio Power Meter Software only - 
Doorbell Extender: Transmitter MAR 01 292 £4.20 

Receiver 293 £4.60 
Trans/Remote 294 £4.28 
Rec./Relay 295 £4.92 

EPE SOFTWARE 
Software programs for EPE projects marked with an asterisk * are available on 3.5 
inch PC-compatible disks or free from our Internet site. The following disks are 
available: PIC Tutorial (Mar-May '98 issues): PIC Toolkit Mk2 (May-Jun '99 
ssues); EPE Disk 1 (Apr '95-Dec '98 issues); EPE Disk 2 (Jan- Dec '99); EPE Disk 
3 (Jan- Dec '00). EPE Disk 4 (Jan '01 issue to current cover date); EPE Teach-In 
2000; EPE Interface Disk 1 (October '00 issue to current cover date). The disks 
are obtainable from the EPE PCB Service at £3.00 each (UK) to cover our admin 
costs (the software itself is free). Overseas (each): £3.50 surface mail, £4.95 each 
airmail. All files can be downloaded free from our Internet FTP site: 
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk. 

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARD SERVICE 

Order Code Project Quantity Price 

Name 

Address   

I enclose payment of £  (cheque/PO in £ sterling only) to: 

1VISA 
ellidrnalka 

Everyday 
Practical Electronics 

MasterCard, Visa or Switch No. 

Minimum order for cards £5 Switch Issue No. 

Card No.   

Signature Card Exp. Date  

NOTE: You can also order p.c.b.s by phone, Fax, E-mail or via our 
Internet site on a secure server: 

http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
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CLASSIFIED 

umeowoomues nit-moms TODAY INTIRMATIONAL 

Everyday Practical Electronics reaches twice as 
many UK readers as any other UK monthly hobby 
electronics magazine, our audited sales figures 
prove it. We have been the leading monthly mag-
azine in this market for the last sixteen years. 

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi-display 
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi-display space is £8 (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). 
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words). 

All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together 
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex C016 
OED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161. 
For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager. Peter Mew as above. 

Valve Output Transformers: Single ended 50mA. £4.50: push/pull 
15W, £27; 30W, £32; 50W, £38; 100W, £53. Mains Transformers: 
Sec 220V 30mA 6V 1A, £3; 250V 60mA 6V 2A, £5; 250V 80mA 
6V 2A, £6. High Voltage Caps: 50,ifF 350V, 68efF 500V, 15(k, F 
385V, 330eiF 400V. 470ifF 385V, all £3 ea., 32+3204F 450V £5. 
Postage extra. 
Record Decks and Spares: BSR, Garrard, Goldring, motors, 
arms, wheels, headshells. spindles, etc. Send or phone your 
want list for quote. 

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 

337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON vise 
SURREY, CRO 2HS. Tel: (020) 8884 1665 

Z1313 NOW AVAILABLE WITH 
128K AND 512K - OZ4 

ALSO SPECTRUM 
AND QL. PARTS 

W. N. RICHARDSON a CO. 
PHONE/FAX 01494 871319 

E-mall: wnr@compuserve.com 
RAVENSMEAD, CHALFONT ST PETER. BUCKS, SL9 ONB 

TIS - Midlinbank Farm 
Ryeland, Strathaven MHO 6RD 
Manuals on anything electronic 

Circuits — VCR £8, CTV £6 
Service Manuals from £ 10 
Repair Manuals from £5 
P&P any order £2.50 

Write, or ring 01357 440280 for full details 
of our lending service and FREE quote for 

any data 

BTEC ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN TRAINING 

GNVO ADVANCED ENGINEERING 
(ELECTRONIC) — PART-TIME 

HND ELECTRONICS — FULL-TIME 
B.Eng FOUNDATION — FULL-TIME 

Next course commences 
Monday 26th February 2001 

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM 

LONDON 
COURT, LONDON SW5 ONDON 9SUELECTRONICS COLLEGE 

E 
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD 

TEL: (020) 7373 8721 

THE BRITISH AMATEUR 
ELECTRONICS CLUB 

exists to help electronics enthusiasts by 

personal contact and through a quarterly 
Newsletter. 

For membership details, write to the 
Secretary: 

Mr. M. P. Moses, 
5 Park View, Cwmaman, 
Aberdare CF44 6PP 

Space donated by 

Everyday Practical Electronics 

Miscellaneous 

X-108 Home Automation 
We put you in controlTM 

Why tolerate when you can automate? 

An extensive range of 230V X- I0 products 
and starter kits available. Uses proven Power 
Line Carrier technology, no wires required. 

Products Catalogue available Online. 

Worldwide delivery. 

Laser Business Systems Ltd. 
E-Mail: info@laser.com 

http://www.laser.com 

Tel: (020) 8441 9788 

Fax: (020) 8449 0430 

VISA 

PURCHASING AN AUDIO MIXING 
DESK: Specialists in custom built fully 
modular mixing desks for hospital radio, talk-
ing newspapers, shopping centres, amateur 
dramatic groups, theatres, etc. To see our 
produucts visit us at http://www.partridgeelec-
tronics.co.uk or contact us for our latest 
catalogue including all sub units for self-build. 
Partridge Electronics, 54-56 Fleet Road, 
Benfleet, Essex, SS7 5JN. or phone 01268 
793256. fax 01268 565759. 
PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARDS one offs and quantities, for details 
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings 
Drive, Hove, Sussex BN3 8GR, or phone 
01273 883871, Mobile 07949 598309. 
E-mail b.m.a@cwctv.net. 

G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS, at pocket 
money prices. S.A.E. for FREE catalogue. SIR-
KIT Electronics, 52 Severn Road, Clacton, C015 
3RB. 
K.I.A. Catalogue s.a.e.!! Projects and 20 sam-
ples . . . sale, audio, super-amp, 30W/25V, £5. 
K.I.A., 1 Regent Road. Ilkley LS29. 
SURPLUS ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
FOR SALE - Visit our website at www.cns 
farnell.co.uk/surplus_component.htm for a full 
list. Pick what you want or take the lot! All 
offers considered. 
CHEAP MEMORY! 8 meg 72-pin EDO 
Simms, £3..80 each, 10 for £35, post £ 1. TM 
Industries, 01572 767754. 
BUMPER PARCEL including I.e.d.s, transis-
tors, i.c.s, £3.95 plus £ 1.40 post; larger £5.75 
plus £ 1.80 post. TM Industries, 15 Wimberley 
Way, South Witham, NG33 5PU. 
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - QUICK 
SERVICE. Prototype and production artwork 
raised from magazines or draft designs at low 
cost. PCBs designed from schematics. 
Production assembly, wiring and software pro-
gramming. For details contact Patrick at Agar 
Circuits, Unit 5. East Belfast Enterprise Park, 
308 Albertbridge Road, Belfast, BT.5 4GX. 
Phone 028 9073 8897, Fax 028 9073 1802, 
E-mail agar@argonet.co.uk. 
FREE PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARDS! Free prototype p.c.b. with quantity 
orders. Call Patrick on 028 9073 8897 for 
details. Agar Circuits, Unit 5, East Belfast 
Enterprise Park, 308 Albertbridge Road, 
Belfast BT5 4GX. 
VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other 
parts in stock. For free advice/lists please ring, 
Geoff Davies ( Radio), Tel. 01788 574774. 

EPE NET ADDRESSES 
EPE FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk 

Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting 
up an FTP session using appropriate FTP software, then go into quoted 
sub-directories: 
PIC-project source code files: /pub/PICS 
PIC projects each have their own folder; navigate to the correct folder and open it, then 

fetch all the files contained within. Do not try to download the folder itself! 

EPE text files: /pub/docs 
Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt 
Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidance: ing unit.txt 

New readers and subscribers info: epe_info.txt 
Newsgroups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt 

Ni-Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip 

Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt 

On-line readers! Try the EPE Chat Zone— a virtu-

ally real-time Internet "discussion board" in a 

simple to use web-based forum! 

http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/wwwboard 

Or buy EPE Online: www.epemag.com 

Ensure you set your FTP soft-
ware to ASCII transfer when 
fetching text files, or they may be 
unreadable. 
Note that any file which ends in 
zip needs unzipping before use. 
Unzip utilities can be downloaded 
from: 
http://www.winzip.com or 
http://www.pkware.com 
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Now you can get the skills and qualifications you need for 
career success with an ICS Home Study Course. Learn in the 
comfort of your own home at the pace and times that suit you. 
ICS is the world's largest. most excenenced home study 
school Over the past 100 years ICS nave helped nearly 10 
million people to improve their lob prospects. Find out how we 
can help YOU. Post or phone today for FREE INFORMATION 
on the course of your choice 

Electrical Contracting & Installation 
Electrical Engineering 

C&G/ICS Basic Electronic Engineenn.: 
C&G/ICS Basic Mechanical Engineer 
TV and Video Servicing 
Radio and Hi-Fi Servicing 
Refrigeration Heating & Air Conditio-i , 
Motorcycle Maintenance 

FREEPHONE 0500 581 557 
Or write to International Correspondence Schools FREEPOST 882, 8 Elliot Place 

Clydeway Skypark Glasgow 03 8BR Tel 0500 58 557 or Tel Dublin 285 2533 
WIZ MIR Mil BIM 

Please send me my Free Information on your Electronics Courses. 

Mr/Mrs/Ms/Miss 
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) Date of Bain 

Address 

Postcode 

Occupation Tel No. 

Dept 7FEVC1B1 

COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS 
Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras 

with Audio. Cameras in P.I.R., Radios, 
Clocks, Briefcases etc. Transmitting 
Cameras with Receiver (Wireless). 
Cameras as above with colour. 

Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built 
Units, Bug Detector etc. 

A.L. ELECTRONICS 
Please phone 0181 203 6008 for free catalogue. 

Fax 0181 201 5359 
E-mail: surveillance@btclick.com www.uspy.com 

New DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless) 

Major credit cards now taken 

ELECTRONICS SURPLUS CLEARANCE SALE 

SCOOP PURCHASE: 
FLUKE HAND HELD DIGITAL MULTIMETER, MODEL 8024B 

Cancelled export order 750V AC/DC 2 amp AC/DC Resistance 20Megohm plus 
Siemens range. Also measures temperature -20°C to + 1265°C. Temp. probe 
not included. Calibrated for K-type thermocouple. Peak hold facility. Supplied 

brand new and boxed but with original purchasing organisations small identify-
ing mark on case. Test leads and handbook included. 

Offered at a fraction of original price: £47.50, p&p £6.50 

THE ELECTRONICS SURPLUS TRADER - This is a listing of new first class com-
ponents, books and electronic items at below trade prices. Includes manufacturers' 
surplus and overstocks. Also obsolete semiconductors, valves and high voltage 

caps and components. FREE - Large Catalogue. 

(Dept E) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD 
157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU 
Tel: (01253) 751858. Fax: (01253) 302979 

E-mail: chevetitglobalnet.co.uk Telephone Orders Accepted NSA 
Callers welcome Tues, murs, Fri and Sat. weiumew, 

Great 

Microphones.eries. valulo:eakers• is. 

11c-.1roesa:deottneersssGar:eps., 

cicuigvs:sSeoccukreitlys: Leads, 

PCD Storage Cases 

Disco Lightingd&aPtes‘ 
Switch BOXe. 

Ell,cts. Mixers, es 
Ainplitiers..ILUetaOtsabctar, 

Musica" E. udipment. 

"c'Test %outer 
Hoothi Kits, 

Tools. Soldertng. 

power SUP 

Battery Chargers 

L e des: eleA:c ucCese o:r e s , 

S plies. 

Switc 
Indicators, Cable .& 
Wire, CloSsoVerse Pe. 

txer Hardwar, 

Sni pSr7iK1 ceeYa:  "‘Of a ELECTRONICS 
:af: gm:Pe:3h ilecCieS. 

lel: 020 8450 0995 

Fox: 020 8208 1441 

Sky Electronics 
40-42 Cricklewood Broadway London NW2 3ET 
Tel: 020 8450 0995 Fax: 020 8208 1441 
www.skyelectroncs.c a.uk 

et) 
o 
o 

The ( iadlogide I, TREE ti-il,, r, %Led stamps tr the ialue of £1.85 to cover postage. 

IlL 
MANUFACTURER OF HIFI AUDIO MODULES AND 

TOROIDAL TRANSFORMERS SINCE 1971 

CONTACT US NOW FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 

ILP DIRECT LTD. 
SPONG LANE, ELMSTED, ASHFORD, KENT TN25 5JU 

TEL +44 1233 750481 FAX +44 1233 750578 

VISA len 

N. R. ESARDIAMILL L-113 (RPM) 
100 Signal Diodes 1N4148  £1.00 
75 Rectifier Diodes 1N400  £100 
50 Rectifier Diodes 1N4007  £1.00 
10 WO1 Bridge Rectifiers  £1.00 
10 555 Timer I C s £1  00 
4 741 Op Amps £1  00 
50 Assorted Zener Diodes 400mW El  00 
12 Assorted Tsegment Display £1.00 
25 5mm Le.d.s. red, green or ye low  £100 
25 3rnm I cd s red, green or yellow  £1.00 
50 Axial la d s. 2mcd red Diode Package  £1.00 
25 Asstd. High Brightness I.e.d.s. vat cols  £ 1.00 
20 BC182L Transistors  £1.00 
25 BC212L Transistors CI  00 
30 BC237 Transistors  OM 
20 BC327 Transistors  £1.00 
30 BC328 Transistors  £1.00 
30 BC547 Transistors  £1.00 
30 BC548 Transistors  £1.00 
30 BC549 Transistors  £1.00 
25 BC557 Transistors  £1.00 
30 BC558 Transistors  fl.00 
30 BC559 Transistors £1  00 
20 2N3904 Transistors  £1.00 
100 1 of 50V wkg Axial Capacitors . f1 00 
100 4N7 50V wkg Axial Capacitors  £ 1.00 
12 lut 250V encapsulated radial plastic 

cased capacitors £1  00 
80 Asstd capacitors electrolytic  £1.00 
80 Asstd. capacitors 1nF to 1vF £1  00 

200 Asstd. disc ceramic capacitors £1  00 
50 Asstd. Skel Presets (sm, stand. cermet)£1.60 
50 Asstd RF chokes (inductors)  £1.00 
50 Asstd. grommets  Et 00 
80 Asstd. solder tags, p/conns, terminals  £1.00 
10 Asstd crystals - plug in  El CO 
124 Asstd. coil formers 
3 Asstd  di' switches 

f1 00 
£1 00 

20 Miniature slide switches spice  £1.00 
10 Standard slide switches cirri& El  00 
100 Asstd beads (ceramic, ieflon, fish spine) £1.00 
80 Asstd small stand offs, Vthroughs etc .£1.00 
30 Asstd dit sockets up to 40 way £1  00 
10 TV coax plugs. plastic  £1.00 
4C metres very thin connecting wire, red  £1.00 
2C lin, glass reed switches  f1 00 
20 Magnetic ear pips with lead and plug  £100 
100 Ary one value lr4W 5% cf resistors range 

1R to 10M £0  45 
10 7812 Voltage Regulators  f 1 00 

288 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield S7 1FL 
Phone: 0114 255 2886 * Fax: 0114 250 0689 

e-mail: salesgbardwells.co.uk * Web: www.berdwells.cook 
Prices Include VAT.Postege £1.65 

44p stamp for lists or disk 

DIGITAL 
TEST METER 
Built-in transistor test socket 
and diode test position. 
DC volts 200mV to 1000V. 
AC volts 200V to 750V. 

DC curfent 200mA to 10A. 
Resistance 200 ohms to 

2000K ohms. 

£6.99 W.VAT 
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Watch Slides on TV. 
Make videos of your slides. Digitise your slides 
(using a video capture card) 
"Liesgang diatv" automatic slide viewer with built in 
high quality colour TV camera. It has a composite 
video output to a phono plug (SCART & BNC adaptors 
are available). They are in very good condition with few 
signs of use. More details see www.diatv.co.uk. 
£91.91 + VAT = £108.00 

Board cameras all with 512 x 582 pixels 8.5mm 1/3 inch sensor and composite video 
out. All need to be housed in your own enclosure and have fragile exposed surface 
mount parts. They all require a power supply of between 10V and 12V DC 150mA. 
47MIR size 60 x 36 x 27mm with 6 infra red LEDs (gives the same illumination as a 
small torch but is not visible to the human eye) £37.00 + VAT = £43.48 
30MP size 32 x 32 x 14mm spy camera with a fixed focus pin hole lens for hiding 
behind a very small hole £35.00 + VAT = £41.13 
40MC size 39 x 38 x 27mm camera for ' C' mount lens these give a much sharper 
image than with the smaller lenses £32.00 + VAT = £37.60 
Economy C mount lenses all fixed focus & fixed iris 
VSL1220F 12mm F1.6 12 x 15 degrees viewing angle £ 15.97 + VAT £18.76 
VSL4022F 4mm F1.22 63 x 47 degrees viewing angle £ 17.65 + VAT £20.74 
VSL6022F 6mm F1.22 42 x 32 degrees viewing angle £ 19.05 + VAT £22.38 
VSL8020F 8mm F1.22 32 x 24 degrees viewing angle £ 19.90 + VAT £23.38 

Better quality C Mount lenses 
VSL1614F 16mm F1.6 30 x 24 degrees viewing angle £26.43 + VAT £31.06 
VWL813M 8mm F1.3 with iris 56 x 42 degrees viewing angle £77.45 + VAT = £91.00 
1206 surface mount resistors E12 values 10 ohm to 1M ohm 
100 of 1 value £1.00 + VAT 1000 of 1 value £5.00 + VAT 

866 battery pack originally intended to be 
used with an orbitel mobile telephone it con-
tains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries (42 x 22 dia. 
the size usually used in cordless screw-
drivers etc.) the pack is new and unused 
and can be broken open quite easily 
£7.46 + VAT = £8.77 

Please add £1.66 + vat = £ 1.95 postage & packing per order 

elPG Electronics 
276-278 Chatsworth Road, Chesterfield, S40 2BH. 

Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 550959 
MastercardNisa/Switch 

Callers welcome 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Monday to Saturday 

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS 
FREE COMPONENTS 

Buy 10 x £1 Special Packs and choose another one FREE 
Spi 
SP2 
SP3 
SP6 
SP7 
SP8 
SP10 
Spit 
SP12 
SP20 
SP21 
SP23 
SP24 
SP25 
SP26 
SP28 
SP29 
SP31 
SP36 
SP37 
SP39 
SP40 
SP41 
SP42 
SP47 
SP102 
SP103 
SP104 
SP105 
SP109 
SP111 
SP112 
SP115 
SP116 
SP118 
SP120 
SP124 
SP130 
SP131 

15 x 5mm Red LEDs 
12 x 5mm Green LEDs 
12 x 5mm Yellow LEDs 
15 x 3mm Red LEDs 
12 x 3mm Green LEDs 
10 x 3mm Yellow LEDs 
100 x 1N4148 diodes 
30 x 1N4001 diodes 
30 x 1N4002 diodes 
20 x BC184 transistors 
20 x BC212 transistors 
20 x BC549 transistors 
4 x CMOS 4001 
4 x 555 timers 
4 x 741 Op.Amps 
4 x CMOS 4011 
3 x CMOS 4013 
4 x CMOS 4071 
25 x 10/25V radial elect. caps. 
15 x 100/35V radial elect. caps. 
10 x 470/16V radial elect. caps. 
15 x BC237 transistors 
20 x Mixed transistors 
200 x Mixed 0.25W C.F. resistors 
5 x Min. PB switches 
20 x 8-pin DIL sockets 
15 x 14-pin OIL sockets 
15 x 16-pin DIL sockets 
4 x 74L500 
15 x BC557 transistors 
12 x Assorted polyester caps 
4 x CMOS 4093 
3 x 10mm Red LEDs 
3 x 10mm Green LEDs 
2 x CMOS 4047 
3 x 74LS93 
20 x Assorted ceramic disc caps 
100 x Mixed 0.5W C.F. resistors 
2 x TL071 Op.Amps 

RESISTOR PACKS - C.Film 
RP3 5 each value - total 365 025W £2.95 
RP7 10 each value - total 730 025W £4.20 
RP10 1000 popular values 025W £5.95 
RP4 5 each value-total 365 0.5W £3.90 
RP8 10 each value-total 730 0-5W £6.55 
RP11 1000 popular values 05W £8 25 

SP133 20 x 1N4004 diodes 
SP134 15 x 1N4007 diodes 
SP136 3 x BFY50 transistors 
SP137 4 x W005 1-5A bridge rectifiers 
SP138 20 x 2.2/63V radial elect. caps. 
SP140 3 x WO4 1.5A bridge ectifiers 
SP142 2 x CMOS 4017 
SP143 5 Pairs min. crocodile clips 

(Red & Black) 
SP145 6 x ZTX300 transistors 
SP146 10 x 2N3704 transistors 
SP147 5 x Stripboard 9 strips x 

25 holes 
SP151 4 x 8mm Red LEDs 
SP152 4 x 8mm Green LEDs 
SP153 4 x 8mm Yellow LEDs 
SP154 15 x BC548 transistors 
SP156 3 x Stripboard, 14 strips x 

27 holes 
SP160 10 x 2N3904 transistors 
SP161 10 x 2N3906 transistors 
SP165 2 x LF351 Op Amps 
SP166 20 x 1N4003 diodes 
SP167 6 x BC107 transistors 
SP168 6 x BC108 transistors 
SP172 4 x Standard slide switches 
SP175 20 x 1/63V radial elect. caps. 
SP177 10 x 1A 20mm quick blow fuses 
SP182 20 x 4-7/63V radial elect. caps. 
SP183 20 x BC547 transistors 
SP187 15 x BC239 transistors 
SP191 3 x CMOS 4023 
SP192 3 x CMOS 4066 
SP193 20 x BC213 transistors 
SP195 3 x 10mm Yellow LEDs 
SP197 6 x 20 pin DIL sockets 
SP198 5 x 24 pin DIL sockets 
SP199 5 x 2.5mm mono lack plugs 

2001 Catalogue now available £1 
inc. P&P or FREE with first order. 

P&P £1.25 per order. NO VAT 
Orders to: 

Sherwood Electronics, 
7 Williamson St., Mansfield, 

Notts. NG19 6TD. 

Millions of quality components 
at lowest ever prices! 

Plus anything from bankruptcy - theft recovery 

- frustrated orders - over productions etc. 

Send 54p stamped self-addressed label or 

envelope for clearance lists. 
Brian J Reed 

6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell, 
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3E0 

Tel: 07775 945386 or 0208 393 9055 
Mall Order UK only. 

Lists are updated and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks. This 
normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few 
thousands of an item is available. ( Payment is returned if sold out. 

I do not deal in credit notes). 
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IIK ELECTRONICS 

10,000's 
SOLD 
TO PRO 
USERS 

• 

POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES-LOUDSPEAKERS-MIXERS 
19 INCH STEREO AMPLIFIERS-ACTIVE CROSS/OVERS. 

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS 
HIGH POWER, TWO CI-ANNEL 19 INCH RACK 

«MR. Me• 

• 

• 

THE RENOWNED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS 
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 ( 100W + 100W) NIXF400 (200W + 200W) 

MXF600 (300W + 300W) MXF900 (450W + 450W) 
ALL POWER RATINGS ARE R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, WITH BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN 
FEATURES:- ' Independent power supplies with two toroidal transformers 
• Twin L.E.D. Vu Meters • Level controls ' Illuminated on/off switch • Jack / XLR inputs * 
Speakon Outputs *Standard 775my inputs *Open and Short circuit proof * Latest Mos-Fets 
for stress free delivery into virtually any load • High slew rate • Very low distortion * Aluminium 
cases • MXF600 & MXF900 fan cooled with -01.0 Loudspeaker and thermal protection. 

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS. PUBS. CINEMAS. DISCOS ETC 

MXF200 W19' D11" H3 /" 2J 
MXF400 W19" D12" H5'/." 3U 
MXF600 W19- D13" H5 / i" 
MXF900 W19- D14" HSU 3U 

PRICES: - MXF200 £ 175.00 MXF400 £233.85 
MXF600 £ 329.00 MXF900 £449.15 
SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL £12.50 Each 

SIZES:-

OMP X03-S STEREO 3 WAY ACTIVE CROSSOVER 

CONFIGURED 3 WAY 

FEATURES:-
Advanced 3-Way Stereo Active Cross-Over (Switchable two way). housed in a 19- x 1U case. 
Each channel has three ievel controls: Bass. Mid 11 Top. The removable front facia allows 
access to the programmable DIL switches to adjust the cross-over frequency: There are two 

versions available:-X03-S Bass-Mid 125/250/500Hz, Mid-Top 1.8/3/5kHz, all at 24 dB per octave. 
X03 Bass-Mid 250/500/800Hz. Mid-Top 1.8/3/5k Hz, all at 24 dB per Octave. 
Please make sure you ask for the correct model when cndering. The 2/3 way selector switch-
es are also accessed by removing the front facia. Each stereo channel can be configured sep-
arately. Bass Invert Switches are incorporated on each channel. Nominal 775mV input/output. 
Fully compatible with the OMP Rack Amplifier and Modules. 

B TH M9DEL PRICED AT :- £ 117.44 + £5.00 P&P  

.i or . 1 Kenwood CS-4125 20Mhz Oscilloscope 
Irhenting the design concept of the eigher-versior models the CS-4100 
series 2-channel oscilloscopes provide excellent performance for general 
purpose applications. They feature high quality components ensuring long 
term reliability plus relay artenuators which minimise the need for 
re-cal bration. The CS-4100 Series with excellent cost efficiency were 

signed to meet the needs of engineers over the widest range of 

aorocat'ons CS-4125 Price: £351.33 Free Delivery 

2-WAY 

//'EtSSAITI:re's\ /13ASS)< MID/TOP \ 

2 WAY BASS/MID COMBINED 2 WAY MID/TOP COMBINED 

Kenwood FGE-1202 Programmable function generator 
The FGE-1202 is a microprocessor controlled programmable functtn gen-
erator providing a full featured, accurate generator in compact low cost 
instrument. The design incorporates an LED back lite 16x2 LCD giving clear 
easily read characters. The man output has wave-shapes of sine. square. 
triangle and DC. The output frequency is continuously displayed along with 
the current edit parameters As s;andard an RS-232 interface allowirg 
remote control via a computer . Output has offset. amplitude and symmety 
control.An extemal input allow!: for external sweep and modulation (AM and 
FA1i Internal sweep s also provided with a sweep rate of WrnS to 
20Seco,ds with sa-cep rrodc, 

Fol- full specifications and more equipment view our web site 
at www.bkekic.com and press the Test á Measurement button 

100 WATT ACTIVE SUB BASS AMPLIFIER PANEL 

cure • 

FGE-1202 
Price : £280.83 
Free Delivery 

FLIGHTCASED 
Nor LOUDSPEAKERS 

* PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. 

" PROMPT DELIVERY 

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take advantage of 
latest loudspeaker technology and enclosure designs. All n Wets 
utilise high quality studio cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory 

fitted grilles, wide dispersion constant cirectivity hurls, extruded aluminium comer protection and steel 
bah come's, complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures are fitted as standard with 
top hats tor optional loudspeaker stands. The FC15-300 incorporates a large 16 X 6 inch horn. All 
cabinets are fitted with the latest Speakon connectors for your convenience and safety 
Flve =obis to choose from. 

-LEASE NOIE:- POWER RATINGS 
•UOTED ARE IN WATTS R.M.S. FOR 
ACH INDI1dIDUAL CABINET ALL 
NCLOSURES ARE 8 OHMS 

riE
15.15 Inch speaker 
12.12 Inch speaker 

rb/ FC15-300 WATTS Freq Range 35Hz-20kHz,Sens 101dB. Size H695 W502 D415mm 
Price:- £299.00 per pair 

ibl FC12-300 WATTS Freq Range 45Hz-20kHz, Sens 96dB, Size H600 W405 D300mm 
Price:- £249.00 per pair 

ibl FC12-200 WATTS Freq Range 40H2-20kHz, Sens 97dB, Size H600 W405 D300mm 
Price:- £199.00 per pair 

ibl FC12-100 WATTS Freq Range 45Hz-20kHz, Sens 100dB, Size H546 W380 D300mm 
Price:- £179.00 per pair 

ibl WM12-200 WATTS Freq Range 40Hz-20kHz, Sens 97dB, Size H418 W600 D385mm 
Price:- £125.00 Each 

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL:- £12.50 per pair, wedge monitor £7.00 each 

Optional Metal Stands PRICE:- £49.00 per pair Delivery:- £6.00 

10 INCH AND 12 INCH 100W RMS SUB BASS LOUDSPEAKERS 
TWO SUPERB SUB WOOFER LOUDSPEAKER DRIVERS TO ACCOMPANY OUR 
SUB BASS AMPLIFIER PANEL BELOW. BOTH DRIVERS OFFER GOOD BASS 
RESPONSE AT A REASONABLE COST. THE BSB12-100 HAS BEEN USED FOR 
MANY YEARS IN AN AWARD WINNING SUB BASS SYSTEM 

5OR TH/SM SPECIFICATIONS VIEW OUR WEB SITE AT http://www.bkelec.com 

12 INCH LOUDSPEAKER 11$3_12Agg 

POWER 100W 
IMPEDANCE 8 OHMS 
SENSITIVITY 90dB 
WEIGHT 3.0Kg 
PRICE £24.95 
CARRIAGE £5.00 

10 INCH LOUDSPEAKER BSB10-100 

POWER 100W 
IMPEDANCE 8 OHMS 
SENSITIVITY 89dB 
WEIGHT 2.3Kg 
PRICE £19.99 
CARRIAGE £5.00 

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES 

• 

cnillOW SEISMS 
Perim 

ocv. 

AN ACTIVE SUB BASS AMPLIFIER WITH A TRUE 100W 
RMS OUTPUT, SUPERB CONSTRUCTION WITH THE 
FACILITIES TO INTEGRATE SEEMLESSLY INTO MOST 
HI-FI OR HOME CINEMA SETUPS. USE THIS PANEL 
PLUS ONE OF OUR LOUDSPEAKERS TO MAKE YOUR 
OWN SUB WOOFER THAT WILL MATCH OR BEAT MOST 
COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE SUB WOOFERS. 

FEATURES:- • 100W RMS INTO 8 OHMS * HIGH AND 
LOW LEVEL INPUTS • TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER 
• SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION • D.C. SPEAKER 
PROTECTION • FREQUENCY ROLL OFF, LOWER 
10Hz, UPPER 60Hz TO 240Hz ( FULLY ADJUSTABLE) 
• AC3 COMPATIB_E FILTER CAN BE BYPASSED 
FOR 5-1 FORMATS. * AIRTIGHT CONSTRUCTION 
• TENS OF THOUSANDS OF OUR PANELS ALREADY 
IN USE. • COMPLETE WITH LEADS 

SPECIFICATIONS:-* POWER 100W RMS @ 8 OHMS *FRB) RESP. 10Hz 15KHz 
-3dB • DAMPING FACTOR >200 • DISTORTION 0.05% S/N A WEIGHTED 
>100dB • SUPPLY 230V A.C. WEIGHT 2.7Kg • SIZE I-I254 X W254 X D94mm 

THERE ARE 2 VERSIONS OF THE ABOVE PANEL AVAILABLE :-BSB100/8 
8 OHM VERSION BSB100/4 4 OHM VERSION BOTH PANELS ARE PRICED AT 
£117.44 + £5.00 P&P INCL. V.A.T 

DELIVERY CHARGES:- PLEASE INCLUDE AS ABOVE, 
TO A MAXIMUM AMOUNT £30.00. OFFICIAL ORDERS 

VISA FROM SCHOOL, COLLEGES, GOVT.PLCs ETC. PRICES 
INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. SALES COUNTER. CREDIT CARD 
ORDERS ACCEPTED BY POST PHONE OR FAX. 

SUPPLIED READY 
BUILT AND TESTED 

These modules now enjoy a world-wide reputaton for quality. reliability and performance at a realistic pnce Four 
models are available to suit the needs of the professional and hobby market .e. Industry, Leisure, Instrumental 
and Fe-F. etc. When comparing prices. NOTE that all models include toroidal power supply, integral heatsink, 
g ass fibre PC .B. and drive circuits to power a compatible Vu meter All models are open and short circuit proo' 

THOUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS 

A t 

di••••-

OMP/MF 100 Mos-Fet Output Power 110 watts 
R.M.S into 4 ohms.freq_uency response 1Hz - 
100khz -3dEir Damping Factor >300 Slew Rate 
45V/uS, T.H.D. typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 
500mV, S.N.R. 110dB. Size 300 x 123 x 60mm. 

Price:- £42.85 + £4.00 P&P  

OMP/MF 200 Mos-Fet Output Power 200 watts 
R.M.S.ri  into 4 ohms,freq_uency resporse 1Hz - 
100kHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 
50V/uS, T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 
500mV, S.N.R. 110dB. Size 300 x 155 x 100mm. 

Price:- £66.35 + £4.00 P&P  

OMP/MF 300 Mos-Fet Output Power 300 watts 
R.M.S. into 4 ohms.freq_uency response 1Hz - 
100kHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 
60V/uS, T.H.D. typical 0.001%, Input Sensitivity 
500mV. S.N.R. 110dB, Size 330 x 175 x 100mm. 

Price:- £83.75 + £5.00 P&P  

OMP/MF 450 Mos-Fet Output Power 450 watts 
R.M.S into 4 ohms,freq_uency response 1Hz - 
100kHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 
•75V/uS, T.H.D. typical 0.001%. Input Sensitiviti 
500mV, S.N.R. 110dB. Fan Cooled, D.C. 
Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second Anti Thump 
Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm. 

Price:- £135.85 + £6.00 P&P  

OMP/MF 1300 Mos-Fet Output Power 1000 watts 
R.M.S. into 2 ohms, frequency response 1Hz - 
100kHz -3dB, Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 
75V/uS, typical 0.001%, Input Sensitiviti 
500mV. S.N.R. 110dB. Fan Cooled, D.C. 
Loudspeaker Protection, 2 Second Anti Thump 
Delay Size 422 x 300 x 125mm. 

Price:- £261.00 + £12.00 P&P  

147rE: MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVM ARI F IN "fWO VERSCNS: 
STANDARD - INPUT SENS 500mVBANDVVIDTI-1101:14-tt OP PEC 
PFICiFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT COMPA11BLE; - NPUT SENS 
775rnV, BANDWIDTH 5134-12 ORDER STANDAFtD OR PEC 

B.K. ELECTRONICS 
UNIT 1 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, 

ESSEX. SS2 6TR. 
TEL.: 01702-527572 FAX.: 01702-420243 

Web:- http://www.bkelec.com E-Mail sales@bkelec.com 



'95, ' 98, NT or 2000 
Studying electronics or computing or just want to keep rip- t date in a easy at 

enjoyable way, then this fully interactive soft )bris for you. 

U Electronics and Computing Prince« V7 

DC AC Electrical Semi-Conductors Op-Amps Maths Dtal Computing Testing Micro PICe 1 

alet3113164 

Direct measurement 

-Jul 
L II 

Ohm's Law • — 11 

I e, I Ihin k Duff 

Stored Data Value (i 

Multiply each digit 

by a weighting 8 

value and add 

7? + 0 . 74 « 

Divide total by 11, remainder becomes the 

Modulo 1 

DC« Lab Index SAQ's Window 

Ilif-'1.11 OUT IT DCV1t1 S Serial Port CO 

Key-press Character 'At 011 Previous stop bit 

RS232 Format B-bits. odd panty one stop bit' 

*BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR: Power Output Stage 

Typical Power Transistor Specification 

VcE = 103k/ 

100.r' 

fYi.1.••.• 

7, • 'X> 

dc poem .Vcc - RN/  

ac Pc.wer vVcetimsjvlcirr.,nl = 

Arnphher eiticiency f I - 100 - dr — 

9 0 4 'Power Output Stage 

Operate« key entry - 55443322 

(5. 131•5> 7)+14 ,, 6).14:- 41.0 , 31.12v21u12v 11 1.46 

Check digit Mcd ii. '' le Data entre onvalid be-kerI 

heck Digits 

Visit epiSoft.(..,Lioirl or telephone for 
full details of more than a thotkand menu items. 

Electronics:-
Agynic Structures. DC Current flow. Basic Electronics. Simple DC 
Circuits. Types of Switching. Variable Voltages. Ohm's Law. DC Voltage. 

Current. Series Parallel Resistors. AC Measurements, AC Voltage 
and Current. AC Theory. RCL Series Parallel Circuits. Capacitance. 
Capacitors. Inductanceainductors, Impedance. Communication System, 
Signals. Attenuators. Passive Active Filters. Tuned Circuits. Coupling 
Selectivity. Oscillators, Circuit Theorems. Diode Th 

cations. Transistor Theory. Bipolar Transistor 
figurations. Transistor Circuits. Field Effect Tra 
ifier Theory and Applications. Sum and Differe 

•cal:-
AC Power, SCR. Power Supplies, Voltage Regulators. 
, Motors Generators. Transformers, Three Phase Systems. 

Techniques:-
, Flip Flops. Combinational Logic. Counters. Counting. Shift 

Logic Interfacing. Timers. Boolean Algebra and DeMorgan's 

ocessors and PIC Microcontrollers:-
uter, Busses. A L . ano Reset. Instructions and 

ROM and RAt.' Memory Addressing, 
PIC16F8-3 Architecture. PIC16C71 AD. 

Coned Instructions 

Stop bit (Ned 
O1iJfiOÜL1îCi11' JI 

SittdFcsal Lpaity 

Select Graph for r Power Cu:ve 

suitable healsink see ' Toolbox' 

Speed and Velocity 

yt high to low Stop high 

1_ 

Character search pattein 

listance bevelled , 
time taken m' 

distance travelled 
time taken mis, 

defined direction 

Personal user £99.9511WAT 
Education £299.95 +VAT 

Includes unlimited multi-user site licence.) 

Measurement and Component Testing: -
Analogue multi-meter, Measurement, Componer: -esting 
Mathematics:-
Simple Numbers. Number Types. Roots. Triangle Ratiqrs. Triangle 
Angles. Area. Surface Area and Symmetry. Volume. Pêrcentage 
Ratio's. Fractions, Vectors, Circle Angles. Laws, Algebra Ru) 
Powers, Simplifying. Equations. Graphing. Slope and Tra 
Angles, Complex Numbers. Statistics, Lottery Nu r P 
Science. 

Computer Science:-
Hardware Devices. Data Structures Data Files. Bi 
Arithmetic. 

Toolbox:-
DC Calculations. AC Calculations. Numbers 

Self-Assessment Questions:-
DC. AC. Po'.%er Serni-Concuc:ors. Op-Amps, Digital. Ma atics 

Components and Equipment Picture Dictionary:-
High quality digital camera images and explanatory text. 

Dieter 

Tine te 

lniialaç 

ELECTRONICS LAB tOptional aid-on hardware) 

eptsoft limited. Pump House. Lockram Lane. Witham. Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ. 
Tel: +44 (0)1376 514008. Fax: +44 (0870 0509660. Email: info@eptsoft.com. 

Switch. Delta. Visa and MasterCard accepted. 
No additional postage or airmail charges. 




